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Professor Oscar Botto, eminent Indologist and beloved Mentor,
passed away on August 24,h, 2008, owing to the worsening of his longlasting and painful disease.
The Sanskrit and Indological studies lose an outstanding, eminent
and internationally renowned scholar. Member of the most prestigious
Italian and foreign Academies and Institutions, such as the Academia
Europaea, London, the Royal Asiatic Society, London, the Royal Aca
demy of Letters, History and Antiquities, Stockholm, the Académie
des Inscriptions et Belles Lettres, Paris, the Accademia delle Scienze
of Torino, the Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei, Roma, and many
others, he was appointed Vice-president of the International Asso
ciation of Sanskrit Studies in 1975, and was the Founder and President
of the Italian Association of Sanskrit Studies since 1976.
His primary fields of study were the juridical and political tradition
of ancient India, Sanskrit epic and dramatic literature and Buddhism.
He wrote many articles and fundamental books, among which II poeta
Ksemendra e il suo Daśāvatāracarita (Torino, 1951), Il Nitivakyāmrta
di Somadeva Sūri (Torino, 1962), and Letteratura classica dell’India
antica (Roma, 1964).
He directed the monumental work in four volumes Storia delle
Letterature d’Oriente (Milano, 1969), in whose third volume (pp. 1374) he wrote the “Letterature antiche dell’India”, still now an essen
tial reference point for Italian and foreign scholars.
His work Buddha e il Buddhismo, originally published in 1974, ran
to many editions and still represents a milestone in the field of
Buddhist studies.
He was awarded the Degree of Vidyāvācaspati Honoris causa (Dr.
h.c.) by the Shri Lāl Bahadur Shāstrī Rāshtrīya Samskrit Vidyāpeeth,
New Delhi (1994), the Degree of Dr. Litt. Honoris Causa by the
Banaras Hindu University (1996), and the Degree “Docteur Honoris
Causa” of the Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow, 2000. He was
also awarded many other prizes, among which the National Prize of the
President of the Italian Republic, 1986, and the “Premio Internazionale
Empedocle per le Scienze Umane: Andrej Sacharov”, Agrigento, 1993.
Oscar Botto has significantly fostered the progress of Indian Studies.
Bom in Turin in 1922, he always was fondly faithful to his hometown,
where he taught Sanskrit first as an Assistant Professor (1948-1957) and a
University Lecturer (since 1954), then as a Teacher on annual basis (1957-

1962), and eventually as a Full Professor, 1963 to 1997, when he was ap
pointed Emeritus Professor. In 1963 he founded the Institute of Indology,
later to become Department of Oriental Studies, which he directed till
1996, conferring honour and repute to the School of Turin. His scholarship
and breadth of mind, combined with a vision which reached far beyond the
confines of his own discipline, led him to found Cesmeo (1982), the
International Institute for Advanced Asian Studies. Through Cesmeo he
promoted and organised lectures, panels, meetings, exhibitions and confe
rences, among which the International Rāmāyana Conference (Turin,
1992), and the memorable World Sanskrit Conference of 2000, held in
Turin. Thanks to Cesmeo he also tirelessly fostered an outstanding edito
rial activity: he founded and directed Indologica Taurinensia, the Journal
of the International Association of Sanskrit Studies, the Series of the
Corpus Iuris Sanscriticum et Fontes Iuris Asiae Meridianae et Centralis,
under the High Patronage of the International Academic Union and the
National Academic Union of Italy, the First Sanskrit-Italian Dictionary
(that will be published in 2009 under the scientific direction of Saverio
Sani) and a new Italian translation of the Vālmīki Rāmāyana.
*
Il Prof. Oscar Botto, eminente indologo e nostro amato Maestro, si
è spento la sera del 24 agosto 2008 a seguito dell’aggravarsi della sua
lunga e dolorosa malattia.
Gli studi sanscriti e indologici perdono una figura di primissimo pia
no, uno straordinario e magistrale ricercatore, universalmente noto e apprezzato. Membro delle più prestigiose Accademie e Istituzioni italiane e
straniere, tra cui l’Academia Europaea, Londra, la Royal Asiatic Society
di Londra, la Royal Academy of Letters, History and Antiquities di
Stoccolma, l’Académie des Inscriptions et Belles Lettres di Parigi,
l’Accademia delle Scienze di Torino, l’Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei
di Roma, fu nominate Vicepresidente della International Association of
Sanskrit Studies nel 1975; nel 1976 ha fondato l’Associazione Italiana di
Studi Sanscriti di cui è state présidente fino al 2004.
I suoi principal! ambiti di interesse erano la tradizione giuridica e
politica dell’India antica, la letteratura epica e drammatica sanscrita e il
Buddhismo. Ha scritto numerosi articoli e testi fondamentali, tra cui II
poeta Ksemendra e il suo Daśāvatāracarita (Torino, 1951), Il Nitivakyāmrta di Somadeva Sūri (Torino, 1962), e Letteratura classica

dell’India antica (Roma, 1964). Ha diretto la monumentale Storia delle
Letterature d’Oriente (Milano, 1969), in quattro volumi, curando personalmente la stesura delle “Letterature antiche dell’India” (pp. 1-374
del terzo volume), opera che costituisce ancor oggi un irrinunciabile
punto di riferimento per gli studiosi italiani e stranieri. Il suo Buddha e
il Buddhismo, uscito nel 1974, è stato più volte ripubblicato e rappresenta tuttora una pietra miliare nel campo degli studi buddhistici.
Ha ricevuto il titolo di Vidyāvācaspati Honoris causa (Dr. h.c.) dal
la Shri Lāl Bahadur Shāstrī Rāshtrīya Samskrit Vidyāpeeth, New Delhi
(1994), la Laurea Honoris Causa dalla Banaras Hindu University
(1996) e il titolo di “Docteur Honoris Causa” dall’Accademia delle
Scienze russa, Mosca (2000). Ha ricevuto inoltre numerosi premi, tra i
quali il Premio Nazionale del Présidente della Repubblica Italiana,
1986, e il “Premio Intemazionale Empedocle per le Scienze Umane:
Andrej Sacharov”, Agrigento, 1993.
Oscar Botto ha significativamente inciso sul progresso degli studi indologici. Nato a Torino nel 1922, ha sempre amato la sua città, in seno alia
quale ha svolto la sua intera camera. Assistente alia cattedra di Sanscrito
dell’Università di Torino dal 1948 al 1957, Libero Docente di Sanscrito
presso la medesima Université dal 1954, Professore incaricato di Sanscrito
dal 1957 al 1962, Professore di Indologia dal 1963, Professore Emerito dal
1997, Fondatore e Direttore dell’Istituto di Indologia, poi Dipartimento di
Orientalistica, dal 1963 al 1996, Oscar Botto ha dato lustro e fama mondiale
alla Scuola di Torino. La sua erudizione e apertura mentale, unite a una visione che andava ben oltre i meri confini del suo campo di studi, lo condussero a fondare nel 1982 il Cesmeo, Istituto Intemazionale di Studi Asiatici
Avanzati. Attraverso il Cesmeo egli promosse l’organizzazione di incontri,
conferenze, mostre, congressi, tra cui l’lntemational Rāmāyana Conference
(Torino, 1992) e la memorabile undicesima edizione della World Sanskrit
Conference (Torino, 2000). Dal CESMEO condusse inoltre una instancabile attività éditoriale: fondé e diresse il periodico Indologica Taurinensia,
The Journal of the International Association of Sanskrit Studies, e la serie
del Corpus Iuris Sanscriticum et Fontes Iuris Asiae Meridianae et Cen
tralis, con il Patrocinio dell’Unione Accademica Intemazionale e
deU’Unione Accademica Nazionale, il Primo Dizionario Sanscrito-Itahano
(che sarà pubblicato nel 2009 sotto la direzione scientifica di Saverio Sani) e
una nuova traduzione italiana del Rāmāyana di Vālmīki.
Irma Piovano

Le pubblicazioni della Collana del CIS sono state recentemente
presentate alla Fifth Dubrovnik Conference on the Sanskrit epics and
Purānas (Dubrovnik, Croatia, 11-16 agosto 2008), un appuntamento
accademico tra i più noti nel campo delle discipline indologiche.
Corne in precedenti occasioni la Collana è stata accolta con grande
ammirazione dagli studiosi presenti; sono stati apprezzati in particolare l’alto livello scientifico e la grande diffusione intemazionale che la
Collana del CIS ha raggiunto nel volgere di pochi anni.
In occasione dell’ultima riunione plenaria dell’Union Académique
Internationale (Bruxelles 27 maggio-l° giugno 2008) è stato ribadito
l’apprezzamento per il programma pluriennale e il rigore metodologico della Collana del CIS e il relatore ufficiale, Prof. Richard W.
Lariviere, con viva soddisfazione ha comunicato che “the commission
expressed its satisfaction”.
*
Il volume Ritualisation and Segregation di Mikael Aktor, Professore di Storia delle Religioni all’Université della Danimarca méridio
nale, esamina la normativa dell’intoccabilità (asprśyatva), alla luce
delle fond letterarie dei dharmaśāstra. Nella prima parte del volume,
l’A. tratta dell’evoluzione di questo rilevante tema giuridico, già pre
sente in nuce nei più antichi dharmasūtra, ma che diventa col tempo
un complesso e dettagliato sistema di precauzioni per impedire il contatto con determinate persone o gruppi di persone. Passa poi, nella se
conda e terza parte del volume, a un’approfondita e accurata disamina
di quanto viene stabilito in testi sanscriti del XIV secolo particolarmente significativi per la conoscenza di tali tematiche. Il volume si
conclude con una panoramica dell’intero complesso normativo relativo allo stato di “intoccabile”.

Irma Piovano
Présidente del Comitato
“Corpus Iuris Sanscriticum
et fontes iuris Asiae meridianae et centralis”
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PREFACE
The present study is based on my Master thesis of 1993 and PhD dis
sertation of 1997, the former on ancient and early medieval literary
sources on the status of the Candāla in relation to the varna system, the
latter on rules of untouchability as presented in the mid-fourteenth cen
tury work on dharmaśāstra, the Parāśaramādhavīya of Mādhavācārya.
Both the Master thesis and the PhD dissertation were submitted to
the University of Copenhagen, but my studies were carried out in part
at the School of Oriental and African Studies, University of London,
financed by the Danish Research Academy.
Many people have contributed to this project through the years. It is
with much gratitude that I mention those who have made the greatest im
pact: from University of Copenhagen, my former teacher and supervisor
Dr Erik Reenberg Sand; from SOAS, Dr Werner Menski, Dr Daud Ali,
Professor J.C. Wright, and the late Dr Julia Leslie, to whose memory this
book is dedicated; from the University of Texas at Austin, Professor
Patrick Olivelle and from University of Wisconsin-Madison, Dr Donald
R. Davis, Jr. These two American connections brought about an intro
duction to Dr Irma Piovano, president of the Editorial Board of “Corpus
Iuris Sanscriticum et Fontes Iuris Asiae Meridianae et Centralis”. From
the University of Southern Denmark, where I am currently employed, I
also want to thank my colleagues at the Institute of Philosophy,
Education and the Study of Religions and its board of studies who have
supported me during the years.
Lastly I want to express my special gratitude to my good friends and
brothers-in-arms in the small and fragile Danish Indological fraternity,
Dr Ole Holten Pind and Mr Bjarne Wernicke Olesen, including with
them Dr Henrik Hjort Sprensen from Sinology, and Dr Jens-André
Herbener from Semitic philology.

1. INTRODUCTION

This study explores the pre-colonial ritual ideology of one of the most
remarkable practices of Indian civilisation, that of untouchability. It is
possible to follow this ideology back through history in a large variety of
literary sources to at least the 3rd century BCE, and - depending on how
one defines “untouchability” - even beyond. From more recent anthropo
logical studies we know untouchability as a practice that imposed a wide
range of permanent and temporary disabilities and substantial and unrea
sonable hardships on large sections of the population. In general, much
of this can be recognised in the pre-colonial sources. Legally however,
the untouchability of caste was “abolished” when the constitution of in
dependent India took effect in 1950 \ and measures that were intended to
secure the former untouchable castes compensation in terms of political
representation, job recruitment and education were guaranteed and ex
pected to fulfil their purpose within a period of ten years. Later constitu
tional amendments which have prolonged that-ten year period even to
the present day have shown that legal abolition of a discriminative prac
tice is not the same as the eradication of that practice.
Generally speaking, almost all literature on the subject deals with
the post-independence phenomenon related to today’s Scheduled
Castes or Dalits1
2. In contrast, the present study has as its object the
scriptural testimony of the practice in ancient and medieval Indian ju
ridical texts, that is in the dharmaśāstra tradition, and this focus is not
with an exclusive eye on caste but with an attention to the total com
plex, which includes many different categories of people in different
spheres of life. This total view on untouchability is motivated by the
texts themselves: untouchability is primarily articulated as a ritual
taboo concerned with a man’s ritual purity, and in that sense it makes
no difference in principle whether the person avoided is a permanent
untouchable leather worker or a wife going through menstruation.
1

2

“‘Untouchability’ is abolished and its practice in any form is forbidden. The enforcement of
any disability rising out of ‘Untouchability’ shall be an offence punishable in accordance
with law.” (Constitution of India, article 17).
The literature is huge. For an introduction, see Zelliot 1992; Deliège 1999; Aktor & Deliège
2008.
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Scholars have been divided in their understanding of this phenome
non. One tendency is to stress the social reality of untouchability and
to see it purely as a cynical exploitation only falsely legitimised by
these abstract notions of ritual purity. Another is to ignore the social
factors and understand untouchability in purely ideological terms as a
necessary consequence deriving solely from a religious cosmology. I
shall try to avoid such polarisations and will show instead how the
practice of untouchability, as recorded in ancient and medieval dhar
maśāstra, formed a unity of pragmatic and soteriological concerns,
and how an ontology of the pure and the impure, and of the auspicious
and the inauspicious, was an integrated element of the actions by
which Brahmin householders constituted themselves as competent
agents and their various domains of activity as prosperous.

The texts
Dharmaśāstra2’, the scholarly literature (śāstra) on Duty or Law
(dharma)3
4 that emerged during the fourth or third century BCE5 and
flourished until the start of the Colonial period is not a juridical sys
tem in a modem sense. Like other ancient juridical genres it is more a
compilation of rules, which integrate the social and ritual spheres of
life into one. In the dharmaśāstra we find rules that regulate the social
relations between different castes, between man and woman, and be
tween employers and employees, but also rules that give instruction in
the performance both of religious rituals and of daily activities such as
hygiene, meals, sex etc.
The text I have selected as the primary text for this study, the
Parāśaramādhavīya (PM), is a large medieval commentary on an old
er text, the Parāśarasmrti (PS). There are several reasons for this
choice. Many of the dharmasmrtis, that is metric dharmaśāstra works
composed after the beginning of the Common Era, particularly the
younger ones, are fairly detailed about purity practices and rules of
untouchability. Even rules referring directly to untouchable castes and
3
4
5

Kane 1968-1977; Lingat 1993; Derrett 1973; Rocher 2003; Olivelie 2005c.
For the semantic meaning of dharma, see especially Olivelie 2004.
Olivelie 2000: 9-10; 2004: 506; 2005c: 165.
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to the many precautionary measures against contact with these that are
included in the practice of untouchability, are relatively quite frequent
in these smrtis. But most of these texts have only been transmitted as
fragments or quotations in other smrtis and medieval commentaries.
Although many such fragments have been collected and edited, the
rules I am focusing on are often spread more or less unsystematically
throughout the texts. In contrast, PS is among the few extant and prob
ably completely transmitted texts, in which rules of untouchability are
systematised. Thus, large sections of chapter six and ten deal explicit
ly with precautionary rules with respect to those people, the Candālas,
who in dharmaśāstra texts are regarded as permanently untouchable
and thus rightly can be seen as a prototype of an untouchable caste6.
The text also deals with temporarily untouchable individuals, particu
larly with the menstruating woman who is treated in detail in chapter
seven of the text. In addition, the fact that we have a very comprehen
sive commentary on this text, a commentary that like other medieval
works of its genre supplements the smrti text (also known as the mūla
or root text) with a wealth of quotes from other smrtis, makes this
work a reasonable choice. Kane, referring to Julius Eggeling’s cata
logue of Sanskrit manuscripts in the India Office Library, mentions in
passing that also the 17th century commentator on Visnusmrti, Nandapandita, wrote a commentary on PS entitled Vidvanmanoharā. It ap
pears that this work is mainly an abridged version of the PM and that
the manuscript “is very incorrect”7.
Whatever their original authorship, the dharmasmrtis, including PS,
are left to us as eponymous texts attributed to certain Vedic sages, such
as Manu8, Yājñavalkya, Nārada, and here, Parāśara. We know neither
the date nor the place of origin of PS with any certainty. Both 100-400
and 600-900 CE have been suggested as probable dates, the former by
indological scholars (P.V. Kane and, following him, R. Lingat and
6 Dumont 1980: 52.
7 Kane 1968-1977, vol.l: 915; Eggeling 1891: 377, No. 1301.
8 Based on a study of the structure of the text, Olivelle (2005a: 5-11, 19) maintains that MDhŚ is
originally composed by an individual author. Also with regard to “ancient texts in general”
(op.cit.: 5), Olivelle stresses the need to consider,individual rather than anonymous authorship.
This is in opposition to other scholars (e.g. Lariviere 1989, vol.2: x-xiii) who regard the
dharmaśāstras as compilations of verses from an anonymous stock of gnomic verses.
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J.D.M. Derrett)9, the latter by historians (V. Jha and B.N.S Yadava)10.
Kane’s argument rests on the fact that the earliest quotations of
verses from PS occur in Garudapurāna (chapter 107) and Viśvarūpa’s
Bālakrïda commentary on Yājñavalkyadharmaśāstra. Unfortunately,
the date of the former work is far from settled. Ludo Rocher11 refrains
from dating the work himself but refers to the opposing views of
Chaudhuri & Banerjee and Hazra, on the one side, who suggest the
tenth century as most probable, and Shastri and Tiwari, on the other,
who maintain a date between the first and the sixth century. From the
quotes by and of Viśvarūpa it follows that he lived at some time be
tween 750 and 1000 CE. And, if he is identical with a pupil of Śañkarācārya named Sureśvara, as it is supposed, he must have flourished in
the first part of the ninth century12. On this basis Kane concludes that
[IJt is quite clear that in the first half of the 9"1 century the
Parāśarasmrti that we have now was considered to be authoritative
and the work of an ancient sage. It seems to have known a work of
Manu, as seen above. Therefore, it must be assigned to some
period between the first and the S**1 century of the Christian era13.

The historians, on the other side, have not been comfortable with
such an early date, because they see the content of this text as indica
tive of a literary environment typical of the early medieval period. Jha
treats the text as evidence of a stage of untouchability that had only
developed in what he labels “the fourth phase”, which is between 600
and 1200 CE 14. Likewise, Yadava, dating the text between 600 and
900 CE, sees in it “a clear tendency of breaking with antiquity” ex
pressed in, among other features, its doctrine of the relation between
dharmaśāstra and the yugas (the four large world ages during which,
according to Hindu cosmology, the conditions and behaviour of man

9 Kane 1968-1977, vol.l: 464; Lingat 1993: 103; Derrett 1973: 39.
10 Jha 1975: 30, n.2; Yadava 1979: 62.
11 Rocher 1986: 177.
12 Kane 1968-1977, vol.1:562-564.
13 Ibid.: 464.
14 Jha 1975: 30-31.
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have deteriorated), and its emphasis on being a work for the last and
worst of these world ages, the present Kaliyuga15. The doctrine Yadava refers to claims not only that there is a correlation between the yu
gas and dharma in the sense that particular practices (ascetic exercis
es, knowledge, sacrifice, and donations) are related to the yugas from
Krta- to Kaliyuga respectively 16 - this is a doctrine also known from
Mānavadharmaśāstra (1.86) - but it mentions many more specific
correlations17, among these the one existing between the yugas and in
dividual dharmaśāstra texts. Thus, in the unspoiled Krta age it was
the laws of Manu that were taught, in the Tretā those of Gautama, in
the Dvāpara those of Śañkha-Likhita (only preserved in fragments)18,
and in the present Kali age the laws of Parāśara19.
From the point of view of untouchability, where it seems to be the
case that the degree of proliferation and detail of rules can be seen in
general as a chronological index, there is, indeed, much in PS which
makes it difficult to accept a date as early as the time when Yājñavalkyadharmaśāstra and Nāradasmrti were composed, that is probably,
and with large margins, before the fifth century CE, though this was
what Kane suggested20. We shall see in the following chapters that
many of the rules in PS share a level of proliferation not far from the
most detailed fragmented smrtis and versified sütras (Atri, Uśanas and
others). These texts, which are only known from fragmented quotes in
medieval commentaries and compendia (nibandhas), are notoriously
difficult to date with any accuracy. And the fluidity of the boundaries
between one of these texts and another - the same verses are frequent
ly attributed to different sages 21 - indicates that they may never have
had a real fixity of their own. For these fragmented texts at least it is
difficult, I think, not to agree with Richard Lariviere’s idea of a flexi
Yadava 1979: 62.
PS 1.1.23.
PS 1.1.20-34.
Kane 1968-1977,vol.l: 136-142.
krte tu mānavādharmās tretāyām gautamāh smrtāh / dvāpare śāñkhalikhitāh kalau
pārāśarāh smrtāh //PS 1.1.24.
20 Kane 1968-1977, vol. 1: 443,464. Olivelle (2005a: 66) dates YDhŚ and NS between 300 and
600 CE.
21 Lingat 1993: 131.

15
16
17
18
19
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ble and time-adaptable stock of gnomic verses22. The flexibility and
multiplicity of these “homeless” dharma verses enabled medieval
sistas (law specialists) to authorise views which were expedient in
their own time by quoting these seemingly timeless verses.
In this perspective Kane’s reasoning in what just has been quoted
about PS having been regarded in the first half of the ninth century as
“the work of an ancient sage” and therefore at least four hundred years
older, fails to take the literary process into account such as it has later
been described by Sheldon Pollock. As I have discussed in more detail
elsewhere23, Pollock’s idea is that practice was underpinned by knowl
edge made authoritative by its age in a manner that reflects the relation
between the eternal Veda (as a blueprint for creation) and the material
world (as its manifestation) 24. The śāstras, which were put in the
mouths of omniscient sages from the mythical past, were regarded as
lost Vedas only preserved in the memory of these ancient seers through
whom they have been transmitted to the present. In other words, they
were understood as Vedas whose original wording had been lost but
whose content had been remembered (smrta) by men, thus forming the
literary corpus known as smrti, that is “tradition”, in contrast to the au
dible (śruta), or recited Vedas, the śruti, which comprise the corpus of
the four Vedas and which were regarded as of non-human origin25.
Historically śāstras, in the form of prose sūtras started to be composed
at the end of the Vedic period. As recited texts the four Vedas became
transmitted in fixed recensions, whereas these new śāstras (sūtras and
later smrtis) were composed successively beyond the Vedic period.
Although they were composed for the present, they claimed authority
through the literary fiction of the lost Vedas. This, according to
Pollock, is the reason why smrtis are attributed to ancient rsis such as
Parāśara, Brhaspati, Añgiras and so on26.
This idea is nicely confirmed by the opening verses of PS (1.1.119), which cast the attribution of this text to a Vedic rsi, Parāśara, as a
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Lariviere 1989, vol.2: xi.
Aktor 1999: 260-267. See also Olivelle 2005a: 62-66.
Pollock 1985: 518.
Pollock 1990: 326-327.
Pollock 1985: 512-515.
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search for original, complete knowledge. They tell how the sages ap
proached Vyāsa for instruction about dharma (1-2). Although Vyāsa
knows the laws of all the great rsis (12c-15b), he regards his knowl
edge as incomplete, saying (4): “I do not know the complete truth.
How can I speak about dharmal My father is the one to be asked”27.
And so he takes the rsis to his father, Parāśara, who starts his talk by
referring to the origin of all knowledge, the uncreated Veda, and its
link to the laws (dharma) of men. At every turning of a Kalpa (cosmic
cycle) Brahma, Visnu and Siva, together with the experts who guide
the world on the basis of Veda, tradition and the conduct of good men
(three classical sources of dharma)28, all perish but arise again. The
Veda itself is uncreated, but with every new Kalpa Brahma brings it
back to memory and Manu likewise remembers the rules of dharma29.
But that rules of behaviour are made authoritative by attributing
them to ancient sages is not a guarantee that the rules are not, in fact,
new rules - rules for the present. If we are willing to stretch Pollock’s
argument that smrtis were regarded as remembered ancient truths, we
should be able to set up a formula for smrti production which reads as
follows: to compose = to remember. It then follows that there is no
guarantee that some verses were not simply composed, or at least re
formulated, when they were needed by medieval scholars. They would
be regarded as the sayings of ancient sages even by those who ‘com
posed’ or reformulated them. If so, it would not be wrong to assign PS
a date closer to Viśvarūpa, somewhere between the seventh and the
ninth century as suggested by Jha and Yadava. As a matter of fact, it
seems that Kane later changed his view of the date of PS. For in the
chronological table in his last, fifth volume PS is placed among the
late smrtis ascribed to the period between 600 and 900 CE30.
With regard to PS’s large medieval commentary, PM, however, we
are on somewhat safer ground. Its author has been identified as
27 na cāham sarvatattvajñah katham dharmam vadāmy aham / asmat pitaiva prastavya iti
vyāsah suto ’bravlt/Z'PS 1.1.4.
28 For a detailed discussion of the sources of dharma, see Olivelie 2005c: 156-165.
29 kalpe kalpe ksayotpattyā brahmavisnumaheśvarāh / śrutismrtisadācāranirnetāraś ca
sarvadā // na kaścid vedakarttā ca vedam smrtvā catnrmukhah / tathaiva dharmān smarati
manuh kalpāntare 'ntare//PS 1.1.20-21.
30 Kane 1968-1977, vol.5, part 2: xiii.
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Mādhavācārya (henceforth Mādhava for short), presumably the brother
of Sāyana, the famous commentator of the Vedas31. They lived in the
fourteenth century in southern India (present Karnataka), and have been
connected to the early history of the Vijayanagara empire, founded most
probably in 134632. As Mādhavācārya he is also known as the author of
the famous compendium of philosophical teachings, the
Sarvadarśanasamgraha. Later in his life Mādhava became a monk in
the Smgeri monastery, which had been established as a major centre of
advaita vedānta. As a monk he was known under the name Vidyāranya.
He is known as such and as the head of the monastery from an inscrip
tion form 1375 33. Several works on vedānta are attributed to Vidyā
ranya, for instance the fivanmuktiviveka, in which the author refers to
PM as his earlier work34. Another work attributed to him is the Śañkaradigvijaya, in which the tradition that Sañkara founded four monasteries
in each comer of India is promoted35. Hi died in 138636.
According to much historiography, Indian as well as Western, the
activities of Mādhava and Sāyana should be interpreted as a Hindu re
vival motivated by the expanse of Muslim rule in southern India37.
The sultanate of Delhi had dominated northern India for 150 years,
and at the same time as Vijayanagara was founded other independent
sultanates had emerged in central India. According to this line of his
toriographic thinking, Mādhava’s and Sāyana’s role was to inspire the
founders of the empire, the two warrior brothers or princes Harihara
and Bukka, to establish an independent Hindu state as a bulwark
against Muslim rule, a narrative that Burton Stein sees as purely myth
ical thinking 38. Although not as sceptical as Stein, Hermann Kulke

Kulke & Rothermund 1990: 190; Kulke 1993: 223.
Kulke & Rothermund 1990: 188.
Kulke 1993: 227.
Kane 1968-1977, vol.l: 787-788; Kulke 1993: 226.
Kulke 1993: 236.
Ibid. : 230.
According to Phillip Wagoner (2002: 302-303), this historical narrative rests first of all on
the writings of N. Venkataramanayya between 1929 and 1946. It was carried on by K.A.
Nilakanta Sastri in 1955 and more or less in historical works by Percival Spear, Romila
Thapar, Stanley Wolpert, Joseph Schwartzberg and Vincent Smith.
38 Stein 1989: 19-20.
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and Dietmar Rothermund write somewhat cautiously that the founda
tion of Vijayanagara was a “direct response to the challenge posed by
the sultanate of Delhi”, indicating, perhaps, a political rather than a re
ligious confrontation39. They also mention that the expansion of the
empire under the second king, King Bukka I (1357-1377), meant the
defeat of both Hindu kings and Muslim sultans 40. Nevertheless, Mādhava himself was explicit in associating the Vedic revival with King
Bukka. This is reflected in his dedications to the king at the end of
each chapter of PM. It reads:
This was the first chapter [and so forth in the succeeding chapters]
in the Mādhavlya, the commentary on Parāśarasmrti, which is the
work of Mādhava, the counsellor who carries the burden of the
Universal Sovereign, the Chief King of the Great Kings, the Most
Excellent Lord, the Promoter of the Vedic path, the Blessed hero,
King Bukka41.

Here the king is praised as promoter of the “Vedic path”, that path
which Mādhava, Sāyana and others articulated by their works. In what
sense Mādhava served the king as a counsellor, or minister, is not ful
ly known, and how far he was actually involved in the political admin
istration is disputed42. He has, as a matter of fact, been confused with
another Mādhava, who for almost fifty years functioned as a minister
in the administration of the Vijayanagara rulers and who is known
from several inscriptions. That the two Mādhavas are not identical,
however, appears from their different affiliations in terms of family
and preceptors 43.
It is furthermore remarkable that Mādhava addresses the king by
his full imperial title, “Chief King of the Great Kings, the Most
Excellent Lord”. In epigraphic material that title is only used from

39 Kulke & Rothermund 1990: 188.
40 Ibid.: 190.

41 iti śrimahārājādhirājaparameśvaravaidikamārgapravartakaśnvīrabukkabhūpālasāmrājyadhuramdharasya mādhavāmātyasya krtau parāśarasmrtivyākhyāyām mādhav'iyāyām prathaino
’dhyāyah // PM vol. 1, pt. 1: 487. One manuscript omits the mahā in the king’s emperial title.
42 Kulke 1993:225-226.
43 Ibid. : 224-225.
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1368 onwards 44. This might be significant for the dating of PM.
However, Kane argues that since Mādhava composed his calendrical
work, the Kālanirnaya, in which he examined the intercalary months
from 1334 to 1359, after he wrote PM - a fact which indicates that the
Kālanirnaya was composed shortly after 1359 - PM should be dated
earlier than that45. But as king Bukka only ascended the throne in
1357, we do not have many years to choose from. It follows from this
that PM can be dated somewhere between 1357 and 1360, that is in
the first years of the reign of Bukka I.
However this may be, the identification of Mādhavācārya as author
of our text is in itself significant. It means that this work on dharmaśāstra was composed by one of the foremost intellectuals of his time.
This is important to bear in mind when, in the following chapters, we
shall struggle our way through endless citations of rules about touch
ing untouchable Candālas, menstruating women, people who have not
yet cleaned themselves after their meal or after defecation and so on.
Such rules mattered. They were part of the “Vedic path”. Knowing
and practising them was part of being among the “good” or the “de
cent” (sat) and the learned (śista) men, whose comportment (ācāra)
was seen even as a source of dharma.
William Jackson provides us with more information about our au
thor and his career. Mādhava is supposed to have written a treatise on
music, Samgītasāra. It has been lost but it is quoted by the Thanjavur
scholar Govinda Diksita in his own musical treatise, Samgitasuddha
composed around 1600 46. That an eminent scholar and philosopher
connected to the royal court also wrote a musical treatise should not
surprise us. Music was an important part of courtly life, and Govinda
Diksita even wrote his treatise for a king, Achyutappa Nayaka, who
himself was a skilful musician47. Similarly, Mādhava’s work on music,
like his work on dharmaśāstra, should probably be seen as part of a
strategy of providing learning and education to the royal court and in
that way strengthening the ties between the king and the Brahmin elite.
44
45
46
47

Ibid.: 217-218.
Kane 1968-1977, vol.l: 790.
Jackson 2005: 22.
Wujastyk 2006: 14.
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As already mentioned, after becoming the monk known as
Vidyāranya, he wrote philosophical works, mostly on advaita vedānta,
in which he occasionally referred to his earlier works written for the
court. In his hagiographie work on Śañkara, the Śañkaradigvijaya, he
alludes with contempt to his earlier habit of distributing undeserved
flattery for the “kings’ goodness” 48. His dedication to king Bukka at
the end of every chapter of PM, quoted above, might be an example of
such politically expedient flattery. Nevertheless, his combined life ex
perience as both a family man and a monk enabled him to switch easi
ly between the two styles of expression. Thus, while in his Jivanmuktiviveka he adopts the strongly negative discourse on the female body
so typical of Indian renunciate literature, he has a perfect grip of the
erotic literary style when he tells the story of Śañkara’s first and only
sexual experiences in the body of king Amaruka in the Śañkaradigvi
jaya 49. Even when he writes in the strict and dry style of śāstric com
mentary, which he applies in the PM, we sense at certain rare places
glimpses of personal life experience, such as when he explains how
food can be contaminated by human faeces; this may happen when
parents eat their meal together with their small children, which has be
come a habit, he says, among ordinary people50.
But what was the motive for writing the PM? Was it really meant to
provide ideological support for the military and cultural politics of
Vijayanagara against the advance of Muslim rule in southern India, as it
has been presented? Phillip Wagoner has asked some pertinent questions
about this historiography, which he does not believe can bear a critical
historical reading of the original sources, but appears rather as a commu
nally inspired reconstruction51. Indeed, his presentation of the original
sources does not confirm the narrative of Vijayanagara as a bulwark
against Islam. It seems that Vijayanagara was founded not as an enemy
of Islam but, quite on the contrary, as a successor state to the Delhi
Sultanate, deriving its authority directly from that of the Sultanate52. But
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Jackson 2005: 30.
Ibid.:21, 33.
PM 2.11.1, vol.2,pt.l, p.365.
Wagoner 2002: 300-304.
Ibid.: 304-305.
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in line with a Hindu tradition of coping with religious diversity and
competing religious communities, a rhetoric of inclusivism53 was de
veloped, as is evident from Sanskrit narratives composed in the 16,h to
early 17lh century Vijayanagara, in which the superior Muslim ruler is
familiarised as being in reality identical with or related to Hindu gods,
overcoming in this way the cognitive dissonance 54. Rather than
adamant Hindu, Wagoner describes the cultural environment of
Vijayanagara as ‘Islamicate’, that is influenced by Muslim style in ar
chitecture, dress, titles and so on55.
To this Jackson argues that it is difficult to understand “the later
‘Hinduness’ of the kingdom if it was not a concern to begin with,” and
he maintains that to absorb “prestigious and successful styles and
methods seems quite natural to the Hindu outlook”56. In other words
he seems to think that an Islamicate courtly and political style was not
contradictory to a deliberate interest in revitalising a Hindu identity by
actively supporting scholars like Mādhava and Sāyana.
I think we need to distinguish between the political interests of the
founding kings and the sectarian interests of elite Brahmins. One of
the problems with the narrative about Vijayanagara being founded on
the inspiration of Mādhava-Vidyāranya and Sāyana is that it identifies
the political project of Harihara and Bukka with the ‘Vedic revival’
project of the two Brahmins. Instead we need to see these two projects
as separate. According to Wagoner, the political project was purely
political; it was not ideological. There is nothing in the sources pre
sented by Wagoner, not even the late sources from the 16,h and 17lh
century, that indicates that Harihara and Bukka had any strong feel
ings for or against Islam. But as elite Brahmins Mādhava and Sāyana
had a clear interest in creating strong ties with the founders of the em
pire. For religious communities such alliances were basic to their exis
tence. Royal donations in the form of land and support to religious in-

53 “Inclusivism” in this context denotes the tendency to integrate alien notions as being in reality
genuinely Hindu. A classic example is the inclusion of Buddha as a Visnu avatāra sent to
lead the wicked astray. The term was suggested by Paul Hacker, see Oberhammer 1983.
54 Wagoner 2002: 305-315.
55 Ibid.-. 315-316.
56 Jackson 2005: 52.
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stitutions or to groups of Brahmin scholars, who were given whole vil
lages or areas of the city (agrahāra), are attested from early on in the
epigraphical material of Vijayanagara57. Much of Mādhava’s literary
production can be seen as part of this project. He provided the new
kings with a treatise on dharmaśāstra in order to plant Brahmin politi
cal, legal, social and religious thinking firmly in the consciousness of
the royal court, just like the author of Mānavadharmaśāstra seems to
have been doing in his day58. He clearly suggested how the doctrines
of various religious communities should be ranked with his Sarvadarśanasamgraha, placing the Advaitins at the top of the list (although
epigraphic material shows that the kings were much less selective in
their support to various religious groups)59. He also provided the court
with other works of traditional learning in musicology and philosophy.
Later he was active in securing Srngeri a strong position in relation to
the political leaders60 and, if it is not too much to surmise from the al
lusion to his contempt for his earlier political involvement aired in the
Śañkaradigvijaya, he now felt he could concentrate on his real inter
ests, vedānta philosophy. None of this indicates that the royal court
was exclusively oriented towards restoring Hindu traditions and
ideals. As a consequence, there seems to be no contradiction in ac
knowledging that Mādhava thought of his own activities as part of a
Vedic revival or a promotion of Brahmin, especially Advaitin ideals
while at the same time accepting Wagoner’s strong evidence that such
a revival was not an official policy of the empire as a response to
Islamic rule. In any case Mādhava’s project needs neither be seen as
anti-Islamic, nor even as pro-Hindu, but in a much more limited and
sectarian way simply as pro-Advaitin.

57 Verghese 1995: 3, 118. See also Ramanayya 1935: 352-354.
58 Olivelle 2005a: 37-41. In fact, it appears that Mādhava was successful in this respect.
Venkata Ramanayya (1935: 270 n.) present sources that show that the legal system as
defined in the juridical section, the Vyavahārakānda, of the PM was in existence during the
16'h century.
59 Verghese 1995: passim.
60 Ibid.: Ill; Ramanayya 1935: 324.
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Caste and untouchability

In South Asian studies the notion of untouchability is linked in the
first instance to recent historical developments and to the anthropolog
ical and sociological descriptions arising from them. Historical works
that seek to trace such practices prior to the colonial period are rare.
This situation creates the deception that pre-colonial material can be
read and understood using the same standards, primary ‘caste’, as
those developed in such descriptions. Recent critiques of this view,
some of which will be discussed in the next chapter, have aimed to
show, however, that the modern concept of caste is historically deter
mined by colonial and post-colonial political thought.
Like ‘caste’, the notion of ‘The Untouchable’, too, has been subject
to critical review. Simon Charsley61 has shown how this category was
constructed by colonial demographers, not because it was warranted
as a commonly applied criterion of caste demarcation in the popula
tion, but rather because it was required by colonial administrators as a
classificatory device. For this purpose Herbert H. Risley introduced
the Sanskrit term “Asprishya Shudras”, that is ‘untouchable Śüdras’,
during his preparation for the 1901 Census to designate one among
five classes of Śüdras62. Charsly does not inform us from where the
term derived, but most probably it was, directly of indirectly, taken
precisely from dharmaśāstra, where it had been applied for more than
thousand years, as will be shown in chapter three. But once adopted
by Risley, and employed in the recurring census-taking, it was ce
mented as a label in common use and with familiar content. This has
had several effects. Charsly lists five particularly:
[I]t established an all-India standard; it subsumed individual
castes; it dichotomized society; it gave priority to one particular
form of disadvantage; and it characterized the disadvantaged
negatively, as victims only63.

61 Charsley 1996: 1-7.
62 Ibid.-. 1.
63 Ibid.'. 9.
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The last effect seems especially unlucky:
The concept of “untouchability”, however, not only imposes a hiatus
upon the various social, cultural and economic links and continua but
its use also has the effect of hiding everything positive to be found
below the division created. As label, “Untouchability” refers to
nothing those labelled do or are, merely to what others, negatively,
do to them: they are excluded. Whatever positive contributions
members of such castes may have made or are making, it is not
through these that they, unlike others, are to be characterized. They
aie not to be viewed as artisans, farmers or traders, nor in terms of
their ritual contributions, but in terms of the undefined, unclear but
certainly devaluing quality of untouchability64.

What Charsley points to here may simply be one among several
other effects of the all-Indianisation of dharmaśāstra that was the ef
fect of its apotheosis as ‘Law’ under British rule65. In its historical con
text the place of dharmaśāstra was much more humble. It was not that
it was not applied in practice to settle disputes, but it never aspired to
the lack of ambiguity and uniformity of a national positive law. In
dharmaśāstra the term asprśya, untouchable, is, indeed, an expression
of “what others, negatively, do to them” in terms of exclusion and oth
er precautionary measures taken against them. These “others” were the
Brahmin authors of dharmaśāstra. ‘Asprśya’ is an expression of their
attitude to certain people, and as such it is, of course, not a valid de
scription of the people to whom the label was attached. Therefore, what
will be presented in the following chapters is not a social history of the
Untouchables. In fact, I do not think that our sources allow us to write
such a history although it has been attempted (and these attempts will
be presented in chapter three). Instead it is a presentation and analysis
of these attitudes and the ontology they rest on.
Chapter two of the study focuses on the theoretical concepts needed to
analyse the material. These are the two polar axes of purity - impurity, and
auspiciousness - inauspiciousness, as well as the notion of ritualisation.

64 Ibid.-. 13.
65 See Derrett 1968: 225-273.
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Chapter three and four are a prolonged prelude to the presentation
of the rules of untouchability in PS and PM. These chapters outline
the developments in the pre-dharmaśāstra literature, in the dharmasütras and in the early dharmaśāstras/smrtis. Attention will be on un
touchability as a total complex that involves precautionary measures
taken with respect to contact with several different classes of people,
not only the permanently untouchable Candāla caste, but also the
‘Candālas’ of the home and of other spheres like menstruating wo
men, the woman who has just given birth, sinners who are excluded
from the community, and others. At the centre of the complex the
Candāla gradually emerged in the texts as a stereotyped character
whose nature, ‘genealogy’, duties and characteristics in relation to the
Twice-born (the three upper classes of classical Indian social ideolo
gy), became fixed.
*
At this stage in the development, that is in the dharmasmrti litera
ture, untouchability had become a whole set of precautionary measures
against several forms of contact, touch being only one of them.
However, many of these precautions are practised with respect to all
the untouchable categories, the Candāla, the menstruating woman etc.,
but not with respect to other groups. Untouchability as a whole set of
precautionary rules and practices thus became an exclusive demarca
tion of certain specific situations, by which it became possible to distin
guish the ‘Untouchable’ from the merely impure. These different prac
tices are presented in detail in chapter five and six, illustrated by the
rules in PS and by the smrti verses that are quoted by Mādhava in PM.
Finally, chapter seven focuses on the complex of untouchability as
a total system with specific definable characteristics. In order to un
derstand its significance in an overall strategy of ritual purity, howev
er, it is also necessary to present the theory of penance and purifica
tion as it is elaborated in PM. These elaborations will draw the atten
tion to the economic and pragmatic aspects of the institution and to
how pragmatism and soteriology are intertwined in the ideology of un
touchability as we know it from this long and continuous history of
Indian texts.

2. PURITY, AUSPICIOUSNESS AND RITUALISATION

A central concern of this study is the relation between untouchabil
ity and impurity. Untouchability has repeatedly been explained with
reference to impurity. Thus, Eleanor Zelliot, for instance, writes:
Its origins are obscure, its development difficult to trace, but it is
clear that the basis of Untouchability and the presence of
Untouchable castes in India is the concept of purity and pollution 66.

‘Impurity’, however, is a broad term that covers much more than
contact with people who are described or treated as untouchable. The
question therefore is: what are the specific qualities that generate this
more narrower category of untouchability?
At the outset some distinctions need to be made. When talking of ‘im
purity’ in connection with people or groups in the South Asian context
we are dealing with a scholarly abstraction made on the basis of complex
sets of social practices, especially in the fields of transaction and ex
change (women, food, drink, work etc.). The idea of ‘impurity’ as an es
sential inner quality of the people who are objects of these practices is
not as linguistically explicit in the empirical material (classical texts or
observed social practices) as scholars may present it. This is not to say
that people are never characterised by essential negative qualities. They
are, frequently. But this is more in terms of an inborn predisposition or
nature (prakrti or svabhāvà), manifested as a tendency to behave in cer
tain ways that stand in opposition to the ideal behaviour of Brahmins and
other Twice-born classes. Mānavadharmaśastra 1.29-30 presents this
connection between an innate character and the ways living beings be
have as a basic cosmological principle. All living beings belong to a
class and must behave according to how this class was first designed by
the creator. This principle is applied in the 10th chapter of the same text
as a method of discerning the true identity of people from the mixed
classes in the event that they should try to conceal it67. Among these
66 Zelliot 1988: 169.
67 MDhŚ 10.57-60.
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“mixed classes” (varnasamkara) the untouchable Candāla is, as we shall
soon see, counted as the lowest and the one that represents the sharpest
contrast to the ideal Brahmin. Bhāgavatapurāna is very explicit:
Neglect of purification, falsehood, thievishness, godlessness,
useless quarrel, lust, anger and desire make up the inborn nature of
the lowest castes 68.

Thus, the svabhāva of these low-caste people produces what may be
described as impure thoughts, impure talk and impure actions, but im
purity as an abstract notion is only rarely ascribed to the people them
selves. However, the discourse of impurity in anthropological and so
cial studies creates the illusion that it is, in fact, ascribed to people.
Within the field of dharmaśāstra studies this has been demonstrat
ed by Patrick Olivelle who has analysed the purity-impurity vocabu
lary in this literary genre. His findings show that the terminology of
the pure and the impure, as it is applied to people, typically relates to:
a) a transition rather than a condition - that is, it is dynamic and relates
first of all to the processes of becoming impure and regaining purity;
b) areas of ritual purity as well as of moral and criminal law - the three
being not [linguistically] compartmentalised69;
c) individuals rather than groups70.
However, Olivelle observes two exceptions to rule a) and c). These
two exceptions are the outcasts (patita), that is the grievous sinners,
and the Candālas who are described in the texts as impure in a static
sense. Both, according to Olivelle, are seen as. belonging to a group,
68 aśaucam anrtam steyam nāsfikyam śuskavigrahah / kāmah krodhaś ca tarsaś ca svabhāvo
'ntevasāyinām //BhP 11.17.20. Although Olivelle (2005d: 225 and 229) does not
distinguish between āśauca and aśauca, taking them both as a technical term denoting the
period of impurity after death or birth, I think that the privative a- in this case must be
understood as the negation of śauca proper, the general meaning of which is ‘purification’
(Olivelle op.cit.: 226-227).
69 In terms of sanction there is a distinction in the literature between a sanction for a moral
transgression, i.e. a penance (prāyaścitta), and a sanction for a crime, i.e. a punishment
(danda), but the vocabulary of purity/impurity is applied in both cases.
70 Olivelle 2005d: 240.
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that is a group of “fallen” people, whether fallen in a moral sense (out
casts) or in a social sense (Candālas)71.
But apart from being ‘impure’, both groups are well-known exam
ples of untouchable categories. And not only these two but all the oth
er untouchable categories known from classical dharmaśāstra texts
are collectively labelled as ‘impure’ by Vijñāneśvara commenting on
Yājñavalkyadharmaśāstra 3.30, which instructs a man to take a bath if
he has been touched by a menstruating woman (udakyā) or other “im
pure persons”. He explains:
An udakyā is the same as a rajasvalā [both synonyms for a
menstruating woman]. The impure are: corpses, Candālas,
outcasts, women who have just given birth and those who observe
āśauca 72. Being touched by any of these, he should take a bath 73.

Thus we see that untouchable people not only stand out as a cate
gory of their own by their label as ‘untouchable’ (asprśya), they are
also the only people who trigger a breach of one or both of the rules
that ‘impure’ does not express a condition and does not apply to
groups. Whether as ‘untouchable’ or as ‘impure’ they therefore call
for an explanation.
But let us start with the notion of the impure.
In the broader context of humanistic studies the subject of purity
and impurity is associated with a particular period and a particular
group of scholars. Edmund Leach’s article on taboo and the structure
of animal terminology from 196474 and Mary Douglas’ book Purity
and Danger from 196675 not only launched this kind of study but also
effectively demonstrated the rich British structuralism which had crys
tallised out of the encounter between British social anthropology and
French structuralism. Some years later, in 1973, Douglas had elaborat
71 Ibid.
72 Āśauca is the mourning period after a death in the close family.
73 udakyāśucibhih snāyāt sainsprstas [...] I YDhS 3.30a-b.
udakyā rajasvalā / aśucayah śavacandālapatitasütikādyāh śāvāśaucinaś ca etaih samsprstah
snāyāt/ VijYDhŚ 3.30, p.426.
74 Leach 1964.
75 Douglas 1984.
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ed her ideas about purity into the consistent theory on ritual and socie
ty presented in Natural Symbols16, and soon the theme of purity was
examined in a variety of empirical fields76
77.
Mary Douglas operates with two theoretical complexes. One com
plex relates to perception, classification and cognition. The assumption
here is that experience is basically chaotic. As she writes in Purity and
Danger, “I believe that ideas about separating, purifying, demarcating
and punishing transgressions have as their main function to impose
system on an inherently untidy experience”78. Classification is an or
dering of this chaotic experience, which is primarily accomplished by
differentiating the undifferentiated, that is by demarcating boundaries
between differentiated categories and by signalling these boundaries by
prohibitions. The other theoretical complex is the Durkheimian axiom
that sees society both as a parameter for the ways in which experience
is classified and as the content of religious symbolic activity.
The great merit of Douglas’s work was to insert the human body in
between these two complexes and emphasise its significance as the
main focus of such a socio-cognitive process. The body is at one and
the same time the medium on which society inscribes itself and its
most basic symbol. In terms of impurity:
We cannot possibly interpret rituals concerning excreta, breast
milk, saliva and the rest unless we are prepared to see in the body a
symbol of society, and to see the power and dangers credited to
social structure reproduced in small on the human body 79.

From these two premises Douglas developed her well-known hy
pothesis about a correlation between social and bodily boundaries and
76 Douglas 1978.
77 Just to mention a few: for Judaism, where discussions were more intense because Douglas
had based her hypothesis largely on Old Testament material, see Neusner 1973; for South
African religion, see Ngubane 1977; for Greek religion, see Parker 1983; for Zoroastrianism,
see Choksy 1989.
78 Douglas 1984: 4. The idea of the undifferentiated, chaotic experience of the newborn brain
is also at the centre of Leach’s study (1964). It has been challenged by recent cognitive
studies in developmental psychology. For another and very relevant critique based on
Gestalt theories, see Glucklich 1994: 68.
79 Douglas 1984: 115.
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her typology of social, ritual and ideological forms80.
Douglas’ ideas also penetrate Patrick Olivelle’s theoretical inter
pretation of the purification terminology in dharmaśāstra. The great
merit of Olivelle’s writings on these subjects is his vast and deep em
pirical knowledge of the primary sources which he has both edited and
translated81. His contribution on the subject is, therefore, first and
foremost a corrective to studies based only on translations, particularly
Dumont’s use of them. However, Olivelle does not specifically treat
untouchability, which he seems to see as just a strong case of impuri
ty. He mentions Candālas and patitas as boundary-markers demarcat
ing respectively the spheres of Brahminical social order and moral
values82. This they undoubtedly did. This is confirmed first of all by
the many rules that segregate the dwellings of Candālas and patitas,
placing them at the outskirts of cities and villages. As has already
been pointed out by Vivekanand Jha, this topographical segregation
may also be the source for the various generic terms that are used to
classify groups of low castes. Terms such as antya, antyaja, antyāvasāyin, antāvasāyin and similar expressions all denote someone or
something related to an end, whether in a spatial sense (“at the bound
ary”) or as a matter as sequence (“the last”, “the lowest”)83. The pres
ent analysis of the rules of untouchability in the following chapters
does not reject a structural approach like Douglas’, but by including
considerations about prosperity and auspiciousness I hope to add nu
ances that will help us see the exclusive character of untouchability
within the larger inclusive purification complex.

Conflicting models of South Asian society:
hierarchy versus centrality
Purity and Danger came out in 1966. This was also the year when
Louis Dumont published his monumental Homo Hierarchicus. Based
on his own field work and a single idea in the work of Georges Dumézil
80
81
82
83

Douglas 1978.
Olivelle 2000, 2005a.
Olivelle 2005d: 240.
Jha 1975: 14-16.
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about the inherent dichotomies in the varna system84, he advanced a
total theory of the Indian caste system centred about the idea of a fun
damental polarity between purity and impurity. Douglas wrote a pref
ace to the English edition85 where she endorsed the central views in
Dumont’s work, which are that:
1. the basic feature of Indian society is a disjunction between status and
power86;
2. status is determined in relation to an overall totality characterised as
a religious ideology;
3. the dichotomy of purity and impurity separates the social from the
organic;
4. this dichotomy forms the paradigm for the differentiated hierarchy
known as the caste system.
Behind all their cultural practices the same hierarchical structure,
based on the pure-impure dichotomy, operates as an ordering schema,
whether it be in the ranking of occupations and the exchange of serv
ices, in food transactions or in philosophical and cosmological classi
fications 87. Naturally, Douglas linked this presentation of India to her
own hypothesis about the cognitive function of this dichotomy and its
relation to society:
[The] idiom of purity is only too well known to us. It is liable to
dominate our transactions with one another whenever other kinds
of social distinction, based on authority and wealth, are not clear.
Purity and impurity are principles of evaluation and separation88.

84 Dumont 1980: 67.
85 Douglas 1975.
86 Leach (1971: 235) was more guarded about this pivotal point and criticised Dumont’s model
for being formalistic and having little relevance for the contemporary Indian caste society.
According to Quigley (1993: 48), Dumont has misrepresented the Weberian relationship
between status and power: “There can, of course, be power without authority but it is
always, as Weber and history have taught us, unstable. There cannot, on the other hand, be
status (authority) without power. The very concept of authority is premised on the idea that
there is some relation of unequal power which would be problematic if not legitimated.”
87 Douglas 1975: 185-187.
88 Douglas 1975: 186.
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However, Dumont’s hierarchical model of Indian society was not
the only alternative; it was simply the one closest to Douglas’ own
neo-Durkheimian structural sociology. In retrospect it is interesting to
notice that an approach much more in line with a later post-structural
ist emphasis on power and agency was already available in the
sketchy work of A.M. Hocart89, who saw the four varnas of the classi
cal system as different functions in a royal state ritual. Since Hocart
has frequently been referred to in much of the critique directed at
Dumont90, we should be aware of the fundamentally different princi
ples behind these two theories and of their implications for our under
standing of impurity and untouchability.
For Dumont the entire social system is oriented top-down, from the
Brahmin to the Untouchable. Basically society is structured from the
whole to the parts, that is from structure to substance. Status, defined
in relation to ideology (expressing ‘the whole’), is therefore hierarchi
cally superior to power (‘the substance’). This means that the
Brahminical values, for Dumont, represent the parameters in relation
to which everything else is defined. Thus Dumont insists on structure,
consensus and synchronism91. And he does so, we must add, with re
gard to a sociological subject that is not just a particular cultural ele
ment, a single group, a certain ritual or an isolated mythical theme, but
one of the world’s largest societies in its totality including its diverse
historical and cultural manifestations. It is when we consider this sim
ple relation between, on one hand, the idea of consensus inherent in
his theoretical strategy and, on the other, the enormity of his subject,
that Dumont’s project becomes questionable, if not absurd. As Declan
Quigley expresses the problem:
The trouble is that societies of any complexity are rarely, if ever,
harmonious. Dumont’s contention that one can meaningfully
characterize Hindu society, or even ‘the caste system’, in terms of
a consensus of values is extremely problematic 92.

89
90
91
92

Hocart 1950.
See Quigley 1993: 114-115 and passim.
Dumont 1980: 36-42.
Quigley 1993: 44-45.
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One particular point on which Dumont has been criticised is with
regard to his ideas about the status of the ruler and political power.
The ruler does not fit into the hierarchy from the point of view of puri
ty and Brahminical values. His position is high, yet he kills living be
ings, he eats meat, and in his political and courtly life he enjoys all
kinds of sensual pleasures. In fact, the vegetarian Vaiśya who tends
his cows and eats his vegetables should be placed above him93.
Dumont’s answer is disappointing. Brahmins are pragmatic, after all:
[Power] exists in the society, and the Brahman who thinks in terms
of hierarchy knows this perfectly well; [...] In other words, once
the king is made subordinate to the priest, as the very existence of
hierarchy presupposes, it [hierarchy] must give him a place after
the priest, and before the others, unless it is absolutely to deny his
dignity and the usefulness of his function94.

On this basis he develops the idea of the “encompassed power”:
As the mantle of Our Lady of Mercy shelters sinners of every kind
in its voluminous folds, so the hierarchy of purity cloaks, among
other differences, its own contrary. Here we have an example of
the complementarity between that which encompasses and that
which is encompassed95.

In other words, by the grace of the Brahmins the king, although a
sinner, is admitted a position just below them.
One solution to the position of the king in relation to hierarchy has
been to suggest two complementary axes of values. One is the pure-im
pure axis, the other is the auspicious-inauspicious axis. I shall return to
this suggestion in a moment. In the present context my purpose was
simply to mention the critique that an overall hierarchy based on purity
is unable to account tor the position of an important person, the king.
With regard to the Untouchable, Dumont makes several sharp ob
servations. But we need to start with his idea of the pure and the im
93 Dumont 1980: 77.
94 Ibid.
95 Op. cit.: 78; see also p.212 and 228 of the same work.
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pure. According to Dumont, the origin of these notions lies in the op
position between the social and the biological. “[Impurity] marks the
irruption of the biological into social life”, he says96. Menstruation,
childbirth, death, defecation etc., are all incidents of such ‘irruptions’.
Further, what for Dumont brings about the link to social status is the
specialisation of certain occupations that handle these biological phe
nomena. He refers to Kane, who indicates that untouchability should
not only by understood in terms of caste but also in terms of the body,
when for instance relatives may be untouchable for a period of time
due to birth and death97. He then argues that it is this temporary impu
rity in the family that gives rise to permanently impure specialists, such
as the washerman, who takes care of the stained cloths of the menstru
ating woman, or the barber, who in the south is assigned the task of the
funeral priest. Finally he refers to Mānavadharmaśāstra 5.85, which
enumerates the untouchable categories. These are the Candāla, the
menstruating woman, the outcast sinner, the woman who has just given
birth and the corpse. He then adds, “Here the three occasional impuri
ties [menstruation, birth and death] are identified with that of the ‘out
cast’ and the Candāla, who is none other than the old prototype of the
Untouchable”.98 To Dumont these different categories all share the
same kind of impurity, which means that he ignores the fact that their
untouchability has different sources, deriving from morality in the case
of the outcast, in biological phenomena for the two women and the
corpse, and in society and occupation for the Candāla.
What do they share, then, if not an essentially identical sort of im
purity? I doubt whether there is a simple answer but feel we need to
take a number of aspects and theoretical approaches into consideration.
In the following chapters, however, I will stress one aspect in particu
lar, namely prosperity. It seems that untouchability is triggered by fac
tors that to some extent are loaded with qualities that threaten an ideal
and ritually established field of prosperity. In fact, Dumont provides us
with an excellent example. He discusses the relation between the
Brahmin and the Untouchable, which he sees as two ‘poles’ that are
96 Dumont 1980: 61.
97 Op. cit.: 48; Kane 1968-1977, vol.2: 170.
98 Dumont 1980: 52.
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conceptually inseparable and therefore need to be understood togeth
er 99100
. By way of illustration he takes their mutual relation to the cow:
Among Hindus, [...], even the involuntary killing of a cow is a
very serious crime, and one can see a relation between the
transformation thus shown [from Vedic animal sacrifice to Hindu
veneration for the cow] and the progress of ideas of non-violence.
But there is also a social connection: the murder of a cow is
assimilated to that of a Brahmin, and we have seen that its
products are powerful purificatory agents. Symmetrically, the
Untouchable have the job of disposing of the dead cattle, of
treating and working their skins, and this is unquestionably one of
the main features of untouchability. It is noteworthy that in the
Gangetic plain, for instance, by far the most numerous caste of
Untouchables, which constitutes the greater part of the agricultural
labour force, is that of the Camār or ‘leather’ people, while in the
Tamil country the typical untouchable caste is that of the paRaiyar
or ‘those of the drum (paRai)’ [...] drum skins being of course
impure, and the Untouchables consequently having the monopoly
of village bands. Thus it is seen that the cow, the sort of half
animal, half-divine counterpart of the Brahman, effectively divides
the highest from the lowest of men 10°.

Dumont is right in noting the polarity between Brahmins and
Untouchables, which is reflected symmetrically around the biological
elements of the cow, that is, milk products, dung and skin. But it is not
clear why this polarity is interpreted merely as a matter of purity-im
purity. Why are the milk products, the dung and urine of the cow pure,
the first even worthy to be offered to the gods, while the skin is im
pure? One answer may be that the real carcass of a cow contradicts the
immortality that is inherent in its ideal, “half-divine” status and the
use of its products for ritual or purification. Therefore everything as
sociated with its real death is bracketed out and left to segregated, un
touchable specialists, who, by the way, are also occupied as cremation

99 Dumont 1980: 54.
100 Ibid. The whole chapter 8 and parts of chapter 9 of PS/PM deal with penance for killing and
otherwise hurting cows.
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workers taking care of dead human bodies. This is a perfect example
of ritualisation and of what ritualisation accomplishes. In short, it sep
arates what in reality is inseparable: life from death and growth from
decay. By way of this kind of ritualisation the ritualised object be
comes an agent of prosperity. I shall elaborate further on this model
later in this chapter and try to show how it helps to understand the ex
clusive status of untouchable categories.
In short, what is problematic about Dumont’s (and Douglas’) use
of the pure-impure dichotomy from the untouchability perspective is
its inclusivity. With this model it is not possible to distinguish the
Untouchable as anything but the last or the lowest in an inclusive con
tinuum, that is only as a matter of degree. Many things, persons and
animals may become impure, but as we saw from Olivelle’s analysis
of the pure-impure vocabulary 101, very few persons are impure, and
these happen to coincide with the untouchable categories, thus clearly
marking an exclusive status. It is this exclusivity that will be investi
gated by an analysis of the untouchable categories in the dharmaśās
tra texts in the following chapters.
In contrast to Dumont’s insistence on a separation of status and
power, Hocart saw Indian society as organised around centres of pow
er rather than from a hierarchical top. What constitutes these centres is
ritual. The basic idea in Hocart’s theory is that the state is a ritual or
ganisation and that varnas and castes are functions in that ritual.
Washermen and barbers, for instance, are known as such because they
perform certain services, wash impure clothes and shave in connection
with cremation respectively. Besides making pots, potters mend all
kind of bone fractures according to the tradition that the world is cre
ated by fashioning a clay-pan and that fractures in the world can there
fore be mended by working in clay102. On the paradigmatic level, that
of the varnas, the Ksatriyas provide the sacrificer (yajamāna), that is,
the king, who is the sacrificer par excellence and thus the pivotal char
acter of the whole institution. The Brāhmanas serve him as priests, the
Vaiśyas feed the sacrifice from their lands and cattle, while the
Sūdras, although excluded as sacrificers themselves, serve the sacri
101 Olivelle 2005d.
102 Hocart 1950: 10-11, 14.
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fice through their various crafts and services (like the washermen and
barbers just mentioned)103. Even the untouchable Candālas, we should
add, fit perfectly into this scheme in being scavengers of the cremation
ground and by having similar ritual tasks. Hocart refers to the
Purusasūkta104 where the four varnas are pictured emerging from the
sacrifice. However, the correlation between the hierarchy of varnas
and the hierarchy of Purusa’s body-parts (mouth, arms, thighs, and
feet respectively) is not the central issue for Hocart. Purusa is not an
image of society. He is an imagé of a political order constituted
through ritual.
But, although the relation between the king and the four varnas is
paradigmatic, the system is multicentric:
The King’s state is reproduced in miniature by his vassals: a
farmer has his court, consisting of the personages most essential to
the ritual and so present even in the smallest community, the
barber, the washerman, the drummer and so forth105.

And just as the vassals represent the king, so he himself only repre
sents other more powerful monarchs:
The temple and the palace are indistinguishable, for the king
represents the gods. [...] The god in his temple has his court like the
king in his palace: smiths, carpenters, potters, all work for him106.

Thus we end up with a concentric system of functions which to
gether constitutes both a state and a community of related groups and
beings from the highest god to the untouchable Candāla, but all pos
sessing some especial capacity and right with regard to a certain do
main.
Rituals secure long life, but the efficacy of these rituals is itself
threatened by death and decay. Therefore those people who perform

103 Ibid.-. 34-42.
104 RV 10.90.
105 Hocart 1950: 68.
106 Ibid.
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the functions associated with these aspects of life, that is Śūdras and
Untouchables, are not admitted as sacrificers 107. Although Hocart’s
interpretation seems unnecessarily narrow at this point, as there are
factors other than death that impair the efficacy of ritual, such as im
morality, I think it offers a correct perspective. As we shall see, ritual
is a special activity, which choreographs itself as being special in or
der to obtain special - that is extraordinary - results. This puts re
straints on everything connected with ritual, the place where it is per
formed, the implements used, as well as the people who are employed.
These have to be in a certain state of perfection (whether expressed as
a requirement for physical perfection or for inner spiritual or moral
qualities). “Purity” is a universal metaphor of this kind of perfection.
When it is corrupted, ritual will not work its expected results in terms
of prosperity etc.
Impurity seen from the perspective of Hocart’s model is, therefore,
a dynamic force with economic as well as religious consequences.
While it is difficult to understand why people as a general principle
should invest so much energy in an exalted religious status that has no
bearing whatsoever on their material welfare - as it cannot have in
Dumont’s hierarchical structure where status and power are separated
- Hocart’s model of a concentric ritual organisation of power opens
up the prospect of understanding both the religious and economic sig
nificance of untouchability in Indian history.
Impure or inauspicious?

The difficulties of representing levels of power adequately using
Dumon’s theory emphasised the need for alternative models. As early as
in 1952 M.N. Srinivas had suggested a distinction between the pure and
impure on the one hand and the auspicious and inauspicious on the oth
er on the basis of linguistic usages in southern India. Others took up
these ideas, particularly John Carman in 1968 and R.S. Khare in
1976 108. But meanwhile the impact of Dumont’s work with its strong

107 Ibid.: 18-19.
108 Marglin 1985a: 1-3.
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emphasis on purity diverted the attention of scholars from these sugges
tions. In 1980, however, a conference on “Purity and Auspiciousness”
was held on the initiative of Frédérique Apffel Marglin and John
Carman. The proceedings of this conference show that, while there was
agreement on the distinctness of these two set of values, interpretations
of them differed considerably109. T.N. Madan examines how terms such
as śubha (auspicious) and śuddha (pure) are applied in everyday usage
and correlates this with the findings of anthropological works, particu
larly Marglin’s work on the rituals connected with the devadasis (fe
male temple dancers) of Puri. He concludes that generally auspiciousinauspicious values are applied to time and events such as festivals, as
tronomic constellations and life cycle rituals, and the pure-impure val
ues to states of being, for instance of materials, food and persons 110111
.
Marglin subscribes to this distinction in principle but suggests in her
book on the devadasis that there are aspects of the auspicious-inauspi
cious distinction that relate to objects and persons as wellin.
However, Marglin’s analysis of these values is much more ambi
tious than that and aims at a thorough reformulation of Dumont’s hier
archical model. What she suggests is, firstly, a parallel between two
types, the wife and the king. Both are sources of prosperity, fertility
and increase, and both are closely related to aspects of time, wives
through the part they play in life cycles and kings through their rela
tion to calendrical and astronomic cycles (day and night, moon and
sun, etc.)112. Furthermore, the misconduct of a wife or a king has simi
lar consequences for household and subjects. The final comparison is
that neither has direct access to liberation (moksa) or “transcendent
purity” 113. She then suggests that these and other parallels are evi
dence that the functions of wives and kings are governed by the auspi
ciousness paradigm and that this is quite separate from the purity-im
purity dichotomy in that it is beyond considerations of hierarchical
status. This accounts for the fact that both wives and kings are repre

109 Ibid.: 8.
110 Madan 1985: 12-13, 17, 24.
111 Marglin 1985c: 293.
112 Ibid.: 300-301.
113 Marglin 1988: 173-174.
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sented ambiguously, sometimes in terms of hierarchy as dependent
and subordinate (wives to their husbands, king to Brahmins), some
times in terms of auspiciousness as divinities on whom all well-being
and prosperity depend. She argues, for instance, that the king in a
sense is not seen as a Ksatriya. He might, in fact, be recruited from
any varna and is regarded as a man-god. She concludes that the dis
courses of purity and auspiciousness shift depending on the perspec
tive adopted114.
Ronald Inden contributes to this discussion with what I believe is
an important observation:
The condition of personal purity (śuci) was concerned with the
“competence” (adhikāra) of a master to act with respect to his
domain. Acts of purification increased or restored a person’s
competency. So, for example, a man temporarily lost his
competence to perform rituals and make gifts when his father died,
a woman lost her competence to cook during her menstrual period.
The relative degrees of purity of persons by caste, gender, and the
like, referred to the relative competencies to act with respect to the
domain of the “social” whole, historically a kingdom or local cult,
to which they belonged115.

By drawing attention to the notions of competence and action with
respect to personal and collective domains, Inden allows ‘status’ to
become visible as a dynamic force. Status never exists in isolation
from the potentialities of life. It is constantly realised as power, activi
ty or goods. Status implies a radius of action and of access to the out
come of such action. Adhikāra, the right and responsibility to act with
respect to particular domains 116, is the Sanskrit equivalent of status in
this sense. This is a sense which comprises at the same time notions
centred around purification (which as Inden says “increased or re
stored a person’s competency”) and notions of power, the power
which follows from being competent to act with respect to certain do

114 Marglin 1985c: 138-142, 289-291.
115 Inden 1985b: 34.
116 Lariviere 1988.
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mains and from being entitled to the results of these acts. Thus, adhikāra transcends the separation of status and power, highlighting in
stead their mutual interrelation.
How are these two discourses, the discourse of the pure and the im
pure and the discourse of the auspicious and the inauspicious, then re
lated to each other? Basically my suggestion is to start where Hocart
did, with ritual, and then to link the discourse of purity and purifica
tion to human agency and that of auspiciousness to divine or cosmic
agency. I think that in religious thinking a distinction between human
and divine agency is universal and rests on a common experience of
human limitations. As has been highlighted by several authors within
social anthropology, the classical cases being presented by Bronislaw
Malinowski and E.E. Evans-Pritchard117, it is the experience of human
limitations, whether in technique or in knowledge, that triggers ritual
activity and religious explanations of life events. If we reconsider the
elements which have been characterised above as belonging to the do
main of the auspicious-inauspicious, we shall see that they all lie be
yond the scope of human agency. This is true of astronomic and bio
logical cycles or events as it is of abundance or shortage of food in so
far as they depend on cosmic factors such as rain and sun. But it is al
so these events which are of utmost importance for the prosperity of
personal and collective domains. For the king, who is considered re
sponsible for the prosperity of his subjects, much activity is therefore
strictly regulated according to astrology and divination118.
Ritual is a means of securing a harmony between human and di
vine agencies and thereby of securing prosperity and happiness.
Firstly, rituals are themselves regulated according to divine agency
through divination or through calendrical regulations that determine
when certain rituals can, should or should not be performed. Thus, it is
not by chance, I think, that Mādhava wrote his Kālanirnaya and his
PM at roughly the same time, the former dealing with the knowledge
of astrology, auspicious and inauspicious days, etc. Secondly, to per
form rituals is to follow the norms for human conduct that are divinely
ordained, that is in śruti and smrti. But since divine agency starts
117 Malinowski 1948: 8-16; Evans-Pritchard 1937: 63-83.
118 Inden 1985b.
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where human agency ceases in the sense that it accomplishes what hu
man agency cannot, rituals, which are after all human activities, are
regulated by putting special demands on those who perform them,
making them in this way partly non-human or semi-divine. The typi
cal idiom of expressing these demands is purity, and since man’s bodi
ly needs are seen as that which most clearly distinguishes the human
from the divine, ‘purifications’ in the form of observances that sus
pend bodily activities such as sex, eating, sleep etc. are an integrated
part of many rituals. By these purifications a man gains competence
(adhikāra) to perform rituals, and by performing rituals he maintains
or increases his status, power and wealth.
A clear distinction between human and divine agency is not un
known to śāstric texts. A particularly explicit example is the following
passage in Arthaśāstra, the classical text on political science:
(Acts) of human agency are good policy and bad policy; of divine
agency good fortune and misfortune. For, it is acts of human and
divine agency that make the world go. That caused by an unseen
agency is the divine (act). In that, the attainment of the desired
fruit is good fortune; of undesired (fruit), misfortune. That caused
by a seen agency is the human (act). In that, the coming into being
of well-being is good policy; (its) ruin, bad policy. That can be
thought about; the divine is incalculable "9.

In this sense, prosperity depends on a combination of the visible and
invisible forces of human and divine agencies, but as divine agency is
ultimately “incalculable” (acintya), although astrology and other div
ination systems are designed precisely to minimise that barrier, all man
can do is to perform his worldly work as skilfully as possible; but even
beyond that he needs to strive for good relations to the divine forces by
following the divinely dictated norms of ritual activity.*

119 mānusam nayāpanayau, daivam ayānayau / 6 / daivamānusam hi karma lokain yāpayati 111
adrstakāritam daivam / 8 / tasminn istena phalena yogo ‘yah, anistenānayah I 9 /
drstakāritam mānusam /10 / tasmin yogaksemanispattir nayah, vipattir apanayah / 11 / toe
cintyam, acintyam daivam 712/ AŚ 6.2.6-12. Kangle’s translation.
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Ritualisation

Catherine Bell has developed a theoretical approach to ritual that
seeks to highlight how rituals acts orchestrate themselves as a special
kind of activity that accomplishes special, extraordinary results. Her
purpose in shifting the focus from ‘ritual’ to ‘ritualisation’ is primarily
to avoid objectifications and the well-known problems of demarcation
involved in such objectifications, such as stipulating criteria for distin
guishing between ‘rituals’ and ‘ceremonies’, ‘ceremonies’ and
‘feasts’ 12°, not to speak of distinctions between different types of ritu
als. Further, like other scholars within the post-structuralist school of
ritual studies, her analysis seeks to transcend the Cartesian dualism of
an outer mechanical body and an inner conscious mind, which pro
duces a dichotomisation of act and thought that, in turn, gives rise to
further dichotomies such as ‘ritual and meaning’ or ‘power and legiti
mation’. Caroline Humphrey and James Laidlaw raise the same cri
tique and, quoting Charles Tayler, they explain why such dichotomies
distort the phenomenon of action:
“Actions are in a sense inhabited by the purposes which direct
them, so that action and purposes are ontologically inseparable.” In
this ‘qualitative’ view, action is directed, aimed to encompass ends
or purposes, and this notion of directedness is part of the concept
of agency. [...] The ‘subjective’ awareness and attitude of the
agent is part of the ‘objective’ reality which he or she knows, so
that the character of an action is in part constituted by the attitude
which the agent takes to what he or she does120
121.

In making this critique of the traditional split between thought and
action, these authors also reject the communicative theories of ritual.
It is not that they deny that rituals are semiotic acts. Rather they claim
that instrumental, intentional and semiotic elements are all intertwined
in the action and often inseparable. Besides, communication, whether
of the implicit kind that communicates social norms to members of a

120 Bell 1992: 218-219.
121 Humphrey & Laidlaw 1994: 4.
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given society or the explicit kind between humans and gods, is not a
sufficient parameter because it fails to capture the fact that rituals,
apart from communicating what is significant, operate like other ac
tions: they modify something, namely the powers and competencies of
agents. By setting themselves apart from other practices, rituals create
situations that extend beyond the causalities of everyday life into sets
of ontological, mythical or cosmological causes. And by invoking
these forces in the course of ritual actions, ritual participants are in
vested with or deprived of powers in their name.
Bell explicates the complexities of these processes in detail. Her
summary reads like this:
Within the framework of activity, specifically the context formed
by the cultural spectrum of ways of acting and what they imply,
several features emerge as very common to ritualization: strategies
of differentiation through formalization and periodicity, the
centrality of the body, the orchestration of schemes by which the
body defines an environment and is defined in turn by it, ritual
mastery, and the negotiation of power to define and appropriate the
hegemonic order122.

She goes on to summarise each of these points. Firstly, strategies
of differentiation:
Ritualization is fundamentally a way of doing things to trigger the
perception that these practices are distinct and the associations that
they engender are special123.

This is normally done through formalisation and périodisation but
some ritualised practices distinguish themselves by their deliberate in
formality or by inversion, allusion or denial in relation to other acts.
Points two and three relate to the centrality of the body and the inter
action of the body with a structured environment. Bell emphasises that
“the body of the socialized participant structures an environment but
sees only the body’s response to a supposedly pre-existing set of
122 Bell 1992: 219-220.
123 Ibid. : 220.
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structures” 124. This means that the matrix for structuring the environ
ment is the bodily experience. The proprioceptions of the body as well
as its perception of itself in this environment generate a series of op
positions such as up/down, inner/outer, sound/silence, heat/cold etc.,
by which the universe is hierarchised. These schemes are part of the
practical knowledge that is trained through ritual. The fruit of such
training is not knowledge in itself but ritual mastery:
The ultimate purpose of ritualization is neither the immediate goals
avowed by the community or the officiant nor the more abstract
functions of social solidarity and conflict resolution: it is nothing
other than the production of ritualized agents, persons who have an
instinctive knowledge of these schemes embedded in their bodies,
in their sense of reality, and in their understanding of how to act in
ways that both maintain and qualify the complex microrelations of
power. Such practical knowledge [...] is a mastery that experiences
itself as relatively empowered, not as conditioned or moldedI25.

And finally, the fifth point, hegemony:
With these same schemes the activities of ritualization generate
historical traditions, geographical systems, and levels of
professions. [...] The construction of traditions and subtraditions,
the accrual of professional and alternative expertise - all are
effected by the play of schemes invoked through ritualization126.

Ritualisation, then, involves selective schemes of differentiation,
prioritisation and segregation. It is like a circuit that produces valuable
and expensive goods from an integrated natural environment by eject
ing other elements of the same environment as waste products. In a
ritualised field it is those elements that are perceived as negating the
aspirations towards the expected valuable outcome of the field that are
segregated. The segregation needs not to be spatial but can be marked
by avoidances that bracket the perceived negative elements. In the fol
124 Ibid.
125 Ibid. : 121.
126 Ibid.
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lowing chapters this structure will be applied for analysing the various
spatial spheres in which we find the untouchable categories mentioned
in PS and PM. These are primarily the body, the home, the village and
the country.
But before going into detail with these two medieval texts, it is
necessary to discuss the pre- and early dharmaśāstra legacy of un
touchability.

3. THE LEGACY OF UNTOUCHABLILITY

Dharmaśāstra and social practice
References to untouchable groups and to untouchability are found
in a wide range of ancient and classical literary genres including the
Vedic corpus, the ritual sūtras, the Buddhist Pâli cannon, the gram
matical and lexicographic literature, other śāstra literature, such as the
artha-, dharma- and nātyaśāstras, the epics and purānas, the dramas
and prose narratives, the cañkam and post-cañkam Tamil literature,
Persian and Arabic chronicles and the accounts of foreign travellers127.
Among these, the most systematic account of the phenomenon is
found in dharmaśāstra. This does not mean, however, that we also
have a realistic account. There have been repeated discussions about
the degree to which dharmaśāstra is an idealising literature whose
source value must be questioned. This involves the question of how
these texts were used. Lingat makes the link with the functions of the
Brahmins as these developed after the Vedic period. Their growing
role as preceptors generated the need for a systematic corpus of teach
ings that were broader and more social in nature than the limited field
of the ritual manuals. They also became increasingly involved as arbi
trators between disagreeing parties and as royal councillors and
judges128. Although these functions would seem to be a motivation for
a genre whose applicability reached beyond a narrow Brahmin envi
ronment, the learning itself was rooted in Brahminical values and con
cerns and functioned primarily as part of the education of Brahmins129.
127 For an overview (but generally omitting the Tamil sources), see Kane 1968-1977, vol.2:
165-179; Sharma 1990: passim; Jha 1975, 1986; Mukherjee 1988. For the Buddhist
literature, see Fick 1897: 202-212 and Chakravarti 1987: 101-108. Mukherjee 1974 is based
on lexicographic material. For the epic and Purānic material in the context of comparative
mythology and with particular attention to the peculiar relation between Candālas and dogs,
see White 1991: 71-113. For the Tamil literature, see Hanumanthan 1979. Lal 1995 is based
on late medieval Muslim chronicles, mainly in Persian. Unfortunately this book is marred by
an anti-Muslim attitude which erodes its scholarly credibility. Leslie 2003: 27-40 is a brief
overview of both pre-colonial and colonial material with special reference to the British
Valmiki community.
128 Lingat 1993: 12.
129 Halbfass 1988: 320.
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Added to this, a protection of these interests seemed to be built into
this learning by the rule, articulated in Mānavadharmaśāstra, that only
Brahmins were entitled to teach it to the other sections of society 130.
Behind this monopoly, and particularly behind the eulogy of the
Brahmins within which it is typically expressed 13l, one can sense a
characteristic political weakness vis-à-vis the ruling and economically
productive classes. The constant reiteration of the purity and impor
tance of the Brahmins set alongside the emphasis on their privileges
reveals their dependence on those other groups. We find the same kind
of exaggerated eulogy, both of Brahmins and of dharmaśāstra, in PS,
and here it is adorned with Ksatriya metaphors which play on the
more tangible authority of military force:
Whatever the Twice-born should say, even for fun, that, according
to tradition, is the highest law, for they have mounted the war
chariot of dharmaśāstra, and they carry the sword of the Veda132.

As suggested in the last chapter, protection of status cannot be sep
arated from political and economical interests. In an environment like
in the ancient and medieval Indian states, where there was competition
among different religious sections (Brahmin householders, Buddhist
and Jain monastic organisations', theistic institutions) for what Ronald
Inden calls the “enunciative function” with respect to the religious and
ontological commitment of the ruling polities 133 and for the support
entailed by it, we might even expect idealisation to increase with lack
of access to these functions.

130 MDhŚ 1.103.
131 MDhŚ 1.92-105.
132 dhannaśāstrarathārūdhā vedakhadgadharā dvijāh / kridārtham api yad brīiyuh sa dharmah
paramah smrtah //PS 2.8.26. The Brāhmana and Ksatriya spheres are frequently juxtaposed
in such a way that the power of the one is attributed to the other, and we find in the same
text also the opposite eulogy which praises the war as a sacrifice, that is, associates a
Ksatriya activity with the sphere of the Brahmins: “When in battle the blood of the warrior
flows on the forehead and enters the mouth, that, indeed, for him is regarded as equal to
drinking soma in a sacrifice of war according to rule.” - lalātadeśe rudhiram sravac ca
yasyāhave tu praviśec ca vaktram / tat somapānena kilāsya tiilyam samgrāinayajñe vidhivac
ca drstam //PS 1.3.38.
133 Inden 1992b: 573.
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In recent historiography the Indian state has been described as a
‘polycentric’ rather than a ‘unicentric’ structure, that is a political
structure which includes the hegemonic empires as well as their ‘oth
ers’, both allies and foes, in a manner prototypically described in
Arthaśāstra as “the circle of kings” I34. Simple kingdoms (consisting
of one country) were parts of larger, imperial kingdoms. At the high
est level we might find the universal monarch (cakravartin) who suc
ceeded in controlling other contesting rulers of the continent135. All
the major religious sections shaped and reshaped their ritual practices
and doctrines looking to the need for the ritual and enunciative func
tions connected with the constitution of political power within this
structure. For a long period, during Mauryan rule in the third century
BCE to the end of the seventh century CE when a theistic temple cult
became the prevailing state ritual, rulers within this structure were
able to apply Buddhist as well as Brahminical rituals of the śrauta
type dependent on their position in the hegemonic system; when de
claring their independence from an imperial overlord, they adopted
śrauta rituals such as the horse sacrifice but if they or their successors
later attained an equivalent imperial status they turned to a Buddhist
stūpa cult136.
This rivalry, particularly in relation to Buddhism, is reflected in the
Brahminical texts, where there is an effort to reject Buddhist claims
for a more universalistic understanding of dharma. Thus, Halbfass
sees the mīmāmsā philosophy with its stress on Vedic authority and a
Veda-based epistemology as a “restorative philosophy of dharma”
formulated “to a large degree [as] an answer to the Buddhist chal
lenge” 137, and he mentions how Kumārila (seventh century) argued
for a notion of dharma firmly rooted in Veda and varna and against
the ethicising and universalising tendency in Buddhist philosophy138.
As we shall see exemplified later, this mīmāmsā restoration with its
highly systematic epistemology and techniques of argumentation had

134 AS 6.1.
135 Inden 1992a: 29-30, 229-230; 1992b: 575 n.23.
136 Inden 1979: 133 col.2; Walters 1997.
137 Halbfass 1988: 321.
138 Ibid.: 330-331.
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a strong impact on the way pollution and purification processes were
theorised by medieval dharmaśāstra commentators, as, indeed, it did
on other subjects139.
The relation between the early Buddhist concept of dharma and the
dharmaśāstra literature is also the focus of Patrick Olivelle’s discus
sions on the emergence and early phases of this literature. According
to Olivelle the word dharma is not very prominent in the Vedic cor
pus, but when it occurs it is mostly in the context of royal rituals such
as the royal consecration (rājasüya) and the horse sacrifice (aśvamedha). Olivelle’s suggestion is that the Buddha deliberately appropriated
this notion including its association with kingship but added a new
ethicised meaning to it. When king Aśoka later made this ethicised
Buddhist notion of dharma central to his imperial ideology, orthodox
Brahmins felt challenged. By re-appropriating and reformulating the
concept as a key term for Brahmin core values as these were ex
pressed in the living customs of Brahmin communities, that is centred
on family obligations, ritual, varna and Vedic studies, they wanted to
reinstall the old alliance between kings and Brahmins that had been
broken down during Maurian rule140.
This situation, this struggle for pride of place between orthodox
Brahmins and Buddhist communities, is one of the causes of the ideal
nature of dharmaśāstra. Concern for ritual purity, vital for the liveli
hood of the Brahmins more than for the other varnas, was an answer
to the asceticism and renunciation of the monastic movements. In that
sense dharmaśāstra literature must also be seen as a promotion of this
Brahmin ritual purity, which is constantly exposed, idealised and con
trasted to all kinds of impurity. To glean direct knowledge of social
facts from these literary works is therefore difficult, which explains
why Lingat can conclude that it is “hazardous to imagine social reality
through their precepts or to take their precepts for rules of law in force
in their times”141.

139 See Kane 1968-1977, vol.5: 1152-1351; Lingat 1993: 148-175.
140 Olivelle 2004, 2005e.
141 Lingat 1993: 183.
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Other writers express similar views. Regarding the possibility of
seeing in dharmaśāstra a source for ‘law in action’, Ariel Glucklich re
marks that even the so-called legal material on juridical procedures
(vyavahāra) in Mānavadharmaśāstra chapter 8-9 “far transcends the
confines of positive or empirical law” in that it is entirely embedded in
a mythical and esoteric teaching142, and Glucklich wants to show that
even the legal procedures of trial and punishment are analogical to the
ritual of sacrifice 143. Werner Menski, too, though for other reasons,
considers it quite misleading to see dharmaśāstra as ‘positive law’ in
the sense of a book-law. The de facto process of law in India was to a
much larger extent than recognised in early studies based on local cus
toms and oral procedures. And therefore dharmaśāstra cannot be taken
as direct sources for an actual legal practice but rather as sources for a
cultural history that only indirectly tell us about practices of law144.
A more nuanced view of the relation between the ideal prescrip
tions of dharmaśāstra and social practice is expressed by Derrett.
Notwithstanding the ideal nature of the dharma literature, Derrett
wanted to stress that it did have practical consequences and therefore
cannot merely be seen as unrelated to social practice. Instead of view
ing the religious ideology of dharmaśāstra as a muddling element,
which invalidates these texts as sources for practical law, he makes a
distinction between these ideologies on the one hand, seeing them as
the ‘form’ and'‘authority’ of the law and, on the other, the rules of
‘substantial law’, its ‘substance’ and ‘content’. “The teaching of law
and its juridical development” - that is dharmaśāstra as śāstra - “can
not indeed dispense with formal theories and a priori arguments, but it
is plain that the law as a living expression of justice can exist, and of
ten does exist, without their aid” 145. This distinction is important be
cause it shows us two sides of the practice of law. One was the trans
mission of an expert tradition through the study and teaching of dhar
maśāstra, the other was the work of judges in real-life situations
where the rules of dharmaśāstra would be consulted as guiding princi142 Glucklich 1988: 17.
143 Ibid.-. 65-66,73-79.
144 Menski 1992: 326ff.
145 Derrett 1968: 117.
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pies but weighted against other necessary considerations and sources
such as local customs, family and caste rules etc.
In accordance with this view Derrett later included an appendix to
his translation of Lingat’s book146, in which he used the evidence of
two southern Indian inscriptions from the twelfth century to demon
strate how śāstric texts did, in fact, play a direct role when conflicts
were settled. The case is relevant for our subject because it shows that
in medieval southern India the stipulation of social status in terms of
hypergamous (anuloma) or hypogamous (pratiloma) mixtures of
varnas (varnasamkara), which also is central for accounts and pre
scriptions regarding untouchable groups, actually mattered for the oc
cupational, social and religious rights of the people. The inscriptions
tell how a medieval conflict among two groups of southern Indian ar
tisans known as Kammālas was settled with reference to different śāstras that dealt with the occupations and the varnasamkara status of
what was seen as their Sanskritic equivalent, the Rathakāras. Of these
two groups, one had been living as artisan specialists engaged in tem
ple construction and thus making what must have been a fairly good
living at times, while the other group had mainly been engaged in me
nial tasks. The conflict, therefore, was about the claim of the latter
group to the occupation and privileges of the former, a claim which
was obviously motivated by the better conditions of the artisans. On
the basis of contrasting statements in dharmaśāstra texts about the
varnasamkara status of Rathakāras supplemented by other religious
literature and expert literature within the architectural śāstric tradition,
the Brahmin arbiters who were directed to settle the conflict identified
the latter group, the menials, as pratiloma Rathakāras, that is, inferior,
and the former, the artisans, as the anuloma Rathakāras, the superior
group. Thus, “[if] any Rathakāras were doing menial tasks these were
pratiloma Rathakāras, who had no right to participate in architecture;
while those who could claim to be anulomas would be entitled to the
architectural activities prescribed in the texts. Under the caste systems

146 Lingat 1993: 273-274; see also Derrett 1976 and Hanumanthan 1979: 182. According to
Ramanayya (1935: 282) sources from Vijayanagara confirm that professional judges were
well versed in dharmaśāstra-, they made'frequent use of the YDhŚ and occasionally MDhS
and other smrtis.
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as then in operation no Rathakāra could move from one category to
the other: and so the solution would be permanent”147.
We see from this example that the decision was made on the basis
of a variety of relevant sources within different categories,
dharmaśāstra being one of them. As far as we can trust the inscrip
tions, which have a degree of damage to the stone as well as faults in
copying, we also get an idea of the juridical reasoning which seems to
move in opposite directions, that is from śāstra to practice and from
practice to śāstra. The observation of the actual labour of the two
groups was correlated with definitions in dharmaśāstra works regard
ing the varnasamkara status and occupation of different castes. Thus,
from observing their labour, their varnasamkara status was defined
according to the rules of dharmaśāstra, and from their varnasamkara
status as defined in the śāstra their occupational duties and other priv
ileges were finally settled, which, as far as the occupations concern us,
means that these were lifted from an observed practice to a legal and
permanent norm.
We get a similar nuanced picture from Olivelle’s discussion of the
relation between dharmaśāstra and social reality. About Mānavadharmaśāstra he writes:
[It] was clearly not a “how to” book; it was neither a Handbook of
Manners nor a Law Code, although it contains aspects of both. Its
connection to lived reality was not immediate but mediate148.

Dharmaśāstra’s connection to reality was “mediate” in the sense
that it was used in the education of young Brahmins “and perhaps
even princes” 149. The Brahmins selected as judges and lawyers would
therefore base their juridical reasoning on the principles of dharma
śāstra. Further, the mass of detail presented in dharmaśāstra with re
gard to very real matters such as marriage, inheritance, adoption, ju
ridical procedure, taxation, punishment, penance and more, testifies to
its connection to social reality.
147 Derrett 1976: 108.
148 Olivelle 2005a: 66.
149 Ibid.
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Religious texts and historical facts

The fact that the most detailed studies of a history of untouchabili
ty are written by social historians such as R.S Sharma, Vivekanand
Jha and Prabhati Mukherjee all of whom are keen on deducing histori
cal ‘facts’ from religious, literary sources such as dharmaśāstra texts,
makes it relevant to reflect over the relation between ‘religious’ data
and ‘social historical’ data. The way in which these authors pursue the
subject reveals an a priori distinction between religious concerns,
which are ideal and therefore false, and social historical facts, which
are real. The approach to religious texts and ideas is constrained by
the wish to gather as many data on the reality side as possible. This is
apparent in two ways. One is the way in which data of a religious
character are misinterpreted as evidence of alleged social historical
conditions. The other is the way in which religious ideas are denied
significance in a social historical causality.
In the first category we find for instance Jha’s interpretation of
Mānavadharmaśāstra 10.54 which prescribes that untouchable people
such as Candālas and Svapacas should not walk about in the villages
and towns at night. On this Jha makes the remark that “Manu does not
contemplate for the Candālas the social responsibility of a night
watchman [...] Perhaps his credibility for this task was suspect” 150.
But this is not the issue. From verse 10.52 and 55 of the same text
(and from other texts that will be presented in the following chapters)
it appears that people belonging to untouchable castes were also re
quired to make themselves known by visible marks in order that the
villagers and townsmen could avoid them. So probably the reason
why they were not allowed inside the village at night is that it would
be difficult to avoid their touch at that time. This is also Medhātithi’s
interpretation151. Another misinterpretation, and one that is typical152,
occurs in Jha’s presentation of Bhagavadgita where he is eager to ac
150 Jha 1986: 11.
151 “During the night they are forbidden to walk about in the villages and cities due to fear of
touching them”, rātrau sparśāśañkayāntargrāmanagaracaryāpratisedhah //MeMDhS 10.54.
152 Typical in the sense that it fails to recognise the distinction within Indian hermeneutics
between an injunction (vidhi) and an attached emphasising statement (arthavāda). More on
this distinction in the next section.
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quit this text of providing any support for the practice of untouchabili
ty. But this is not warranted by the verse he quotes (BhG 5.18), which
praises the wise men who see no difference between a learned
Brahmin and a Śvapāka. It is precisely because the Śvapāka is such a
low person that the reference to him is relevant when Arjuna is in
structed to remain indifferent to the social pairs of opposites. This is a
religious exercise more than a social philosophy153.
Similar examples can be found in R.S. Sharma’s otherwise pioneer
ing and rich study of the history of the Śüdras. From the description in a
Jātaka story of the dress of the coming Buddha in his previous birth as a
Candāla 154, and perhaps induced by the similar interpretation by
Richard Fick155, Sharma infers that Candālas wore this dress in order to
be distinguishable from the rest of the population. The dress described
in the Jātaka text consists of a coloured garment in two pieces (rattadupatta), a girdle (kāyabandhana) and a ragged overgarment
(pamsukūlasamghāti). In addition, the Bodhisatta carries an earthen
bowl (mattikāpatta). But in other canonical texts all or some of these el
ements are recognisable as parts of the dress of the Buddha himself156,
of a paccekabuddha157, that is an enlightened person who dies without

153 The most that can be said is that Bhagavadgita does not refer to rules of untouchability. But
it endorses the contempt for sexual relations across the varna barriers (varnasamkara) (e.g.
BhG 1.41-43) which was the prevalent explanation of the existence of people such as
Svapākas and Candālas, who are considered untouchable in the dharmaśāstra works. The
attitude of this text is probably best seen in BhG 9.32-33: “Even people of low origins,
women, vaiśyas, nay śüdras, go the highest course if they rely on me, Pārtha. So how much
more readily holy brahmins and devoted royal seers! Reduced to this passing world of
unhappiness, embrace me!” (van Buitenen 1981: 107). Strictly speaking, it is the last
sentence which carries the message, the preceding phrases being meant as emphasis. Still,
the people mentioned in the first verse are admitted to Krsna’s path, but how far this
involved any breakdown of familiar restrictions in terms of association with such people
cannot be said. ‘Pāpayoni’, translated here as “people of low origins” is a generic term that
may designate animals (VijYDhS 3.129) or, as here, low-caste people perhaps such as
Candālas, who according to MBh 13.29.5-7 are assigned a position in samsara between an
animal birth and a birth in the śüdravarna. That the term does not collectively refer to
women, Vaiśyas and Śüdras, seems to be implied in the logic. If it did, the noble brothers of
the ladies of high varna would also be included in the category.
154 Jāt 4.376. Iff, 379.19ff.
155 Fick 1897: 205.
156 Jāt 1.119.
157 Jāt 4.114.
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proclaiming the truth to the world, and of the habit of the samgha as or
dained in Vinayapitaka158. Thus, the dress of this Candāla is nothing but
a construction of a mythical prototype of the Buddhist monastic dress
which tells nothing about how Candālas actually were dressed.
The other way in which the material is misrepresented concerns the
significance of religious ideas as generating or influencing social phe
nomena. With regard to caste in general R.S. Sharma writes,
“Pollution is considered by some sociologists and Sanskritists to be a
crucial factor in caste formation” 159. This is particularly true with re
gard to untouchability according to Prabhati Mukherjee, who refers to
Sharma as one of those who efficiently cleared the “smoke-screen” of
these sociologists 16°. What seems problematic here is not the empha
sis on economic factors, but the sharp distinction between such factors
on the one hand, and ideals about pollution on the other, and the sim
ple causality implied therein. Are not all social forms more or less ide
ologically articulated? Can we isolate one category such as “socio
economic development” from another, “ideology”, or are the two not
intertwined in such a way that the influencing factors act in both direc
tions? Even when economic factors change, as during the develop
ment that gave Śūdras better access to wealth by the increase of trade
in the post-Mauryan period161 and by their integration in the expand
ing cultivation of land in the Gupta period162, this only happened as an
interplay between a willingness to interact with Sūdras and a gradual
reformation of the ideological filters by which they were, for instance,
allowed new religious rights 163. Thus, we could say that social prac
tices that establish economic and political positions are also ideologi
cal acts, whereas ideologies such as the purity-pollution complex are
ontological articulations of these positions, that is articulations which
root these positions in a religious ontology. Whatever the original de

158 Vin 2.136, 3.195, 3.243.
159 Sharma 1990: 86 n.4.
160 Mukherjee 1988: 98.
161 Sharma 1990: 199-201.
162 Ibid.: 257-262.
163 Ibid.: 297If. These rights included the right to perform penance (297) and to give gifts (306),
both of which had economic significance as penance often included a daksinā to the Brahmins.
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mographic identity and status of those people who were labelled as
Candālas, whether ‘aboriginal’, ‘technically primitive’ or ‘politically
uncooperative’164, the fact remains that even the earliest evidence of an
interaction between Aryan villagers and Candālas shows that such an
interaction was embedded in ritual religious practices. In human inter
action there are no ‘raw realities’. The isolation of such realities from
the articulations in which they occur in the available evidence is only
possible by means of a technique of historical interpretation which, at
the outset, has postulated precisely this separation as being axiomatic.

Pre-dharmaśāstra normative literature
The earliest reference to groups later known as untouchable occurs
within the context of the “sacrifice of men” (purusamedha) in the
Vājasaneyisamhitā of the White Yajurveda. These chapters of the text
are regarded as clearly supplementary to those that precede them 165,
and they were probably also of later composition. The text is a com
prehensive list of the sacrificial victims, which seems to include all
sections of the society, the four varnas as well as various crafts and
occupations and people selected for other reasons. The victims are all
mentioned alongside the divinity or quality to which, or for which,
they are to be sacrificed. The text says that one should sacrifice “a
Paulkasa to loathsomeness” 166 and “a Cāndāla to the wind” 167. Kane
adds that the most that might be inferred is that “the Paulkasa lived in
such a way as to cause disgust and the Cāndāla lived in the wind (i.e.
probably in the open or in a cemetery)”168. Further, it should be added
that the purusamedha was not actually performed. The victims were

164 These hypotheses will be discussed later in this chapter.
165 Gonda 1975: 330.
166 bībhatsāyai paulkasam / Vāj 30.17.
167 vāyave cāndālam I Vāj 30.21. Both texts are included in Taittirlyabrāhmana as respectively
TB 3.4.14 and 3.4.17 but not in Śatapathabrāhmana 13.6.2.20 as alleged by Jha (1986: 1
n.6; Jha’s reference “III.6.2.20” must be a misprint for XIII.6.2.20). However, Eggeling
added the list translated from Vājasaneyisamhitā in his translation of Satapathabrāhmana
just after ŚPB 13.6.2.20. That it is translated from Vāj 30.5-22 and not from ŚPB is stated
explicitly by the translator (Eggeling 1882-1900,' vol.5: 407 n.2).
168 Kane 1968-1977, vol.2: 166.
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set free after their consecration and the rite was completed symbolical
ly with the sacrificial formulas alone169.
The references found in the Upanisads are more telling. Candālas
are assigned moral value as the lowest possible human birth in the
context of the eschatological doctrine of the paths that lead the dead
from the cremation fire either to Brahman along the Path to the Gods
(devayāna) or to the ancestors along the Path of the Fathers (pitryāna).
For those who go by the latter path (who did not go for a life in the
wilderness but stayed in the village) and who have to return to this
world in a new birth, there are two possibilities according to the moral
value of their actions in life. Either they enter a “pleasant womb”, that
is they are bom in a Brāhmana, Ksatriya or Vaiśya family, or they en
ter a “foul womb” of a dog, a pig or a Candāla170. As we do not know
the precise reference of the terms ‘Paulkasa’ and ‘Cāndāla’ in Vājasaneyisamhitā 30.17 and 21, this text is significant in that it clearly sug
gests that already at the time when this Upanisad was composed in the
6'h to 5lh century BCE171, the term ‘Candāla’ was used generically (like
‘dog’ and ‘pig’). The reference appears to be to a stereotype rather
than to a distinct ethnic or occupational group. From the opposition in
the text between wilderness and village, it further appears that
‘Candāla’ belonged to the latter category grouped together with vil
lage dogs and pigs.
Kane concludes that, while this text is a clear expression of the
contempt for Candālas already present at that time, it does not indicate
that they were untouchable. Rather it seems from Chāndogya
Upanisad 5.10.7 that Candālas were looked upon as Śūdras, “though
lowest among the several śūdra subcastes”, and since Śūdras, despite
being despised, were allowed to wash the feet of Brahmin guests ac
cording to grhya- and dharmasūtras, Candālas were probably not, in
Kane’s estimation, untouchable at that time 172. This argument seems

169 ŚPB 13.6.2.13; Gonda 1975: 330 n.59; Heesterman 1993: 10.
170 tad ya iha ramanīyacaranā abhyāśo ha yat te ramanīyām yonim āpadyeran brāhmanayonini
vā ksatriyayonim vā vaiśyayonim vā / atha ya iha kapūyacaranā abhyāśo ha yat te kapīiyām
yonim āpadyeran śvayonim vā sūkarayoniin vā candālayonim vā //ChU 5.10.7.
171 Olivelle 1998: 12-13 including n.21.
172 Kane 1968-1877, vol.2: 166-167.
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to me somewhat weak. That Candālas were looked upon as Śüdras
seems to be deduced only from the fact that Candālas and not Śüdras
are mentioned in the text. There is also, even in Kane’s own text
chronology173, at least some gap (3-400 years) between this Upanisad
and the grhya- and dharmasūtras which he cites 174. For this or for
other reasons he actually changed his interpretation of the text in his
fifth volume, which appeared 21 years later (1962), where he writes
that “[i]t is probable that by the time of the Chān. Up. V.10.7
Cāndālas had become untouchables (like dogs and hogs) and Paulkasa
seems to be equated with Cāndāla in Br. Up. IV.3.33” 175. It should be
noted that in both cases Kane wrote as one in favour of the reforma
tion of the caste system and the abolition of untouchability176. The im
portant difference between the two statements is that, while volume
two was published before the 1949 Constitution - which, at least on
paper, accomplished the latter of these two ends177 - volume five was
published after it178. So in volume two his arguments were directed
against orthodox people who still might influence the development.
Particularly he addressed those who were keen to ‘prove’ that un
touchability is warranted by the Vedic corpus and should therefore be
preserved, and he wanted to show that this is not the case 179. When
writing the fifth volume, there was no longer any need to care serious
ly about such arguments. If this indeed was his motive, we should
conclude that the latter view expressed the more sincere interpretation
of the two, that is that Candālas were regarded as untouchable even at
the time when Chāndogya Upanisad was composed.
173 Ibid. : xi.
174 The argument is also criticised (though with very few counterarguments) by Parui (1961: 24), who also disagrees with the conclusion arrived at by R.S. Sharma (1990: 139) that
“untouchability appeared probably towards the end of the pre-Mauryan period”, i.e. 3-400
years later than the Chāndogya Upanisad, which in Kane’s chronology is dated around 1000
BCE.
175 Kane 1968-1977, vol.5:1633.
176 Kane’s attitude is pragmatic and realistic, if also conservative. See Kane 1968-1977, vol.2:
177-179.
177 See footnote 1 above.
178 To be exact, volume 2 was published in 1941 and volume 5 in 1962.
179 See Kane 1968-1977, vol.2: 167: “Another passage is relied upon by orthodox writers to
support the theory that untouchability of candālas is declared in Vedic writings. [...]”.
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The Candāla is also referred to in Chāndogya Upanisad 5.24.4 in the
context of the doctrine of the Universal Self (ātman vaiśvānara, the self
“common to all men” in Olivelle’s translation). He who knows the self
to be universal, that is to hold all worlds, all beings and all selves, and
who knows the homologies that exist between the human body, the uni
verse and the sacrifice, he becomes himself a sacrifice in the sense that
his five bodily pranas (vital forces) become equal to sacrificial fires and
the food he eats becomes the offerings in them. Whatever he eats nour
ishes the whole universe as well as himself 18°. The meaning seems to be
that if the self is realised as extending to all beings and all worlds, a tra
ditional distinction of values is also transcended. In the context of agnihotra this transcending quality of the knowledge is expressed in the do
main of food and nourishment, since the agnihotra sacrifice is essential
ly concerned with the cycle of food, either in the traditional sense that
offerings ascend through the smoke and produce rain which in turn se
cures the crops and the products of the cattle that are the basic ingredi
ents of the offerings180
181, or, like here, in the internalised sense that eating
food is a sacrifice in the five pranas, a sacrifice that satiates the eater as
well as the cosmos182. It is in this sense that it is concluded:
Therefore, even if a man who has this knowledge were to give his
leftovers to an outcaste [Candāla], thereby he would have made an
offering in that self of his which is common to all men183.

The section ends by quoting a verse to the effect that all beings sur
round the agnihotra like hungry children surround their mother, that is
all beings seek nourishment from the agnihotra due to the food cycle
it guarantees.
180 ChU 5.18-23.
181 This cycle is regarded as the underlying idea of agnihotra by Kane (1968-1977, vol.2: 680).
In Derrett’s interpretation (1968: 117-120) it comprises the two basic elements in what he
calls “The Fundamental Theory of Hindu Law”, the remaining six elements being those
institutions such as the Brahmin, dhanna, punishment etc., which guarantee the continuation
of this sacrificial cycle. The same sacrifice-food-sacrifice cycle is praised in BhG 3.14-16
and in MDhŚ 3.76.
182 Bodewitz 1973: 243-258.
183 tasmād mi haivainvid yady api candàlāyocchistam prayacchet / ātmani haivāsya tad
vaiśvānare hutam syād iti / ChU 5.24.4.
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Kane relates this to the rules in Āpastambadharmasūtra 1.31.22
and Mānavadharmaśāstra 4.80 and 10.125, which prescribe that a
Brahmin should not give leftovers to non-Brahmins (ĀDhS) or that a
Brahmin may only give leftovers to a Śūdra if the latter is in his serv
ice 184. The rules regulating exchange of leftovers from the meal are
complex and sometimes contradictory. It is not only that such left
overs are regarded as very polluting unless they are received from
gods or gurus who have partaken of them ritually, but also that even
the giver is affected by the exchange185.
R.S. Sharma reads the text even more literally than Kane: “The
Chāndogya Upanisad states that even a candāla is entitled to the leav
ings of the agnihotra sacrifice, round which hungry children sit just as
they sit round a mother”. And therefore he sees in the text a protest “in
favour of the lower order” 186. Jha’s interpretation follows Sharma:
“Strict relations governed the giving of one’s leavings to people in an
cient India and the Candāla was considered a normally undeserving
person (anarha). An exception was, however, made in the case of a
wise performer of agnihotra”187. Thus, from this and from Vājaseneyisamhitā 30.21, he draws the following conclusion about the Candāla,
whose low status is undisputable: “His connection with agnihotra, like
purusamedha earlier, however, discounts the possibility of his being
looked upon as an untouchable”188.
What these interpretations seem to miss is the simple antistructure
of the text which is in accordance with the ascetic and “antiritual” 189
stance of the early upanisads. I do not think that giving leavings of
food to a Candāla in this context has much to do with actually break
ing rules, or actually feeding Candālas or with any social protest in
favour of them. An interpretation of the Upanisadic statement has to
start with the “even if’ (yady api), which signifies an emphasis on the
central message which is not an invitation to feed Candālas but the to-

184 Kane 1968-1977, vol.2: 44 n.109.
185 Malamoud 1972: 6-15.
186 Sharma 1990: 89.
187 Jha 1986: 2.
188 Ibid.: 3-4.
189 Olivelle 1992: 37.
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tai inclusiveness of the vaiśvānara Self. Spelled out, it says that even
if a man were to give his leftovers to a Candāla - which of course he
would never do in an ordinary social context - that would be an offer
ing in this self common to all men, provided he knows its secrets. This
is also confirmed by the succeeding verse which says that the agnihotra feeds all beings. It does so not by actual feeding but through the
magic of this most central ritual. Structurally the texts inverts tradi
tional ritualism by substituting antinorm for norm: leavings of food
(representing the negative pole in a classification of food) for obla
tions (the positive pole) and Candālas (the negative pole in a classifi
cation of beings) for gods (the positive pole; receivers of oblations).
Through this exercise it evokes the transcending quality of the knowl
edge of the vaiśvānara Self. It is doubtful, I think, whether this sym
bolic antistructure should be the expression of any actual social communitas.
Finally, in Yājñavalkya’s grandiose teaching to the Videha king Janaka in Brhadāranyaka Upanisad 4.3.19ff, similar knowledge is
evoked by transcending all traditional categories. When a person in
deep sleep is embraced by the Self consisting of knowledge (prajñātman)190 then:
[A] father is not a father, a mother is not a mother, worlds are not
worlds, gods are not gods, and Vedas are not Vedas. Here a thief is
not a thief, an abortionist in not an abortionist, an outcaste
[cāndāla] is not an outcaste, a pariah [paulkasa] is not a pariah, a
recluse is not a recluse, and an ascetic is not an ascetic. Neither the
good nor the bad follows him, for he has now passed beyond all
sorrows of the heart191.

This passage, too, is interpreted by R.S. Sharma as part of the so
cial protest of the Upanisads192, and again I think that the text express

190 BAU 4.3.21.
191 atra pitāpitā bhavati / mātāmātā lokā alokā devā adevā vedā avedāh / atra sténo 'sténo
bhavati bhrūnahābhrūnahā cāndālo 'cāndālah paidkaso 'paulkasah śramano ’śramanas
tāpaso ‘tāpasah / ananvāgatam punyenānanvāgatam pāpena / tïrno hi tadā sarvāñ chokān
hrdayasya bhavati //BĀU 4.3.22.
192 Sharma 1990: 89.
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es a transcending of traditional moral categories rather than an attitude
towards actual people. It contrasts what tradition regarded as ‘good’
(punya) - father, mother, gods and Veda - with what the same tradi
tion saw as ‘bad’ (papa) - thieves, abortionists and pariahs. It is inter
esting, however, that it groups the recluse (śramana) together with the
outcaste and the pariah (cāndāla and paulkasa). According to Olivelle
the word śramana was not yet used with reference to non-Brahmin as
cetics in this and other late Vedic texts. Here, he thinks, it clearly
refers to persons within the Brahminical community 193, that is to the
very Upanisadic voices who taught doctrines like the one here about
the ‘self consisting of knowledge’. But this is not an Upanisadic ex
pression of solidarity with Candālas, but more a critique of how tradi
tion categorised moral behaviour, suggesting that there is a stage at
which such categories break down.
As a conclusion to the presentation of these Upanisadic references
two points should be made. Firstly, terms like candāla and paulkasa
had become generic terms by the time when these texts were com
posed. They were contrasted to the three dvija varnas and grouped with
‘dog’ and ‘pig’. As such they always represented the negative or bad
side of the social world. As early as this the people covered by these
terms, whoever they were, were already being used literarily to mark
the boundaries of established values. We cannot say anything certain
about their precise social function and role in relation to the people
who produced these texts. They might or they might not already have
been regarded as untouchable. But, in order to serve as social and
moral boundary-markers and as permanent representatives of what is
‘bad’, there must already have existed a well-established and well-ar
ticulated pattern of interaction between them and the Twice-born.
The second point to be made is that precisely because these terms
were used in a general way, more as reference to negative values demar
cating the good and the right than as reference to any actual interaction
with the specific demographic groups who must have been the basis of
this linguistic usage, one has to be cautious not to make too simple de
ductions about social reality on the basis of these texts. Here we should
also keep the distinction in mind between what counts as a rule (vidhi)
193 Olivelle 1993: 15.
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and what is merely an expression of semantic emphasis (arthavāda) on
that rule. This important hermeneutic device is formulated and ex
plained at least as early as in the Pūrvamīmāmsāsūtra194 dated by JeanMarie Verpoorten with due reservations to 450-400 BCE, although the
text only acquired its present form in a later period 195. It could, there
fore, be objected that this distinction was not yet actively applied in the
early Upanisads. However, Halbfass has suggested that it is rooted in
the ritual sūtras 196, and I think that as a rhetorical form it is present in
the early Upanisads, even though it might not have been lifted to the
level of the śāstric meta-language that it later became. The statement in
Chāndogya Upanisad 5.24.4, analysed above, about giving one’s left
overs from the meal to Candālas is an example.
According to the classical distinction, an arthavāda is a sentence or
phrase which emphasises, praises or explains a vidhi, that is the rule or
the injunction which is the primary message in what is communicated197.
Anachronistically, if we were warranted in analysing the Upanisadic
statement about distributing leftovers to Candālas according to later clas
sifications, we might say that this sentence belongs to the group of
arthavādas, the content of which “is in conflict with ordinary experi
ence”, that is the gunavāda or metaphorical kind of arthavāda198. If we
clearly had a vidhi instructing the performer of the agnihotra to distribute
leavings of food to Candālas, that would be evidence for at least a recom
mended interaction. We shall see later that a rule almost like that is found
in the dharmaśāstra literature in the context of the domestic Vaiśvadeva
ritual. However, the “even if’ and the potential “were to give” (prayacchet) in Chāndogya Upanisad 5.24.4 clearly indicate that this sentence is
not an injunction.
Having now examined the Vedic material for references to groups
that were subjected to rules of untouchability in later texts, we should
also consider the references in the same material to the other contexts

194 Kane 1968-1977, vol.5: 1238.
195 Verpoorten 1987: 5.
196 Halbfass 1991: 149.
197 For its relevance to dharmaśāstra, see Kane 1968-1977, vol.5: 1238-1244; Lingat 1993:
153-155; Derrett 1968: 87-88.
198 Kane 1968-1977, vol.5: 1240.
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in which untouchability or similar precautionary measures are pre
scribed in later texts, that is the context of death, menstruation, child
birth etc. If untouchability or precautionary rules grouped with it oc
cur in the Vedic texts in other contexts than that of the Candāla, this
might be a hint of the genealogy of the practice, or of a nucleus from
which it might have been extended. In the present context such con
siderations can only be tentative, since a thorough examination of the
Vedic material along these lines extends the limit of this study.
Practices of segregating the dead or the bereaved are strongly sug
gested by the hymns used during the funeral rites. For instance:
These living (relatives) have turned back separated from the dead;
[...] I place (here) this barrier (stone) for the (protection of the)
living (relatives [...]) so that none of them may go this goal (that
the departed went). [...] May they keep off death by means of the
mountain (the stone)199.

Taittirīyasamhitā 2.5.1.5-6 200 prescribes that no one should speak
or sit together with a menstruating woman nor eat food cooked by her,
and Taittirīyabrāhmana 3.7.1.9 explicitly mentions such a woman as
“intangible” (anālambhukā) in the context of the new and full moon
sacrifice and ordains that a man should only perform the sacrifice when
she has been segregated (“tām aparudhya”) outside the house201. All
these precautions with respect to speaking, sitting, eating, touching
(which may only be in sexual contexts in this case) alongside those en
suring spatial segregation are applied to the permanently untouchable
groups such as Candālas and Svapacas in dharmaśāstra.
In the ritual sūtras we find other important precautionary rules
mentioned. With regard to segregation in relation to death Āśvalāyanagrhyasūtra 4.1.7-15 instructs the relatives of a deceased where and
how they should prepare the cremation ground. Kātyāyanaśrautasūtra
21.3.15-16202 points out that the cremation ground should be selected

199 RV 10.18.3-4 translated by Kane (1968-1977, vol.4: 198-199).
200 Quoted in Kane 1968-1977, vol.2: 803 n.1917.
201 Ibid. -, n.1918.
202 Translated in Kane 1968-1977, vol.4: 204 n.482.
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in such a way that the houses of the village cannot be seen from it.
Pāraskaragrhyasūtra 3.10.35 further prescribes that those who have
touched the corpse during the ceremony should remain outside the vil
lage until the stars appear on the sky. In addition, the same text
(2.11.4) connects a corpse and a Candāla: when either of these is in
side the village, a man should stop Veda recitation. This instruction is
repeated in some of the dharmasūtras that will be mentioned
below 203.
Obviously nothing certain can be concluded form these few exam
ples from Vedic texts and ritual sūtras. But they might nevertheless
indicate that practices of segregation and other precautionary meas
ures existed within the domestic sphere before they were applied as a
permanent handicap to demographic categories outside this domain.
Origins of untouchability

This leads us to the various hypotheses of the origin of untouchabil
ity, which will be presented briefly now. Common to them all is the
idea that the groups that became permanently untouchable belonged to
segments of the indigenous population that were gradually integrated in
a process of interaction with the Aryan society204.
Sharma elaborates on this hypothesis. There existed a de facto con
trast between aboriginal tribes and the Aryan society with regard to
material culture. The former group supported themselves mainly as
hunters and fowlers, whereas the culture of the latter group was based
mainly on the technologies of metallurgy and agriculture, and on ur
banisation. Added to this, the upper two varnas gradually withdrew
from the work of primary production and became instead more and
more hereditary in their positions and functions. As a result of this
203 Olivelle (2005d: 242-243) provides an interesting analysis of similar rules about suspension
of Vedic study (anadhyāya) in Āpastambadharmasütra. Even when respectable people not
belonging to the village pay a visit, students leave the village, at morning and evening
sandhyā or when there is a solar or lunar eclipse or other extraordinary phenomena, Vedic
recitation should be suspended. Olivelle sees all this as expressions of boundary-marking,
both in space and time.
204 Thus Ghurye 1969: 52; Sharma 1990: 71, 139; Jha 1975: 30; 1986: 10; Brinkhaus 1978: 29,
31; Mukherjee 1988: 92.
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process these élites developed a spirit of contempt for manual labour
as well as for the hands that practised it205. And he summarises:
Against the background of a very low material culture of the
aborigines, the increasing contempt for manual work, combined
with primitive ideas of taboo and impurity associated with certain
materials, produced the unique social phenomenon of
untouchability206.

Jha accepts this idea as a first stage of the process, the second be
ing a hardening and deterioration of class relations:
[The] higher degree of absorption and integration of the Candālas
and other backward aboriginal groups in the dominant socio
economic set-up meant further dependence, exploitation and
disabilities. Untouchability of the Candālas definitely represented
the extreme manifestation of the institutionalized inequality of the
caste system 207.

Mukherjee further suggests that resistance and non-cooperation
with the Aryan society probably added to the poor condition of the
Candālas 208. Similar views have been proposed by Ghurye and in an
early article by Jha209.
Finally, Jha also reviews other suggested hypotheses. In particular
he rejects the idea expressed by various writers that untouchability had
its origin outside the Indo-Aryan environment210211
. This is an idea es
poused by N.K. Dutt, who postulated a Dravidian origin (also criti
cised by Sharma)2n, as well as by Karve and others, who suggested
that untouchability and caste was a pre-Aryan heritage from Harappan
culture, and by S. Chattopadhyaya who thought that untouchability

205 Sharma 1990: 145-146.
206 Ibid. : 146.
207 Jha 1986: 34.
208 Mukherkee 1988: 103-104.
209 Ghurye 1969: 53; Jha 1975: 30.
210 Jha 1986: 32 n.5.
211 Sharma 1990: 144-145.
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was based on ideas of pollution brought into Aryan culture from as
similated aboriginal groups 212. In contrast, Jha himself subscribes to
Ghurye’s hypothesis that caste and untouchability emerged due to the
ethnic diversity of the subcontinent, the Brahmins’ privileged position
and their notions of purity, and that it was developed first in northern
India, from where it gradually reached the East and South213.
As suggested in the introductory chapter, all these hypotheses rest on
the idea that we are able to reconstruct the history (and here even the ear
liest history) of untouchable people, that is of untouchability in its social
reality, simply by correlating the information we get from normative
texts with deductions from other evidence about the general socio-eco
nomic development of early southern Asia. In principle this is not impos
sible and it should be attempted, but success will depend on the amount
and nature of the historical sources. With regard to the demographic
groups discussed here, the sources outside the normative texts are few,
and I shall therefore refrain from entering into a discussion of the sug
gested hypotheses. Some of them are probable, however. In particular, it
seems to be confirmed from several texts that ‘Candāla’ very early be
came a generic term for a range of people from the indigenous popula
tion undergoing a transition from an original material culture as hunters
to a more domesticated position as part of a close interaction with Aryan
villages and cities. The term did not denote any specific tribe but tribes
all over the area attracted by and settling around Aryan villages and
cities. This will be discussed more fully at the start of the next chapter.

Untouchability and social interaction
The dharmasūtras, composed during the last centuries BCE214, are
the earliest texts in which we can see an outline of a fuller complex.
Before going into details about the different dharmasūtra texts, it is
relevant, however, to make some remarks on the general character of
such a complex.

212 Hanumanthan (1979: 37) expresses similar views.
213 See Ghurye 1969: 176, 236-237.
214 Olivelle 2000: 10.
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Firstly, we should be aware that a systematic complex of untoucha
bility, one in which the various elements of the complex are classified
together, only emerged gradually. Generally dharmaśāstra, even its ear
liest texts, is, indeed, a very systematic literature, which groups cognate
prescriptions thematically, for instance rules about penances215, unfit
and forbidden food216, purifications217 and many other subjects. But the
particular rules prescribing the various precautionary measures, which
together can be seen as forming an untouchability complex, are only
partly collected in the dharmasūtras and we do not find abstract notions
such as “untouchable” or “untouchability” in these texts. Only
Mānavadharmaśāstra (10.51-56) deals collectively with several rules
imposed on the same groups (Candālas and Svapacas), but these rules
do not, strictly speaking, include untouchability, although it is pre
scribed in a previous chapter of the same text (5.85). And only in the
younger layer of Visnusmrti and in Kātyāyanasmrti, both dated by Kane
between the fourth and sixth century CE 218, do we find the term “un
touchable” (asprśya) as an explicitly generic term denoting a group of
people219. The two examples in Visnusmrti are both dramatic. The first
one is in the context of legal consequences in this life:
If an Untouchable intentionally touches one who is touchable, he
must be punished corporally 220.

Nandapandita, the 17'h century commentator of Visnusmrti221, ex
plicitly glosses “untouchable” as “a Candāla and the like” and “one
who is touchable” as “a member of the three varnas”222.
The other is in the context of consequences in the next life:

215 GDhS 19-27.
216 ĀDhS 1.16.16-1.19.
217BDhS 1.8-1.10.20.
218 Kane 1968-1977, vol.l: 125, cf. p. 116; 502. Olivelle’s dating is approximately the same, see
Olivelie 2005a: 66.
219 VS 5.104,44.9; KS 433,783.
220 asprśyah kāmakarena sprśyam sprśan vadhah/VS 5.104.
221 Kane (1968-1977, vol.l: 925) places his activities between 1580 and 1630. Derrett (1973:
50) dates NaVS precisely to “Nov. 1623”.
222 asprśyaś candālādih [...] sprśyam traivarnikam [...]/NaVS 5.104.
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Those who have committed an act causing defilement are born of
people who are untouchable 223.

Again Nandapandita spells out the untouchables as “Candālas and
the like” 224. The crimes in question include killing birds, reptiles or
fish or eating intoxicating plants. If, however, these transgressions
have been expiated by particular penances, the consequences are
avoided225.
The term asprśya also occurs in the Vaikhānasasmārtasūtra
(10.13-15), dated to the fourth century CE by Kane 226 and probably
even later according to Derrett227, that is at the same time or later as
Visnu- and Kātyāyanasmrti. We shall have a closer look at this text in
the next chapter.
The generalisation of the term into the meta-linguistic concept of
“untouchability” (asprśyatva or asprśyatā) is found in the medieval
commentaries (bhāsya) and compendia (nibandha) literature, but not
in the classical smrtis228.
Secondly, the complex that we may identify by piecing the various
roles together should not simply be characterised as a group of prohibi
tions since only very few types of contact with Untouchables were con
sidered so damaging that their consequences could not be averted by the
proper purifications. The segregation of untouchable groups was not ab
solute but was negotiable in relation to two opposing interests. One was
to receive certain services characterised by the removal of impure sub
stances from a person’s personal domains, and the other was to avoid
the polluting influence entailed by these services oneself. Connected
with this clearly articulated pattern, it might have been the case that the
223 krtamaliriikaranakarmanām manusyesv asprśyayonayah /VS 44.9.
224 [...] asprśyāś cāndālādayas [...] /NaVS 44.9.
225 VS 41.
226 Kane 1968-1977, vol.l: 260.
227 Derrett 1973: 39.
228 An early example of these constructions is found in Medhātithi’s 9“' century commentary on
MDhŚ. In MeMDhŚ 5.85 (5.84) we have both sprśyatva, “touchability” and bhojyannatva,
“the state of being a person whose food can be eaten”, the latter also a clear example of the
problem of translating these abstract nouns into simple English. Another example is
Haradatta’s 12* century commentary on GDhS 14.1 (HaGDhS 2.5.1, p. 141) where we have
asprśyatā along with abhojyānnatā and dānādisv anadhikāritā.
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services which were demanded from untouchable groups increasingly
consisted of unskilled manual labour and that regulations of contact
with them also functioned as a way to preserve and isolate such an un
skilled labour force, but this does not seem to be testified in the ancient
and medieval dharmaśāstra literature229. Anyhow, these ends necessi
tated interaction and segregation at the same time. Therefore attention
was not so much on strict exclusion as on what went on along the
boundary between Untouchables and Twice-born and on how this
boundary could nevertheless be crossed from both sides.
This is best illustrated by leaving dharmaśāstra for a while and
make a digression into the grammatical literature, where we find one
the most important ancient texts regarding the segregation of people
known in other texts as untouchable. This is Patanjali's commentary
(dated around 150 BCE) 230, to Panini’s rule (2.4.10) regarding the use
of names of certain groups of Sūdras in the Sanskrit copulative com
pound (dvandva). Panini prescribes that names of Sūdras “who are not
excluded” (aniravasita) can be used in that group of dvandva com
pounds which have the value of neuter singular collectives (samāhāradvandva)231. In his commentary Patanjali, who like other grammarians
and like many lexicographers classified Candālas and similar groups as
low categories of Śūdras, explains who the ‘excluded’ are and what the
criteria are for their exclusion. In the style common to much śāstric lit
erature, Patanjali casts his argument as a debate, first presenting the
prima facie view that segregation is a matter of exclusion form a geo
graphic territory, the country known as Aryāvārta 232. But this has to be
rejected because some dvandva compounds formed by names of for
eign people and known from common usage do not fit in with this de
229 According to Ramanayya (1935: 361), that is, based on a variety of historical sources,
Candālas in 16“’ century Vijayanagara were divided in two groups: unskilled agricultural
labourers consisting of the Mala and the Holeya (or Pariah) caste, and artisans, mainly in
leather, comprising the Mādiga or the Cekkili caste. In addition, “[a]s they were debarred by
their birth from entering into the civil and military service of the state, they took to highway
robbery.” (ibid.).
230 Scharfe 1977: 153.
231 dvigur ekavacanam //2.4.1 // dvandvaś ca prānitūryasenāñgānām // 2.4.2 H śūdrānām
aniravasitānām //2.4.10//Ast 2.4.1-2, 10.
232 In MDhŚ 2.22 defined as the land between the Himalaya and the Vindhya ranges and
between the eastern and western ocean. See also BDhS 1.2.9.
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marcation (that is these names can be members of a samāhāradvandva
even though the people that they designate live outside Aryāvārta).
Hence, it is suggested that it is not a matter of being excluded from
Āryāvārta but from Aryan settlements within this country:
“In that case what is meant is rather compounds of ‘Śüdras who
are not excluded from an Aryan dwelling-place’.” - “But what is
an Aryan dwelling-place?” - “It is a village, a cattle farm, a city,
or a market-place.” - “But that means that when Candālas and
Mrtapas live inside these large habitations, there the compound
‘candālamrtapāh’ [plural] would also be wrong” 233.

In other words, in common usage it is correct to say ‘candāla
mrtapāh’, that is “Candālas and Mrtapas” 234 joined in one dvandva
compound inflected in the plural but not ‘candālamrtapam ’ inflected as
neuter singular. That being the case, these people must, in fact be ex
cluded from something, since only names of Śüdras who were not ex
cluded could figure as members in this latter type of dvandva com
pound. So the job is to define the criterion of exclusion. The next sug
gestion is exclusion from sacrificial rituals. Only Twice-born men are
allowed to perform Vedic sacrifices. But this does not work either, since
it is also correct to speak of “Carpenters and Blacksmiths” (taksāyaskāram) and “Washermen and Weavers” (rajakatantuvāyam) in neuter sin
gular although these artisans, as any other Śūdra, are definitely excluded
from performing the sacrifice235. Finally we get the solution:
“In that case what is meant is compounds of ‘Śüdras who are not
excluded from exchange of food vessels’. When a food vessel is
regarded as being purified when it has been cleaned correctly after

233 evam tarhy āryanivāsād aniravasitānām / kah punar āryanivāsah / grāmo ghoso nagaram
samvāha iti / evam api ya ete mahāntah samstyāyās tesv abhyantarāś candāla mrtapāś ca
vasanti tatra candālamrtapā iti na siddhyati //MBhās 1.475.4-7.
234 Mrtapa, literally ‘guards of the dead’, probably guards of the cremation grounds.
235 I am surprised to see that Agrawala (1963: 80) seems to get this wrong. He writes, “Fourthly
there was another class of Śüdras who were entrusted with some of the work connected with
yajiias or sacrifices as carpenters (takshā), .metal-workers (ayaskāra), washennen (rajaka) and
weavers (tantuvāya).” See also Kane 1968-1977, vol.2: 82-83 (“Taksan” and “Tantuvāya”) who
clearly understands the text as indicating that these artisans were excluded from sacrificial rites.
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people have eaten from it, then such people are those who are not
excluded. When a food vessel is not regarded as being purified
even when it has been cleaned correctly after people have eaten
from it, then such people are those who are excluded” 236.

That is, if one can eat from a food vessel which has been used by
another (and cleaned properly), then this other belongs to those who
are not excluded. This is why it is correct to construct compounds out
of names of Śūdra artisans inflected in neuter singular, because, al
though they cannot perform sacrifices, they are not excluded from ex
change of food vessels. This also explains why it is wrong to construct
such samādhāradvandva compounds with names such as ‘Candāla’
and ‘Mrtapa’. These people carry a kind of pollution which cannot be
removed by ordinary cleaning. Food vessels that have been used by
them cannot be used by Aryan villagers, and the only way their names
can be combined is in dvandva compounds inflected in the plural. But
this also means that Candālas, the only group unanimously regarded
as untouchable in the post-Vedic literature, are not regarded as segre
gated from Aryan settlements such as villages, cattle farms, cities and
market-places by Patañjali but only from an exchange of food vessels
with Aryan inhabitants in Aryan dwelling places 237. However, it must
be admitted that Patañjali’s view does not agree with the rules regard
ing suspension of Vedic recitation (anadhydya) that was mentioned
above, for instance as formulated in Paraskāragrhyasūtra 2.114. The
rule that Veda recitation must be stopped when a Candāla is inside the
village presupposes that he is not supposed to live there.
The criterion of exclusion suggested by Patañjali, that food vessels
(pātra) used by excluded Sūdras such as Candālas cannot be used by
people from other castes, seems also to have been known in early
236 evam tarhi pātrād aniravasitānam /yair bhukte pātram samskarena śuddhyati te ‘niravasitāh
/yair bhukte pātram samskārenāpi na śuddhyati te niravasitāh //MBās 1.475.8-10.
237 R.S. Sharma (1990: 138-139) misinterprets the text: “According to Patañjali Pānini seems to
have included the candāla and the mrtapa [...] in the list of those sūdras who lived outside
towns and villages.” Mukherjee (1988: 71-72) admits that Candālas and Mrtapas could live
within Aryan settlements according to Patanjali, although in the periphery as she seems to
suggest, but later in her book (p.85) she forgets this as she writes, “There were also the
‘excluded’ Sūdras whom the later commentators (like Patañjali etc.) explained as those who
were expelled socially, spatially and ritually.”
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dharmaśāstra texts which use the term “apapātra ” as a designation of
certain people with whom contact must be avoided but without ever
explaining the semantic content of the expression238. Mānavadharmaśāstra 10.51 is explicit in associating the term with Candālas and Svapacas; these groups “should be made apapātra", and verse 10.54 of
the same text further explains that they should depend on others for
food, which, however, must be served to them in a broken vessel
(bhinnabhājana), that is not in a metal bowl. The expression apapātra
is not found in the other extant smrtis (YDhŚ, VS and NS) and Oli
velle therefore thinks that it had become obsolete at this time. He
chooses to translate the expression as “degraded”, a translation that
only reflects the ascription of the term but not its semantic relation to
food vessels239. That the term became obsolete seems to be confirmed
by the fact that, when attempting to explain the expression “should be
made apapātra" in Mānavadharmaśāstra 10.51, Medhātithi has to
guess its meaning by setting up three different alternatives. Either
food given to these people must be served in earthen vessels that are
thrown away afterwards, or it is given in vessels held by a third person
or placed on the ground, or simply in a broken vessel as indicated in
verse 10.54 (and also 10.52) of the smrti text. Kullūka whose com
mentary on the same text echoes Patanjali is less in doubt:
They should be treated in such a way that their food vessels have
to be discarded in the sense that when they have eaten from a
vessel of copper or other metal it cannot be exchanged with others,
even if it is correctly cleaned 240.

Haradatta on Āpastambadharmasūtra 1.3.25 identifies those who
are apapātra with pratiloma castes, that is those who are regarded as
the outcome of sexual relations between a man of a lover varna and a
woman of a higher, among which the Candāla is regarded as the low238 ADhS 1.3.25, 1.16.30, 1.21.6, 1.21.17; BDhS 1.21.15, 2.2.13; VDhS 20.16; MDhŚ 10.51.
239 Olivelle’s comment to MDhŚ 10.51, Olivelle 2005a; 336-337. See also his translation of the
siitras mentioned in the previous footnote, where his translation of apapātra is consequently
“degraded”.
240 pātrarahitāh kartavyā yatra lohādipātre fair bhuktam tatsamskrtyāpi na vyavahartavyam
[...]/KuMDhŚ 10.51-52.
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est. He explains the term by saying that the food vessels of such peo
ple cannot be used for cooking purposes together with people from the
four varnas241. In his commentary on the same text 1.16.30, however,
he identifies the apapātras with the primary untouchable categories
listed in Gautamadharmasūtra 14.30 and Mānavadharmaśāstra 5.85,
that is a Candāla, an outcast sinner (patita), and a woman during men
struation and just after childbirth242.
Patañjali’s old discussion of Śūdra names in dvandva compounds,
the later rules in Mānavadharmaśāstra about exchange of food and food
vessels, along with the medieval commentators’ attempts at explaining
the notion of apapātra in Une with Patañjali show that ‘segregation’ - or
‘exclusion’, which was the notion used by Panini and Patañjali - boils
down to pragmatic questions regarding the regulation of concrete trans
actions. Thus, the concern seems to be about safeguarding and regulat
ing a necessary and existing interaction, not about prohibiting it alto
gether. In that sense Untouchables were in an ambiguous position. They
did not stand outside the community of the four varnas but at its periph
ery. From there they were in a position to perform tasks that were neces
sary for the ritual and political constitution of this community by dispos
ing of the impurities that were seen as fatal to the competencies of its
members. For this work they might have received food in return 243.
Exactly this kind of ambiguity, which is inherent in their function, is the
most characteristic trait of untouchable groups such as Candālas in the
classical literature, and is manifested spatially as well as on other levels.

Untouchable categories in the

dharmasūtras

As indicated above, the permanent untouchability of certain castes
should not be seen as an isolated phenomenon but as related to possi

241 apapātrāh pratilomaja rajakadayah / apagatani hi tesani pātrāni pākādyarthāni caturbhir
varnaih ra/ia/HaĀDhS 1.1.3.25, p.26.
242patitasiitikācandālodakyādayo 'papātrā apagatāh pālrebhyah [...] / HaADhS 1.5.16.30,
p.124.
243 As pointed out by Jha (1986: 9) dharmaśāstra texts give us no precise knowledge of how
Candālas were remunerated, but the rules about how food could be served for Candālas
without polluting the giver indicate that food might have been the typical form.
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bly pre-existing practices within the domain of the family. Although a
clear distinction between the two cases - permanent untouchability of
caste and temporary untouchability of family members - is not absent
in the texts 244, we need to understand them in their totality. P.V. Kane
already stressed this point:
Those who are not familiar with ancient or even modern Hindu
notions must be warned against being carried away by the horror
naturally felt at first sight when certain classes are treated as
untouchables. The underlying notions of untouchability are
religious and ceremonial purity and impurity. A man’s nearest and
dearest women relatives such as his own mother and wife or
daughter are untouchable to him during their monthly periods. To
him the most affectionate friend is untouchable for several days
when the latter is in mourning due to death in the latter’s family245.

Of course this could be seen as one of Kane’s apologetic reflec
tions, that Derrett drew attention to246. The existence of temporary un
touchability in the family is not a mitigating circumstance in relation
to the permanent untouchability imposed on certain people by their
very birth. But Kane is right with regard to the interrelation between
the articulation of these practices247. It is therefore necessary to have a
brief overview of these different categories as they appear in the earli
est texts on dharma, the dharmasūtras 248. Two lists of untouchable
categories became normative for later similar lists. One is Baudhāyanadharmasūtra 1.9.5 which reads:
244 Having first given the rule (VS 5.104) that an Untouchable (“Candālas and the like”
according to Nandapandita) who touches a Touchable (“a member of the three varnas"
according to the same), must be punished corporally, the following siitra (VS 5.505)
explicitly accounts for the temporary untouchability of a menstruating woman. If such a
woman commits the same offence (touching a Touchable), she must be put to the lash.
245 Kane 1968-1977, vol.2: 170.
246 Derrett 1973: 64.
247 As mentioned in the introductory chapter, Dumont (1980: 48) acknowledged Kane’s remark
and showed how temporary impurity in the family gives rise to permanently impure
specialists such as the washerman and the barber.
248 There is some disagreement about the .chronology and relative age of the four ejitant
dhamrasūtras, that is ĀDhS, GDhS, BDhS and VDhS. In particular the debate is whether ADhS
or GDhS is the oldest of the four. Olivelle, who goes through the earlier arguments of Biihler,
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If a Brahmin touches a sanctuary tree, a funeral pyre, a sacrificial
post, a Candāla, or a man who sells the Veda, he should bathe with
his clothes on 249.

The other is Gautamadharmasūtra 14.30:
When a man touches an outcaste, a Candāla, a woman who has
just given birth or is menstruating, a corpse, or someone who has
touched any of these, he becomes purified by bathing with his
clothes on.

Before continuing the argument, however, we need to dwell a little
on the translation of this particular sūtra, which in Sanskrit is con
structed in such a way that two different understandings, both of
which are correct translations, seem possible. The translation given
above is Olivelie’s translation 250251
. Btihler’s translation was similar in
the understanding of the Sanskrit:
On touching an outcast, a Candāla, a woman impure on account of
her confinement, a woman in her courses, or a corpse, and on
touching persons who have touched them, he shall purify himself
by bathing dressed in his clothes25

But an alternative translation would be:
When touching an outcast, a Candāla, a woman who has just given
birth or is menstruating, a person who has touched a corpse, or one
who has touched any of these, a man should purify himself by
bathing with his clothes on.

Kane, Kangle and others, thinks that ADhS is the oldest, composed about the beginning of the third
century BCE, followed by the rest during the next couple of centuries. See Olivelle 2000:4-10.
249 caityavrksam citim yūpam candālain vedavikrayam / etāni brāhmanah sprstvā sacelo jalam
āviśet //BDhS 1.9.5. Olivelie’s translation. The precise function of the “sanctuary tree” is
not clear, but it is probably a tree in memory of a dead person. The sacrificial post is for
binding the victim in Vedic animal sacrifices. A man “who sells the Veda” is probably a
person who stipulates wages before giving instructions in the Vedas.
250 Olivelle 2000: 155.
251 Buhler 1879: 253.
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The main difference of the two understandings of the text is with
regard to the corpse. Biihler and Olivelle sees this as an independent
untouchable category, while the alternative understanding does not.
Both are correct understandings of the Sanskrit text which reads:
patitacandālasūtikodakyāśavasprstitatsprstyupasparśane sacelodakopasparśanāc chuddhyet //GDhS 14.30.

Biihler apparently saw two different derivatives behind the sprsti,
occurring twice in the sūtra’s first independent compound (that is from
“patita” to “upasparśane”). “Sprsti” (in “patita[...]śavasprsti”) he
understood as the feminine noun meaning “touch” or “touching” and
“sprsty" (in “tatsprsty”) as the weak form (sprsti) of the masculine
noun sprstin, meaning “a person who has touched” 252. Biihler regarded
the total compound from “patita” to “upasparśane” as a dvandva con
sisting of two tatpurusa- compounds, that is “on touching an outcaste
[...] or a corpse” [patitacandālasūtikodakyāśavasprstau] + “on touch
ing persons who have touched them” [tatsprstyupasparśane]. The
“and” in between in his translation signifies that the two tatpurusas are
understood as forming a dvandva. Olivelle follows Biihler’s translation
in principle except that he ignores the first sprsti (after śavd) and omits
the “and”. The alternative translation, however, regards both “-sprsti”
and “-sprsty” as compound forms of sprstin, “a person who has
touched”, that is both in “śavasprsti”, “a person who has touched a
corpse”, and in “tatsprsty”, “a person who has touched any of these”.
The interpretation of Biihler and Olivelle seems to follow Haradatta who quotes Mānavadharmaśāstra 5.85, which clearly includes a
corpse in the list253. But Haradatta got himself into troubles by making
that interpretation since sūtra 14.23-27 have already prescribed that
touching a corpse intentionally will require regular purification of

252 Nouns on -in enter word compounds in their weak form where the -n is lost; the -i is
transformed to a -y in the second occurrence through phonetic rules (sandhi).
253 HaGDhS 2.5.28, p.151. MDhŚ 5.85 reads: “When someone touches a Divākīrti [a synonym
of Candāla], a menstruating woman, an outcaste, a woman who has given birth, or a corpse
- as also a person who has touched any of these - he is purified by bathing.” divākrtim
udakyāni ca patitam sūtikāin tathā / śavam tatsprstinam caiva sprstvā snānena śuddhyati //
MDhŚ 5.85. Olivelle’s translation.
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death for ten, five or three days, whereas the present sūtra (14.30) on
ly prescribes a bath. In his commentary on sūtra 14.23 Haradatta then
explains the different level of purification by saying that when the se
vere purification is prescribed (in 14.23) this is because in that sūtra
“touching” (upasparśana) should not merely be understood as touch
ing but rather as “carrying out” (nirharana)15f In fact, this is in agree
ment with the rule in Mānavadharmaśāstra 5.65 that those who carry
a corpse (pretāhāra) have to purify themselves for ten days, and also
with Baudhāyanadharmasūtra 1.11.32-33, which explicitly differenti
ates intentional and unintentional touching of a corpse, demanding re
spectively impurity for three days (like in GDhS 14.27) and a bath
(like in GDhS 14.30). But there would not be a contradiction at all be
tween the purifications in Gautamadharmasūtra 14.23 and 14.30 if
both “-sprsti” and “-sprsty” in GDhS 14.30 were understood as the
weak form of sprstin, “a person who touches”, that is both in
śavasprstin and tatsprstin. The śavasprstin in Gautamadharmasūtra
14.30 would then be any of the persons already dealt with in 14.23-27
who have touched a corpse intentionally but whose own untouchabili
ty was not considered in those sūtras. This is at least a possible alter
native, I think, which has the benefit of not assigning two different
meanings to the same word (sprsti/sprsty) occurring twice in the same
compound. I think that the reason why the text formulates the rule in
this way is because it takes the untouchability of a corpse for granted.
Anyone who is in direct contact with a corpse, whether intentionally
or unintentionally, will need some sort of purification of which a bath
is the least severe. Therefore the rule need only address purification
after touching people who have touched a corpse, not the touching of
the corpse itself. These people are on the same level as the other
groups of living people listed in this sūtra (GDhS 14.30).
Moving on now to other untouchable categories in the dharmasūtras, we find that animals form a third group separate from people in
Gautamadharmasūtra 14.30 and from things in Baudhāyanadharma
sūtra 1.9.5. Taken together and including the other ancient dharmasūtras, untouchable people include the Candāla, representing the perma-*
254 HaGDhS 2.5.21, p.149. The commentary is translated by Biihler as a footnote to GDhS
14.23 in Biihler 1879: 252.
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nent untouchability of caste, the woman who has just given birth (sūtakā), the menstruating woman (udakyā or rajasvalā), the dead person
(śava), the person who has touched a dead person (śavasprstin), the
outcast sinner (patita) who has violated the moral laws in the highest
degree, for instance by killing a Brahmin, he who “sells the Veda”
(vedavikrayin), as well as other sinners known in Vasisthadharmasūtra 4.38 as “sordid men” 255. Among animals only the dog, which is
especially associated with Candālas 256, is mentioned in the early
texts 257. In addition to the objects mentioned in Baudhāyanadharmasūtra 1.9.5, Vasisthadharmasūtra 4.38 includes the cremation
ground (śmaśāna). The distribution of these untouchable categories in
the four extant dharmasūtras is shown in Table 1.
ĀDhS

GDhS

BDhS

VDhS

2.2.8

14.30

1.9.5

23.33

1.15.16

14.32

1.11.39

23.33

Outcast sinner

14.30

1.11.36

23.33

Menstruating woman

14.30

1.11.34

4.38

Woman after birth

14.30

Candāla

Dog

Corpse

14.23-29

4.38

1.11.32-33

Funeral pyre

1.9.5

4.38

Sacrificial post

1.9.5

4.38

4.38

Cremation ground

Person who has
touched a corpse

14.30

Sanctuary tree

1.9.5

Veda-seller

1.9.5

Other sinners
(“sordid men”)

4.38

Table 1: Untouchable categories in the dharmasūtras

255 Most of these categories will be treated in more detail in the following chapters. For an
overview and summary of the analysis, of this study, see Aktor 2002. The “sordid men”
(aśucayah) listed among other untouchable categories in VDhS 4.38 are not specified in that
text itself. Olivelie refers to ĀDhS 1.21.12-19, which lists the sins that make people “sordid”.
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If we take a more structural look at these categories, ignoring for a
while their quantitative representation, three concentric spatial areas
emerge. The first is the personal sphere of the male Brahmin house
holder, comprising his “person” or personne as elaborated by Patrie
Olivelle on the basis of Michael Carrither’s discussion 256
258. This is his
257
social identity both as he perceives it himself and as it is perceived by
others. Its representation is not very clear in this list, but the Vedaseller, the person who compromises the most sacred basis of the
Brahmin’s special authority in society, the Vedas, can be seen as a sin
ner who destroys the professional identity of the ideal Brahmin.
The next is the domestic sphere where death, childbirth and men
struation belong. Death and childbirth are critical events where life is
destroyed or at risk. At the same time both are social events of major
importance for the family as a social group and for its relations to the
surrounding society. Basically it is births and deaths which continually
define this social unit. Who joins it? Who leaves it? Menstruation can
be connected with both the anxiety of infertility and of pregnancy, if
that pregnancy is unwanted. And again, both infertility and wanted or
unwanted pregnancy are loaded with strong social consequences. All
of these are vital for the prosperity of the home and, by extension, for
the competence of the male householder, the master of that domain.

These comprise women who have had sex with Śūdra men, men who have had sex with lowcaste women, people who eats meat of animals that should not be eaten, and people who
have swallowed faeces, urine or a Sūdra’s leftovers.
256 For an analysis of this relation in the context of comparative mythology, see White 1991:
71-113.
257 ĀDhS 1.15.16; GDhS 14.32; BDhS 1.11.39; VDhS 23.33.
258 Carrithers 1985: 235-236; Olivelle 1997: 429-431. Carrither’s concept of personne is
restricted to societies where the person is legally acknowledged as a citizen with rights and
duties, whereas Olivelle extends the notion to comprise also a pre-civil-rights society like
the ancient Indian. This extension of the personne seems to fuse the personnage and the
personne of Marcel Maus’s original scheme (Mauss 1985), which was Carrither’s starting
point. The personnage is precisely “defined in terms of interlocking social relations”
(Olivelle 1997: 429 on the personne'). But according to Maus it is so by being limited to a
number of social roles or ‘dramatic characters’ that each member of the group can be
allowed to play, primarily through ritual initiations of various kinds, whereas the personne
in Maus’ understanding is a social agent from the point of view of a public law, which
means that an abstract self, a citizen, has become communally objective and explicit (Mauss
1985: 12, 14). This it had not been at the level of the personnage.
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The third sphere is that of the ‘village’, or in more general terms,
the local social arena. In the above table this sphere is represented by
the Canndāla and the outcast, the latter being explicitly segregated
from the village, the former at the least unwanted inside it. The dog al
so belongs here as an undomesticated but scavenging animal within an
area of homes (just like the village pig). It neither belongs to the
‘farm’ nor to the ‘wilderness’, the two topographic areas where edible
animals are found 259, and in the succeeding chapters we will come
across later rules that make other village animals, which are similarly
‘betwixt and between’, untouchable. The cremation ground is an over
lapping category. It is connected to the domestic sphere by being the
place of the death ritual, but also to the village by being placed at or
just outside its boundaries, just like the Candāla hamlet.
Obviously these negative categories demarcate the domains to
which they belong. By observing rules of untouchability and segrega
tion in relation to these categories, family members and villagers en
gage in upholding the authority of the family and the village and
strengthening the boundaries of these domains. But with the Candāla
the case is more complex. The significance of the Candāla among the
other untouchable categories on the list lies in the way untouchability
and segregation are used, in his case, to secure a particular service.
Unlike the others he is not passive in his segregation. On the contrary,
the untouchability of the Candāla is economically significant, in that it
becomes a means of obtaining and securing his labour. This is con
nected with the fact that he is the only one who can be required to per
form the special tasks of handling and removing impurities. In order to
prevent such a labour force from becoming absorbed into society by
upward mobility, rules prescribing precautions to be taken against
contact with them have to be made in order to ensure their isolation.
These aspects are particularly clear in connection with the various reg
ulations of the economic transactions with Candālas, which will be
discussed in chapter six.
This structural analysis need not to stop at these three spheres (per
son, home, village). We shall see later that it applies to a fourth sphere,

259 Olivelie 2005f: 377, 380.
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the country, and that it can be used for demarcations within other dis
courses as well, for instance to demarcate religious affiliations.
It is, however, important to notice the form in which these precau
tionary rules are formulated. They are never formulated as, “A man
should not touch ...”, or, “A man should avoid touching ...”, but in
stead: “When a man has touched ..., he should take a bath”. Āpastambadharmasūtra 2.2.8-9 is revealing:
As it is a sin to touch a Candāla, so is it to speak to or to look at
one. These are the expiations for such offences: for touching,
submerging completely in water; for speaking, speaking to a
Brahmin; for looking, looking at the heavenly lights 26°.

In other words, interaction with a Candāla inevitably involves
some defilement but the defect can be removed by an easy penance.
The whole institution of penance is governed by very pragmatic con
siderations as will be shown in chapter seven. Thus it is obvious that
untouchable people are a part of the environment that will inevitably
be encountered, but it is nonetheless possible to stay pure. The very
performance of penance, even these trifling ones, is a signal to others
in the everyday field of transaction that people do, indeed, care about
purification and reputation.
I have stressed the need to include all the untouchable categories in
an analysis of untouchability and not only to consider untouchability
of caste. However, while acknowledging the interrelation, we should
not overlook the striking difference. The Candāla is the only group
within the scope of daily interactions that is untouchable by birth, that
is, permanently. This was also reflected in the penal system, where
precise fines were imposed on Untouchables who touched people
from the four varnas. Arthaśāstra 3.19.10 explicitly mentions Candā
las and other impure people as punishable by these rules260
261, and the

260 yathā cāndālopasparśane sambhāsāyām darśane ca dosas tatra prāyaścittam // 8 //
avagāhanam apām upasparśane sambhāsāyām brāhmanasambhāsā darśane jyotisām
darśanam // 9 II ĀDhS 2.2.8-9. Olivelle’s translation.
261 However, Kangle thinks that this specific sūtra may be interpolated. See Kangle 1992, vol.2:
248, his footnote to 3.19.8-10.
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same text (3.20.16) fixes the fine for a Candāla who touches an Aryan
woman at hundred panas which, according to Kangle, is in the lower
end of the scale, though considerable compared with standard salaries262.
Yājñavalkyadharinaśāstra 2.234 has a similar rule and fine 263, but
there it applies whenever a Candāla touches a person of high jāti with
out regard to the sex of the person who has been touched.
This does, when all is said, justify our devoting to the Candāla a
special attention, as does the fact, just amplified, that he alone is fully
productive in his state of untouchability, in contrast to menstruating
women, women who have given birth, mourners and sinners. These
two aspects, permanent untouchability and productivity, are connect
ed. Other people are generally qualified to perform meritorious activi
ties, such as particular rituals, and it is therefore inevitable that the oc
casional impurity, such as that attending a death in the family, de
prives them of this competence (adhikāra) and puts certain restraints
on their work. Permanent untouchables, on the other hand, have no
such merit-giving competences and are therefore not subject to these
restrictions on productivity. On the contrary, the services that are ex
pected of them in the later dharmasmrtis are only possible in a state of
permanent impurity.

The criteria of untouchability
The criteria for an untouchability complex as a total set of rules
that discriminate against those subject to the rules can be divided in
two groups. Firstly, there are rules that limit the rights of these indi
viduals. Secondly, there are the many rules which restrict other peo
ple’s contact with untouchable persons.
With regard to the first of these two sets of rules, the restrictions on
the untouchable persons’ own rights, nothing is formulated in the
dharmasūtras with exclusive reference to untouchable categories. The
closest is the general rule in Gautamadharmasūtra 4.25 that all castes
that are classified as the outcome of sexual relations between men of
262 Kangle 1992, vol.3: 239; Jha 1986: 8 n.9.
263 For the monetary system and definition of fines, see Kane 1968-1977, vol.3: 120ff and 393394. For a detailed study of medieval monetary systems, see Deyell 1990.
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lower varna with women of superior varna (the category of pratiloma
castes of which the Candāla is the lowest) are dharmahina, “outside
the law” in Olivelle’s translation. Precisely what this means is not
clear from the context, but later medieval commentators seem to have
understood it in relation to religious rights. These later interpretations,
along with similar rules in the smrti texts, will be presented in chapter
five and six on rules of untouchability in PS and PM.
The other category of rules specifying restrictions on other peo
ples’ contact with untouchable people comprise several precautionary
measures, only one of which, the precaution against touching, has giv
en the group its name. Some of these other rules, however, are more
inclusive and regulate the interaction with a larger range of groups
than just untouchable persons, most evidently with regard to sexual re
lations and food transactions. In contrast, permanent untouchability
applies to an exclusive number of categories. This is probably the rea
son why the term asprśya became a generic classificatory category in
dharmaśāstra texts several hundred years before Risley introduced the
notion in his Census statistics, as I mentioned in the introductory
chapter. As a term for a category, “untouchable” was good because
touch is such a concrete thing, although its practical importance was
far less significant than, say, the restriction on receiving gifts or simi
lar more economically tangible restrictions. The following list focuses
on the Candāla264 and is only with reference to the dharmasūtras.
Listing 1: Precautionary rules regarding contact with Candālas in the dhar
masūtras

Precautions against physical contact
1. Precautions relating to sexual contact (BDhS 2.4.13-14; VDhS 23.41)
2. Precautions relating to touch (ĀDhS 2.2.8; GDhS 14.30; BDhS 1.9.5;
VDhS 23.33).

264 Many of the rules listed here relate, however, to Several untouchable categories, most often a
Candāla, a dog and an outcast sinner.
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Precautions against contact through the senses
3. Precautions relating to contact through sight (ĀDhS 2.2.8)
4. Precautions relating to contact through hearing (during recitation) (VDhS
23.34)265
5. Precautions relating to contact through speech (ADhS 2.2.8).
Precautions against contact through things exchanged
6. Precautions relating to contact through food (BDhS 2.4.14; VDhS 20.16-17)
7. Precautions relating to contact through exchange of food vessels (ADhS
1.16.30,1.21.17)266
8. Precautions relating to contact through gifts (BDhS 2.4.14)
Precautions against contact during religious activities
9. Presence of a Candāla as a hindrance to recitation (ADhS 1.9.15; GDhS
16.19; VDhS 13.11)
10. Glance of a Candāla as spoiling the food served during ancestral offerings
(śrāddha) (GDhŚ 15.24)

In the next chapters we shall see how this list grows in the smrti lit
erature while, on the other hand, some of its items seem to become ob
solete. With regard to this development it is notable that the explicit
segregation of the Candālas from the village, which is prescribed in
the dharmasmrtis267 and which is emphasised frequently as a defining
criterion of untouchability in the secondary literature 268, does not oc
cur in the dharmasūtras, nor was it recorded in Patanjali's discussion
about the criteria of being aniravasita. On the other hand, the rules
which dissuade Brahmins from reciting the Vedas when a Candāla en
ters the village or city (point 9 in the list above), show that an explicit
rule about segregation was nevertheless in the making.

265 This is probably in the context of suspending Vedic recitation (anadhyāya). Accordingly
Olivelle thinks that “hearing” must be understood as a measure of distance to the Candāla
rather than actually hearing him. The fact that a corpse is also mentioned confirms this
interpretation. See his comment to VDhS 23.34, Olivelle 2000: 697.
266 In contrast to all the other listed precautionary measures, being apapātra is not explicitly
applied to Candālas, but these are in all probability included in the notion. See the discussion
above on the notion of being apapātra.
267 E.g. MDhŚ 10.51 and VS 16.14.
268 E.g. Dumont 1980: 134.
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One occasion where Candālas were supposed to enter the village
could be the daily vaiśvadeva, a domestic ritual consisting of a series
of offerings of food, the last being for the creatures which surround
the domesticated sphere of the village. The structure of the ritual is tri
partite. First, oblations of food are offered in the domestic fire to vari
ous gods, then small lumps of food (bali) are placed on the floor at
different places in the house for gods, various deities of the house,
manes and men, and lastly, portions of food are actually distributed to
real people, first by serving food to a Brahmin, guests, children and
old people, and then by throwing food on the ground outside the house
for outcast sinners, Candālas or Śvapacas and the dogs and birds of
the village269.
Phenomenologically this is clearly a ritual that establishes the
householder in a structured householder sphere starting from its cen
tre, the domestic fire, and proceeding to its boundary surrounded by
dogs, Candālas and birds. The ritual ends there and is not related to
the world outside that boundary. For instance, there are no offerings to
wild animals or to ascetics. This again is a clear indication of the posi
tion of the Candāla, completely parallel to Chāndogya Upanisad
5.10.7 where a Candāla birth is categorised among the “foul wombs”
together with dogs and pigs, at the end of the domestic area of the vil
lage, at the end of the human world and at the intersection between
human and animal life.
How far the food given to Candālas at vaiśvadeva is a symbolic
gesture or a real distribution cannot be ascertained from the texts. I
have not seen any which tell us about Candālas actually taking the
food. But we must notice Āpastambadharmasūtra 2.4.13, which states
that at the vaiśvadeva distribution “[t]he master and mistress should
never rebuff anyone who comes asking for food at the proper time”270
- which indicates that there is, in fact, food to take. On the other hand,
the same text (2.9.6) in the same context mentions the view that food
should not be distributed to people who are unworthy (anarhat)
which, according to Haradatta, might include Candālas.
269 ŚGS 2.14; ADhS 2.3-2.4.20, 2.9.5-6; VDhS 11.3-11, see especially 11.9; MDhŚ 3.84-93,
especially 3.92. For an overview, see Kane 1968-1977, vol.2: 741-748.
270 kāle svāinināv annārthinam na pratyācaksīyātām / ADhS 2.4.13.
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It is interesting to see how the list of vaiśvadeva recipients is ex
tended in Vasisthadharmasūtra and Mānavadharmaśāstra. To the
Candālas (or Śvapacas), dogs and birds in Sāñkhāyanagrhyasūtra
2.14.22 and Āpastambadharmasūtra 2.9.5, Vasisthadharmasūtra 11.9
adds outcast sinners, and Mānavadharmaśāstra 3,92 completes the list
with worms , and people who are seriously ill or ill due to former sins
(pāparogin - both translations are possible). That there is a link be
tween this class of living beings and former sins is expressed more ex
plicitly in Mānavadharmaśāstra 12.55, which has it that those guilty
of Brahmin murder are reborn as dogs, pigs, donkeys, camels, cows,
goats, sheep, deer, birds, Candālas or Pulkasas271. Even Āpastambad
harmasūtra 2.2.6 tells us that those who have stolen the wealth of a
Brahmin or have murdered him 272 are born as a Candāla, a Paulkasa
or a Vaina according to his own varna (brāhmana, ksatriya and vaiśya
respectively). Thus, there seems to exist a graphic parallelism on two
different levels. On a topographic level we find the Candāla together
with more or less domesticated animals located at the outer reaches of
the communal sphere, and on the moral level his position in samsāra
among the same class of beings is at the end of human existence at the
intersection between animal and human life. This position is sum
marised in other texts by categorising the Candāla as “the lowest [or
worst] among men” (narādhama and similar) 273.
To conclude this chapter, let me repeat that these early texts, predharmaśāstra and dharmasūtras, do not present us with a picture of a
strictly segregated demographic group. But neither do they give the
impression that there was well-established interaction between such
people and the varnas inside the villages and cities. Candālas are ex
pected to come for food at vaiśvadeva, and as apapātras they may

271 See also YDhŚ 3.207.
272 The term used is abhiśasta, which is defined in the same text (ĀDhS 1.24.6-9) as a person
who has murdered a Brahmin or Ksatriya who has studied the Veda, who has caused an
abortion of a Brahmin embryo or who has killed a Brahmin woman after the bath that
concludes the impurity of menstruation (when she enters the fertile period of her cycle).
273 MDhŚ 10.12, 16, 26. But also ignorant men who are led by their senses are narādhamāh
according to MDhŚ 12.52; these are reborn in evil reincarnations. The expression is also
used by the coming Buddha when he talks of his earlier birth as a Candāla: jātï narānam
adhamā [...] candālayoriī dipadākanitthā /Jāt 4.397.
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have received food in other contexts as well. But we do not get infor
mation about what kind of services they might have performed. And
only in the dharmasūtras do we find rules which make them untouch
able to other people. On the other hand, notions of pollution and aver
sion were clearly already attached to them at the time of the composi
tion of Chāndogya Upanisad 5.10.7, where they were assigned a posi
tion as the lowest possible human birth within the village sphere - a
position they kept during the next 500 years or so, according to liter
ary references in early Buddhist texts and the Mānavadharmaśāstra.
But to know more about them we will have to proceed to other and
later texts and, and using these texts, try to find them virtually in the
ancient Indian landscape. This will also help us understand their posi
tion in relation to the varna taxonomy expressed in the peculiar “ge
nealogy” ascribed to them as the offspring of illicit sexual relations
between Brahmin women and Sūdra men.

4. STEREOTYPES AND PROLIFERATIONS
Topographic representations

Candālas and other untouchable groups that are mentioned in the
early texts have never been identified convincingly in the ethnography
of ancient India274. Some texts mention specific ethnic features, how
ever. In a Jātaka story, for instance, two Candālas pretending to be
Brahmins (one of whom is the coming Buddha) are revealed by their
special Candāla dialect or language (candālabhāsā). When the young
Brahmins in their company gather afterwards, they discuss the words
spoken by the two and finding out that it is Candāla dialect, they beat
them up 275. Likewise Nātyaśāstra, a dramaturgical manual, prescribes
that low-caste characters are supposed to speak in the cāndālī di
alect 276. But, apart from these few and uncertain references, classical
Sanskrit texts do not generally locate Candālas and similar untouch
able groups in any specific geo- or ethnography but represent them
more as a common all-Indian feature of the landscape. On this topo
graphical level, however, they are in fact located with a little more
precision.
The post-Vedic South Asian cultural topography can roughly be di
vided in three main categories: 1) Aryan habitations of some density, that
is a city or a village277, 2) the outskirts of these habitations, and 3) the
wilderness outside both. According to definitions in the Vinayapitaka, a

274 Mukheijee (1988: 12, 91, 102) suggests an identification between Candālas and the kandaloi
mentioned by Ptolemy but fails to present any argument in support of her view which, as noticed
by Jha (1986: 10 n.6), is not in accordance with McCrindle’s and Lassen’s earlier identifications
between kandaloi and the ancient Gonds. Mayrhofer (1964) estimates that the name ‘Candāla’
probably originated from a non-Aryan language, but others see the name as connected with the
Sanskrit word ‘canda’, mening ‘fierce’ or ‘cruel’, see Leslie 2003: 27-28 n.9.
275 mānavā nikkhamitvā vaggavaggā hutvā tattha tattha nisīditvā bhāsam sodhentā
"candālabhāsā" ti ñatvā “are dutthacandālā, ettekam kālam brāhtnanā v’ amhā ti vatvā
vañcayitthā” ‘ti ubho pi ne pothayimsu. Jāt 4.392.
276 śabarānām śakādīnām tatsvabhāvaś ca yo ganah / śakārabhāsā yoktavyā cāndālī
pulkasādisu//NŚ 17.53. Some manuscripts have "pāñcālī” in stead of “cāndālī".
277 As we saw from Patafijali’s discussion in the last chapter, there are subcategories such as a
market-place (samvāha) and a cattle-farm (ghosd). Vin 3.46 also includes a caravan (sattha)
camping at a fixed place for more than four months as belonging to the village category.
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village, which may be fenced or unfenced, is surrounded by a periphery
(gāmupacāra) that extends from the fence or the last house of the village
a distance equalling the length of a stone’s throw by a man of average
height. What is beyond the village and its outskirts is defined as the
wilderness278.
Narrative and śāstric literature produce three different representa
tions of Candālas, which I think can be correlated with the three topoi
just listed. According to one mode of representing the Candālas, they
belong to the wilderness where they support themselves as savage
hunters. We find this image in much of the epic, Purānic and other
narrative literature, while dharmaśāstra texts only rarely refer to this
type. In the well-known episode about the starving Viśvāmitra, who
during times of crisis (āpad) tries to steal the meat of a dog from a
Candāla, the Candāla hamlet is located in the forest (vana), it is popu
lated by savage killers of living beings, and it is all cluttered up with
broken jars, clothing of dog’s skin, bones of pigs and donkeys and
clothes taken from corpses (this was one of their occupational rights
as we shall see in a moment). Garlands of withered flowers from
Aryan cremation grounds and ribbons of dried-out snake’s slough dec
orate their huts, whereas feathers of owl and peacock adorn their
shrines. The whole hamlet is surrounded by packs of dogs279.
Similarly Kādambarï, the prose narrative by Bānabhatta and his
son (around 600 CE), has a wonderfully detailed description of the
Candāla hamlet (pakkana) in the jungle whereto Vaiśampāyana, one
of the heroes transformed into a parrot, is brought. The first sight that
meets his eyes is the scene of young men returning from hunting with
spears, sticks, arrows and fishing nets and surrounded by dogs and
birds used in the hunt. The hamlet is hedged by a fence made of

278 gāmupacāro nāma parikkhittassa gāmassa indakhlle thitassa majjhimassa purisassa
leddupāto, aparikkhittassa gāmassa gharupacāre thitassa majjhimassa purisassa leddupāto.
araññam nāma thapetvā gāmañ ca gāmupacārañ ca avasesam araññam nāma. Vin 3.46.
279 sa [Viśvāmitrah] kadācit paripatañ śvapacānām niveśanam / himsrānām prānihantrnām
āsasāda vane kvacit // 27 // vibhinnakakalaśākīrnam śvacarmācchādanāyutam /
varāhakharabhagnāsthikapāiaghatasamkulam // 28 // mrtacelaparistlrnam ninnāiyakrtabhüsamam / sarpanirmokamālābhih krtacihnakutimatham // 29 // ulilkapaksadhvajibhir
devatāyatanair vrtam / lohaghantāpariskāram śvayūthaparivāritam // 30 H MBh 12.139.2730. Like in many other texts ‘Candāla’ and ‘Śvapaca’ are used synonymously.
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skulls, and the huts have courts with slush muddied with blood and fat
from the cut out meat 28°.
I shall refer to this type as the ‘tribe Candāla’. In the literary repre
sentations of this type I have not come across statements (so frequent
in the śāstra literature) classifying these Candālas as a varnasamkara
group, that is as offspring from sexual relations between different
varnas. This aspect of the Candāla seems to be absent in this type of
narrative.
But according to another type of narrative, they live at the end of
the village, sometimes inside it280
281, sometime explicitly outside it 282,
which is probably in its periphery as categorised in the Vinayapittaka,
and sometimes near or on the cremation grounds of the cities 283. They
are listed in dharmaśāstra texts as “sons” together with the “sons” of
other such inter-varna relations, all of whom are then mentioned by
specific caste names and assigned certain duties in relation to the vil
lagers or townsmen - for the Candāla particularly in connection with
cremation. Presumably they are only “sons” in the sense that these

280 aham IVaiśampāyana] tu [...] riiyamānaś ca tathā tenu [a Candāla hunter] tanniocanapratyāśayaivāgrato dattadrstih āvistair iva bībhatsavinyāsair vyāvrttaiś cāvartakānāyaparibhramananibhrtaiś ca mrgāvapātitajīrnavāgurāsamgranthanavyagraiś cottrutitakūtapāśasamgranthanāyastaiś ca hastasthitasakāndakodandaiś ca prāsapracandapānibhiś
ca [selajbhallagrāhibhiś ca nānāvidhagrāhakavihamgavācālanakuśalaih kauleyakamuktisamcāranacaturaiś candālaśiśubhir vrttdaśo diśi diśi mrgayām kridadbhir dūrata evāvedyamānam itastato visragandhidhūmodgamānumlyaniānasāndravamśavanāntaritaveśmasamniveśam sarvatah karankaprāyavrtivātam asthiprāyarathyāvakarakūtam utkrttamāmsamedovasāsrkkardamaprāyakutīrājiram [...]pakkanam apaśyam//Kādp.504-505.
281 NS 14.25.
282 MDhŚ 10.51.
283 AŚ 2.4.23. From this and the two preceding references it would seem that Candālas are
located in relation to the village (grāma) in dharmaśāstra but in relation to the city (nagara)
in arthaśāstra, but see also MDhŚ 10.54 and VSS 10.15, both of which associate Candālas or
Śvapacas with cities. Thakur (1981: 229) notes the distinct anti-urban bias in dharmaśāstra,
which results in an almost total indifference towards town life in general. Such a view is
clearly expressed in ĀDhS 1.32.21, GDhS 16.45, and BDhS 2.6.31 and 33.This does not
necessarily mean that the dharmasūtras are products of a rural culture. Many of the medieval
dharmaśāstra authors, whose biographies are known, were undoubtedly sponsored by kings
and affiliated to royal courts (Derrett 1973: 52ff). And Lingat (1993: 12) thinks that this was
also the case with the authors of the early dharmasūtras. Olivelle looks further back and
suggests that the ascetic ideal of the wilderness presented by Upanisadic authors might be an
urban projection indicating that the three different topoi, the wilderness, the village and the
city, had been assigned socio-ideological value already at that time.
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castes are thought of as having their origin in past sexual relations
across the varnas. They are not in this case represented as ethnically
distinct, neither by look nor by manners, but are, on the contrary, re
quired to make themselves known by wearing certain visible marks. I
shall refer to this type as the ‘caste Candāla’. Thus, unlike the first
type, this category is explicitly related genealogically to the varna sys
tem as the offspring of unions between Brahmin women and Śūdra
men, that is within the paradigm of varnasamkara. This type is repre
sented in dharmaśāstra and arthaśāstra but is also found in the epic
literature. Some examples will be given below.
Finally, a third type refers to actual offspring of sexual relations
between Śūdra men and Brahmin women going on at the time. It is not
clear from the texts where these children actually lived, but it would
probably not be in the homes of their Brahmin mothers, if the facts
about their conception were known. I shall, for lack of a better expres
sion, call this type the ‘adultery Candāla’ although his or her mother
was not necessarily a married woman. The dharmaśāstra literature
refers to this category in various ways that will become clearer during
the remainder of this chapter, most concretely in the context of inheri
tance although the particular case of the Candāla’s is hypothetical and
must be inferred from the general presentation284. What is remarkable,
however, is that none of the sons of different inter-win? a relations are
mentioned by caste name in this context. It seems that in this concrete
context these sons are not regarded as belonging to specific castes.
This is in contrast to the epic literature where, indeed, the contempo
rary offspring of a Śūdra man and a Brahmin woman may be men
tioned as a Candāla. A wonderful example is the polite and obedient
Matañga, whose sad story Bhīśma tells to Yudhisthira in the Anuśāsanaparvan of the Mahābhārata 285. Matañga does certainly not belong
to any forest tribe and neither does he live together with the caste
Candālas at the outskirts of the village. In fact, he lives in the house of
a pious Brahmin in the false belief that he is the son of this Brahmin.
But one day his inborn, non-Brahminical, violent behaviour towards a
stubborn donkey reveals him as his mother’s illegitimate child by the
284 As in GDhS 28.39, 45.
285 MBh 13.28-30.
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Śūdra barber. In other words, in reality he is a Candāla 286. This
prompts Matañga to subject himself to a harsh form of asceticism in
order to be accepted as a Brahmin, but all in vain. The story is wellknown and generally mentioned as an example of Brahminical exclusivism 287. Here I want to draw attention to the fact that this Candāla
by the very plot of the story is defined as a result of varnasamkara,
that is of the hypogamous pratiloma type, whereas such theoretical no
tions are never applied to the savage “dog-eaters” in the jungle288.
A closer look at these stereotypes, the ‘tribe’, the ‘caste’ and the
‘adultery Candāla’, together with their topographic localities reveals
that the distance between them is not as great as might appear.
Although Arthaśāstra 2.4.23, as mentioned, locates the quarters of
Candālas on the outskirts of the cremation ground which is situated to
the south of the city according to the commentaries 289, the same text
groups Candālas together with forest-dwellers (aranyacara) in Artha
śāstra 2.1.6 and 4.10.2 29°. Further, Candālas are often described as or
associated with the so-called “robber tribes”, the dasyus and cauras,
which occasionally terrorise the villages291. According to Medhātithi
(ninth century), forests are likely to be infested with Candālas and
dasyus, and he therefore regards it as a suicide if a man is killed while
walking alone in such a forest292, notwithstanding the fact that he lo
cates Candālas in the city elsewhere in his Manubhāsya 293. And like
the Candāla hamlets in the forest, those close to villages or towns also
contain the scattered clothes of dead bodies, which Candālas are sup

286 MBh 13.28.16.
287 Senart 1927: 120.
288 The term Śvapaca, which is used synonymously with Candāla in many texts, has
etymologically been explained as derived from śvan (dog) + V pac (to cook) and therefore
often translated as “Dog-eater”. An alternative spelling of the name, Svapaka, suggests that
it might rather be derived from śvan + 4 pā (to guard, to protect) indicating instead that this
group was known for keeping and raising dogs. See Leslie 2003: 28 n.9.
289 Kangle on AŚ 2.4.21, vol.2: 70.
290 There are other contradictions as well. Kangle therefore tends to regard sūtra 2.4.23 as a
later addition; see his footnote to this sūtra in vol.2: 70.
291 MDhŚ 5.131; KuMDhŚ/MeMDhŚ 7.143; VS 23.50. On the changing understanding of the
term “dasyu” in ancient and medieval texts, see Parasher-Sen 2006: 430-431.
292 MeMDhŚ 5.88, p.463 (on MDhŚ 5.89).
293 MeMDhŚ 10.54-55.
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posed to collect from the cremation grounds 294. Thus, even those
Candālas who live in the forest do not seem to be far from the
civilised Aryan settlements that supply them with a part of their liveli
hood. In other words, we have a category which is related to the
civilised Aryan world but which is large enough to hold what seems to
be two different levels of domestication. In addition, there are the
‘adultery Candālas’ whose location is uncertain, but is probably within
the city/village category unless they were banished. This is not entire
ly unlikely. Gautamadharmasūtra 4.27 orders that all offspring from
pratiloma relations have to live as outcasts (patita), which involves
them having to live outside the village. The evidence is tricky, howev
er, since these early dharmasūtras did not distinguish clearly between
‘caste Candālas’ and ‘adultery Candālas’, both being referred to as
“sons”. This is a riddle inherent in the very notion of varnasamkara.

Sons, castes or tribes? The riddle o/varnasamkara

We saw that even in Vedic texts ‘candāla’ was used as a broad
generic term. This unspecific usage is further confirmed in the dhar
masūtras by the fact that, although these texts originated from a large
geographic area of what presumably is northern or north-western
South Asia295, they all speak of Candālas. Except for Āpastambadharmasūtra, the way in which this and other groups are classified is with
in the scheme of varnasamkara, “mixed classes”. A relation where the
varna of the woman is higher than that of the man is labelled pratilo
ma, literally “against the hairs”, which is what anthropologists call a
hypogamous relation. The opposite hypergamous relation is called an
uloma (“with the hairs”)296.
In the dharmasūtras and early smrtis, as I have already empha
sised, the progeny of varnasamkara relations were primarily spoken
of as “sons”, often in direct connection with rules of marriage 297.
294 MBh 12.139.29; Kād p.505; MeMDhŚ 10.38; MDhŚ/KuMDhŚ 10.52; VS 16.14.
295 For the geographic distribution of the dharmasūtras, see Olivelle’s discussion in Olivelie
2000: 5.
296 Kane 1968-1977, vol.2: 51-54, 56-61.
297 GDhS4;BDhS 1.16-17.
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Horst Brinkhaus has analysed these texts as well as later dharmasmrtis
and the epics. On the basis of his analysis he suggests a three-phased
development of the system. In those texts that Brinkhaus has isolated
as representing the oldest phase of the system, all sons bom by moth
ers of lower varna than their husbands, that is, from the hypergamous
anuloma relations, were classified as belonging either to the varna of
the father or to that of the mother. In texts that can be seen as a sec
ond, phase only sons of mothers one varna lower than the husband’s
were classified in this way, whereas other sons, that is, those born of
mothers two or three varnas lower or of mothers of a higher varna
than their husbands (the pratiloma relations) were all classified as be
longing to separate named castes, some of which seem to carry names
of ethnic or occupational groups such as Nisāda, Sūta, Māgadha,
Candāla, etc. In texts representing a third phase all varnasamkaras
were named in this manner and none were regarded as belonging to
the varnas of their so-called parents 298299
.
It has often been argued that these classifications were speculative
manoeuvres, which did not reflect actual practices of caste formation
but were applied as a means of recognising a relative and differentiat
ed inclusion of indigenous and foreign people in the interaction with
the people of the four varnas 2". Behind these genealogies we should
first of all see one more factor confirming the empirical character of
the concept of dharma, which has been rightly emphasised by Paul
Hacker and Wilhelm Halbfass. Dharma in dharmaśāstra is not an ab

298 Brinkhaus 1978: 24.
299 Thus, for instance, Jha 1970: 277, 283-285 (with reference to Renou); 1986: 5; Sharma 1990:
240, 336-337; Kangle 1992, vol.3: 146-147; Tambiah 1973: 218,'223; Parasher 1991: 185;
Parasher-Sen 2006: 420 - all see varnasamkara as a Brahminical fiction. Sharma (1982: 189190) relates it, though, to actual class conflicts. A systematic examination of the various
varnasamkara systems found in different texts or different chronological layers of texts and a
hypothetical description of the development of the system are presented in Brinkhaus 1978.
Brinkhaus 1980: 165-180 extends this analysis to BhāMDhŚ, which was published by Derrett
while the former study was being earned out. Only Hocart (1950: 54-55) regards his own
ethnographic data as confirmation that intermarriage between castes actually lead to the
formation of new castes, but whether this phenomenon is comparable to that of varnasamkara
as taught in ancient texts is at least questionable. Kane 1968-1977, vol.2: 50-51, is right in
pointing out that the doctrine of varnasamkara should be understood as an attempt to harmonise
a new awareness of social diversity with the four, and only four, varnas of the Pumsasūkta.
Aktor 1999: 269-274 is a critical discussion of the literature much in line with this chapter.
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stract, metaphysical world order but is understood from three empiri
cal reference points: territories, people and the Vedas 30°. In practical
life disputes about what practice is dharma and what is not are settled
with reference to the notion of the custom of good people 300
301302
. This ācāra,
in turn, is defined in Baudhāyanadharmasūtra 1.2.9 and Vasisthadharmasūtra 1.12 with reference to the geographic territory known as
Āryāvārta, which Patañjali also considered in his examination of
Panini’s idea of exclusion, as we saw in the last chapter. The conduct
which prevails in this region is authoritative. But apart from being the
customs of a particular territory, they are also the customs of people
bound together through kinship. Notwithstanding the contempt which
is often expressed for varnasamkara in general, the ascription of spe
cific varna genealogies to specific people includes these people within
this common kinship system. As the demographic diversity of the
country became more apparent with the increased social interaction
necessitated by processes of urbanisation and cultivation of land, the
texts produced these categorisations of hypergamous (anuloma) and
hypogamous (pratiloma) groups.
As pointed out by Brinkhaus, these classifications made it possible
to integrate indigenous groups while at the same time establishing a
clear demarcation between these and the varnas3O3. The varnasamkara
groups were linked to the varnas without forming a fifth varna beyond
the scheme authorised in the Purusasūkta304. Thus, when it is denied in
Mānavadharmaśāstra 10.4 that such a fifth varna exists, this is not an
attempt to deny social facts, as it has been understood by Dumont and
Jha 305, but a matter of controlling these facts in a manner which re
spects the tradition. In the same way that we merely get a special
mixed flavour by mixing basic flavours306, but not a new basic flavour,
and as we do not get a new zoological species by mating a horse with a

300 Halbfass 1988: 313-314 (referring to the works of P. Hacker).
301 Menski 1992: 327.
302 GDhS 4.16-28; BDhS 1.16-17; VDhS 18.1-10.
303 Brinkhaus 1978: 8-9.
304 RV 10.90.12. Kane 1968-1977, vol.2: 50-?l.
305 Dumont 1980: 68; Jha 1986: 13.
306 BhāMDhŚ 10.4, p.202.
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donkey but only a special animal, that is a mule, which is different
from both its parents 307, so the varnasamkaras must be designated by
specific names without including them among the four varnas.
As it is explained by the medieval commentators, the purpose of
Mānavadharmaśāsra 10.4 (and of the doctrine of varnasamkara in
general when applied to castes) is to be able by the idea of mixed
classes to define and differentiate the many castes in order to obtain
the best possible interaction and prosperity 3O8. The idea of the fully
developed system is that a correspondence exists between kind of
birth (jāti), inherent character (svabhāva) and work or duty (svakarman/svadharma). In this sense the identity of a group in the varna
samkara system is the ontological basis of establishing its duties and
rights. Inversely, the caste can be inferred from its activities. Bhāruci
commenting on Mānavadharmaśāstra 10.40 is brief and clear: “From
the function pursued, the caste as laid down in the śāstra can be in
ferred. And by indicating the caste they can be enjoined to perform
their functions” 309. We saw in the last chapter how this principle was
applied in solving a medieval conflict between the two types of kammālas, the artisan and the menial kammālas. By correlating the occu
pations of these groups with varnasamkara definitions of what was
seen as the Sanskritic parallel to the kammāla caste, the rathakāra,
one group was defined as anuloma rathakāras, that would be the arti
sans, and the other as pratiloma rathakāras, the menial workers.
As for the Candālas, however, the genealogy is never disputed.
This in itself is evidence of their poor conditions, since disputes like
the one about the kammālas would only be dealt with seriously when
the group in question was significant enough to generate doubts about
its varnasamkara position. But whereas the genealogy of many of the
groups differs from text to text, that of the Candāla as the child of a
Brahmin mother and a Śūdra father is fixed310. Among those sons that

307 KuMDhŚ 10.4.
308 paramārthas tu vyavahāraniyamārthaparah ślokah //MeMDhŚ 10.4. ayam ca
jātyantaropadeśah śāstre samvyavaharanārthah//KuMDhS 10.4.
309 karmanā śāstropadistajātir anumātavyā / jātipradarśanāc ca svakarmasv ete niyojyāh //
BhāMDhŚ 10.40.
310 Brinkhaus 1978: 30.
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a Śūdra might beget with a woman of higher varna, all of whom must
live like outcasts according to Gautamadharmasūtra, the last, that is
the Candāla, is simply the worst (pāpistha)311312
, a label that accords
with the fact that among these pratiloma groups only he is regarded as
untouchable in the dharmasūtras.
The distinction I have noticed in the text material between one un
derstanding of varnasamkara, which refers to the origin of ethnic or oc
cupational groups, that is to “castes”, and another which relates to actu
al, contemporary progeny, real sons, of relations across the varna barri
ers, is not discussed clearly in the studies of the system. Brinkhaus, for
instance, describes the difficulty among post-Vedic authors of fitting the
increasingly diverse social reality into the four-varna scheme thus:
Besonders die [...] Konzeption der hôrigen Śūdras, die deutlich
einer früheren Zeit mit einem noch relativ geschlossenen
politischen Verband der Arier entstammt, paBte nicht mehr auf die
betrachtliche Anzahl nicht-arischer Volksstamme, die mit der
Ausbreitung des Ariertums liber ganz Nordindien zunachst dem
vierten Stande zugeordnet worden waren. Diese hauptsachlich
nach Beruf und Stammezugehorigkeit unterschiedenen Gruppen
[...] waren nicht ohne weiteres in das Vnrna-Modell [...]
einzuordnen, muBten aber doch in diesem als einem System, das
den Anspruch erhob, die Gesamtgesellschaft umfassend zu
beschreiben, untergebracht werden. Deshalb wiirde das VierVarno-System um die Theorie der Mischkasten erweitert, d.h. um
eine theoretische Systematisierung der zu Gruppen
zusammengefaBten Nachkommen aus ehelichen Verbindungen
zwischen Mitgliedern verschiedener Varnas3'2.

In other words, Brinkhaus regards varnasamkara as a theory which
explained the partly occupational and partly non-Aryan ethnic groups
as descendants from marital relations across the varnas. But, if
varnasamkara is applied to ethnic groups, the inherent notion of de
scent must refer to an origin of such groups in the past, since the actu

311 GDhS 4.27-28.
312 Brinkhaus 1978: 7-8; italics added.
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al sons and daughters of ongoing inter-varna relations were hardly
ethnically distinct from their parents. In other words, the idea that
varnasamkara explains the inclusion of ethnic groups into society
seems to preclude it also referring to contemporary inter-varnn proge
ny. But this exclusive one-sided view of varnasamkara is clearly not
warranted by our texts. What about Matañga, whose status as a son of
a varnasamkara relation was the central plot of the narrative? As men
tioned, the same rhetoric is behind the old lists of varnasamkara
castes in the dharmasūtras, where all are discussed as “sons”, often in
connection with rules of marriage. And as we saw, this discourse is
further confirmed by rules of inheritance, where details about the
shares of sons from different mixed unions across the varnas are de
scribed 313. Here there can be no mythical time gap between sons and
their unequal parents. Other evidence is found in the many rules that
inflict severe penalties and penances on men and women who enter in
to hypogamous sexual relations with each other314. The idea is epito
mised in the command that it is the duty of the king to prevent
varnasamkara315. Even Brahmins and Vaiśyas are allowed to take up
arms against those who are guilty of it, according to a quoted verse316.
All these rules clearly refer to varnasamkara as a process ongoing at
the time and not as a myth or story of genesis. So the question is: what
was the relation between these two seemingly contradictory cate
gories, children of contemporary inter-varna relations and named
castes of ethnic or occupational groups? Or in our case, what was the
relation between the ‘adultery Candāla’ and the ‘caste Candāla’? We
can leave out the ‘tribe Candāla’ for a moment, since he is not ex
plained in terms of varnasamkara, but is simply left unexplained.
The general answer seems to be that, while varnasamkara might be
understood as a reality with reference to contemporary sexual rela
313 GDhS 28.35-45; MDhŚ 9.149-155; YDhŚ 2.125; VS 18.1-33, 38-40; Kane 1968-1977, vol.3:
597-599. Since pratiloma relations are not regarded as legitimate, the texts generally do not
account for these except for GDhS 28.39 and 45, which lay down that pratiloma-sons (in contrast
to anuloma-sons) have no right to inheritance but only to provision for maintenance. Theoretically
the Candāla should be included in this rule, but the very idea was probably unthinkable.
314 ĀDhS 2.27.9; GDhS 12.2-3, 23.14-15; BDhS 2.3.52; VDhS 21.1-5.
315 GDhS 8.3.
316 BDhS 2.4.18.
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tions, its application to demographic groups is fictitious. Having com
pared the account of Megasthenes with the Brahminical system,
Brinkhaus finds that both sources make it clear that: “[d]as systematische Element der Mischkastentheorie, eben die Herkunftbestimmungen
dieser Gruppen aus varna-Mischungen, wenig mit der sozialen
Wirklichkeit gemein hatte”, and that: “[der] irrealen Charakter der
systematischen Verkniipfung der gesellschaftlichen Gruppen sei unbestritten”317. On the other hand, he asks whether or not this fictitious
system still reflected real status differences, which were recognised by
ascribing varnasamkara genealogies to social groups:
1st hier eine vorwiegend willkiirliche Schichtungshierarchie
aufgestellt worden, oder ist nicht vielmehr der Versuch gemacht
worden, tatsâchliche Schichtungsverhâltnisse [...] darzustellen
oder noch zumindest im System zu beriicksichtigen318?

From this question it is clear that Brinkhaus regards varnsamkara
as a paradigm which was projected from one sphere, that of contem
porary sexual relations between different varnas, unto another, that of
indigenous and occupational groups, and that, indeed, it is this projec
tion that is the fiction. He has already explained how these spheres
were related. There was a wish among the Brahmins to warn against
relations across the varna barriers. This warning was expressed by us
ing the names of low-status groups for such relations - like when
Matañga is called a Candāla. At the same time there was the wish to
recognise the interaction with these groups without, however, blurring
the demarcation between them and the varnas319. This was done, as
explained above, by applying the paradigm of inter-varna kinship re
lations to these groups. In this manner two different uses of the con
cept were intertwined.
But although Brinkhaus accounts for both aspects of varnasamkara
by using this interpretation, he does not really make explicit the role
of the actual children of unequal parents in relation to real demograph

317 Brinkhaus 1978: 15.
318 Ibid.: 16.
319 Ibid. : 9.
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ic groups. Were these castes recruited successively from the children
bom from inter-varna sexual relations? Would Matañga have had to
leave his Brahmin home and settle in the Candāla hamlet outside the
village to become one of them, had he not died from his ascetic exer
cises?
Let us now return to the three Candāla categories schematically
suggested above. All are present in dharmaśāstra texts although un
equally represented. As mentioned, there are rules prescribing punish
ment and penance for both partners of a pratiloma relation320 that ad
mit the existence or possibility of the ‘adultery Candāla’. There are
plenty of rules that prescribe duties and tasks to be performed by
Candālas, whose living area is settled with close links to the village or
city, either just outside or inside. These occupations of the ‘caste Can
dālas’ will be described in the next sections. And then there are also a
few references to Candāla hunters. This category overlaps the distinc
tion between ‘tribe’ and ‘caste’. One rule regarding Candāla hunters
declares that meat of animals killed by Candālas, dogs or other preda
tors is pure, that is, eatable321. I think this refers to animals slain by
these beings but found by others who might need it and therefore that
this type of hunter belongs to the ‘tribe’ category. Another rule pre
scribes hunting as a specific occupation of certain Candāla-like
castes 322.1 think this refers to hunters who trade the meat with others,
which brings them more in the ‘caste’ category. Thus, the difference
between the two types of Candāla hunter seems to be that the first type
hunt animals for consumption by themselves, whereas the other type
hunt with a view to selling the meat. According to the travel accounts
of Faxian (beginning of 5th century CE) hunting and selling meat were
the monopoly of Candālas. These hunters probably did not live perma
nently close to cities or villages but would sell their meat outside the
city or village markets. This, at least, is the impression we get from
Faxian, who maintained that meat was not sold at such markets323.

320 ĀDhS 2.27.9; GDhS 12.2-3, 23.14-15; BDhS 2.3.52; VDhS 21.1-5; MDhŚ 8.374; YDhŚ
2.286, 294.
321 MDhŚ 5.131, YDhŚ 1.192; VS 23.50.
322 MDhŚ 10.49.
323 Legge 1965: 43.
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These three categories are evidently not watertight. Rather they are
suggested here as a guiding structure for understanding how different
and contradictory images of the Candāla are implicitly conceptualised in
the text material itself. In this connection it is worth reflecting over the
different genres of literature that have been considered. The examples
have been taken mainly from three types of literature: narratives,
arthaśāstra and dharmaśāstra. The practices that these genres are part of
overlap to some extent, but three main areas can be distinguished: regu
lating social interaction for dharmaśāstra, political strategy for arthaśās
tra, and articulating traditions and values for the narratives. There seems
to be a correspondence between these purposes and our three types of
Candālas. With its concern for interaction between the varnas and be
tween these and people living in their immediate surroundings, dhar
maśāstra is preoccupied with the ‘caste Candāla’ as well as with adultery
across the varna barriers but pays virtually no attention to the ‘tribe
Candāla’. With its concern for military strategy and rulership, arthaśās
tra has to deal with the strategic importance of all demographic groups as
well as with the control of social interactions, and therefore primarily
deals with the ‘tribe’ and the ‘caste Candāla’. It seeks to integrate the
more remote Candālas of the forest within the defence of new settle
ments 324; it mentions Candālas as public executioners both in villages
and in the city 325 ; it prescribes punishment for a Candāla who touches a
woman belonging to the three upper varnas 326; and it recognises the
common varnasamkara genealogy of the Candāla caste within the wellknown rhetoric of “sons” 327. Finally the epics and narratives are mainly
concerned with Candālas as literary stereotypes on which all the antithe
ses of Aryan or Brahmin culture can be projected, and as such they culti
vate all three types. We have the savage Candālas, like Viśvāmitra’s op
ponent and Vaiśampāyana’s abductor, who both belong to a category of
the indigenous ‘cultural other’. We have the more domesticated but still
horrifying cremation labourers, like God Dharma transformed into
Pravira, that is the Candāla who bought king Hariścandra as his slave to
324 AŚ 2.1.6.
325 AŚ 3.3.28; 4.7.26.
326 AŚ 3.20.16.
327 AŚ 3.7.20, 26. See also the discussion in Kangle 1992, vol.3: 147-148.
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work in the cremation ground 328, and even king Triśañku, transformed
by the curse of Vasistha’s sons into a dark and dirty Candāla “with a
body blackened by the dust and smoke of the cremation fire”329. And we
have poor Matahga, the plain ‘adultery Candāla’.
Again, what is the relation between these three types? Rather than
regarding inter-varna sexual relations as a paradigm projected on named
demographic groups or speaking of a mutual projection between these
two spheres, I think that the projection moved primarily from named de
mographic groups to inter-varna relations. The names of many of these
groups, including names which are non-occupational like Candāla, are
known in the Vedas 33°, that is before a doctrine of varnasamkara had
been articulated. Along with increasing interaction with indigenous
groups in the late- and post-Vedic period, there was perhaps among lit
erary élites a growing preoccupation with the consequences of this kind
of interaction. Barriers had to be demarcated in order to preserve domi
nance, first of all with respect to kinship. Therefore the idea that ethno
graphic diversity is caused by sexual relations across the barriers might
have suggested itself immediately, and by the logic of dominance such
relations were naturally disapproved of331.
To get a grip on the puzzling notion of varnasamkara and its
meaning for the three types of Candālas that have been suggested, we
need to stick to whatever realities we can gather from the texts. Two
realities seem obvious. Firstly, that indigenous tribes of various kinds
were attracted to Aryan cities and villages to increase their material
welfare and that an expanding Aryan society also made such contacts
inevitable. Secondly, that people from all four varnas had occasional
or regular sexual relations with each other.

328 DBhP 7.23-27.
329 Rām 1.58.11. The transformation theme in many of these narrative examples suggests that
the Candāla can function as a mirror in which all the parts of life that are excluded from
Brahmin ideology are reflected. This is particularly clear in the description of the Candāla
hamlet in Kādambarī p.504-506, where all kinds of anti-Brahmin qualities and symbols are
represented: violence, bloody animal sacrifices, meat-eating, immoral sexual relations with
women who are not to be approached - in short, where “women and alcohol are the primary
human goals” (“stnmadhyaprāyapurusārtham”, Kādp.505).
330 Kane 1968-1977, vol.2: 49-50.
331 Parasher 1991: 185-186.
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Neither when dealing with Candālas as a savage tribe nor when
discussing contemporary sexual relations across different varnas in
the concrete context of inheritance is varnasamkara referred to as an
explanation of caste. The examples of the ‘tribe Candāla’ from the
epic and narrative literature discussed already do not refer to
varnasamkara, and in dharmaśāstra there are only a few hints at this
category 332. Offspring of sexual relations going on at the time be
tween Śūdra men and Brahmin women in the context of inheritance
would, of course, be regarded as varnasamkara had they been men
tioned explicitly, but not in terms of caste. Rules governing this are
very few, as pratiloma relations generally do not qualify for inheri
tance at all. As I have said, the offspring of such relations may receive
maintenance, but it is not obligatory 333. But in this context even the
offspring of other varna combinations are not associated with caste
names. We saw, however, with the example of Matañga, that in the
epics this can be different. Matañga is an example of an ‘adultery
Canndāla’ par excellence. That is, he is clearly associated with a caste
category, but he is so precisely as a moral example. In contrast, rules
of inheritance in dharmaśāstra are with regard to concrete real-life
conflicts. In that context children who were the product of unequal
sexual relations are not regarded as being members of specific castes.
Unlike these real sons, the “sons” that are given distinct caste
names on the lists of mixed classes are only sons in a theoretical
sense. In this case they are abstract theoretical parameters meant for
regulating social interaction at the same time as they are warning signs
against unlawful sexual relations.
Despite this variation in associating our three types of Candālas
with a varnasamkara theory of caste formation, it was probably the
case that they nevertheless were thought of as ontologically connect
ed. The existence of contemptible people like Candālas, first of all the
wretched groups that had settled at the outskirts of villages and cities

332 The hints I am thinking of are those to Candāla hunters discussed earlier in this chapter; see
MDhŚ 5.131, YDhŚ 1.192; VS 23.50. In contrast to these savage hunters, I think that the
hunters in MDhŚ 10.49 belong to the ‘caste’ category because in that verse hunting is not
merely recorded as an activity but assigned to them as an occupation.
333 GDhS 28.39 and 45.
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and thereby become integrated in some interaction with the varnas,
was seen as the result of a decadent mixing of varnas, which hap
pened in the past but which also continues to be an ongoing process
that must be prevented - even, as we saw, by penalties and penances.
But while this ontology is articulated in support of the moral message
condemning sexual relations across the varnas going on at the time, it
is absent from rules in dharmaśāstra that regulate the conditions of
the actual results of such relations.
Let me try to conclude. Having presented the complex and seeming
ly contradictory material on varnasamkara, what is the image we get?
Structurally the association of varnasamkara theory with the three
types of Candālas is a parallel to Patañjali’s analysis of the notion of
exclusion that was discussed in the last chapter. We saw there that the
focus was less on strict segregation and more on regulating an existing
interaction. Similarly now. Varnasamkara speculations are in the fore
ground in the context of caste, that is, in relation to people who are in
tegrated in an interaction with the varnas. Its significance dwindles
when referring to tribes in the wilderness with whom interaction is lim
ited, and also when referring to what actually happened in terms of inter-varna sexual relations inside Aryan society. As such its application
follows the topographical categories outlined at the start of this chapter.
Belonging to the wilderness, the ‘tribe Candāla’ does not attract much
attention from dharmaśāstra authors. Belonging to the homes of vil
lagers and townsmen, the ‘adultery Candāla’ only generates literary
creativity on a moral level (as exemplified by the Matañga story), but
on the level of plain fact his case is not really addressed (perhaps being
much too strong a taboo), and so his actual fate at the centre of the so
cial conflict that his presence must have been causing is unknown 334.
Belonging on the outskirts of villages and cities, however, the ‘caste
Candāla’ is constantly articulated and discussed. It is the interaction
with these Candālas - the cremation labourers, the executioners, the
unskilled labourers - that concerns the dharmaśāstra authors the most.

334 According to GDhS 23.14 the Brahmin woman who has sex with a Śūdra man is to be
executed. If the timing was correct that would solve the problem, but undoubtedly it
happened that some such sons were actually born. VDhS 21.1 seems to allow the guilty
woman to live and to offer her the possibility of performing a penance.
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It remains to be pointed out that the distinction between Śūdras and
varnsamkaras is not always as sharp as in the dharmaśāstra classifica
tions. We saw that Patañjali grouped Candālas and Mrtapas under
Panini’s category of ‘excluded’ Śūdras without mentioning anything
about varnasamkara genealogies. On the other hand, a distinction
within the śūdravarna between excluded and not excluded accom
plishes the same: it relates both to the varnas while at the same time
drawing a clear demarcation between them. Amarakośa, a lexico
graphic work composed in the sixth century CE according to
tradition 335, contains a list of varnasamkara groups with their ‘ge
nealogies’ 336. This list, however, is included in the chapter on Śūdras
(śūdravarga) 337. A little further on in the same chapter the different
categories - or synonyms - of ‘Candāla’ are listed. They are: Plava,
Mātañga, Divākirti, Janamgama, Nisāda, Śvapaca, Antevāsin, Cāndāla
and Pukkasa338. Other Sanskrit lexicons contain similar lists 339340
. Some
of these names also occur in the lists (in different texts) of ‘double
pratilomas’, that is the offspring from pratiloma relations between
pratilomas. Brinkhaus lists these names as they occur in Mahabharata
13.48.19-28 34°. The double pratilomas with a Candāla father are
(ranging from lowest status, that is with the largest distance between
father and mother, upwards): Śvapāka, Pulkasa, Pāndusaupāka,
Saupāka and Antāvasāyin. Mānavadharmaśāstra 10.37-39 treats the
same groups with minor variations in their names and stipulates their
duties. These duties are all the same as those stipulated or recorded for
Candālas elsewhere in the same text, except for that of the Pāndusopāka, who is said to work with cane. In other words, all these groups
seem to belong to the same category, Candāla. As a term ‘Candāla’
came to refer to a number of groups that were identified by certain oc
cupations rather than by geographic or ethnic criteria.

335 See Vogel 1979: 309-310.
336 AK 2.10.1-4.
337 Mukherjee 1974: 7-8; Brinkhaus 1978: 212-213.
338 AK2.10.19c-20b.
339 See Mukherjee 1974: 2-6.
340 Brinkhaus 1978: 50.
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Occupations
Both this proliferation of names and the proliferation of rules and
precautionary measures are characteristic traits of the late smrtis. It is
in the course of the same development that the texts arrive at the fully
elaborated stereotype of the village Candāla. This, for instance, is how
he is depicted in Vaikhānasasmārtasūtra 10.14:
A Candāla is begotten by a Śūdra with a Brahmin woman. He
wears ornaments of lead or black iron, a leather thong tied round
his neck and a cymbal fixed to his girdle. He wanders from place
to place and is excluded from all rites. In the morning he removes
the dirt on the road and elsewhere in villages or other habitation
areas and takes it outside. He should dwell far away outside the
village together with his own kind. After midday he cannot enter a
village. If he does so, he must be punished corporally by the king.
Otherwise the king incurs the guilt of killing a learned Brahmin341.

A metrical version of the text, which specifies that Candālas should
live to the south-west of the village, occurs in some manuscripts 342 as
well as in Uśanahsmrti 8c-l lb. These texts summarise the duties of the
Candāla in a way similar to Mānavadharmaśāstra 10.51-56. The empha
sis is not so much on the many situations in which villagers are expected
to avoid Candālas as on regulations giving an automatic guarantee that
Candālas can, in fact, be avoided, that is by segregation at certain hours
and by requiring them to wear visible and audible means of identification.
At the same time these rules secure a regular utilisation of their labour.
This is a Candāla integrated in an interaction which is fully controlled by
the village or town. The text is also remarkable in depicting the Candāla
as a scavenger (the later attribute of Gandhi’s Bhangi ‘Harijans’), a form
of labour not attributed to him in the other extant dharmaśāstra works.

341 śūdrād brāhmanyām candālah sīsakālāyasābharano vardlirābandhakanthah kakse
jhallariyukto yatas tataś caran sarvakarmabahiskrtah pūrvāhne grāmādau vīthyām
anyatrāpi malāny apakrsya bahir apohayati / grāmād bahir dure svajātiyair nivaset /
madhyāhnāt param graine na viśaty ayam / viśec ced rājñā vadhyah / anyathā
bhrūnahatyām avāpnoti /VSS 10.14.
342 Caland’s group A, see his footnote to the translation.
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Other occupations prescribed in earlier texts, some mentioned al
ready, include working on the cremation grounds, executing criminals,
hunting343, and various functions in the defence such as guarding fron
tiers 344, searching robbers in the villages345 and participating in certain
military units (gulma)346. Commenting on Mānavadharmaśāstra
10.55, Medhātithi gives us a picture of the Candāla on duty in the city:
During the day they walk about on business, that is either on their
own business such as buying and selling, or on the king’s business,
for instance when there is a festival or a public show in the town.
At such occasions they should be marked according to royal order,
that is by marks stipulated by the king such as the thunderbolt etc.
or by the axe or hoe which they carry on their shoulders when
ordered to execute criminals347.

That is to say, they are identified as executioners by the weapons
they carry and as a police in connection with special events in the city.
The thunderbolt is probably not another weapon but a sign attached to
them, perhaps designating their role as policemen.
Most of these duties, in villages as well as in towns, are of a public
character which indicates that Candālas were used as an unskilled
labour force primarily required to perform despised yet necessary
work in the interest of all. But there is no evidence in the smrtis that
such a labour force was engaged in agricultural or engineering activi
ties like the Scheduled Castes of recent times348. The reason for this is
probably not that Candālas, or Paraiyas in the south, survived merely

343 MDhŚ 10.49, 55-56; VS 16.11.
344 AŚ 2.1.5.
345 NS 14.25.
346 KS 681.
347 divā viciranti kāryārtham krayavikrayasvakāryasiddhyartham / rājakāiyāya vā careyur
nagarotsavapreksādinimittam / tatrāpi ca cihnitā rājaśāsanair upalaksitā rājādistair
vajrādicihnair vadhyavadhaśāsanair vā paraśukuthārādhibhih skandhāropitaih //MeMDhŚ
10.55.
348 Mahar 1972; Deliège 1999; Charsley in Aktor & Deliège 2008. One early example outside
dharmaśāstra, however, is a medieval hagiographie description of the Paraiya hamlet where
Nantanār, one of the Nàyanārs (Tamil Śaivite saints), was bom (quoted from K.A.N. Sastri
in Hanumanthan 1979: 166-167). Here the Paraiyas are mentioned as agrarian labourers.
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by cleaning cremation grounds or beating drums in funeral proces
sions, but can be explained in terms of the Hocartian distinction, par
ticularly emphasised by Quigley 349, between ‘ritual function’ and ac
tual occupation. In the normative texts of dharmaśāstra these groups
are always referred to by their ceremonial or public functions because
these functions are the stipulated dharmic norms, the svadharmas of
the Untouchables, notwithstanding the possibility that agricultural
labour may have been the primary livelihood of such groups - and the
primary demand of those in control.

Proliferation of Untouchables and ofprecautionary rules
The untouchable categories of the dharmasūtras (see Table 1 in the
last chapter) are greatly extended in the late smrtis, many of which are
only known from fragments quoted in commentaries 35°. One group
consists of people who undergo āśauca, the period of purification af
ter the death of a close relative. The group generally includes all rela
tives within seven or five generations in both ascending and descend
ing order of the father’s and the mother’s line respectively 351.
Medieval commentators took the untouchability of these people for
granted 352. Untouchability is simply one of four criteria by which
āśauca is defined by Haradatta, the others being the threefold suspen
sion of rights to perform rituals, to partake of the food prepared by
such people and to receive their gifts 353. Medhātihi, however, quotes
Hārīta, which quotes the rule that a man is only untouchable for at
part of the āśauca period, while his food is unfit for others during the
whole period354.

349 Hocart 1950: 7-16; Quigley 1993: 10.
350 Derrett 1973: 38.
351 Kane 1968-1977, vol.2: 452ff.
352 VijYS 3.30. See chapter 2 above where this is quoted.
353 aśucibhāva āśaucam / [...] / kim punar idam āśaucalaksanam / karmany
anadhikāro’bhojyānnatāsprśyatā dānādisv anafhikāritā / HaGDhS 2.5.1, p.141. See also
Kane 1968-1977, vol.4: 277.
354 MeMDhŚ 5.60, p.449. VijYS 3.18, p.408, gives a similar rule referring to Dévala.
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Other smrtis add other categories. Mādhava quotes verses which
add to both of the two normative lists in the dharmasūtras discussed
in the preceding chapter355. He quotes two verses attributed to Dévala,
which clearly take the lists in Gautamadharmasūtra 14.30 and Māna
vadharmaśāstra 5.85 as their model. They read:
A man who has touched a Śvapāka, an outcast sinner, a cripple, a
fool, a person who cremates a corpse, either parents undergoing the
impurity of childbirth, a woman overtaken by menstruation or the
dogs, cocks and boars of the village is purified as soon as he has
bathed by submerging himself fully in water with his clothes on356.

A little later he quotes Caturvimśatimata, an early medieval compila
tion of smrtis 357, which has a list similar to Baudhāyanadharmasūtra
1.9.5. The sanctuary tree and the man who sells the Veda are omitted but
instead it includes the temple priest (devalaka), whose prestige is very
low from the point of view of the Veda-learned śāstra authors 358. Thus,
when compared to the dharmasūtras the extra categories are: cripple,
fool, the father after childbirth, temple priests, village cock and boar.
Untouchability, then, became a flexible category, into which quite
diverse elements of larger areas (village and country) could be added in
355 GDhS 14.30; BDhS 1.9.5.
356 śvapākam patitam vyañgam unmattam śavadāhakam / sūtikām sūtikām nānrn rajasā ca
pariplutam // śvakukkutavarāhāmś ca grāmyān samsprśya mānavah / sacailah saśirāh
snātvā tadānīm eva śuddhyati //PM 2.6.24, p.109. A variation of these verses is found in
VijYS 3.30, p.428-429, which mentions “a woman who has just given birth and a midwife”
(sūtikām sāvikām) instead of the two parents.
357 Kane 1968-1977, vol.l: 510-513.
358 The temple priest is defined by an anonymous smrti referred to in VijYS 3.30, p.427, as a
Brahmin who has received payment for temple service for more than three years. This is one
example of occupations that render even Brahmins untouchable. Hanumanthan (1979: 82,
90), in a southern Indian context, cites several legends, all to the effect that Paraiyas (who
were regarded as equal to Candālas) also functioned as priests in local cults before the
influence of northern Indian Brahmins gradually changed society under the Pallava rulers
(7,h_9lh century), and he draws the conclusion that at least this section of Paraiyas became
untouchable (which they had not been before that) as a result of the process by which these
Brahmins succeeded in supplanting them as temple priests. VijYS 3.30 quotes more smrtis
that extend the list of untouchable categories further, including, for instance, the funeral
smoke, a priest who sacrifices for a whole village, and the seller of the soma plant
(according to Cyavana), the shadow of a Śvapāka (according to Aitgiras) and a number of
different animals (according to other smrtis). See also Kane 1968-1977, vol.2: 169.
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the process of establishing the superiority of these areas. That cripples
and fools are included shows the strength of the image of the fit human
body as a metaphor for such superiority. The idea of the country is
evoked by Atrismrti 267 and Vrddhayājñavalkya 359360
, which add the for
361
eigner (mleccha) to the list. Religious affiliations are likewise brought
into the process by Sattrimśanmata (quoted in several works) 36°,
which, according to the sectarian orientation of the texts in which it is
quoted, adds Buddhists, Jainas, Śaivas such as Pāśupatas, Laukāyatikas
(so-called ‘materialists’), Kāpilas and atheists.
With regard to untouchable demographic groups, it is more signifi
cant that Sātātapa, quoted in the Smrticandrikā, as well as Garudapu
rāna, quoted in Caturvargacintāmanii6x, list several groups, 13 and 16
respectively, most of them occupational and all both untouchable and
avoided in other respects. The two lists are partly overlapping. Śātātapa’s 13 groups are: dyers, leather workers, hunters, fishermen, washer
men, butchers, gamblers (thaka), actors, men who serve other men by
phellatio (mukhebhāga), prostitutes, oil grinders, wine dealers and exe
cutioners. The groups in the quote from Garudapurāna that are not in
cluded in Sātātapa’s list include: bamboo and reed workers, medas
(who perform several polluting functions) 362, bhillas (mountain peo
ple) 363, goldsmiths, sauvikas (possibly sauvidas, attendants on
women’s apartments)364, artists, blacksmiths, stone cutters, barbers and
carpenters. The quote from Garudapurāna designates all these groups
as “Candālas living in the village” (“cāndālā grāmavāsinah”) and
makes clear what this means in terms of avoiding contact with them:
Wise people avoid looking at, touching, or talking to these
persons. Moreover they do not wish to hear them speaking or to

359 This is quoted in the Aparārka commentary on YDhŚ cited by Kane 1968-1977, vol.2: 384.
360 And also quoted in Kane 1968-1977, vol.4: 114 n.262.
361 Both are quoted in Kane 1968-1977, vol.4: 115 n.264. The first of these two lists also occurs
in the Aparārka, where it is attributed to Hārīta, see Kane 1968-1977, vol.2: 171. Similar
lists are found in other fragmented smrtis, for instance in VijYDhŚ 1.10c-13.
362 Kane 1968-1977, vol.2: 92.
363 MW.
364 Ibid.
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see them during the time of bathing, eating or while performing
japa, homa, and worship. If he sees them, a man should look at the
sun, and he should leave the meal if these things happen during
that time. In the event of talking with them he should wash both
ears well with his hands and having finally talked with a Brahmin,
he is absolved from his fault365.

These precautionary measures follow the structure of the dharmasūtras in distinguishing between what happens in ritual contexts
(including the bath and the meal) - when the results of pollution are
more serious (even hearing being damaging) - from what happens at
other times.
This proliferation of untouchable groups is remarkable in that it
transcends the previously limited number of untouchable groups of the
Candāla type (like those mentioned in the Amarakośa above) and in
cludes classes beyond this, such as the seven Antyajas (washerman,
leather worker, dancer, reed and bamboo worker, fisherman, Meda
and Bhilla) 366, or other pratilomas such as the Māgadha and the Vaidehaka 367. But it also seems that this text represents a radical view.
Both Medhātithi and Kullūka, commenting on Mānavadharmaśāstra
10.13, maintain that among pratilomas only the Candāla is untouch
able 368. The Chinese Buddhist monk Xuanzang, who travelled in India
during the first half of the 7th century CE, reported that the areas in
habited by butchers, fishermen, public performers, executioners and
scavengers were segregated from the city and marked by specific
signs but he did not mention these people as untouchable369.
It seems, then, that the extent of untouchability of demographic
groups in the early medieval period was relative and that no broader con
sensus existed about groups beyond the Candāla type. Probably these

365 etesām darśanam sprśah sambhāsanam atah param // snānabhojanavelāyām
japahomārcane tathā / etesām darśanam bhāsām śrotum necchanti sürayah // darśane sūrya
ālokyo bhojane bhojanain tyajet / satnbhāsane ca pānibhyām śrotre samyag upasprśet// uta
brāhmanasambhāsām krtvā dosâtpramucyate / CVCM, p.38.
366 Kane 1968-1977, vol.2: 70).
367 These pratilomas are also regarded as untouchable in VSS 10.13-14.
368 MeMDhŚ 10.13; KuMDhŚ 10.13; Kane 1968-1977, vol.2: 173.
369 Walters 1904: 147.
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proliferations were expressive of attitudes among particular Brahmin
sectors more than representative of general patterns of interaction.
The same is the case with the way each precautionary rule in the
untouchability complex proliferates. Most of these extensions are also
found in PS. But as an example of the degree of elaboration that these
prescriptions might reach, this passage from Atrismrti is telling:
A Brahmin has climbed a tree and eats of its fruits while a Candāla
touches the roots of the tree. What shall be the penance for the
Brahmin in this case? Having asked permission from the Brahmins, he
shall take a bath with his clothes on and only eat at night. When he
eats clarified butter, he is purified. If the Candāla as well as the
Brahmin have climbed the same tree, and the Brahmin eats of its
fruits, what shall be the penance in that case? Having asked
permission from the Brahmins, he shall take a bath with his clothes on
and fast for 24 hours. He is then purified by eating the five products of
the cow. If the Candāla as well as the Brahmin have climbed up on the
same branch of the tree, and the Brahmin eats of its fruits, what shall
be the penance in that case? He is then purified by eating the five
products of the cow, having first been fasting for three days 37°.

Kane tells us that it is with reference to these rules (though attrib
uted to Āpastamba in this case) that the Prāyaścittaviveka, a treatise
on penance from about 1400 CE, arrives at the conclusion that the no
tion of touch includes both direct and indirect touch370
371. But theoreti
cally, this had been the consensus since ancient texts. According to
Baudhāyanadharmasūtra seats, beds, cars, ships, roads and even grass
that have been touched by Candālas and outcast sinners are automati
cally purified by the wind372. So even the dharmasūtras acknowledge
370 brāhmano vrksam ārūdhaś cāndālo mūlasamsprśah /phalāny atti sthitas tatra prāyaścittam
katham bhavet // brāhmanān samanujñāpya savāsah snānam ācaret / naktabhojl bhaved
vipro ghrtam prāśya viśudhyati // ekavrksasatnārūdhaś cāndālo brāhmanas tathā / phalāny
atti sthitas tatra prāyaścittam katham bhavet // brāhmanān samanujñāpya savāsah snānam
ācaret / ahorātrosito bhūtvā pañcagavyena śudhyati // ekaśākhāsamārūdhaś cāndālo brāh
mano yadā /phalāny atti sthitas tatra prāyaścittam katham bhavet // trirātroposito bhūtvā
pañcagavyena śudhyati / AS 178-183b.
371 Kane 1968-1977, vol.4: 114.
372 āsanam śayanam yānam nāvahpathi trnāni ca/cahdālapatitasprstam mārutenaiva śudhyati//
BDhS 1.9.7.
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that pollution of touch is carried further through these various materi
als, but they allow for pragmatic regulations of the theory in case of
events that are unavoidable in everyday life. What really makes the
difference between ancient and medieval texts is the way in which this
kind of pragmatism seems to break down. This does not happen, how
ever, by suspending the old rules. On the contrary PS 2.7.34 (with
Mādhava’s commentary), like other smrtis, reiterates the rule in Baudhāyanadharmasūtra. Instead new rules of a more speculative kind,
such as rules about eating fruit in trees touched by Candālas, creep in.
Theoretically, there should not be much difference between grass and
trees, but two new factors are added, the element of eating, which al
ways tends to aggravate pollution, and the distance between source
and target of the pollution. Both became standard criteria in medieval
smrtis. In this way purity tended to become a complicated art, or more
precisely, a complicated knowledge, since what might have mattered
is the mastery of a literary tradition of knowledge rather than its prac
tical implications. After all, how often did it happen that Candālas
climbed trees in which Brahmins were sitting eating fruit?

Candālas in Parāśarasmrti and Parāśaramādhavīya
Although PS is deeply preoccupied with the pollution of Candālas
and the many sorts of contact whereby it can by incurred, we are left
with almost no information about the underlying realities. It does not
even identify the Candālas as a varnasamkara as other smrtis do.
Instead it refers to another category, the Candāla by action (karmacandāla). Discussing the sin of a woman who provokes an abortion,
the text inserts a verse which compares serious sinners to Candālas:
Nothing will ever be obtained by keeping the household fire or by
performing agnihotra, for, he who turns against dharma becomes a
Candāla through his actions373.

373 na kāryam āvasathyena nagnihotrena va punah / sa bhavet karmacāndālo yas tu
dhannaparàñmukhah //PS 2.4.21.
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According to Mādhava people who attempt to commit suicide also
become Candālas in this moral sense. They can regain their original
status, however, by penance374. But Mādhava also expands the classi
cal category of being a Candāla by birth which is where the varnasam
kara belongs. In the context of the sin of a Brahmin who has sex with
a Candāla woman, he defines such a woman in this way:
A Candāla woman is a child of a Śūdra with a Brahmin woman, or
she is a woman who is child of an apostate ascetic or of a man
belonging to the same patrjlineage as the mother. About this
threefold Candāla status, Yama says: “A person who is child of an
apostate renouncer or of a Śūdra by a Brahmin woman, both of
these are said to be Candālas, as also is he who is born to a man
belonging to the same patrilineage as the mother”. A woman born
in this threefold Candāla line is a Candāla woman375.

Quoting verses of Vrddhaparāśara he even suggests that the chil
dren bom to such apostate ascetics have to live together with the other
Candālas, presumably in the sense that the children of these fallen renouncers must live outside the village near the Candāla hamlets:
Mendicants and ascetics who have fallen from their dharma are
Candālas; one should let the descendents born from these live
together with Candālas376.

All in all, then, Mādhava operates with two types of Candālas, the
Candālas by action, a category much like that of the old outcast sin
ners (patita), and the born Candālas. In the first group we have the
woman who provokes an abortion and a Brahmin who attempts to

374 ātmahananodyamena brāhmanatvam apagatam / candâlatvam āyātam / punar vratācarena
candālatvanivrttau punah piïrvasiddham brāhmanyām pratipadyate /PM 2.12.5-8, p.10.
375 brāhmanyāin śūdrāj jātā candālī / ārüdhapatitāj jātā ca sagotrāj jātā vā / lad état trividham
candâlatvam yama āha - ārüdhapatitāj jāto brāhmanyām śūdrajaś ca yah / candālau tāv
nbhau proktau sagotrād yaś ca jāyate // iti état trividhacandālasamtatau jātā stn candālī /
PM 2.10.5-6, p.306.
376 luptadharmās tu candālāh parivrājakatāpasāh / tebhyo jātāny apatyāni candālaih saha
vāsayet // Vrddhaparāśara in PM 2.12.5-8, p.ll.
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commit suicide. In the second group we find offspring of illegitimate
unions, such as the well-known example of the child of a Brahmin
mother and a Śūdra father, children of apostate renouncers, and chil
dren from sagotra unions where father and mother belong to the same
patrilineage.
Regarding the occupation of Candālas, PS does not reiterate the
rules familar from earlier smrtis. But Mādhava confirms that Candālas
were engaged within the king’s penal system. He paraphrases a rule
which prescribes the Lunar penance (in which the intake of food fol
lows the course of the moon) to Brahmins who have eaten impure
food such as beef or the food of a Candāla and explains it by saying:
“eating beef or the food of a Candāla among those who are kept as
prisoners and similar” 377. We must assume that Candālas as prison
guards also brought food to the prisoners. The classical literary exam
ple of Candālas serving as executioners, however, is found in Sūdraka’s drama Mrcchakatika. The two Candāla executioners in the play
address the son of the victim and allude to the dialectic between moral
criteria and kinship criteria for being a Candāla by saying, “Son!
Truly, we are not Candālas although our ancestors were born in a
Candāla family. Those who attack a good man are the evil ones and
they are the Candālas” 378.

Terminology ofprecautionary rules
At the end of the last chapter I listed the different precautionary
measures that are associated with the Candāla in the dharmasūtras.
Ten such measures were mentioned. My criteria for indentifying
them as specific precautionary rules was that they can be recognised
in various texts as literary ‘themes’ or ‘minimal discourses’ articulat
ed by a certain standard vocabulary. In the medieval commentaries
many of these precautionary measures are labelled by technical terms
derived from the vocabulary of each rule. For instance, as mentioned
in the last chapter, from the different verb forms of the root Ssprś (to
377 gomāinsacandāiānnabhojanam banigrhïtādisu / PM 2.11.1, p.365.
378 dāraka / na khalv āvāin cāndālau cāndātakule jātapūrvāv api / ye ’bhibhavanti sādhum te
pāpās te ca cāndāiāh //MCh 10.22, p.362.
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touch) found in rules about untouchability in the dharmasūtras we
get the term asprśya (“untouchable”) applied in some of the smrtis.
The commentators then formed the abstract noun asprśyatva / -tā
(“untouchability”) when theorising on the subject. The same is the
case with most of the other precautionary rules to be observed. This
possibility of forming abstract nouns in the Sanskrit language by
means of verb derivatives and secondary nominal suffixes cannot be
matched by English equivalents, except for a few concepts such “un
touchability”. If one tries to adopt seemingly precise equivalents in
the case of other precautionary measures, misinterpretations are sure
to arise. Prabhati Muhkerjee, for instance, adopts the terms “noncommensality” and “non-connubiality” when discussing additional
attributes of Untouchables 379. Of these the former is normally under
stood as referring to rules about who can sit at table with whom and
the latter to rules about who can marry whom. But the Sanskrit terms
for which these expressions are supposed to act as equivalents clearly
show that these technical English terms are beside the point. What
Mukherjee refers to by the term “non-commensality” can, in the con
text of Untouchables, only be abhojyānnatva / -tā, derived from ab
hojyānna which, applied to people, means “whose food should not be
eaten”. So, when it is said that the Candāla is abhojyānna, this means
that he is a person from whom others cannot receive (cooked)
food 38°. This is different from saying that it is forbidden to sit at table
with the Candāla. People who are excluded from sitting at the same
table are not abhojyānna, but they are apāñkteya 381, which means
“not belonging to the pañkti”, the row of diners within which a per
son can eat. The group of co-diners is restricted to a much smaller
circle than that of people whose food can be accepted382. Conversely,
those who are apāñkteya form a much larger group than those who
are abhojyānna, and therefore the fact that an Untouchable cannot
take part in the pañkti of a Twice-born is self-evident and not in any
sense a characteristic of the complex of precautions taken against
379 Mukherjee 1988: 14.
380 See also Olivelie 2005g which offers a precise analysis of this vocabulary.
381 The term occurs in PS 2.7.8a.
382 Kane 1968-1977, vol.2: 767-769.
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contact with Untouchables 383. But as we shall see later, even abhojyānnatva is not an exclusive criterion of untouchability but includes
a broader scale of persons.
Similarly with “non-connubiality”. The Sanskrit term is agamyatva
/ -ta, agmaya (applied to women) meaning “who should not be ap
proached [sexually]”. It is, I suppose, a familiar feature of most soci
eties that this is not the same as “who is unfit as marriage partner”, the
latter group being the more inclusive 384. As in other contexts, the os
tensible validity and generality of scholarly terms may be a function
not of the content of these terms but of their air of scholarship. For
this reason, and because the Sanskrit terms are nice and concise com
pared to expressions such as “inedibility of food belonging to ...”, I
will use them systematically in what follows. I have come across all
these abstract nouns in the commentary literature, but here I will stick
to only one suffix, the -tva, in order to avoid confusion. Below is an
overview of all these terms (also found in the appended glossary). At
the end of the list I have added those precautionary measures for
which I have not come across Sanskrit abstract nouns:
Abhojyānnatva: being abhojyānna, a person whose cooked food should not
be eaten.
Adrśyatva: being adrśya, a person who should not be looked at.
Agamyatva: being agamya, a person who should not be approached for the
purpose of a sexual relation.
Apapātratva: being apapātra, a person with whom others cannot exchange
food vessels.
Apratigrhyatva: being apratigrhya, a person from whom others cannot
receive gifts and other material goods.
Asambhāsyatva, being asambhāsya, a person with whom conversation should
be avoided.
Asprśyatva (1): being apsrśya (l), a person who is untouchable in terms of
direct touch.

383 Dumont (1980: 142) notes the distinction between eating together with and eating the food
of someone, but nevertheless he wants to include both aspects in his own notion of
commensality which is also confusing.
384 Kane 1968-1977, vol.2: 638; Doniger 1994.
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Asprśyatva (2): being asprśya (2), a person who is untouchable in terms of
contact through some material.
Asprśyatva (3): being asprśya (3), a person who is ‘untouchable’ in terms of
closeness (but without any physical contact).
Aśravyatva'. being aśravya, a person whose voice should not be heard.
Bāhyatva: being bāhya, a person who is spatially segregated.
Karmānadhikāritva: being karmānadhikārin, a person who has no right to
perform rituals.
Being a person with whom there should be no samparka, “mixing”, that is
company.
Being a person who has to wear visible and/or audible marks that identify
that person as an Untouchable.
Being a person with whom contact is unwanted in ritual contexts.
Being a person with whom contact through drinking water should be avoided,
particularly in connection with the use of wells and other water supplies.

5. THE UNTOUCHABILITY COMPLEX IN PARASARASMRTI
AND PARAŚARAMADHAVĪYA-.
PRECAUTIONS RELATING TO PERSONAL CONTACT

This and the next chapter present the text material which formulates
the rules of all those precautionary measures that were listed at the end of
the last chapter. Most of these are represented in PS but not all. In those
cases where they are not I shall refer to other dharmaśāstra texts. The
material is divided in two categories. This chapter deals with the person,
that is the male householder himself, while the following chapter deals
with his property such as his house and his women as well as with the
common domains of the village, etc. The precautionary rules that the
householder himself has to observe all restrict his bodily interactions,
such as sex, touch, food and drink, talking, sight and hearing. The effect
of these rules is to protect the agent from pollution or to remove pollution
which has been incurred despite the rules. The agent is understood as a
unit of body and action, and purity is a ‘felicity condition’ of ritual
action385. Thus the total series of rules, pertaining to the person and to his
property, form a picture of a self at the centre of a ritualised environment
which is at his disposal as a field of actions. This field, however, is only
an element in larger ‘complex agencies’ 386 that connect individual agents
with larger units, like the village, town and country.

Agamyatva: precautions relating to sex
In spite of the detailed differentiations inherent in the Sanskrit ter
minology of untouchability and pollution there are distinctions which

385 The notion of ‘felicity condition’ is borrowed from speech act theory, in which it refers to
the idea that certain conditions are required for a speech act to be successful, for instance
that the judge who utters a sentence must be authorised, must wear the correct dress etc. See
Austin 1971: 14-20. This is parallel to the restrictions put on those who perform rituals in
terms of “purity” which was discussed in chapter two.
386 Inden (1992a) develops the notion of ‘complex agency’ on the basis of the British
philosopher of history, R.G. Collingwood. Its advantage when compared to the notion of
‘consensus’ behind Dumont’s structural model is that it allows for contextual diversity and
antagonism to be present at the same systemic level.
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are not immediately caught by these terms. The term agamy a, for in
stance, is generally applied to those with whom a man can have no
sexual relation, but although the two expressions candālīgamana ([a
man’s] intercourse with a Candāla woman) and candālagamana ([a
woman’s] intercourse with a Candāla man) both belong to the vocabu
lary of agamyatva, gamana etc., the difference between the two cases
is clearly significant. First of all, in the case of a woman’s relation to a
Candāla man the important questions are: Whose woman? And, preg
nant or not pregnant? Let there be no doubt that the point of view of
dharmaśāstra in general is that of the male Twice-born householder.
Women are his women, whether wives or daughters. From a soteriological perspective the importance of the woman lies mostly in her
role as mother to his son by whom he is united to his ancestors when
the son duly performs his death rituals and the following sapindikarana, the offering of food and water which guarantees his existence
in the world of the fathers 387. And even from an everyday considera
tion, while a man’s reputation is undoubtedly severely damaged by an
affair with an untouchable woman if it becomes known, it is ruined by
an affair between his wife and one of these men. Not to be able to con
trol oneself is one thing. But is a greater dishonour not to be able to
control, or rather to “guard” ('Igup), one’s women from being appro
priated by such a man. However, there are penances with regard to
both types of agamyatva by which a man’s reputation and purity can
be restored with the exception of the worst of scenarios when a
woman becomes pregnant with a Candāla man. Thus, since women
are a part of a man’s domain, like his house, wealth and land, this as
pect of agamyatva will be treated separately in the next chapter, where
the particular role of the Candālas in relation to these domains will be
discussed. In this chapter, therefore, the focus will be on the agamyat
va of the Candāla woman - the rule that Candāla women are not to be
approached for a sexual relation.
The chapter in PS on agamyatva in general (PS 10), which also
treats the agamyatva of Candāla women, is introduced by the general
rule that in case of intercourse with women who should not be ap

387 Kane 1968-1977, vol.4: 265, 520-523.
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proached the penance to be observed in order to restore purity is the
Lunar Penance (cāndrāyana) whatever varna a man belongs to 388.
This penance consists of a fast where the intake of food follows the
course of the moon for one month. According to PS 2.10.2-4 the
penance starts on the first day after new moon, when the penitent eats
only one morsel of food, a morsel being of the size of a hen’s egg. The
next day two morsels are allowed, and so forth until the full moon day
where fifteen morsels are eaten. Then, from the next day the food is
gradually reduced by one morsel until finally at new moon day a com
plete fast is observed. There are variations according to the time of the
month that the penance is started389390
. In case of the present transgression
(sex with a woman with whom sex is not allowed), the penance includes
giving a meal for the Brahmins (brahmabhojana) and an offering
(daksina) consisting of two pieces of cattle (often described as a couple
(maithuna), that is a bull and a cow) and a pair of garments. Such offer
ings generally concluded a penance for sins of such seriousness that the
penance had to be stipulated specifically by an assembly of Brahmins
(parisad) who would be the recipients of the offerings. These offerings
are inherent elements in the penances, however, and not considered as a
salary for the benefit of the assembly 39°. Further details about the proce
dure of penance will be discussed in chapter seven.
Having fixed this general rule, the particular case of candālīgamana is treated:
A Twice-born man who has sexual intercourse with a Candāla or a
Śvapāka woman has to fast for three days as per the instructions of
the Brahmins. He should then shave his head including the topknot, observe a double Prajāpati Penance and give an offering of
two cows. This is the purification that Parāśara has declared. If a
Ksatriya of a Vaiśya man has sexual intercourse with a Candāla
woman, he should perform a double Prajāpati Penance and give
two pairs of cattle. If a Śūdra man has sexual intercourse with a

388 cāturvarnyesu sarvesu hitām vaksyami niskrtim / aganryāgamane caiva śuddhyai
cāndrāyanam caret // PS 2.10.1.
389 Gampert 1939: 53-57; Kane 1968-1977, vol.4: 134-138.
390 Gampert 1939: 221, 224.
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Śvapaka or a Candala woman, he should observe a [single]
Prajāpati Penance and give four pairs of cattle391.

As Mādhava remarks, the expression “Twice-born” is synonymous
with “Brahmin” in this case, since the Ksatriya and the Vaiśya are dealt
with separately 392. In these verses we also find, therefore, a clear para
digm for the general rule about distribution of penance and offering on
the four varnas. The higher the varna, the harder is the penance and the
less is the daksinā, and vice versa. The Prajāpati Penance (prājāpatya)
is described in most texts as consisting of twelve days of fasting under
different circumstances, that is, three days with only one meal and that
during the day, three days with only one meal and that only during the
night, three more days with only one meal but that only if it can be had
without asking for it from others, and finally a complete fast for the last
three days. During the whole period various recitations and other ob
servances are also required 393. We must presume that the meals taken
during the first six days and nights are explicitly begged for.
Having now presented the rule of the mūla text, Mādhava displays
his skill as a commentator by undertaking a thorough examination and
comparative analysis of other texts which deal with the same subject.
This involves the problem of explaining the fact that these texts differ
greatly with regard to the amount and kind of purification needed. It is
a basic axiom of śāstric herneutics that, although all smrti rules are
equally valid as evidence of dharma, not all are equally so in all situa
tions 394, This led the commentators to develop a technique for distin
guishing between different circumstances that would explain the differ
ent level of penance prescribed for the same offence by different rules.
Therefore it is important to be aware of the hermeneutic necessity that
391 candālïm vā śvapākïm vā hy abhigacchati yo dvijah / trirātram upavāsitvā viprānām
anuśāsanāt // 5 // saśikham vapanam krtvā prājāpatyadvayam caret / godvayam daksinām
dadyāt śuddhim pārāśaro 'bravït // 6 // ksatriyo vātha vaiśyo vā candālïm gaccliato yadi /
prājāpatyadvayam kuryād dadyād gomithunadvayam // 7 // śvapākïm vātha candālïm śūdro
vā yadi gacchati /prājāpatyam caret krcchram caturgomitlmnam dadet//8 II PS 2.10.5-8.
392 [...] dvijaśabdo ’tra brāhmanaparah / ksatriyavaiśyayoh prtag vaksyamānatvāt /
PM
2.10.6, p.306.
393 Gampert 1939: 47; Kane 1968-1977, vol.4: 145-146. PM 2.4.13, p.30, quotes MDhŚ 11.212
which has the same definition.
394 Lingat 1993: 158ff.
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requires this differentiation of circumstances. Not all of the postulated
circumstances seem equally realistic but they solve the problem of di
versity. Mādhava’s exposition of the different rules connected with
candālīgamana demonstrates this technique (vyavasthā) fully:
However, in other smrtis the penances for sexual intercourse with
a Candāla woman are taught in other ways. Some are less than the
penance taught by this teacher [Parāśara], some are greater. When
Sumantu states, “In the case of sexual intercourse with a maternal
or paternal aunt, a daughter-in-law, a sister, a sister’s daughter, a
cow, or a Candāla woman, a Hot Penance395 should be observed”
- then this is intended for a person who has started the intercourse
unintentionally396, but has interrupted it before ejaculation.
But Añgiras has said: “A person who has sexual intercourse with,
who eats the food of or receives goods from an outcast woman or a
low-caste woman should perform a month’s fast or a Lunar
Penance.” This, then must be understood in the sense that the
Lunar Penance is for a person who has started the sexual
intercourse intentionally but without being able to interrupt it
before ejaculation, whereas a month’s fast is for a person who has
been able to do this 397. The penance prescribed in the primary text
[PS 2.10.5-6 above], that is the double Prajāpati Penance with an
offering of two cows, refers to this same circumstance [that is
intentional but interrupted sexual intercourse], since a month’s fast
is regarded as similar to that in the sense of being its substitute398.
Śañkha has stated: “If a Brahmin unintentionally approaches a
395 The Hot Penance (taptakrcchra) is like the Prajāpati Penance (twelve days fasting divided in
four), but with the difference that instead of solid food the penitent must take hot .water only
the first three days, hot milk for the next three days, hot clarified butter the subsequent three
days and “air” or hot vapour for the remaining three days. This is according to PS 2.4.7-8.
See also Gampert 1939: 48; Kane 1968-1977, vol.4: 138.
396 Intentionality is a standard criterion of deciding penance in relation to divergent rules. It
implies either lack of intention or lack of knowledge of the facts of the event, in this case lack
of knowledge of the true identity of the woman. From Mādhava’s remark on Sumantu’s verse
here, it is obvious that intentionality is understood here in a legally technical and general
meaning as the verse also includes sex with a cow which - one must hope! - can hardly be
accomplished without intention or without knowledge about the true nature of the partner.
397 A month’s fast is a milder penance than the Lunar Penance because “fasting” (upavāsa)
generally is understood as observing a light diet. See Kane 1968-1977, vol.4: 53, where it is
mentioned that Haradatta defined fasting as giving up boiled rice.
398 For substitute penances, see Kane 1968-1977, vol.4: 127-129.
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Candāla woman, he should purify himself by a Hot Penance or by
a double Prajāpati Penance. If, however, a Brahmin intentionally
visits a Candāla woman, he should purify himself by a Lunar
Penance and 399 a double Prajāpati Penance.” Even this refers to
the same circumstance as that of the primary text400.
Yama, however, speaks of two alternatives according to respect
ively different circumstances: “Having eaten the food of and
having had sexual intercourse with a woman among the Candālas
or Pulkasas a man should observe the Hard Penance 401 for a year
if he knew her identity, but a double Lunar Penance if he did not
know her.” Both alternatives are with reference to sexual
intercourse which is consummated but only committed once. But
in the statement by Gautama that, “in the case of sexual inter
course with a woman among the lowest people the penance is a
Hard Penance for a year, if done inadvertently however, for twelve
days” 402, a ‘Hard Penance for a year’ refers to the same case as in
Yama's statement [i.e. intentional and consummated sexual
intercourse], whereas a Hard Penance for twelve days refers to the
same case as the Hot Penance mentioned by Sumantu [i.e.
unintentional and interrupted sexual intercourse].
It has also been stated in the smrti by Āñgiras that, “in the case of
sexual intercourse with, eating food of or murdering a low caste
person 403 purification should be attained by a Parāka Penance 404,

399 Some manuscripts have “or” rather than “and”.
400 But it is not clear how Mādhava arrives at this conclusion. He has just said that the double
Prajāpati Penance in the primary text (PS 2.10.5-6) refers to the case of the intentional but
interrupted intercourse. In Śanklia’s two verses this penance refers to an unintentional
intercourse, whereas in case it is intentional the penance should be a Lunar Penance and a
double Prajāpati Penance. Mādhava is only warranted to see a parallel if he reads “or”
instead of “and” in this sentence (as some manuscripts have), but this reading clearly distorts
the reasoning of the verses, because then the two different situations result in one and the
same penance, which is contradictory.
401 The Hard Penance (krcchra) is generally understood as identical to the Prajāpati Penance, that
is nine days where eating is restricted and three days of complete fasting, all accompanied by
various recitations and other observances. Here the process is repeated for a full year.
402 GDhS 23.32-33. Olivelle’s translation.
403 The Sanskrit word antyaja does not normally include the Candāla, but is a group of different
low caste occupations such as the washerman, the leather worker and others; see Kane 19681977, vol.2: 70.
404 The Parāka Penance consists of twelve days of complete fasting; see Gampert 1939: 49;
Kane 1968-1977, vol.4: 142.
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thus spoke Lord Āngiras.” This also refers to the same case as the
Hot Penance [unintentional interrupted sexual intercourse],
Vasistha has stated, “He should live on water for twelve days and
observe a total fast for twelve more days, or participate in the ritual
bath that concludes a horse sacrifice. This also spells out the
penance for sexual intercourse with a Candāla woman” 405. This
refers to the same case as the double Lunar Penance in the
statement of Brhadyama [= Yama, i.e. unintentional consummated
sexual intercourse]. Likewise as stated by Samvarta, “A Twiceborn who should somehow approach a Candāla woman, infatuated
by desire, should purify himself by three Hard Penances followed
by a Prajāpati Penance”, that is by a Prajāpati Penance, a Hot
Penance and a Very Hard Penance 406, all followed by another
Prajāpati Penance. This also refers to the same case as the double
Lunar Penance [unintentional consummated sexual intercourse].
Further, Manu has said, “The sin that a Twice-born commits in a
single night by having sex with a Sūdra woman [vrsali] he
removes in three years by living on alms food and performing soft
recitations every day” 407 (a ‘Sūdra woman’ is a Candāla woman
according to another smrti'. “A Candāla woman, a harlot, a
prostitute, a girl who stays unmarried in her father’s house after
her first menstruation and a wife belonging to the same
patrilineage as her husband, these are called the five ‘Sūdra
women’”)408. This penance refers to repetitions of the sin during a
full day. Manu has also said: “[Consummated] sexual intercourse
with uterine sisters, unmarried girls, lowest-born women, and the
wives of a friend or son, they say, is similar to sex with an elder’s
wife” 409. Likewise Yājñavalkya - [he quotes the parallel verse,
YDhS 3.231], This refers to repetition over a fortnight. But when
405 VDhS 23.41. Olivelie’s translation.
406 All the three penances mentioned here are classified as ‘Hard Penances’ (krcchra), see
Gampert 1939: 47ff; Kane 1968-1977, vol.4: 130 arid 132. The Very Hard Penance
(atikrcchra) is like the Prajāpati Penance except that instead of one meal each of the first
nine days the penitent is only allowed to eat one morsel of food.
407 MDhŚ 11.179. Olivelie’s translation.
408 The Sanskrit word for “Śūdra woman” in MDhŚ 11.179 as well as in the verse quoted by
Mādhava as a comment is vrsali. According to Medhātithi and Kullūka this must be
understood as a Candāla woman because of the extent of the penance. Sex with a Śūdra
woman would not normally require such a hard penance. MeMDhŚ 11.177; KuMDhŚ 11.178.
409 MDhŚ 11.59. Olivelie’s translation.
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Manu also says, “If a man has [consummated] sexual intercourse
with his uterine sisters, the wives of a friend or son, unmarried
girls, or lowest-born women, he should perform the observance
prescribed for sex with an elder’s wife” 41°, - this refers to
repetitions over a month410
411. And as stated by Yama, “Having had
consummated sexual intercourse with unmarried girls, Candāla
women, low-caste women or with wives in the close family, life
must be abandoned.” This refers to repetition over a full year412.

410 MDhŚ 11.171. Olivelle’s translation.
411 The two verses just quoted from MDhŚ, i.e. MDhŚ 11.59 and 11.171 are parallel verses. But
Mādhava prefers to interpret them in the sense that consummated sex with a Candāla woman
for a fortnight is approximately similar to the case of having sex with an elder’s wife, while
the same for a full month is regarded as equal to that. Having sex with an elder’s wife
(literally ‘violating the guru’s bed’, gurutalpa') is one of the five ‘grievous sins’ (mahāpātaka) the other four being killing a Brahmin, stealing from a Brahmin, drinking liquor and
associating for more than a year with someone who commits either of these four sins. Sins
that are regarded as approximately or equally serious are sometimes classified as ‘similar to
the grievous sins’ (anupātaka). These are atoned for by penances with are equal or appro
ximate to those prescribed for the mahāpātakas. See Kane 1968-1977, vol.4: 88 and 106.
Some, but not all, of the penances prescribed for having sex with an elder’s wife entail the
enforced suicide of the sinner. PS 2.10.9-10b (not 2.10.5 as Islāmpurkar’s edition, p.311,
reads by misprint) prescribes a threefold krcchra followed by a threefold cāndrāyana and
completed by forcing the sinner to cut off his genitals. Mādhava (p.313), explaining the last
element, quotes MDhŚ 11.105, which clearly indicates that the sinner is supposed to bleed to
death. But MDhŚ 11.106-7 gives alternative penances, which do not entail death. See also
Kane 1968-1977, vol.4: 103. Thus, the variation of penances for having sex with an elder’s
wife as well the notion of anupātaka enables Mādhava to differentiate the different criteria
(repetition for different periods of time).
412 nanti smrtyantaresii candālīgamane prāyaścittāny anyathā smaryante / tatra kānicid
ācāryoktāt prāyaścittād nyūnāni / kānicid adhikāni / yathāha sumantuh — mātrsvasrpitrsvasrsnusābhaginībhāgineyīgocandālinām abhigamane taptakrcchram / iti / tad etad akāmatah pravrttasya retahsekāt prāñ nivrttau drastavyam / yat tv angirasoktam - patitāntyastriyo gatvā bhuktvā ca pratigrhya ca / māsopavāsam krvīta cāndrāyanam athāpi vā //
iti/tatra cāndrāyanam kāmatah pravrttasya retahsekātprān nivrttasyāśaktasyāvagantavyam
/ śaktasya tu māsopavāsah / godvayadaksināyuktasya prājāpatyadvayasya mūlavacanoktasya
pratyāmnāyakalpanādvārena māsopavāsasamānatvād ayam eva visayah / yad api śankhenoktam - akāmatas tu yo vipraś candālīm yadi gacchati / taptakrcchrena śuddhyeta
prājāpatyadvayena vā // kāmatas tu yadā vipraś candālīm yadi sevate / cāndrāyanena śudhyeta prājāpatyadvayena ca [vā] // iti / etan mūlavacanena samānavisayam / yamas tu visayavyavasthāpūrvakain paksadvayam āha - candālapaukasānāin tu bhuktvā gatvā ca yositam
/ krcchrābdam ācared jñānād ajñānād aindavadvayam // iti / etac cobhayam retahsekaparyantasakrdgamanavisaye / yat tu gautamenoktam - antyāvasāyinīgamane krcclirābdah /
amatyā dvādaśarātram / iti / tatrābdakrcohro yamoktasamānavisayah / dvādaśarātrain tu su
mantuproktataptakrcchrasamānavisayam / yad apy angirasoktam - antyanānām tu gamane
bhojane ca pramāpane / parākena viśuddhih syād bhagavān angirābravīt // iti / tad api
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Thus, the multitude of smrti verses which deal with candālīgamana
(or are supposed to do so; antyajas did not generally include the
Candāla, but the usage here shows that the term can be used more
vaguely) forces Mādhava to differentiate between different situations
and different penances on a large scale ranging from inadvertent inter
rupted sexual intercourse, in which case a penance for twelve days is
prescribed, to continuous sexual relations for a year, which only a sui
cide can expiate. I have quoted the full text in order to illustrate the
technique of reasoning by which the commentators ordered their ma
terial. The technique is the same when the other precautions are treat
ed but not always equally rich. Undoubtedly the variation and the
amount of material reflect the extent to which each type of contact at
tracted the attention of the authors, and compared with other forms of
contact with Candālas, having sexual relations with a Candāla woman
is certainly placed at the upper end of the scale.
Until now the following criteria have been included: 1) intention or
knowledge, that is whether it is known that the partner is a Candāla
woman, 2) frequency, that is whether the sin was committed once or re
peatedly, and 3) if so, over how long a period. These three criteria are
common and are applied to all kinds of sin. Added to this is 4) the dis
tinction between interrupted and consummated sexual intercourse which
is also applied by other medieval commentators 413. Associated with this
taptakrcchrasamānavisayam / yad api vasisthenoktam - dvādaśarātram abhakso [yo - only
in Islāmpurkar’s edition, not in Tarkālañkāra’s, neither in Olivelle’s edition of VDhS] dvāda
śarātram upavāset / aśvamedhāvabhrtam vā gacchet / etenaiva cāndāllvyavāyo vyākhyātah /
iti / etad api brhadyamoktacāndrāyanadvayasamānavisayam / yac ca samvartenoktam - yaś
candālim dvijo gacchet kathamcit kāmamohitah / tribhih krcchrair viśudhyeta prājāpatyānupūrvakaih // iti / prjāpatyataptakrcchrātikrcçhrāni prājāpatyānupūrvakāni / etac
cāndrāyanadvayena satnānavisayam / yad api manunoktam - yat karoty ekarātrena
vrsalisevanad dvijah / tad bhaksabhug japan nityam tribhir varsair vyapohati // iti / vrsali
candāīi / tathā ca smrtyantare - candālï bandhikl veśyā rajahsthā yā ca kanyakā / ūdhā ca
samagotrena vrsalyah pañca kirtitāh // iti / tad ekadinābhyāsavisayam /yad api manunoktam
- retahsekh svayonyāsu kumārisv antyajāsu ca / sakhyuh putrasya ca stñsu gurutalpasamam
viduh // iti / yājñavalkyenāpi - sakhibhāryākumārisu svayonisv antyajāsu ca / sagotrāsu
sutastrīsu gurutalpasamam smrtam // iti / etac ca paksābhyāsavisayam /yac ca manunoktam
- gurutalpavratam kuryād retah siktvā svayonisu / sakhyuh putrasya ca strisau kumārisv
antyajāsu ca //iti/etac ca māsābhyāsavisayam /yac ca yamenoktam - retah siktvā kumārisu
candāllsv antyajāsu ca / sapindāpatyadāresu prānatyāgo vidhlyate // iti / etac ca
samvatsarābhyāsavisayam//PM 2.10.8, p.307-311.
413 See VijYDhŚ 3.231.
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there seems to be a fifth and very important criterion, that is whether the
woman becomes pregnant or not. A common-sense guess as to why in
terrupted sexual intercourse was regarded as less serious than intercourse
that was consummated would, of course, be that the chance of pregnancy
was considered to be less. But this is evidently not the explanation, as the
same distinction (ejaculation or not) is also applied to sexual intercourse
with a cow in Mādhava’s quote of the Sumantu-verse above. This is only
one more indication that these distinctions are based on the diversity of
the smrti verses more than on practical considerations.
Mādhava starts his discussion of the significance of pregnancy for
the choice of penance by quoting Uśanas, which states a general prin
ciple: “The penance which is observed in case of [illegitimate] sexual
intercourse must be double if the woman becomes pregnant” 414415
. It is
impossible to check whether this principle is applied in Mādhava’s fur
ther discussion, since he does not explain which other circumstances
are accounted for, if any. But certainly a child with a Candāla woman
is an unlucky event. According to Mādhava quoting Caturvimśatimata'.
If a Twice-born has illegitimate sexual intercourse with a Brahmin
woman who becomes pregnant by that, he must observe the
Sāmtapana Penance. It should be a Parāka Penance if it is a
Ksatriya woman who becomes pregnant, and the penance must be
observed for extra three days if she is a Vaiśya woman. Likewise
he should perform the Lunar Penance if it is a Śūdra woman who
becomes pregnant. If he causes pregnancy in a Candāla woman, he
must observe a penance for ‘having sex with an elder’s wife’416.

If we compare the Candāla woman with the other women who are

414 gamane tu vratam yat syād garbhe tad dvigunam caret/PM 2.10.12-13, p.333. PS 2.10.1213 is numbered as 13-14 by misprint in Islāmpurkar’s edition, p.319.
415 The Sāmtapana Penance last for two days. The penitent subsists on small amounts of the
five products of the cow (pañcagavya, i.e. milk, curd, ghee, urine and dung) together with a
decoction of the sacred Kuśa grass for one day and fasts on the second day. Extended
versions of the penance lasting for seven, fifteen or 21 days are also mentioned. Gampert
1939: 48-49; Kane 1968-1977, vol.4: 147.
416 brāhmanīgamane krcchram garbhe sqmtapanam caret / rājñlgarbhe parākah syād
vaiśyagarbhe tryahādhikam // śūdrāgarbhe dvijah kuryāt tadvac cāndrāyanavratam /
candālyām garbham āropya gurutalpavratain caret //PM 2.10.12-13, p.335.
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considered agamya in the tenth chapter of PS/PM, it appears that she has
a prominent position. The women who are mentioned in PS, apart from
her, are the mother, sisters, daughters and maternal aunts. The penance
for sexual intercourse with these includes bleeding to death having cut
off the genitals 417. Further, other close female relatives, the wives of the
father and the guru (secondary wives of lower varna according to
Mādhava)418 are mentioned 419. The penance consists of three Prajāpati
Penances including a daksinā of two cows. Finally, sexual intercourse
with a prostitute or with various female animals (buffalo, camel, monkey,
donkey, sow and cow) is expiated by a Prajāpati Penance, fasting for three
days or for one day420. To these Mādhava’s commentary adds: married
wives of other men421422
, promiscuous women (svairim; handhaki) ‘i22,
mleccha women and women from various low castes 423, women belong
ing to the Kāpālika Śaivas (who, according to Islāmpurkar’s footnote,
drink alcohol and eat meat), widows, a lawful wife (dharmapatrii) if she
would offer (or he would demand) oral sex 424, and menstruating
women425. Again, it should be remembered that these rules are not for
mulated as strict prohibitions, but as prescriptions of particular penances
that should be observed if or when these events take place.
Taken together, the three categories which get the most attention
are the mother, the menstruating woman and the Candāla woman. Of
course there may be many reasons for this distribution, but in the con
text of what has been noticed as a common trait it seems to confirm an
axis which connects what is condemned inside the domestic sphere
with the Candāla outside.

417 PS 2.10.9-10.
418 The primary wife (palm) is the first wife; she is of the same vanta as the husband and she is
expected to give birth to the first son. Secondary wives (bhāryā) may be of lower varna and
their children do not have the same rights to inheritance as the children of the primary wife.
See Leslie 1989: 110, 123ff.
419 PS/PM 2.10.12-13, p.319.
420 PS 2.10.14-15.
421 PM 2.10.12-13, p.328-332; he distinguishes between anuloma and pratiloma relations.
422 Ibid., p.332-333.
423 Ibid., p.334-335.
424 Ibid., p.335.
425 Ibid., p.335-337.
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Asprśyatva(1); precautions relating to direct touch
That the untouchability of Candālas did not automatically restrict
people from sexual contact should now be obvious. But the logical
connection is, at least, admitted by the king in Kādambarī who,
watching the beautiful Candāla princess standing in front of him, re
grets that Candāla women are unattainable because they are untouch
able 426. Nevertheless, when we compare with the severe penances just
mentioned, it is also evident that the Candāla’s touch was not, after
all, regarded as any big problem, requiring just one more bath427.
I have already discussed how more categories were included as un
touchable during the development after the dharmasūtras. But since
the basic rules of, for instance, Gautamadharmasūtra 14.30 and
Mānavadharmaśāstra 5.85 include as untouchable a person who has
touched those who are themselves untouchable, some texts also distrib
ute different prescribed purifications according to the number of per
sons through which the pollution is transmitted. Thus, Vijñāneśvara
quotes Dévala to the effect that for touching the third person who trans
mits the touch of the primary Untouchable, that is the fourth in the
chain, it is still necessary to wash hands and feet and sip water428.
However, another type of proliferation relates not to the differenti
ation of untouchable individuals but to the circumstances of touching.
The mūla text itself mentions time as a factor:
What purification is prescribed for a person who touches a
Candāla, an outcast sinner or a woman who has just given birth
when the sun has set? He is purified when he has looked at fire,
gold and the path of the moon and has had a bath with the consent
of the Brahmins429.
426 Kād p.25.
427 “If a man happens to touch a Candāla he should bathe with his clothes on.” - candālasparśane caiva sacailam snānam ācaret//PS 2.6.24c-d.
428 yatliā gautamah - padtacandāla[...]upasparśane sacailam udakopasparśanāc chudhyet [GDhS
14.30] // caturthasya tv ācamanam - upasprśyāśucisprstam trfiyam vāpi mānavah / hastau
pādau ca toyena praksālyācamya śudhyati //id devalasmaranāt / VijYDhS 3.30, p.428.
429 astamgate yadā sūrye candālam patitam .striyam // 9c-d // sūtikām sprśataś caiva katham
śuddhir vidhiyate /jātavedahsuvamam ca somamārgam vilokya ca //10 // brāhmanānumataś
caiva snānam krtvā viśudhyad/1 la-b /PS 2.7.9c-llb.
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That means according to Madhava:
When in the light half of the month the sight of the moon is
possible, it is the moon that should be looked at. When that is not
possible, it should be the sacrificial fire. If that is not present
either, it should be gold. If that also is not present, it should be the
path of the moon. Having looked at any of these, he should take
bath with the permission of the Brahmins 43°.

Other distinctions are about the state of the person who is touched.
Mādhava explains:
Śātātapa mentions the particulars of touching according to the
particular state of the person who is touched - “If a man while he
is anointed somehow gets to touch a Candāla, he is purified by the
Five Products of the Cow after he has spent 24 hours fasting and
has taken a bath. And if he should touch these impure persons
while he himself is impure, he is purified by fasting for three days.
Then he has become pure. Should a Brahmin who is impure after
his meal touch alcohol, a Śūdra or impure dogs he is purified by
the Five Products of the Cow after he has spent 24 hours fasting
and has taken a bath” 430
431.

Unfortunately, the text is not fully reliable. Either it distributes un
equal circumstances on unequal categories (being anointed in relation
to a Candāla in the first verse, being impure after the meal in relation
to a Śūdra in the last), in which case there is no proper comparison, or,
if we understand the Śūdra in the last verse to be equal to a Candāla
(he is, after all, associated with impure dogs), it seems illogical that
the penance for touching a Candāla is the same whether one is anoint
430 śuklapakse soinadarśanasambhave soma vilokanīyah / tad alābhe vahnih / tasyāpy abhāve
suvarnam / tasyāpy abhāve soinatnārgah / etesām anyatamani vilokya viprair anujñātah
snāyāt //PM 2.8.9c-llb, p.160.
431 avasthāviśesena sparśane viśesam āha śātātapah - yena kenacid abhyaktaś candālant
samsprśed yadi / ahorātrositah snātvā pañcagavyena śudhyati // aśuddltān svayam apy etān
aśuddhaś ca yadi sprśet / viśudhyati upavāsena trirātrena tatah śucih // ucchistah samsprśed
vipro madyam śūdram śuno ‘śucin / ahorātrositah snātvā pañcagavyena śudhyati // iti / PM
2.6.24, p.109-110. Islāmpurkar’s footnote mentions several alternative readings, which
confirm the impression that these verses are pieced together from different bits.
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ed or impure after the meal. It is also unclear in which situation the
anointment is used. There is, however, the possibility that “anointed”
is a euphemism for a state of impurity after sexual intercourse. Kane
quotes Śabara and the Tantravārtika to the effect that “anointment”
can be interpreted as a metaphor for sexual intercourse 432, and
Marglin notes the parallel between eating and sexual intercourse in
connection with the dance of the devadāsīs 433. In this case, ‘being
anointed’ (abhyakta) would then be a complete parallel to being im
pure after the meal, literally ‘having remnants’ (ucchista) 434. This
would accord with the fact that in both cases the impurity lasts until a
particular form of purification has been observed. After the meal a
person is impure until he has sipped water (ācamana)^'5, while after
legitimate sexual intercourse the couple is impure until they have
bathed 436. This parallel would explain that the penance is the same in
both cases (fasting for 24 hours, bath and pañcagavya), but it would
then seem strange that the middle part of the text prescribes a harder
penance (fasting for three days) for a person who has touched a
Candāla “while he himself is impure”, since he is also impure in the
other two cases. Anyhow, what is significant here is the fact that these
states of personal impurity are added to the polluting touch of a
Candāla as an aggravating circumstance. And if eating and (perhaps)
sexual activity have this effect, it is only natural that the catalogue
should be complete. Āpastambadharmasütra had already included
urine and faeces among the substances that make a person impure (to
gether with food, leavings and semen) 437, and Mādhava accounts for
this and combines it with the polluting touch of a Candāla and with
the other types of personal impurity:
If a man should defecate while touched by impure persons then a
fast for three days should be observed. If a man should touch an
432 Kane 1968-1977, vol.2: 803 n.1917.
433 Marglin 1985c: 95-96.
434 The term ucchista is often generalised and then loses its special meaning; it then means
“impure”. Kane 1968-1977, vol.2: 332 n.805; Olivelle 2005d: 236-237.
435 Kane 1968-1977, vol.2: 652-653, 762.
436 ĀDhS 2.1.23; MDhŚ 5.144.
437 ĀDhS 1.15.23.
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impure person while still impure after the meal then a fast for six
days should be observed. This is what Śātātapa says: “A Twiceborn who defecates while touched by Candālas or Śvapacas should
perform a three-day fast; he should observe a six-day fast if he is
impure after his meal”.438

It is clear that both in Mādhava’s introductory comment and in the
Śātātapa verse the idea is that, in the case of defecation, the person is first
touched by a Candāla and then further polluted, while in the case of the
meal, the person is already impure when he is touched by the Candāla.
This, of course, seems illogical because it breaks the parallel. It seems odd
that a person who is impure due to the touch of a Candāla becomes further
polluted as soon as he defecates. And generally the process is probably
understood the other way round in both cases: if in a state of impurity like
after the meal or after defecation a person is touched by a Candāla then
this pre-existing impurity is an aggravating circumstance439.
We should be aware of the fact that what is central here, in this part
of the work, is penance. It is not simply daily rules of cleanliness.
Neither eating nor defecation is regarded as an ‘evil’. These are un
doubtedly activities involving impure substances, but this is met with
by simple rules of cleanliness like bathing, rinsing the teeth, sipping
water after the meal, and cleaning oneself after urination and defeca
tion 440. In PM as well as in Yājñavalkyadharmaśāstra these rules are
given in the section on ācāra, right conduct, or as āhnikas, rules relat
ed to daily matters. Mānavadharmaśāstra is more problematic, since
it collects this material in its fifth chapter together with rules that are
classified in the context of prāyaścitta in Yājñavalkyadharmaśāstra

438 yadi sprsto mūtrādikam kuryāt tadā trirātropavāsah / bhuktocchisto yadi sprśet tadā
sadrātropavāsah - iti / tad āha śātātapah - candālaih śvapacaih sprste vinmūtre kurute
dvijah / trirātram taira kurvīta bhuktocchistah sad ācaret//iti/PM 2.6.24, p.110.
439 This is also confirmed by a quote of a parallel version of the verse, now attributed to
Uśanas, which occurs in a digression on penances in miscellaneous situations inserted later
in the work after PS 2.12.80. A number of sinrtis are quoted in relation to breaches of the
rules for urination and defecation. There the verse can be read as either: “touched by
Candālas [etc.] and impure after defecation [...]”, or: “touched by Candālas [etc.] while also
impure after defecation [...]” — candālaśvapacaih sprsto vinniūtrocchista eva ca /trirātrena
viśuddhih syād bhuktocchistah sad ācaret//PM 2.12.80, p.143.
440 PM 1.1.39, p.221-281; Kane 1968-1977, vol.2: 640-668.
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and PS, for instance regarding death and untouchability. But we can
conclude that it is only to the extent that there is an event which itself
requires purification beyond the daily rules of cleanliness (the touch of
a Candāla, for instance) that such daily impurities aggravate the situa
tion. Which comes first does not seem to be important.
In the context of such speculations women are given special atten
tion. This is because they themselves are untouchable during menstru
ation and after child-birth and so there are plenty of possible combina
tions to account for. This includes not only the combinations of mutu
ally untouchable persons but also the state of these people, such as
varna, impurity after meal etc. The penances for menstruating women
who touch each other are given in PS 2.7.11c-15b. If two Brahmin
women touch each other, both have to fast during the rest of the criti
cal period. If a Brahmin woman (B) and a woman of lower varna (K,
V or Ś) touch each other, the formulas are as follows:
B+K
B (1Z> krcchra), K (% krcchra)
B+V
B (% krcchra), V (1A krcchra)
B+Ś 0 B (1 krcchra), Ś (dāna, that is a gift).

The lower the varna of the lower woman, the more penance is to
be observed by the higher. This is in agreement with the general for
mula in cases of contact pollution. As usual, material considerations
are preferred instead of observances for Śüdras.
The subject is not exhausted by these rules, but Mādhava is able to
supplement with more smrtis. Vrddhavasistha supplies the scheme of
all combinations that are not between women of equal varna, that is
B+K, B+V, B+Ś, K+V, K+Ś, V+Ś.
Vrddhavasistha also says what is to be done in the event that men
struating women are touched by Candālas
A menstruating woman who has been touched by Candālas, such
as a Śvapāka, should perform a penance when she has passed the
days of menstruation. If she was touched on the first day of her
menstruation three days of fasting should be the penance, if she
was touched on the second day it should last for two days, if she
was touched on the third day it should be 24 hours, and if she is
touched later than that, she should observe one night’s fast441.
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Again the verses seem somewhat distorted, and there is the possi
bility of understanding the instruction to the effect that the indicated
days of fasting are observed during the days of menstruation and the
penance proper should only be performed after that. That is how
Mādhava paraphrases the instruction 441
442. But in that case we would ex
pect that the verses (or Mādhava) would indicate which penance
should be observed after the fast, which they do not. Instead Mādhava
makes the distinction between deliberate and non-deliberate touch,
saying that Vrddhavisistha’s verses refer to the former case, while the
latter is accounted for by a verse of Baudhāyana, which says that a
menstruating woman who is touched by a Candāla, another low-status
person, a dog or a crow should stay without food for as long as her
menstruation lasts. This implies that in the former case she has to fast
for the remaining days of the menstruation and after that undergo one
extra fasting period for the stipulated number of days.
Mādhava then goes on to quote more verses (Baudhāyana, Atri,
Mārkandeyapurāna and Sātātapa), which further account for:
1. a menstruating woman who is touched by dogs or low people while
she is eating; penance: six days on barley gruel cooked with cow’s
urine (gomūtrayāvaka) or a donation of money or a meal for the
Brahmins;
2. mutual touch between a Brahmin woman and a Sūdra woman who
both are menstruating and impure after their meals; penances:
krcchra for the Brahmin woman, a gift from the Sūdra woman443;
3. a menstruating woman who touches Twice-born men who are im
pure after their meals; penances: mantra recitation (or fasting - the
manuscripts differ) for one day if the man is lower than herself and
three days if he is higher 444 ;

441 candālādyaih śvapākena samsprstā ced rajasvalā / tāny ahāni tv atikramya prāyaścittam
samācaret // prathame 'hni trirātram syād dvitiye dvyaham eva tu / ahorātram trtlye ’hni
parato naktam ācaret //PM 2.7.11c-15b, p.162 quoting Vrddhavasistha.
442 vyatikramyeti anaśanena fïrthvety arthah [prāyaścittam samācaret] / Ibid.
443 “A Śūdra woman fasts by giving gifts ” - śüdrā dānair upositā / Ibid., p. 163.
444 This is one more example of the anuloma and pratiloma factors in the proportions of penances;
the pratiloma positions is always worst.
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4. a menstruating woman who touches a corpse or a woman who has
just given birth; penances: a fast for three days after she has bathed
on the fourth day of her menstruation;
5. the same as 4, but here if the woman was eating at the time of the
touch; penance: krcchra445446
.

All these criteria are made explicit in the verses that are quoted,
they are not appended by Mādhava.
There can be no doubt that the attention given to the rules about
menstruation (rajasvalidharma) is as great or greater than that dis
played in relation to the Candāla. Of all untouchable categories these
two stand out as the most discussed cases. Julia Leslie has pointed to
the significance of fertility in relation with menstruation. The pro
longed repeated occurrence of menstruation is seen as a sign of infertil
ity, and so, menstruating women are sometimes associated with inaus
piciousness 447. In this sense menstruation contradicts expectations of
the woman as an instrument of procreation. It also contradicts expecta
tions of her as a perfect object of love. It is this two-sided image of the
wife that is the object of her ritualisation. Through the rituals associat
ed with marriage and married life a man secures for himself the right to
the domain of the wife and all it has to offer: her service and partner
ship as well as her sexuality and fertility. The ‘problem’ about men
struation is that it manifests the autonomy of the female body vis-à-vis
this ritual appropriation. The ritualisation of the female body, therefore,
entails the segregation of menstruation. This is done ritually to the ex
tent that it is ritually defined when the inauspicious infertility inherent
in menstruation ends. It ends after a critical period of three days. The
blood which may flow after that time is simply not menstrual blood
(rajas), but just blood (rakta) according to verses quoted in the
Stridharmapaddhati448. This really is taking control through ritual.
Thus, as the menstruating woman shares with the Candāla the
greatest attention among Untouchables, it is only natural that they
445 PM 2.7.1 lc-15b, p.162-164.
446 Leslie 1989: 183-187; 1994.
447 Leslie 1994: 75-76.
448 Leslie 1989: 283-284.
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should be identified. This is done in the mula text itself in a famous
verse which is often quoted in connection with menstruation:
She is declared to be a Candāla woman on the first day, a Brah
min-killer on the second day and a washerwoman on the third day,
while she is purified on the fourth day 449.

Mādhava admits that this is metaphorical language but maintains
that it should be interpreted in practical terms:
The consequences of having sexual intercourse with a menstruating
woman on these days decrease to the same extent as those of having
sexual intercourse with a Candāla woman and the other mentioned
women. It is with regard to this that these names are used450.

And he is probably right. Such statements are not simply outlets of
disgust but arthavādas related to particular rules, here the prohibition
of sexual intercourse with a wife during the first three days of men
struation. Here the Candāla signifies a maximum degree of pollution
which can be projected metaphorically on all other areas. Atrismrti di
vides Brahmins into ten classes, the lowest of which is the ‘Candāla’:
Brahmins are known as tenfold: god, saint, Twice-born, king,
Vaiśya, Śūdra, Nisāda, beast, foreigner and Candāla [...] A
Brahmin without rituals, who is stupid, devoid of all religion and
merciless to all beings is called a Candāla451.

The combinations discussed so far have involved Candālas and/or
menstruating women in relation to particular circumstances. One of
these is impurity after the meal. The category is also discussed sepa
rately in the mūla text:
449 prathame ’hani candālī dvitiye brahmaghātinī / trñye rajaki prokta caturthe ’hani śudhyati //
PS 2.7.18c-19b.
450 candālyādigamane yāvān pratyavāyas tāvān udakyāgamana ily abhipretya fair nāmabhir
vyavahārah/PM 2.7.18c-19b, p.168.
451 devo munir dvijo rājā vaiśyah śūdro nisādakah /paśur mleccho ’pi cāndālo viprā
daśavidhāh // [...] kriyāhīnaś ca mūrkhaś ca sarvadharmavivarjitah / nirdayah
sarvabhūtesu vipraś cāndāla ucyate // AS 337-338.
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A Twice-born [a Brahmin] who is impure after the meal and is
touched by another who is impure after the meal, or by a dog or a
Śūdra, is purified by the Five Products of the Cow after one night’s
fast. In the event that the touching is done by a Śūdra who is not
impure after the meal, a bath is prescribed. If he is touched by a
Śūdra who is impure after the meal, he should perform a Prajāpati
Penance 452.

This is clearly contradictory. Here the same text gives three differ
ent penances - 1) one night’s fast + pañcagavya, 2) bath, and 3) prājāpatya - which, however, are only related to two categories of
Śūdras, that is neither in a normal state of purity or impure after the
meal. Certainly the Śūdra in the first verse must be in a normal state,
since he is equal to a Twice-born in an impure state. The Twice-born
seems to be impure after meals in all cases. However, Mādhava ex
plains the contradiction simply by maintaining that, “although both
expressions, that is ‘not impure after the meal’ and ‘impure after the
meal’ are mentioned as attributes to ‘Śūdra’, still both should be con
nected to ‘Brahmin’ in accordance with the fact that a bath and a
Prajāpati Penance are being prescribed respectively” 453. This only
solves the problem if it is assumed that the Śūdra is impure after his
meal in both cases of the second verse. In that case the three penances
are distributed thus (p = pure; i = impure):
Bi+Śp
one night’s fast andpañcagavya',
Bp+Śi o bath;
Bi+Śi o prājāpatya.

If we can conclude anything on that basis, it would be that the decisive
factor is the state of the Brahmin rather than that of the Śūdra, since the
greatest difference is between a bath only and a prājāpatya. This would
also be in agreement with the fact that generally it is the conditions and

452 ucchistocchistasamsprstah śunā śūdrena vā dvijah // 20c-d // uposya rajanlm ekāni
pañcagavyena śudhyati / anucchistena śūdrena sparse snānam vidlïiyate // 21//
tenocchistena samsprstah prājāpatyam samācaret/ 22a-b / PS 2.7.20c-22b.
453 yady apy anucchistocchistaśabdau śūdraviśesanatayā śrutau tathāpi vidlüyamānasnānaprājāpatyānusārena vipre 'pi tau yojanīyau //PM 2.7.21c-22b, p. 171.
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states of the male Brahmin that are the main concern in these texts.
Anyhow, this kind of interpretation tells us that in spite of the frailness of
the smrti sources there is a will to use them as a basis to arrive at detailed
standards. It is not quite clear, however, whether this will expresses a gen
eral concern for the authority of the sources (which is weakened by un
solved divergences) or a particular concern for purity. I think we should
be cautious not to exaggerate the latter concern but should also be willing
to see this remarkable concern for purity as an intellectual exercise.
In connection with impurity after the meal it remains to be ex
plained how and why eating causes impurity at all. Ravindra Khare
has stressed the “exclusivity of the saliva” as the central principle be
hind Indian commensal systems in general 454. That means that food
from which anyone has eaten (or which has been in contact with peo
ple otherwise) can only be shared with others according to particular
rules. Further, it is the contact between food and saliva which ulti
mately brings the food process to a fall from the ritual sphere of cook
ing and serving to a bodily sphere of consumption and digestion 455.
Surprisingly, however, we do not find saliva mentioned among the
twelve impurities of the body enumerated in Mānavadharmaśāstra
5.13 5 456. On the contrary, PS maintains that:
Manu has declared that spilt water when it has touched the ground,
and also particles of saliva which pass between one person and
another as well as leavings of oil which remain after the meal,
these are not impure457.

Mādhava explains the particles of saliva like this: “The drops
which come from the mouths of people during conversation and which
fall on the body” 458. Thus, it does not seem to be saliva as such, but

454 Khare 1976: 8.
455 Ibid.: 38.
456 Fat, semen, blood, marrow, urine, feces, ear-wax, nails, phlegm, tears, rheum of the eyes,
and sweat.
457 mahtm sprstvāgatam toyam yāś copy anyonyaviprusah / bhuktocchistam tathā sneham
nocchistam manur abravit //PS 2.7.32.
458 ye cānyonyamukhodgatā bindavah sambhāsane śaiīrepatanti/PM 2.7.32. Cf. MDhS 5.141
and ĀDhS 1.16.11-13.
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only its connection with food which causes the pollution of ucchista.
Generally, the terminology of impurity after the meal refers to food or
leavings of food (ucchista), and not to saliva459. During the process of
the meal in which food has been placed before gods or gurus, the tan
gible leaving of food on a person’s plate or in his mouth is the point
from where the process can never be reversed. Once the food has been
served and those eating it have had their fill, the remnants can not be
served to more elevated beings again. As leavings it can only be
passed downward to the subordinate 460. In addition we should of
course be aware of the fact that food and drink are the only substances
capable of carrying impurities that actually enter the body. But prima
rily food, like progeny, is particularly related to auspiciousness as one
of the major manifestations of prosperity. There is no guarantee there
is enough of it. That depends more or less on divine or cosmic forces.
I have already referred to the ritual cycle that links the agnihotra with
food, and in this cycle saliva, like faeces and urine, have no part ex
cept as waste. By this kind of ritualisation the importance of food for
the prosperity of the body is emphasised. Basic and important sources
of prosperity all have their taboos. And as Durkheim has taught us
long ago, taboos are only negative rituals461.

Asprśyatva (2): precautions relating to indirect touch through
objects

This category includes cases where a person touches something
that has been touched by an Untouchable. As already mentioned, it
was recognised already in the dharmasūtras that the touch of Candālas
is transmitted through various things that are commonly used by oth
ers, such as roads, boats, grass, seats, couches etc., but that these
things are automatically purified by the wind462. This view is accepted

459 However, VS 22.75 mentions spitting and eating as separate events after which ācamana is
required. MeMS 11.51 defines leavings as “touched by the mouth” - ucchistam tad
āsyasprstam.
460 Malamoud 1972: 9ff.
461 Durkheim 2001: 221.
462 BDhS 1.9.7.
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by Madhava in his commentary on PS 2.7.34. However, it seems to
contradict a previous prescription in the mūla text:
For sleeping together with Candālas he should fast for three days.
Having walked together with Candāls on the same road
purification is gained by remembering the Gāyatri prayer463.

Mādhava understands “sleeping” as “sleeping on the same couch”
(ekaśayyāsvāpa). This indicates a distinction between the case where
the people involved are present at different times, for instance on the
road or in a boat, which does not cause pollution (due to the action of
the wind, sun, rain etc. in between these events), and the case where
they are present simultaneously, or rather, where they share the same
activity within the same space, which requires purification. This dis
tinction may explain the seeming contradiction between the two cases,
and it also accounts for the case of the Brahmin and the Candāla
climbing the same tree that was discussed in the last chapter, although
in that case, eating is an aggravating circumstance464.
Goods that are transacted form another category. It is difficult to
treat this apart from rules that regulate transactions of food (abhojycmnatva) and gifts (apratigrhyatva). Here I shall restrict the discussion to
the general principles. These are summarised in Yājñavalkyadharmaśāstra 1.187c-d which states that the hand of the artisan, everything
that is vendible or that can be had by legitimate begging, all these are
always pure. It is in agreement with this that PS 1.1.65, treating the
duties of Śüdras, states:
Salt, honey, oil, curd, buttermilk, clarified butter and milk should
not be considered bad when they are had from Śüdras. A Śūdra can
sell all these465.

463 candālaih saha suptam lu trirātrain upavasayet / candālaikapatham gatvā gāyatrismaranāt
śucih //PS 2.6.23.
464 AS 178-183b.
465 Icivanam madhu tailam ca dadhi takrain ghrtam payah / na dusyec cchūdrajāfmāin kmyāt
sarvesu vikrayam //PS 1.1.65.
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But later in the text466 penances are fixed for people of all four varnas
in case they should drink water, curd or milk from the containers of peo
ple from the low occupational castes 467. However, Mādhava adds:
When raw foodstuffs etc. are acquired in other containers [than
those of these people] there is no defect. As it is said in
Caturvimśatimata, “Raw foodstuffs, meat, clarified butter, honey,
oils and fruit-products kept in the containers of low people are
known to be pure when they have been taken out from these” 468.

So the distinction here is between what is taken directly from the
containers of low-caste people and what is put in one’s own containers
when these products are acquired.
The whole issue here seems to be about appropriation. When
goods, and particularly, of course, goods for consumption, are had di
rectly from the containers of those selling them, they are still within
the domains of these people. Even though they might be bought, they
are not fully appropriated as long as they are kept in what still belongs
to the seller. But in a correct transaction there is no problem.
In contrast, when Candālas have been in contact with things within
a man’s own domain, for instance inside his house, all things need to
be purified. I shall return to this case in the next chapter when dis
cussing the elaborate purification of a house polluted by the stay of
Candālas. But already from what has been mentioned here a clear pat
tern emerges. We have three main categories.
One is common domain (such as roads, boats, grass, and, I believe,
even couches and seats understood in this sense). Here there is no pol
lution unless the contact takes place within shared activities (walking
simultaneously on the same road).
Then we have the case of transacted goods. If these are acquired le
gitimately (that is bought or begged for) and if they are kept in a
466 PS 2.6.30-31.
467 These are explained here by Mādhava with reference to the standard enumeration of seven
castes; see Antyaja in the list of Sanskrit words in the appendices.
468 āmādisu bhāndāntaraprāptesu nāsti kaścit dosah / tathā ca caturvimśatimate - àmam
māmsani ghrtam ksaundram snehāś ca phalasambhavāh / antyabhāndasthitā hy ete
niskrāntāh śucayah smrtāh//iti/PM 2.6.30-31, p.l 15.
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man’s own containers when they have been bought, there is no prob
lem. Even when they are vendible they are not contaminated, although
many people may have touched them 469. They belong to the vendor
but being for sale they are also within a semi-common domain.
Thirdly, we have the pollution of things which belong to oneself. This
is critical and necessitates the purification of these things. What is de
marcated by these practices is what we might call at//iz£āra-spheres, that
is domains that centre on the rights to the fruits or results following from
the activities proper to that domain, or in a more narrow sense, spheres of
ownership (svatva). The house of a householder is one such sphere, but it
can be any sphere constituted and demarcated by rituals or appropriated
by other legitimate means. A person’s own body is the closest of these
spheres as well as the most basic, since it is through the body that acts in
relation to larger spheres are performed. Although contact with impure
people through things or material transcends these domains, that is oc
curs outside or across them or in shared domains, pollution primarily
takes place within domains which are understood as being one’s own.

Asprśyatva (3).- precautions relating to closeness without physi
cal contact
This covers two themes: touching the shadow of an Untouchable
and being within certain stipulated distances from such a person.
Regarding the latter the mūla text lays down the following exact rules:
One yuga, two yugas, three yugas and four yugas; these, in inverse
order, are the distances with regard to a Candāla, a woman who
has just given birth, a menstruating woman and an outcast sinner.
Being at a distance closer than these, a person should take bath
with his clothes on. Having bathed, he should look at the sun if he
touches them without knowing 470.

469 Kane 1968-1977, vol.4: 321.
470 yugam yugadvayam caiva triyugam ca caturyugam / cāndālasūtikodakyāpatitānāin adhah
kramāt // 54 // tatah samnidhimātrena sacailam snānam ācaret / snātvālokatet sūryam
ajñānāt sprśate yadi // 55 // PS 2.12.54-55. See also Vyāghrapāda and Brhaspati quoted in
VijYDhŚ 3.30, p.427.
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Thus, the largest distance is to be observed when approaching a
Candāla. Kane tells us that four yugas is equal to sixteen cubits 47 *,
which is approximately four metres. Further, Mādhava explains:
When there is no touching, only a bath should be observed. When
there is unintentional touching, a man should take a bath and look
at the sun. When it is intentional, it should be observed twice or he
should perform another purification. But in crowded places, even
when at a close distance, he needs not observe a bath when there is
no touching since Samvarta has admitted that separation should
only be observed according to what is practically possible: “When
a man is in a crowded, unusual or dangerous place and on the road
of a market place or city he should behave according to what is
possible in the specific situation”471
472473
.

The untouchability of the shadow is not prescribed in PS. This is
also more controversial, because shadows have already been declared
pure by the authority of Mānavadharmaśāstra, Yājñavalkyadharma
śāstra and Visnusmrtim. However, Atrismrti says:
A Brahmin who walks on the shadow of a Svapāka should take a
bath. He is purified when he has eaten clarified butter 474.

Taken together, we see that the same purifications that have been
prescribed in case of direct touch also apply in the event of touching
shadows or of proximity. It is clear from the context, then, that these
rules are thematically derived from simple untouchability as an exten
sion of the ‘space of touching’. They are not derived from other pre
cautionary rules like, for instance, precautions against association (liv-

471 Kane 1968-1977, vol.2: 174.
472 sparśābhāve snānam eva / sparse ‘py akāmakrte snānam sūryāvalokanam ca / kāmakrte
dvaigunyam śuddhyantaram va drastavyam / samkatādisu saty api samnidhau sparśābhāve
snānaābltāvah / yathāsambhavavyavadhānasya samvartenābhyupagatatvāt - samkhate
visante caiva durge caiva viśesatah / hattapattanamārge ca sambhavant tu yathā bhavet // iti /
PM 2.12.55.
473 MDhŚ 5.133; YDhŚ 1.193; VS 23.52; Kane 1968-1977, vol.2: 173-174.
474 yas tu chāyām śvapākasya brāhmanas tv adhigacchati // 288c-d // taira snānam prakurvīta
gltrtain prāśya viśudhyati / 289a-b / AS 288c-289b.
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ing, sitting, sleeping together etc. which will be discussed below). In
this sense, what we see here is a proliferation of an existing rule like
those other proliferations we find in other late smrtis.

Abhojyānnatva: precautions relating to the acceptance offood
To include abhojyānnatva in the untouchability complex entails the
same kind of problems as agamyatva. Both types of precautionary
measures are observed in relation to such a large range of different
persons and groups 475 that they are hardly significant in themselves as
criteria of an untouchability practice. In the following the focus will
therefore only be on the manner in which, when imposed on those
who are permanently untouchable, abhojyānnatva is evidence of the
specific attitude towards these people.
In the dharmasūtras only few rules articulate the abhojyānnatva of
Candālas 476. Precisely because of the inclusiveness of this precaution
ary measure their abhojyānnatva is probably taken for granted. And
apart from Mānavadharmaśāstra 11.176 and Visnusmrti 51.57-58 the
extant smrtis are rather silent. Nevertheless, from such stories as
Mahābhārata 12.139 about Viśvāmitra’s attempts to steal the meat of
a dog belonging to a Candāla, it appears that the food of a Candāla
(apart of consisting of dog’s meat) is the example par excellence of
food which should not be eaten due to its origin477.
That such is the status of Candāla food is part of a common knowl
edge. One Jātaka story warns the monks against procuring food for
themselves through one of the 21 forbidden methods (for instance as
reward for work). The effect of such unfit food is like eating the leav
ings of Candālas. It goes on to tell the dramatic story about what hap
pened to a Brahmin who did just that. The Brahmin thought he could
bypass the effects of eating such food by removing the top of the food.
But no! This is not a matter of saliva or touch. The food is inedible
475 ADhS 1.18.9-1.19.15; MDhŚ 4.207-225.
476 BDhS 2.4.14 and VDhS 20.17.
477 Such food is parigrahadusta according to medieval commentators, that is food which is
unfit due to the identity of the person from whom it has been received; see Kane 1968-1977,
vol.2: 771-772.
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just by being the food of a Candāla. So the Brahmin got sick and vom
ited blood. At last he died lonely in the forest where he had hidden
himself from the world 478. Thus, he ended his life segregated like a
Candāla; by eating the food of a Candāla, a man becomes a Candāla.
The serious result of this incident also illustrates the particular danger
related to the act of eating. As discussed in connection with the impurity
after the meal, eating is critical for several reasons. One more reason which
is particularly relevant in connection with abhojyānna is the moral quality
of hospitality that Prakash draws attention to. Feeding others reflects a
man’s moral superiority479. As we have seen, this ranges from sacrificing
to the gods to feeding guests, Brahmins, students, mendicants and, ulti
mately even Candālas as the Vaiśvadeva ritual which was discussed at the
end of chapter three. Therefore, being oneself the receiver of food offered
by Candālas represents an extreme inversion of the proper situation.
PS explicitly prescribes what a man should do if he had eaten food
from a Candāla:
A Brahmin who for some reason, but unknowingly, eats the food
of a Candāla is purified by eating Cow Urine and Barley Gruel for
ten days 48°.

Cow Urine and Barley Gruel (gomūtrayāvaka) is a penance in it
self. A cow is fed barley grains, which are subsequently collected
from its dung and boiled in cow urine. The penitent subsists on the
boiled grains for one or more days481. It is explained that he should eat
one mouthful of this each day while also observing the niyama
rules 482. These observances consists of bathing, keeping silence, fast
ing, sacrificing, recitation, sexual continence,. obedience to the guru,
purity, self-control and alertness 483. Mādhava, as usual, goes through

478 JSt 2.82-84.
479 Prakash 1961: 122-123, 190-191; Khare 1986: 177.
480 bhuñkte ’jñādād dvijaśresthaś candālānnam kathamcana / gomūtrayāvakāhāro daśarātrena
śudhyati//PS 2.6.32.
481 Kane 1968-1977, vol.4: 134, 149.
482 PS 2.6.33.
483 YDhŚ 3.314 quoted by Mādhava.
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a number of other similar prescriptions from other smrtis linking them
to different specific circumstances. A verse by Añgiras accounts for
the deliberate transgression:
He who deliberately eats the food of the antyāvasāyins should
perform a Lunar Penance or a Hot Penance 484.

The antyāvasāyins are then explained by a verse of Añgiras that is
usually referred to in this context. This mentions seven groups includ
ing the Candāla. He then quotes Visnusmrti 51.57-58, which distin
guishes between raw and cooked food, prescribing three days of fast
ing in the former case and a Parāka Penance (complete fast for twelve
days) in the latter. This difference seems to make sense as cooking
means appropriating the food and associating it with particular people.
But the distinction between food cooked with water (kacchā) and food
cooked with clarified butter or milk (pakkā) so often described in an
thropological field studies 485 did not have the same significance in the
dharmaśāstra texts, although it is indicated here and there 486. How
ever, Mādhava concludes that the penance prescribed in the mūla text
(Cow Urine and Barley Gruel for ten days) is intended for the case of
cooked food as it is similar (probably in terms of severity) to the Pa
rāka Penance prescribed in Visnusmrti.
Then follow two verses attributed to Hārita:
If a Twice-born by mistake should eat the food of a Candāla, then he
should observe the Lunar Penance lasting one month. Even a Śūdra
becomes pure when he has eaten in this way [i.e. observed the Lunar
Penance] for half a month keeping his senses under control. He
should also fast for three days and feed the Brahmins 487.

484 antyāvasāyinām annam aśriiyād yaś ca kāmatah / sa tu cāndrāyanam kuryāt taptakrcchram
athāpi vā // iti/PM 2.6.33, p. 116.
485 Khare 1976: 46-47.
486 See for instance Prakash 1961: 157, 228-229.
487 candālānnam pramādena yadi bhuñjîta vai dvijah / tataś cāndrāyanam kuryān māsam eka/n
vratam caret//śüdro vāpy ardhamāsam vai bhuktvā caiva jitendriyah / trirātram upavāśi ca
brāhmanāms tarpayet śucih //iti /PM 2.6.33, p.l 17.
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According to Mādhava, this applies to people who are unable to go
through the Cow Urine and Barley Penance prescribed in PS 2.6.32.
We should notice that Śūdras are also required to purify themselves.
Such instructions emphasise the special impurity of Candālas. In the
event of deliberate and continued transgressions over a long period he
refers to Mānavadharmaśāstra 11.176, which declares that such a per
son has himself become a Candāla by this act.
Finally he refers to instructions in the Kūrmapurāna, which de
mand that a person who has deliberately eaten the food of a Candāla
should observe a full year’s krcchra and go through a renewed upanayana. The latter is also prescribed in Vasisthadharmasūtra 20.17,
which he quotes. The significance of this is clear. By partaking of
Candāla food for long time a man’s ritual and social identity is
spoiled.
In the eleventh chapter the smrti text returns to the food of a
Candāla. Now it is said:
If a Brahmin swallows something impure such as semen, if he eats
beef or the food of a Candāla, he should observe the Lunar
Penance 488.

To avoid confusion, this does not necessarily contradict the above
instruction (PS 2.6.32) where the Cow Urine and Barley Penance for
ten days is prescribed for a similar sin. In his commentary Mādhava
repeats the verses of Añgiras and Hārīta, which likewise prescribed
the Lunar Penance and which he has already linked to the deliberate
transgression and the case of one who is unable to observe gomūtrayāvaka respectively489. Before that he has explained the verse like this:
“Something impure”, that is faeces, urine and the like. Eating
something impure is eating food that has been in contact with such
substances. Of course it is not thought that what a Brahmin eats is
488 amedhyareto gomāmsam candālānnam athāpi va / yadi bhuktam tu viprena krcchrain
cāndrāyanani caret//VS 2.11.1.
489 Although Islāmpurkar chooses a contradictory reading of the Angiras verse on p.368 (i.e.
yady akamatah instead of yaś ca kāmatah on p.l 16) he mentions that other manuscripts give
the same reading as on p.l 16.
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impure in itself, but it might have been in contact with such things,
since it appears that eating together with one’s small children has
become quite frequent among ordinary people. Swallowing semen,
however, occurs among those who are afflicted with the disease of
using the throat as vagina, and eating beef and Candāla food
among those who are kept as prisoners. In all these cases purity is
regained by the Lunar Penance 490.

As noticed, the food of a Candāla is not only impure to a Twice-born
but to a Śūdra as well. No one accepts being fed by a Candāla. We
should compare this with the rules governing the distribution of food to
Candālas referred to in Medhātithi’s commentary on Mānavadharmaśās
tra 10.51 in connection with exchange of food vessels and in the instruc
tions for Vaiśvadeva. The absolute asymmetry of the food transaction
with Candālas reflects the fact that, while their visible service was recog
nised and perhaps remunerated in the form of food, they were not
thought of as possessing the moral quality which entitled them to per
form an act of dharma such as feeding others - those acts that entail in
visible soteriological ends. It is ironic that the only act of that type which
was considered proper for Untouchables is the act of giving their own
lives for the sake of Brahmins, cows, women or children491. That is, only
490 amedhyam vinmūtrādi / tadupasprstasycmnasya bhojanam amedhyabhojanam / na cātra
kevalasyāmedhyasya viprena bhojanam kvacit sambhavati / tadupasprstānnabhojanam tu
santbhāvyate / bālāpatyasahabhojanasya prācuryena loke darśanāt / retobhojanam tu
galayonyādivyādhigrastesu sambhāvitam / tathā gomāmsacandālānnabhojanam
bandigrhītādisu/tatra sarvatra cāndrāyanena śuddhih/PM 2.11.1, p.365. For Candālas as
prison guards, see the examples in the previous chapter. Passages like Mādhava’s
commentary here are valuable for their information about the lived life of mid-fourteenth
century southern India: Twice-born fathers eating together with their small children (bāla
generally indicates children up to five years old), men visiting other men for sexual gratific
ation (regarded as a disease by Mādhava but in general not strongly condemned, see
MDhS/BhāMDhS 11.174-175; newly married men might have had to wait some years for a
sexual relation with their wives who were married before puberty; see Leslie 1989: 87-88);
and Twice-bom prisoners who had to manage with the food from their untouchable prison
guards. The association between Candālas and meat eating occurs frequently, particularly in
a southern Indian context with reference to the paraiyas who are identified as Candālas in
southern Indian sources; see Hanumanthan 1979: 79-80 and 96.
491 MDhŚ 10.62; VS 16.18. These verses do not explicitly refer to to Candālas but to bāhyas,
“excluded” people, a phrase often applied in connection with pratilomas and Candālas or
Candāla-like castes, and in both texts in a context where the conditions of Candālas have
been dealt with immediately before.
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when a Candāla dies from such an act can it be recognised as an act of
dharma. The idea of a living Candāla possessing moral qualities is un
thinkable. Even Matañga had to die when he started to display Brahmin
virtues such as asceticism 492. We should not overlook the fact that such
moral qualities (displayed by feeding others or by rituals) are also the
prerequisite of adhikāra in terms of ownership and power.

Precautions relating to drinking water
In contrast to abhojyānnatva, this is a much more exclusive rule
generally mentioned only in connection with Candālas, antyajas and
similar groups. Arthaśāstra (1.4.10) already refers to the practice that
the well of Candālas could not be used by others. Kangle does not
seem to have any objections with regard to the authenticity of this pas
sage, but it is remarkable that we do not find any similar evidence in
the dharmasūtras or early -smrtis. On the contrary Baudhāyanadharmasūtra 1.9.8 makes it clear that water from wells or other reservoirs
can be consumed even if it is given by someone who is abhojyānna.
With regard to the use of water in general the main rule, even in
earlier texts, is that what makes the difference is the amount of water.
If water is found in such a quantity that a cow can slake its thirst from
it and it looks, tastes and smells all right, it is pure 493. Visnusmrti
23.43-46 adds that wells polluted by dead animals have to be emptied
and thoroughly cleaned and purified by fire and pañcagavya, and that
this applies to small tanks as well but not to large ones that are not
polluted by such things. These rules are also recorded in PM494.
The detailed precautions against water that has been in contact with
Candālas provide one more characteristic whereby PS differ from oth

492 MBh 13.30.1-5. However, a somewhat milder tone is sometimes struck in the bhakti texts
although clear demarcations are preserved: “When [even] antevasāyins [antyāvasāyins] are
purified by listening to, singing and meditating on your name, Lord, how much more those
who can see and touch you, the manifested Brahma”, that is, how much more those who can
enter the temple which antyāvasāyins cannot; - śravanāt kīrtanād dhyānāt pūyante
'intevasāyinali /tava brahmamayasyeśa kim uteksābhimarśinah //BhP 10.70.43.
493 BDhS 1.9.10; VDhS 3.35-36; MDhŚ 5.12:8; YDhŚ 1.192.
494 PM 2.6.30-31, p. 115; 2.7.3c-4b, p.153-156.
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er extant smrtis such as Yājñavalkyadharmaśāstra, Visnusmrti and
Nāradasmrti, where these rules are not found. The text reads:
A Brahmin who through ignorance drinks water from a water
reservoir which has been dug out by Candālas is purified by eating
only one meal that day, or else, by fasting for 24 hours. If he drinks
water from a well in which pitchers of Candālas have been used he
should regain his purity by living on Cow Urine and Barley Gruel
for three days. A Twice-born who drinks water contained in a jar
belonging to a Candāla but spits it out immediately should observe
the Prajāpati Penance. If he does not spit it out, but absorbs the
water in his body, then it is not the Prajāpati Penance which should
be given; instead he must observe the Sāmtapana Penance 495. But
it is only a Brahmin who should observe the Sāmtapana Penance. A
man belonging to the next class must observe the Prajāpati
Penance, a Vaiśya the half of that and a Śūdra one quarter496.

Mādhava supplements these instructions by various quotes. Añgiras
prescribes that if a person has bathed in or drunk from the water of wells,
tanks or water reservoirs that have been dug out by Candālas, he has to
observe a Prajāpati Penance. This, according to Mādhava, is if it has hap
pened repeatedly. For a person who is unable to observe that penance he
refers to another verse by Angiras, according to which a man who has
drunk water obtained from Candālas or Svapākas at water supplies in the
forest should take pañcagavya (once presumably). As an alternative to
the Sāmtapana or Prājāpati Penances for drinking water contained in
Candāla jars, he quotes Dévala, who suggests that fasting for three days
is sufficient. He says that this is only valid in times of crisis (āpad)497.
495 This is a penance lasting two days where the penitent subsists on pañcagavya together with
a decoction of the sacred Kuśa grass for one day and fasts on the second day. Extended
versions of the penance lasting for seven, fifteen or 21 days are also mentioned. Kane 19681977, vol.4: 147.
496 candālakhātavāplsu pitvā salilam agrajah /ajñānāc caikabhaktena tv ahorātrena śudhyati //IS //
candālabhāndasanisprstam pitvā küpagatam jalam / gomūtrayāvakāhāras trirātrāc cchuddhim
āpnuyāt // 26 // candālaghatasamstham tu yat toyam pibati dvijah / tatksanāt ksipate yas tu
prājāpatyam samācaret #27/7 yadi na ksipate toyam śarlre yasya jiryati / prājāpatyam na
dātavyam krccltrain sāmtapanam caret // 28 // caret sāmtapanam viprah prājāpatyam
anantarah/tadardham tu caret vaiśyahpādam śūdras tadācaret//29 //PS 2.6.25-29.
497 PM 2.6.25, 27-28.
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Thus, the texts differentiate degrees of contact through water. The
least pollution occurs when wells or water reservoirs have been excavat
ed by Candālas. Similarly Vijñāneśvara on Yājñavalkyadharmaśāstra
1.192 distinguishes between water that has been in direct contact
(sprsta) with Candālas and water from tanks that have been made (krta)
by Candālas498499
. Only the first is impure. It would have been interesting
to know more about this. Were Candālas engaged in digging labour of
this kind without regard to then impurity? In that case it might suggest
that only some élite Brahmins saw a problem here, while other sections
of the population did not care. But it might also be the case that the only
wells or tanks to be dug out by the Candālas were those that belonged to
Candālas themselves. This, at least, is how Mādhava understands it,
since he introduces PS 2.6.25 about drinking water from wells dug out
by Candālas, saying, “He states separately what penances should be per
formed for drinking water from wells owned by Candālas, whether this
is done knowingly or unknowingly” 4". But none of the smrtis he then
goes on to quote confirm this idea.

Apapātratva: precautions relating to the use offood vessels
PS does not contain rules about apapātratva. In fact, as we saw in
chapter three, it seems that explicit rales about avoiding exchange of
food vessels with Candālas had long been obsolete at the time of PS.
The reason for this is probably that the gradual elaboration of existing
precautionary rules had rendered apapātratva superfluous. When
Candālas were already regarded as abhojyānna, and when their pitch
ers were known to pollute the water of a well, it would not seem nec
essary to warn against the sharing of food vessèls with them also.
The closest we come to apapātratva in PS is expressed in certain
verses (PS 2.11.25-27) prescribing penances for people of all four
varnas who take water, milk, curd or clarified butter from the vessels
(bhānda) of anyone who is abhojyānna. According to Mādhava this

498 candālādikrte tadāgadau na dosah /VijYDhŚ 1.192.
499 candālasvāmikavāpyudakapāne jñānājñānakrte prthak prāyaścittam āha / PM introducing
2.6.25.
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refers to the vessels of “dancers etc.”, that is, people belonging to oc
cupations at the level of the antyajas. This is in agreement with a com
pletely parallel passage earlier in the text (PS 2.6.30) where antyajas
are mentioned instead of the abhojyas (= abhojyānnas) in PS 2.11.25.
But strictly speaking, these rules do not fully correspond to apapātratva, as they refer to consumption of the content of the food vessels
rather than to their use.
Precautions relating to company
The explanations in PS and other smrtis quoted in PM on what it
means to associate with Candālas or to keep company with them are al
so evidence of increased interaction. The prototypical rules for these
discussions are found in Baudhāyanadharmasūtra 2.2.35, Vasisthadharmasūtra 1.22, Mānavadharmaśāstra 11.181 and Visnusmrti 35.35. According to these texts a man becomes an outcast himself if he has
been associating with other outcasts for a year. This is simply an elabo
ration of the fifth mahāpātaka, the association with those who have
committed any of the other four mahāpātakas. But the texts distinguish
between two kinds of association. One is association in terms of matri
monial alliances or services such as sacrificing or teaching. The other is
association by sitting together on the same seat or in the same carriage,
by lying together on the same couch or by eating together. Of these two
types of association the latter is the least damaging, and it is this type
that is meant when it is said that one becomes a patita by associating
with patitas for a year, whereas the former is much more serious and
causes immediatepatita status according to Visnusmrti 35.5 50°.
PS contributes to this discussion by introducing a scale of eight
penances according to eight intervals of time up to a year that the as
sociation may have lasted, while after that time the sinner has become
a patita himself500
501. In the latter case, we are told in general rules
though not in PS, he will need to perform the same penance as the
patita with whom he has been associating, though not a penance en

500 See also Olivelle’s note to BDhS 2.2.35, Olivelle 2000: 594.
501 PS 2.4.9-13.
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tailing his death502. But in another context Mādhava is of the opinion
that when the text does not prescribe a particular penance for the man
who associates with a patita for more than a year (and thereby be
comes like him), but only for those who associate for shorter times,
this is because the rule that such a person should perform the same
penance as the sinner he has associated with is a kalivarjya, that is a
rule which has become obsolete in the present Kali age503.
Mādhava explains what should be understood by ‘association’
quoting two verses attributed to Kanva:
By sitting, lying, driving, talking or eating together, evils spread like a
drop of oil on the water. A man who associates with a patita becomes
himself a patita after a year by driving or sitting frequently together
with him and so forth. Thus speak the expounders of the Veda504.

The same rule about association and contact with evil is applied in
connection with the father of a newly born child. If the father avoids
‘mixing’ (samkara) with the mother after the birth of his child, he is
released from his untouchability as soon as he has bathed (although he
still has no right to perform rituals), whereas his wife remains un
touchable for all ten days. If, however, he keeps up contact (samparka) with her he remains untouchable505. And the text concludes:
The blemish arises only from contact. There is no other blemish
inherent in a Twice-born. Hence, the wise should shun contact by
all means506.

502 Kane 1968-1977, vol.4: 105.106.
503 ācāryas tu kaliyuge samsargadosābhāvam abhipretya sanisargaprāyaścittam nābhyadhāt /
ata eva smrtyantare kalau varjyānām anukramane - samsargadosah pāpesu / iti uktant //
PM2.12.77c-79b, p.90.
504 āsanāc chayanād yānāt sainlāpāt sahabliojanāt / samkramanfiha pāpāni tailabindur
ivāmbhasi // sainvatsarena patati patitena samācaran / yānāsattādibhir nityain ity āhur
brahmavādinah // iti / PM 2.4.9-10, p.28. Some manuscripts omit one or both of these
verses. The smrti text itself (PS 2.12.79c-80b), in the context of the mahāpātakas, includes a
verse parallel to the first part of the text.
505 PS 1.3.23,25.
506 samparkāj jāyate deso nānye doso 'sti vai dvije / tasmāt sarvaprayatnena samparkam
varjayed budhah //PS 1.3.26.
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Mādhava explains further:
After the bath the blemish causing untouchability for the husband
can only arise through contact with his wife. Otherwise there is no
blemish of birth for him. Therefore, the wise man should shun
contact such as lying, sitting, eating etc. together with her. This is
the meaning507.

Thus, ‘association’ (samācarana), ‘mixing’ (samkara) or ‘contact’
(samparka) imply the contact with evils or impurity by these activi
ties. But PS also includes the Candāla in this discourse. However, this
evidently overlaps with the rules regarding physical contact through
things which were discussed above. These things included, precisely,
a seat, a couch and a carriage. But also roads, grass and the like,
while, in that context, eating together fell outside the category. In ad
dition, as is clear from the rules about associating with a patita, in the
event of association, the duration of the contact is a specific factor.
This is clear also from the rule in PS on association with Candālas.
Mādhava introduces this verse by contrasting it with the previous sec
tion, which dealt with association within one’s own house, saying,
“He now tells us which penance should be performed in the event of
mixing unknowingly with Candālas outside the home, that is in the
field, in the gardens, inside the village, on a travel or elsewhere” 508.
And the smrti verse reads:
A person who has been in contact with Candālas for a month or for
half a month is purified by living on the Five Products of the Cow
for a month and a half509.

507 snānānantaram bhartuh samsarganimittaka eva doso ’sprśyatvāpādako jāyate na
janananimittako doso 'sti / tasmād vidvān santparkam sahaśayanāsanabhojanādikatn
varjayed ity arthah/PM 1.3.26, p.261.
508 grhavyatiriktaksetrārāmagrāmāntarayātrādāv ajñānena candālasamkare prāyaścittam āha /
PM introducing PS 2.6.43.
509 candālaih saha santparkam māsam māsārdham eva vā / gomūtrayāvakāhāro māsārhena
viśudhyati//PS 2.6.43.
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Madhava:
“For a month and a half’, that is both options, for a month and for
half a month. By this time a person is purified; by a penance lasting
a month for association for a month, by a penance lasting half a
month for association for half a month. This is the meaning, that is,
if he makes contact. Also Pulkasas and others are implied by the
word ‘Candāla’. Thus, according to Samvarta: “If a Brahmin mixes
with Candālas, Śvapākas or Pulkasas, he is purified by living on the
Five Products of the Cow for half a month.” In the event of mixing
for longer time than that mentioned, what has been said by Hārita
should be considered: “If a person is in close contact with Candālas,
he is purified by the Prajāpati Penance. He should then gather at
least ten Brahmins and have their approval. Following their
directions, he should fill a hole with cow dung and mud up to the
height of the neck. For 24 hours he should stand in this hole, eating
nothing but air and with his mind composed. After that he should
observe a Child Penance510 while staying in a cow pen all the time.
He should shave his head and will gain the highest purity511.

To conclude, it seems that we have two themes that are developed
from separate origins, but are in the end more or less intertwined. One
theme is physical contact through things, a theme which evolved from
pragmatic concerns regarding roads, boats, seats and other common
domains in which Candālas move. Inherent pragmatism means that
these domains become purified naturally by wind, sun etc., and I sug

510 The Child Penance (bālakrcchra or śiśukrcclira) is like the Prajapati Penance, but only lasts
four days, one day for each element. See Kane 1968-1977, vol.4: 150.
511 māsam ca ardhamāsam ca māsārdham / tenu viśudhyati / māsasamkare māsavratena
śudhyati / ardltamāsasamkare ’rdhamāsavrateua viśuddhir ity arthah / samparkam karoti
ced iti śesah / candālaśabdena pulkasādayo 'py upalaksyante / ata eva sainvartah candālai/t samkare viprah śvapākaih pulkasair api / gomütrayāvakāhāro māsārdhena
viśudhyati // iti / uktakālādhikakālasauikare hāñtoktam drastavyam - candālaih saha
samyoge prājāpatyena śudhyati / viprān daśāvarān krtvā tair anujñāpya śāsauāt // ā
kanthasya pramānam tu kuryād gomayakardamatn / tatra sthitvā tv ahorātram vāyubhaksali
samāhitali // bālakrcchram tatah kuryād gosthe vasati sarvadā / sakeśavapanam kuryāt
paramām śuddhim āpnuyāt // iti / PM 2.6.43. The relation between the Prajāpati Penance
and the penance in the hole is not quite ‘clear. I suppose they both have to be performed,
forming together one penance, but they might as well be alternative penances under different
circumstances. Mādhava does not make this clear.
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gested that the principle here is the time interval between the contact
with the Candāla and the contact with the Twice-born. It is not that
these domains are inherently pure, but that the pollution caused by the
presence of Candālas is constantly removed by wind and sun.
The other theme seems to have evolved from considerations
around the fifth mahāpātaka, association (for a year) with a person
who has committed one of the four primary mahāpātakas. In that con
text association between Candālas and Twice-born was defined as ac
tivities such as sitting, lying or eating together. But as this kind of as
sociation also involves the use of some of the objects discussed under
the first theme (seats, couches etc.), we have an overlapping category
in which Candālas and Twice-born are involved simultaneously.

Asambhāsyatva: precautions relating to conversation
The rules about people with whom conversation should be avoided
were old and applied to various categories, for instance, menstruating
women according to Taittirīyasamhitā 2.5.1.5-6 and Āpastambadharmasūtra 1.9.13. The latter text is with regard to Veda study and it is said
that, if a person engaged in recitation wants to speak with a menstruating
woman, he should first speak with a Brahmin, then with her, then with
the Brahmin again, and only then he can go on with his recitation. In oth
er situations, too, involving asambhāsyatva, talking with a Brahmin is re
garded as the universal cure, although, generally, it is enough to talk with
him after the incident. This is so after talking with a Candāla in Āpastambadharmasūtra 2.2.8-9. Gautamadharmasūtra 9.16 includes foreigners
(mleccha), impure persons and people who have transgressed dharma.
The two latter categories might just refer to Candālas and outcasts, so
frequently mentioned together in other texts512.
That mlecchas are avoided suggests that not only talking, but rather
language itself has a bad influence, if it is foreign or spoken incorrect
ly. There are texts, mentioned at the start of last chapter, which indicate

512 Haradatta, however, thinks that impure people are Aryans who do not observe the daily
worship. With respect to mlecchas, he is pragmatic: there is no fault in asking them the way
when visiting their countries. HaGDhS 1.9.17, p,80.
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that Candālas spoke such a foreign language or dialect. Visnusmrti 22.7
associates mlecchas and Candālas, saying that if a person has talked
with any of these he should purify himself by sipping water (that is
cleaning the mouth) instead of talking with a Brahmin.
The rule in PS/PM addressing this precaution reads:
If a Brahmin talks with a Śvapāka or a Candāla, he should have a
conversation with a Twice-born and utter the Gāyatri verse once513.

Mādhava comments:
What is meant by the phrase ‘Twice-born’ is a Brahmin who
masters a whole Vedic recension as well as the auxiliary
disciplines, since conversation with a lower Brahmin cannot
possibly qualify as a penance. If a Brahmin is not present, the
utterance of the Gāyatri verse is regarded as a permitted alternative
according to Harita who makes it optional: “A person becomes
pure through a conversation with a Twice-born if he has talked
with Candālas. Or, he should utter the Gāyatri. This is a settled
rule.” But he says that if a Brahmin is impure after the meal while
he is having the conversation, he has to observe a fast for three
days: “Should a person who is impure after his meal talk with
another, he can only be purified by fasting for three days” 514.

Mādhava’s reference to Vedic knowledge and the alternative
penance, the utterance of the Gāyatri, clearly indicates that it is be
cause the Brahmin possesses the words - or the speech - of the Vedas,
that talking with him is effective.

513 śvapākam vāpi candālam viprah sambhāsate yadi / dvijasambhāsanam kuryāt sāvitñm tu
sakrj japet/ZPS 2.6.22.
514 dvijaśabdenānūcāno viprah vivaksitah / nlcaviprasambhāsanasya prāyaścittarūpatvāsambhavāt / dvijasamnidhyābhāve gāyatñjapa ity anukalpo drastāvyah / ata eva hārito
vikalpam āha - candālaih saha sambhāsya dvijasambhāsanāc chucih / sāvitñm vyāhared
vāpi iti dhartno vyavasthitah // iti / sambhāsamāno vipro yady ucchistah syāt tadā
trirātropavāsain āha sa eva - ucchistah saha sambhāset trirātrenaiva śudhyati / iti // PM
2.6.22. Some manuscripts read ucchistaih saha sambhāse in the last quote, in which case it
is the person who is spoken to by an impure person who should observe the penance rather
than the impure person himself. This also seems more logical.
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To be asambhāsya (and apāñkteya, excluded from the line of co
diners) is also the punishment of a Brahmin who has married a girl
who stayed unmarried in her home after her twelfth year according to
PS 2.7.7c-8b. For a father not to marry off his post-puberty daughters
is strongly condemned (PS 2.7.4c-7b). The ancestors have to drink her
menstrual blood month after month and her parents as well as her eld
est brother will all go to hell. The menstruating woman is not men
tioned as asambhāsya in PS but Visnusmrti 71.58-59 includes her as
well as the mleccha and the antyaja.
Thus, once again we see that these precautionary measures corre
spond. Those who are asambhāsya are primarily among the group of
Untouchables: menstruating women, patitas, Candālas and mlecchas,
but also antyajas.

Adrśyatva; precautions relating to visual contact
What is avoided here is looking at certain persons; it is not a matter
of avoiding being watched oneself. The only case where the glance of
impure beings is accounted for is in connection with food, which, as re
marked before, actually enters the body in contrast to other items that
carry impurity. The glance by itself is not capable of this, and hence,
there is no need to fear it on other occasions. However, since both cas
es are connected to the sense of sight, I shall treat them together.
PS reiterates the old rule515 that,
A person should look at the sun immediately if he sees a Candāla516.

The second half of the verse mentions the rule that one should take
a bath in the event of touching a Canndāla, and Mādhava’s commen
tary only addresses this part of the verse. Clearly, looking at the sun
and probably also the incident of seeing a Candāla were regarded as
trivial. However, Mādhava supplies some more commentary on the
aggravating contexts of menstruation and eating:

515 ADhS 2.2.8-9; GDhS 23.22.
516 candāladarśane sadya ādityam avalokayet/PS 2.6.24a-b.
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With regard to the incident of a menstruating woman who looks at
another menstruating woman during the time of eating Apastamba
states: “If a menstruating woman eats and she sees another
menstruating woman, she should not eat anything until the time of
her bath [on the fourth day of menstruation], and thereafter she
should drink Brahmakūrca”517. With regard to looking at a Candāla
Atri says: “If a menstruating woman sees a Candāla while she is
eating, she should observe a fast for three days, but if it happened
intentionally, she has to perform the Prajāpati Penance”518.

The other idea, namely that the glance of a Candāla or other un
touchable persons spoils the food, is mentioned briefly in the context of
abhojyānnatva: “A person should abandon the meal if it is looked at by
a dog or a Candāla”5I9520
. But the rule also occurs in a large digression on
521
śrāddha appended to chapter three, now attributed to Sumantu 52°. This
means that the food served for the Brahmins at śrāddha can be spoiled
by this incident. This double context - meals in general and the śrāddha
meal - is in agreement with parallel rules in the earlier dharmasütras™ .

Aśrāvyatva.- precautions relating to hearing
Mādhava also records the idea that the noise of Candālas should be
avoided during recitation:
Regarding the presence of outcast sinners etc. during recitation,
Vasistha states: “If they hear the shouting of outcasts or Candālas
they should sit silent for three days without eating. Having

517 Brahmakūrca is a penance consisting of a fast for one day and taking pailcagavya that has
been prepared with Vedic mantras and rituals the next day. PS 2.11.28-39 is a detailed
description of the penance. But in the present context it probably indicates taking
pañcagavya only; see Kane 1968-1977, vol.4: 146-147.
518 bhojanakāle rajasvalāntaradarśaaa āpastamba āha - udakyā yadi vā bhuñkte drstvānyām
tu rajasvalām / à snānakālam nāśnīyād brahmakūrcam tatah pibet // iti / candāladarśane tv
atrir āha - rajasvalā tu bhuñjānā candālam yadi paśyati / upavāsatrayam kuryāt prājāpatyam
lu kāmatah // iti/PM 2.7.1 lc-15b, p.163.
519 śvānacandāladrstau ca bhojanam parivarjayet/ PS 2.6.67a-b.
520 PM 1.3.47, p.381.
521 ĀDhS 1.16.30, 2.17.20; GDhS 15.24; MDhŚ 3.239,4.208.
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repeated the recitation more than thousand times they then become
purified. Thus is it known.” This refers to the deliberate case. With
regard to the non-deliberate incident, however, it is stated in
Sattrimśanmata: “In the event of hearing Candālas during the
recitation of the Vedas or smrtis the meals should be suspended for
24 hours”522.

Probably this is only recorded for the sake of completeness, and is
not intended as an urgent instruction. It does not occur in any of the
other extant smrtis. However, the structure is clear. Again the problem
is that Candālas intervene as a destructive force in an activity reserved
for the Twice-born, the holy sound of Vedic recitation being spoiled
by the shouting of rough and uncivilised people. Candālas seem to
have the potential to disrupt the rituals by which a Twice-born domain
is sustained. If the intervention by Candālas is capable in disrupting
ritual activities, this affects the domains which are ritually constituted
and maintained. We will, therefore, have to examine these domains
and the precautionary rules associated with them more closely.

522 patitādisamnidhāv adhyayane vasistha āha - patitacandālārāvaśravane trirātram vāgyatā
anaśnanta āsīran / sahasraparamām vācam abhyasya tatah pīitā bhavanti vijñāyate / iti /
etad buddhipūrvakavisayam / abuddhipûrvake tu sattrimśanmate ’bhihitam candālaśrotrāvakāśe śrutismrtipātha ekarātrani abhojanam/iti/PM 2.12.80, p. 138-139.

6. THE UNTOUCHABILITY COMPLEX IN PARĀŚARASMRTI
AND PARĀŚARAMADHAVĪYA-. PRECAUTIONS RELATING
TO PERSONAL AND COMMON DOMAINS

We can understand the personal domains of a Brahmin household
er as extensions of his agency. The type of agency to which he is enti
tled is determined on the basis of his birth and the samskāras he has
passed through. His house is a means of keeping a household fire and
thereby performing rituals that qualify for further competencies; his
wife is a means of continuing his line; and, that done, his property is a
means of securing his sons a proper share after his death.
At the same time, as part of a complex agency, he participates in
the common domains of the village or city and of the country - be
sides other domains related to his occupation, religious affiliations etc.
This he does in the system of inclusive power centres that was
sketched out in chapter two, which looked at Hocart’s idea of a con
centric system encompassing gods, kings, vassals and
householders 523. On the basis of this idea Inden developed his ideas
about ‘lordship’. First he focused on the images and concepts of ‘lord
ship’ as these are represented in the Vaisnava and Śaiva ritual dis
courses in India during the eighth to twelfth centuries CE. What ap
pears is a cosmos ordered by several levels of lords, ranging from the
overlords of the universe, Visnu and Śiva, through the lords of this
earth, the Ksatriya monarchs, down to each master of his household,
of whatever caste he might be. Although this discourse was particular
ly pervasive during the medieval period, Inden suggests that the con
cepts of mastery, lordship and overlordship have been constitutive of
Indian society to a varying extent since early post-Vedic time 524. In
fact, he invites us to regard them as the fundamental categories of
what might be referred to as Hindu social thought 525. He links this
with the idea, developed by Derrett 526, that ownership according to

523 Hocart 1950: 68.
524 Inden 1985a: 159-160.
525 Ibid. : 176.
526 Derrett 1962: 93.
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dharmaśāstra can exist in favour of several people simultaneously,
and with the notion of adhikāra, personal competence and responsibil
ity 527, which together imply that ritual rights are also political and
economic rights 528. On the basis of the Visnudharmottarapurāna and
Mānavadharmaśāstra he shows how the varnas were regarded as in
clusively ordered with respect to ownership and power.
According to this picture, a Śūdra was not master of anything but
his own household, his own body and its physical capabilities. The
three Twice-born varnas, on the other hand, possessed mastery in rela
tion to the Veda, that is, their households were established and main
tained by householder rituals such as offerings (homa) in the domestic
fire, their presents were readily accepted by the Brahmins and they
were able to interact more freely together than with Śūdras. Of these
Twice-born the Vaiśya was the master of wealth and animals over and
above his household, the Ksatriya was additionally master of a smaller
or larger territory including its population, land and wealth, and the
Brahmin possessed the ritual control of the prosperity of all these do
mains 529. The ordering is hierarchically oriented with regard to the rit
ual connection between the prosperity of these domains and cosmic
forces, but the hierarchy is articulated in terms of power and owner
ship rather than status.
Inden also noticed how the discourse of lordship is markedly gen
dered. The lord is a male. He is the Purusa, commanding and encompass
ing in a cosmological as well as in a practical sense, while his domains
are represented as female, hisprakrtis, the dependent and confined530.
It is from this perspective that we should understand the particular
relation between women and land that we find so often in Indian texts.
These are the two important domains of lordship represented on all the
three levels of Inden’s analysis, that is on the level of masters, lords and
overlords. In addition, they are frequently used metaphorically, mutual
ly representing each other: women are fields, and land is a woman,
mother or goddess. Fertility is the common aspect of both domains. As
527 See Lariviere 1988.
528 Inden 1985a: 176-177.
529 Ibid.: 166-176.
530 Ibid.: 162-163.
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the basic means of reproduction, women and land are the main sources
for the sustenance and increase of the domains of lordship.
In PS we see, therefore, that the rules of Untouchability protecting
these two domains stand out with special emphasis. Compared with the
purifications we have met in the last chapter those prescribed in the event
of the pollution of a man’s house or his women are more elaborate. This
also attests to the primary importance of territories and kinship as empiri
cal parameters of dharma, as argued by Hacker531. These were areas
where the influence of Untouchables was particularly critical. Ultimately,
the presence of Untouchables within the domains of lordship undermines
the rituals which are their precondition, thereby ruining the very right
(adhikāra) of the lord to his domain, be it a woman or a territory.
This interrelation is, as we shall see, made explicit in our texts, and
I shall follow it for a moment, departing from the list of precautionary
measures that formed the structure of the last chapter and that was pre
sented at the end of chapter four. Therefore I will be extracting these
two particular cases (contact with Untouchables in relation to the
house and to the women of the household) from the larger categories
in which they might be classified. Thus, the rules about how to purify
a house polluted by the visitation of Candālas could simply be seen as
precautionary measures relating to bāhyatva, spatial segregation, al
though this generally refers to the village or town. But they could also
be regarded as measures relating to company as discussed in the last
chapter. In the second part of the present chapter, however, I shall re
turn to the overall scheme, and further examine the rules regarding
bāhyatva as well as those of apratigrhyatva. Finally, we shall go
through the rules about contact with Candālas in ritual contexts.

Purification of a house
The smrti text envisages this scenario:
When it has become known that a Candāla has stayed incognito in a
house, a council of Twice-born offers assistance to the master of the

531 See Halbfass 1988: 131-314.
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house when he approaches it. Proclaiming the laws which have
proceeded from the mouths of the Munis [that is the dharmasmrtis],
experts on dharma, who are well-versed in the Vedas, should
rescue the fallen man from the combined evils which the event
causes. The master together with all others should eat Barley with
Cow Urine together with milk, sour milk and clarified butter, and
should bathe at the three conjunctions of the day. For three days he
should eat this with sour milk, for three days with clarified butter,
for three days with milk, and for a further three days with each of
these ingredients. He must not eat this with a feeling of disgust, as
if it were leftovers or rotten with worms532.

The text then specifies the quantities of each ingredient. These are
small amounts as the whole penance is a kind of fast and the ingredi
ents are thought of as having a ‘homoeopathic’ effect. Only one
mouthful of the basic ingredients, barley cooked with cow urine, is
eaten at each meal.
Mādhava, apart from paraphrasing the text, turns his attention to the
expression “pāpasamkarāt”, here translated as “from the combined
evils”. A similar expression occurs in PS 2.11.55c-56b 533, where
Mādhava understands it as referring to all cases of evils which have not
been specified explicitly. In the above case of a Candāla who dwells in
the house of a Twice-born, however, Mādhava gives this explanation:
Although the evil in dwelling together with a Candāla is only one,
it has the capacity of rendering the many daily and occasionally
performed rituals ineffectual. The expression “from the combined
evils” should be understood in this sense534.

532 avijñātas tu cāndālo yatra veśmani tisthati / vijñāte tūpasannasya dvijah kurvanty
anugraham // 34 // miinivaktrodgatān dharmān gāyanto vedapāragāh /patantam uddhareyus
tain dharmajñāh pāpasamkarāt // 35 // dadhnā ca sarpisā caiva ksiragomūtrayāvakam /
bhiiñjīta saha sarvaiś ca trisamdhyam avagāhanam // 36 // tryaham bhuñjita dadhnā ca
tryaham bhuñjita sarpisā / tryaham ksirena bhuñjita ekaikena dinatrayam // 37 //
bhāvadustam na bhuñjita nocchistam krmidüsitam / 38a-b / PS 2.6.34-38b.
533 sarvesām eva pāpānām samkare samupasthite // daśasāhasram abhyastā gāyatri śodhanam
parant / PS 2.11.55c-56b.
534 yady api candālasahavāsa ekam eva pāpam tathāpi tasmin saty anusthitānām nityanaimittikānām bahūnām vaikalysambhavam abhipretyapāpasamkarād ity uktam //PM 2.6.35.
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The rituals mentioned are the rituals of the home, such as homa,
vaiśvadeva and the five mahayajñas (daily), the various calendrical
rites and the initiations related to family life (occasional). The disrup
tion of these rituals brings about the ruin of the home and the family,
since both were established on their basis and are supposed to be cen
tred about them. The only householder ritual in which a Candāla/Śvapaca has an accepted role is the daily vaiśvadeva, where food is spread
on the ground outside the house “for dogs, outcastes, Svapacas, per
sons with evil diseases, crows, and worms” 535. Here the Candāla is
obviously no threat to the home but is in a subordinate position fitting
his status as “the worst of men”536.
The exhortation not to eat the gomūtrayāvaka with a feeling of dis
gust is remarkable 537. It indicates that the positive symbolic signifi
cance of the cow is not a sufficient explanation of the use of cow dung
and urine in these penances, but that the negative phenomenological
qualities of these elements are used dynamically. After all, penance is
not a picnic but must involve elements of pain or discomfort.
Having dealt with the inmates of the house the smrti goes on to de
scribe the purification of its goods and of the house itself:
The purity of both copper and brass is regained by rubbing with
ashes, of clothes by cleaning in water. Earthenware has to be
thrown away. Having put aside the saffron, molasses, cotton, salt,
oil, clarified butter and grains at the door, he should light a fire
inside the house 538. Thus purified he should feed the Brahmins,
and he should distribute among them a fee of thirty cows and one
bull. The house is purified by a renewed plastering and by being
dug, by offerings in the household fire and sacred mantras. Also
when Brahmins stay there the defect of the ground disappears539.

535 MDhŚ 3.92.
536 MDhŚ 10.12, 16 and 26.
537 And it is confirmed by Mādhava’s commentary: “When it is seen as completely similar to
spoiled food, a feeling of it as being impure etc. vehemently overpowers the mind; it is not
to be eaten in such a manner”, yasminn avalokite saty atyantasādrśyena tasminn
antedhyādibhāvah sahasā buddhim ārohet tādrsam na bhoktavyam //PM 2.6.38a-b.
538 The house is not burned down, but the flames are supposed to lick the walls. See Kane 19681977, vol.4: 322. According to Mādhava on verse 2.6.40, this is also the reason why
inflammable goods, like cotton etc., are removed first.
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Madhava explains some of the details and supplies parallel quotes
from other smrtis:
Plastering is of the walls and digging is of the ground. So it should
be understood according to usage. When both have been done, he
should have the Brahmins enter the house, and he should recite
mantras and perform homa as propitiation. By this much the
ground is purified. In this sense, the defilement of the ground is
not complete like that of the earthenware vessels. Should it happen
again that a Candāla stays in the house for long time, then these
directions by Hārita are to be observed: “As soon as it has been
known that the inmates of a house have been dwelling there
together with Candālas for a long time, the master should discard
all earthenware vessels in that house. Then he should perform a
Child Penance as well as a Hot Penance. Afterwards he should
feed the Brahmins. By taking Brahmakūrca he is then purified.”
Then there is also a fee of one hundred cows. This is mentioned by
Cyavana, who says: “In the event of mixing with Candālas one
should do as follows: let fire burn inside the home, break all
earthenware vessels, cut things made of wood, wash conches,
shells, gold, silver and clothes with water. The purity of copper or
brass vessels is regained by ākara [?] 539
540. Sour gruel, milk, sour
milk and butter milk should be thrown away. For children, old
people and women the penance is the half. Children are persons up
to the age of sixteen. Old people are those older than seventy.
When the penance has been performed, he should feed the
Brahmins and give hundred cows. If he does not have that amount
he should give as many as he owns” 541.

539 bhasmanā tu bhavet śuddhir ubhayos tāmrakāmsayoh / jalaśaucena vastrānām parityāgena
mrnmayam // 39 // kusumbhagudakārpāsalavanam tailasarpisī / dvāre krtvā tu dhānāyni
dadyād veśmani pāvakam // 40 // evam śuddhas tatah paścāt kuryād brāhmanatarpanam /
trimśatam govrsam caikam dadyād vipresu daksinām // 41 // punarlepanakhātena
homajapyena śudhyati /ādhārena ca viprānām bhūmidoso na vidyate //42 // PS 2.6.39-42.
540 Ākara: “One who scatters”, “multitude”, “a mine” (MW), “Fülle” (B&R). Generally metal
vessels are purified by being rubbed with ashes and/or acid. In severe cases they have to be
heated in fire or buried in the ground for long time. See Kane 1968-1977, vol.4: 326-237.
541 lepanam kudyasya / khananam sthalasyeti yathāyogam avagantavyam / tad ubhayant krtvā
bhāhmanān preveśya śāntikajapahomau kuryāt / tāvatā bhümih śudhyati / na tu bhāndavadatyantadoso bhūtner vidyate / yadā punar dirghakālam candālo nivaset / tadā hārltoktam
drastavyam - candālaih saha samvāsam dirghakālam akāmikam / vijñānān mrnmayam pātram
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By the presence of the Brahmins and by mantras and homa the rit
uals that have been damaged are reinstalled.
The pollution of the ground by Candālas and the purification and
reappropriation of it through offerings has a parallel in the practice of
appropriating land on a larger scale. In a series of definitions of the
territories of dharma (such as Āryāvārta), Mānavadharmaśāstra 2.23
tells us that the land where the black buck roams freely is fit for the
performance of sacrifices but that the land beyond that is the land of
foreigners (mlecchas). Medhātithi’s comment on this is that land is not
impure by itself even where mlecchas live and walk on it542. If a noble
Ksatriya king invades that mleccha land, establishes the four varnas
there and turns the mlecchas into Candālas as in Āryāvārta, then that
land would be fit for sacrifices 543. The text is interesting as an exam
ple of how these territories are analogous to each other and how they
are marked by a contrast between dharma and its rituals inside and the
adharma outside. If land beyond the territory of dharma is appropriat
ed then it becomes fit for sacrifices, and the people formerly outside
the scope of dharma are integrated as Candālas (where they remain a
marginalised group in relation to villages and towns) 544. Other verses
in Mānavadharmaśāstra (10.43-44) indicate, however, that not all for
eigners could be assigned a Candāla status. Probably these differences
reflect levels of military power.

sarvam tyajati tadgrhe // bālakrcchram tatah kuryāt taptakrcchram tathaiva ca / brāhmartāms
tarpayet paścād brahmakürcena śudhyati//iti/tatra ca gośatam daksinā /tad āha cyavanah candālasamkare svabhavanadhanam / sarvamrnmayabhāndabhedanam / dāravānām tu
taksanam / śankhaśuktisuvarnarajatacailānām adbhih praksālanam / kānisyatāmrapātrānām
ākarena śuddhili /sauvīrapayodadhitakrānām parityāgah /gomūtrayāvakāhāro māsam ksapayet
/ bālavrddhastrīnām ardham prāyaścittam / ā sodaśād bālāh / saptatyūrdhvagatā vrddhāh /
cimeprāyaścittebrāhmanabhojanamgośatam dadyāt/abhāvesarvasvam/iti//PM 2.6.42.
542 This is a parallel to Mādhava’s argument in the last quote (PM 2.6.42) that soil is never
completely polluted like earthenware.
543 See also Parasher 1991: 161-162 on this passage in relation to the ambiguity of the mleccha
category. Halbfass (1988: 178) is cautious not to see in this text an incentive for future
conquests but rather a retrospective rationalisation.
544 So this (Candālas as former foreigners) is one more explanation of the origin of Candālas like
those we have met already (varnasamkara, descendants of apostate renouncers etc.). But, as far
as I am aware, Medhātithi is the only dharmaśāstra author who puts forward this explanation.
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In relation to the village it is stated in the dharmasūtras that Veda
recitation must stop if any Candāla enters the village545. At the time of
the smrtis when he is explicitly segregated from the village but is at
the same time assigned specific duties inside it during day time 546,
Twice-born villagers are instructed to remember the Gāyatri prayer
whenever they happen to walk on the same road as a Candāla547. And
according to the text quoted above, if he dwells incognito in the house
of a Twice-born, the ground has to be purified by reinstalling the
household rituals (homa) of that house. Thus, inside the country we
have sacrifices, that is the śrauta rituals which for centuries after the
Maurian rule remained a political tool for appropriation of land; inside
the village we have Veda recitation; on common roads we have Gāya
tri; and inside the house we have homa. Outside are Candālas and
mlecchas, who were related to each other by Medhātithi.
The pollution of the soil, here caused by the presence of a Candāla,
is further characterised by Mādhava using a quote from Dévala. It says:
The soil where a woman has given birth or a man has died or been
cremated, which is inhabited by Candālas or where faeces and
urine have been passed, that soil which is full of foul things like
these is declared to be ‘impure’ [amedhya]. Touched by animals
like dogs, pigs, donkeys and camels, it becomes ‘filthy’ [dusta]. It
becomes ‘dirty’ [malina] through charcoal, husk, hair, bones,
ashes and so forth. The soil which is ‘impure’ is purified in five or
four ways. The soil which is ‘filthy’ is purified in three or two
ways, whereas that which is ‘dirty’ is purified in one way548.

545 ĀDhS 1.9.15; GDhS 16.19; VDhS 13.11.
546 MDhŚ 10.51, 55; VSS 10.14.
547 PS 2.6.23c-d.
548 yatra prasüyate nārl mriyate dahyate narah / candālādhyusitam yatra yatra
visthādisamgatih // evam kaśmalabhūyisthā bhür amedhyā praklrtitā /
śvasükarakharostrādisamsprstā dustatām vrajet // angāratusakeśāsthibhasmādyair malirii
bhavet / pañcadliā ca caturdhā ca bhür amedhyā viśudhyati // dustāpi yā tridhā dvedhā
śudhyate malinaikadhā/iti/PM 2.7.35, p. 193-194. The five ways of purification, according
to MDhŚ 5.124, which Mādhava quotes (p.194), are: sweeping, smearing with cow dung,
sprinkling with cow urine or milk, scraping and letting cows stay on the defiled'soil.
Śuddhikaumudi (quoted in Kane 1968-1977, vol.4: 318 n.717) presents, however, another
list which conforms better to the purification of a house prescribed in PS: digging, burning,
smearing, washing and rainfall.
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In the first instance we can say that these three degrees indicate the
extent to which the soil itself is affected by the pollution. Common to
those things which render the soil ‘impure’ (amedhya) are some invisi
ble qualities beyond the visible trails left549. They belong to the same
category as the qualities that cling to the food vessels of Candālas ac
cording to Patanjali. They are not merely removed by removing the visi
ble dirt but require ritually potent means of purification like cow dung
or fire. And, like the sacrifices by which land is appropriated and for
eigners turned into locally segregated Candālas, according to
Medhātithi, re-establi shing the house as an area of dharma by homa etc.
also entails the resegregation of the Candāla who corrupted the house.

Purification of women
As we have seen already, Candālas not only mark the boundary of
dharma in terms of territories but also in terms of kinship. The
Candāla is the lowest of the low (the pratilomas) within the genealogy
of castes. And, just as mixing with him within a man’s territorial do
mains necessitates a subsequent reappropriation, a similar reaction is
required when kinship domains, women, are polluted. Although the
master is vulnerable too in such matters and, as was described in the
last chapter, has to undergo penances if he succumbs, the matter is
more serious when the sinner is not himself but his woman. Women
are one of the major emblems of lordship, and adultery is an attack on
that lordship. It is also from this perspective that we should understand
the distinction between ‘guarded’ and ‘unguarded’ women. The term
used is gupta, which is also applied to a country and its subjects in re
lation to the king. The point here is not that women are weak and need
protection, but that as an emblem of lordship they have to be guarded
against foreign attacks. The smrti starts this section by mentioning the
circumstances when this custodianship is particularly important:

549 But see also VijYDhŚ 1.191, 2.214, referred to in Olivelle 2005d: 237-238, where
substances that are "amedhya " are explained as substances that have come out of the body
but which are not regarded as impure when they remain inside it.
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During tumult, war, famine, epidemics, or when people are taken
as captives or are in panic, a man should always look after his
woman550.

Accordingly Mādhava (introducing verse 2.10.17) asks:
When during such times a man is unable to guard his women
against being acquired by other men, what is to be done if she
somehow associates with Candālas551?

And the smrti answers the rhetorical question:
Should a woman have contact with Candālas, then a selected group
of ten Brahmins should be formed before which she should announce
her defilement. Following the directions of these Brahmins, she
should stand fasting in a well filled with cow dung, water and mud up
to her neck; after a day and a night she should come out. She should
then shave all hair off her head, eat a meal of bailey gruel, fast for
further three days, and stay in water for one day552. Then she should
boil the root, leaves, flowers or fruit of the Śamkhapuspï creeper,
together with some gold and the Five Products of the Cow, and drink
that decoction. After that she should live on only one meal a day until
she has her menstruation. So long as she observes this penance, she
has to live outside the house. When the penance has been performed
she should give a meal for the Brahmins and give two cows as a fee.
This is the purification as declared by Parāśara553.

550 dāmare sainare vāpi durbhikse vā janaksaye / bandigrāhe bhayārtau vā sadā svastrlni
nirīksayet//PS 2.10.16.
551 yadā puruso raksitum aśaktas tadānīm āpannāyāh striyāli striyāh kathamcic
candālasamparke kim kartavyam /PM introducing PS 2.10.17.
552 According to Mādhava this is done in the same well as before but now filled with water.
553 candālaih saha samparkam yā nārī kurute tatah / viprān daśa varan krtvā svakam dosam
prakāśayet // 17 // ākanthasammite kūpe goniayodakakardame / tatra sthitvā nirāhārā tv
ahorātrena niskramet//18# saśikhani vapanain krtvā bhuñjīyād yāvakaudanam / trirātram
upavāsitvā tv ekarātram jale vaset // 19 // śamkhapuspïlatāmūlain patram vā kusuinam
phalam / suvarnatn pañcagavyain ca kvāthayitvā pibej jalam // 20 // ekabhaktam caret
paścād yāvat puspavatī bhavet 7 vrataip carati tad yāvat tāvat samvasate bahih // 21 //
prāyaścitte tataś clrne kuryād brāhanabhojanam / godvayam daksinām dadyāc chuddhim
pārāśaro 'bravlt // 22 H PS 2.10.17-22.
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We have already met the penance of standing in a well filled with
cow dung in PM 2.6.43, where it was prescribed to a person who had
been associating with a Candāla for more than a month. An earlier ex
ample is found in Vasisthadharmasūtra 21.8, which instructs a wife
who has committed adultery to sleep in a pit with cow dung or Kuśa
grass as part of a penance that lasts for a full year 554. Mādhava also
quotes “another smrti”, which prescribes the same penance as PS, al
though the sequence of the specific elements is different. He concludes
that this penance is given in the case of an unintentional sin, and he
goes on to quote other texts, which he links to other circumstances:
In the case of sexual intercourse which is done intentionally, but
only once, Rsyaśrñga states: “Now, she who has been in contact
with low men should observe the Hard Penance for a year.” The
particulars to be observed if a Candāla or the like has sexual
intercourse with a woman after she has become pregnant [by her
lawful husband] are presented like this: “A young woman who has
been in contact with a man of low descent while she is already
pregnant should not perform a penance as long as the child is not
yet born. She should not show herself in the home and should not
apply any adornments to her limbs. She should not sleep together
with her husband and not eat together with her relatives. But when
the child is born she must perform the Hard Penance and so forth.
Then she should give some gold or a cow to a Brahmin as a fee”555.
But if she makes the contact with low men intentionally 556, then
what has been stated by Uśanas can be considered: “When she has
been in contact with, has dined with and has had sexual intercourse
with a man of low occupation, she should enter a blazing fire. By
her death she is purified” 557.
554 Based on parallel formulations in two medieval commentaries on YDhŚ, Olivelle under
stands the instruction in the sense that she must “eat in a through of cow dung” (gomayagarta) or on a spread of Kuśa grass and sleep on the ground, not that she should sleep in a
pit of cow dung. See VDhS 21.8, Olivelle 2000: 437, 631, 693.
555 PM 2.10.24-25, p.349, treats the similar case of a woman who has been raped by a man
belonging to one of the four varnas when she is already pregnant with her husband. There
Mādhava explicitly explains that prāyaścitta is suspended during her pregnancy in order to
prevent the strain involved causing miscarriage (garbhapāta). He also quotes an anonymous
smrti which says that “the foetus is not polluted by this incident; it can go through the usual
rites of passage as prescribed.” - na garbhadosas ‘tatrāsti samskāryah sa yatliāvidhi.
556 Under similar circumstances? This is not clear.
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Then he introduces the next verse, saying that the previous penance
in the mūla text (standing in the well etc.) has been prescribed for the
case of consummated intercourse whereas what follows is in case that
the intercourse is interrupted. The verse reads:
For women belonging to the four Classes the observance should be
the Lunar Penance. As with the earth, so is it with a woman.
Therefore a man should not blame her557
558.

Mādhava:
Because of the very strong contempt for sexual intercourse with a
Candāla, only her abandonment was prescribed in the case with the
young woman 559560
. But due to the doubt that perhaps purification
through penance is not possible at all [in this case], he alludes to
the image of the earth to remove that doubt. For land, in spite of
being afflicted by the dwelling of Candālas and others like them, is
reappropriated, being completely purified by digging, smearing
and so forth. Likewise, a woman should be taken back as wife
when she has performed the prescribed penance, and the master
should not accuse her of being totally spoiled, that is to say, he
should not abandon her 56°.
Although the text in a general sense used the expression “belonging
to the four Classes”, this is to be restricted in the sense that the
Brahmin woman should be ignored. This is because of a statement

557 kāmakrte tu sakrd gamana rsyaśrnga āha - samprktā syād athàntyair yā krcchrābdam
samācaret / iti / yady āhitagarbhāyā eva paścāc candālādivyavāyas tadā tenaiva viśesa uktah
- antarvatnī tu yuvatih samprktā yāntyayoninā /prāyaścittam na sā kuryād yāvad garbho na
nihsrtah // na pracāram grhe kuryān na cāñgesu prasādhanam / na śayīta samani bhartrā na
ca bhuñjita bāndhavaih // prāyaścittam gate garbhe vidhim krcchādikam caret / hiranyam
arthavā dhenum dadyād viprāya daksinām // iti / yadā tu kāmato ’ntyajasamparkam karoti
tadośanasoktam drastavyam - antyajena tu samparke bhojane maithune ki te / praviśet
sampradiptāgnau mrtyunā sā viśudhyati // iti / PM 2.10.22,
558 cāturvarnyasya nārinām krcchram cāndrāyanam vratam / yathā bhūmis tathā nāfi tasmāt
tām na düsayet//PS 2.10.23.
559 That is, by Uśanas at the end of the last commentary.
560 Mādhava stresses the analogy by using the same verb, svl dkr, both in the sense that land is
reappropriated (punah svlkriyate) by the proper purifications and that a wife should be taken
back (punah svīkaranīyā) when she has performed a penance. He has already (PM 2.6.42)
argued that soil cannot be polluted in an absolute sense, as earthenware can.
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by Samvarta laying down the particulars in her case: “A Brahmin
woman who unintentionally has had a sexual intercourse with a
Candāla, a Pulkasa, a foreigner, a Svapāka or an outcast sinner
should perform a fourfold Lunar Penance. But if a Brahmin woman
should unintentionally have sexual intercourse with a washerman, a
hunter, a performer or a man living by reed or leather crafts561, then
a threefold Lunar Penance should be observed”562.

The text (PM 2.10.22) above discussed the case of a woman who
was alreadÿ pregnant by her husband before her love affair with a
Candāla. Such a woman was treated leniently and the child in her womb
was not at all affected by the incident. Clearly, the impheation was that
her lord', by having sown the field, had already secured for himself the
crop of her fertility. But what if the unlucky woman is not pregnant but
becomes so by the lover? The smrti texts provide this instruction:
If she becomes pregnant by a lover when her husband has died or
is missing one should abandon this fallen and sinful woman in
another country 563.

Mādhava explains that she should be brought to another country
and then left there. He then goes on to quote Cdturvimśatimata, which
prohibits the banishment of women except in cases of Brahmin mur
der, and prescribes that she should perform penances inside the home
instead. But Mādhava does not regard this text as fully valid evidence
that women should not be banished:

561 This clearly demonstrates the difference in terms of pollution between, on the one side,
Untouchables such as Candālas and other antyāvasāyins and, on the other, antyajas such as
a washerman, a performer etc. But in other contexts such distinctions may be ignored.
562 candālagamanasyātyantajugupsitatvād yositah parityāga eva / na tn vratena śuddhir ity
āśañkya tām āśankām nivartayitum bhūmidrstāntam upanyasyati / bhiimir hi candālādivāsenopahtāpi khananalepanādibhih samśodhya punah svīkriyate / evam yosid api caritavratā
punah svlkaranīyā / na tu tām dūsayet / na parityajed iti yāvat / yady api atra cāturvarnyasyeti sāmānyenābhihitam tahāpy état brāhmanlvyatiriktāvisaye samkocanlyam / brāhmanyāh samvartena viśesābhidhānāt - candālam pulkasam mleccham śvapākain patitam
fathā / brāhmany akāmato gatvā cāndrāyanacatustayam // rajakavyādhaśailüsavenucarmopajivinah / brāhmany etān yadā dacched akāmādaindvatrayam//iti//PM 2.10.23.
563 jārena janayed garbham mrte ’vyakte gate patau / tām tyajed apare rostre patitām pāpakārinām//PS 2.10.28c-29b.
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This is not so. For the prohibition against abandonment [in that
text] referred to the case of a woman who, being repentant, is
entitled to perform penance, since it was said “she should perform
penances [inside the home]”. And also because it is agreed that
abandonment is proper at least when women have been spoiled by
Śvapākas: “Four women must be completely abandoned when they
sin: she who has been spoiled by a Śvapāka, she who kills her
husband or who has sexual intercourse with her father or son.”
Likewise Vasistha 564: “These four are to be abandoned: a wife
who has sex with one’s pupil, a wife who has sex with one’s elder,
especially a wife who tries to kill her husband, and a wife who has
sex with a degraded man.” The degraded man is the abhorrent
Śvapāka and others like him. Likewise Yājñavalkya 565: “After
having gone astray, purity is regained in her period 566. But in the
event of pregnancy abandonment is prescribed. So also if she kills
her foetus or husband or commits some other grievous sin”567.

In dharmaśāstra the wife is first of all seen as the mother of her
husband’s sons, and the demands on her purity must be understood in
that perspective. If she is already pregnant with her husband, the dam
age of a relation with a Candāla can be removed, but if instead she be
comes pregnant with the Candāla, she is regarded as appropriated by
him and therefore treated as totally spoiled.
The manner of Mādhava’s argument in the last commentary is telling.
It is completely tautological: to discuss whether women should be aban
doned or nor is the same as discussing whether or not she is entitled to
penance. If she is entitled to penance, and if that penance does not entail
her death, she should not be abandoned. This kind of tautology is not
564 VDhS 21.10. Olivelie’s translation.
565 YDhŚ 1.72.
566 This is according to the view cited in many dharmaśāstra texts that women are never defiled
because “menstruation sweeps away their sins month after month”. See Leslie 1989: 254
including n.27 with the relevant references.
567 maivam / parityāgamsedhasyānutàpitaprāyaścittādhikāristrīvisayatvāt /prāyaścittāni kārayet
ity abhidhānāt / śvapākopahatānām parityāgasya tatraivāùgikrtatvāt / catasra eva samtyājyāh
patane saty api striyah / śvapākopahatā yā tu bhartrghnī pitrputragā // iti / vasistho ’pi catasras tu parityājyāh śisyagā gunigā ca yā /patighm tu viśesena juùgitopagatā ca yā // iti /
juùgito Jugupsitah śvapākādih / yājñavalkyo ’pi - vyabhicārād rtau śuddhir garbhe tyāgo
vidlūyate / garbhabhartrvadhādau ca tathā mahatipātake//iti/PM 2.10.28c-29b, p.353.
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against the rules because argumentation here rests on the ability to pro
duce textual evidence. Women are entitled to penance whenever there is
a text with the vidhi “she should perform a penance”. To reject the validi
ty of this statement (which Mādhava wishes to do in the present context
of pregnancy by a Candāla) is only possible because Mādhava knows
other texts which prescribe abandonment in the specific case of sexual
intercourse with Śvapākas and pregnancy with her lover. This does not
mean that these authors did not have individual points of view and prin
ciples, but that they had to use their mastery of texts to argue their case.
Note that while Mādhava here rejects the idea that women are not aban
doned according to Caturvimśatimata, he also rejected the notion that
they are abandoned according to Uśanas a little earlier. There are two
questions involved in this seeming contradiction, namely whether the
woman gets pregnant by the lover or not, and whether abandonment en
tails her death or not. Mādhava seems to endorse the principle that if she
gets pregnant with her Candāla lover, she is totally spoiled as a wife, but
he also supports the principle that she should not die. However, he does
not refer explicitly to these principles, only to texts that might be read as
supporting his views. The analogy in the mūla text about women being
like soil and therefore not irreparably polluted was used to reject death
by fire, while the texts about abandonment of women who had had a sex
ual relation with Śvapākas were used to support the banishment of
women who had become pregnant by their Candāla/Śvapāka lovers.
Let me now summarise how Mādhava orders these diverse instructions.
This is best done in the form of an overview of the different situations and
penances. All in all the system seems to be like this (from better to worse):

Pregnant by husband, unintentional sexual intercourse with Candāla
Hard Penance etc. but only after the birth of the child (PM 2.10.22).
Interrupted sexual intercourse [with Candāla]
Lunar Penance (repeated four times for Brahmin women) (PS/PM 2.10.23).

Consummated but unintentional sexual intercourse with Candāla
Standing in a well etc. and fasting until next menstruation (PS 2.10.17-22).
Consummated and intentional sexual intercourse [with Candāla]
Hard Penance for a year (PM 2.10.22).
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Pregnant by Śvapaka
Banishment to another country (PS/PM 2.10.28c-29b).

Although it is not made explicit in every case (and therefore put in
square brackets in the list), the overall context suggests that all incidents re
fer to a relation with a Candāla/Śvapāka. The most important difference,
therefore, is with regard to the nature of the fruit of the soil, that is whether
she is or gets pregnant and with whom. This confirms the position of the
woman as a domain of the householder. The purity of a wife is related to
her agency in terms of reproduction. Further, the system also illustrates the
relation between purity and auspiciousness that was discussed in chapter
two. More precisely, it illustrates that purity is associated with human
agency, while auspiciousness is associated with divine or cosmic agency.
In matters of childbirth the wife is an agent that has to be pure in order to
be the perfect instrument of the cosmic agency that alone can secure her
pregnancy, preferably with a son. In the first of these five situations auspi
ciousness has already done its work; the wife is pregnant by her lord. No
purification is therefore needed in relation to the fruit of what has already
been accomplished (the foetus and coming child), but only in relation to
the instrument of future conceptions (the wife after birth). In the last inci
dent inauspiciousness triumphs. The wife is pregnant but by the wrong
man - indeed by the worst of men. In that case purification is not possible
at all and also not relevant, as she is to be banished. But in those incidents
in between, auspiciousness is not yet involved as there is no conception,
and so it is here that we find the most elaborate purifications. These restore
the purity that is needed if she is to become pregnant later by her husband.
Until now the text has only considered adultery on the basis of the
assumption that the woman has been seduced, whether she was preg
nant already or became so by the affair. But what if she leaves home
and husband by her own free will for the sake of another man? The
mūla text is quite clear:
If a Brahmin woman leaves with another man, she should be
declared totally lost; one should never have sex with her again568.

568 brāhmanī tu yadā gacchet parapunisā sainanvitā / sa tu nastā vinirdistā lia tasyā gainanam
punah //PS 2.10.29c-30b.
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In this case she has exercised her own will as an independent agent
in relation both to the household of her husband and to her own fami
ly. It is in this context that Mādhava stresses the need to keep women
well guarded, so it is certainly not a question of protecting them. Even
if she leaves home without a lover, a woman has to be banished
should she ever return, as she has probably had sex with a hundred
other men while unguarded outside the home569. She is not allowed to
enter the house of her husband anymore, and should she attempt to do
so, that house would have to be purified along with all its inmates and
household goods by the same rituals that would be used if it was visit
ed by a Candāla570. Mādhava notes the parallel:
When this bad Brahmin woman enters a house for the sake of
dwelling there, be it her husband’s, her mother’s, her lover’s house, or
the house of some other friend who shows her kindness, that house
becomes completely impure like the house inhabited by a Candāla.
And in the manner by which the purification was explained in the case
of the Candāla who entered and stayed in a house, that is by the verses
“When it has become known that a Candāla has stayed incognito in a
house” etc., even so should the purification be performed in a house if
a Brahmin woman who has become a whore has entered it571.

We have seen that when Candālas enter the domain of Twice-born
householders as if they possessed the rights to these domains, a num
ber of bad consequences ensue, which necessitate a renewed ritual ap
propriation. In the case of a house the Candāla can be driven out, but
in case of a wife this is only possible when the Candāla has not made
her pregnant. If that happened the nature of the Candāla is reproduced
within her body and can never be removed due to her permanent kin
ship with that bastard child. Consequently not only the child but also
the mother has to be segregated.

569 PS 2.10.34c-35b.
570 PS 2.10.35c-39.
571 seyant durbrālimam svanivāsārtham ptyur vā mātur vā jārasyānyasya vā dāksinyavisayasya kasyacid bondhor grham praviśati tad grham caiidālādhyusitagrhavad atyantam apavitram bhavati /
avijiïātas tu candālo yatra veśmani tisthati / ityādinā candālavāse tatpraveśe ca yathā grhaśttddliir
abhihitā tathāpumścalyā brāhmanyāh praveśe 'pi grhaśuddhih kartavyā //PM 2.10.35c-36b.
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Bahyatva: spatial segregation
Coming from the house to the village the situation is different.
There is actually no rule in PS that explicitly states that Candālas have
to live outside the village. On the contrary, we might argue that the
large amount of detailed material regarding interaction with Candālas
in this text indicates that while a highly differentiated system of pre
cautionary measures had been developed, spatial segregation was rela
tive and conditioned.
The situation was probably somewhat like the one prescribed in
Mānavadharmaśāstra 10.54-55 and Vaikhānasasmārtasūtra 10.14.
Candālas worked in villages and towns, but their own hamlets were lo
cated outside or on the outskirts of these. Visnusmrti 16.14 says that the
two criteria by which Candālas can be distinguished as lower than oth
er pratilomas are that they live outside the village and that they wear
clothes that have been gathered from dead people. But compared with
these texts, PS puts more emphasis on the activities of Candālas within
the village. We saw above that while the dharmasūtras regarded it as a
hindrance to Veda recitation if a Candāla was present inside the vil
lage, the critical boundary in PS has become that of the house. We even
saw in the last chapter that pitchers of Candālas might have been used
in common wells, just as people might have to walk on the same roads
together with them, and that precise measurements of the distance to be
observed at such encounters were defined. Thus, the sphere of possible
contact became closer along with the increasing need for the Candāla’s
professional presence within villages and cities. The rules regulating
the spatial limits of contact, therefore, became more complicated and
finely tuned to cater for these circumstances.

Apratigrhyatva: precautions relating to the reception of gifts or
donations
The prevention of the upward mobility of Untouchables and the
control of their labour (which are two sides of the same coin) are relat
ed to the question of economic exchange with them. This, in turn, de
pends on their status as owners of wealth. Mānavadharmaśāstra 10.51
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allows them to own dogs and donkeys, and in so doing this text actual
ly places them on the scale of lordship suggested by Inden, although at
the very bottom of it. In addition, the fact that Candālas and other un
touchable occupational groups do not occur in ancient epigraphic
northern Indian records of donations is a further indication of their in
significance as owners of wealth 572. With respect to southern India,
however, Hanumanthan tells us that Paraiyas kept important privileges
even as late as during Cola and Vijayanagara rule, when they had be
come untouchable in that region. As a matter of fact, there are inscrip
tions from that area and that time showing that some of these Paraiyas
were sufficiently rich to have their donations to temples recorded573.
PS is one of the texts that does not explicitly mention Candālas as
apratigrhya. But Baudhāyanadharmasūtra 2.4.14 and Mānavadharmaśāstra 11.176 state that a Brahmin who approaches a Candāla
woman and eats her food or receives her presents becomes an outcast
if he did not know her identity, or a Candāla like herself if he did.
Bhāruci explains the difference between becoming an outcast and be
coming her equal by saying that in the first case the sin can be expiat
ed by a penance while in the latter even this is not possible574. Medhātithi, however, suggests that the statement about becoming a Candāla
like herself is an arthavāda, which only emphasises the need to per
form penance 575. Nāradasmrti 15-16.12-15 denies Svapākas, Candā
las, impotent men, cripples, butchers, elephant drivers and uninitiated
men the possibility of paying the penalty of a crime by fines, “for
these are dirty people among men, so their wealth is inherently
dirty” 576. Instead, the victims of assault committed by such people are
allowed to punish them themselves by immediate beating without in
volving the royal judicial system 577This rule indicates that Candālas
might have possessed some wealth according to Nāradasmrti, but that
receiving it was regarded as polluting or harmful. Also Vijñāneśvara

572 Parui 1961: 10-11.
573 Hanumanthan 1979: 157-159.
574 BhāMDhŚ 11.175.
575 MeMDhŚ 11.174.
576 mala hy ete mamisyesu dhanam esām malātkmakam/NS 15-16.15a-b.
577 See also BS 21.5, 20; Kane 1968-1977, vol.3: 514.
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is positive that Candālas are apratigrhya and, like Nāradasmrti, he ex
plains this as a result of their low birth and activities 578. Other groups
that clearly belong to this category are uninitiated people from the
three upper varnas (vrātyas) and outcasts (patitas) 579, as well as peo
ple in general whose sins have not been expiated by penances, and
thieves 58°. But apart from such clear cases the rules about which per
sons cannot be accepted as donors are remarkably (and revealingly)
slippery. We have to look more closely at these rules in order to un
derstand the function of apratigrhyatva in relation to Untouchables.
Mānavadharmaśāstra 10.115 lays down seven modes of acquiring
wealth that are in accordance with dharma. These are: inheriting, find
ing, purchasing, conquering, investing, working and the “acceptance
of gifts from good people” (satpratigraha). The commentators further
remark that of these the first three are open to all four varnas, con
quest is only acceptable in case of Ksatriyas, investment for Vaiśyas,
work for Vaiśyas and for Śüdras, while the last is only acceptable for
Brahmins 581. This last restriction is also apparent from the wellknown distribution of duties for the four varnas, according to which
all members of the three upper varnas can give gifts but only
Brahmins are qualified as receivers of gifts, whereas Śüdras, whose
only duty is to serve the Twice-born, are neither qualified as receivers
nor as givers582. This means that only people of the three upper varnas
qualify as “good people” in terms of giving gifts, Śüdras do not.
However, the position of Śüdras in relation to these rules became in
creasingly ambiguous in spite of the meticulous formulations. We saw
in the last chapter that, according to the rules in PS, Śüdras are entitled
to perform penance, but that, generally, they do so by paying a larger
fee (daksinā) and observing less penance than upper varna sinners 583.

578 “The wrong thing about receiving presents is related to the descent and acts of the donor, as
when he is a Candāla or an outcaste for instance” - pratigrhyasya cāsattvam dātur
jātikarmanibandhanam yathā cāndālādeh patitādeś ca / VijYDhŚ 3.289, p.592.
579 VS 57.2-5.
580 Derrett 1962: 44.
581 See also GDhS 10.39-45.
582 MDhŚ 1.88-91.
583 PS 2.10.5-8.
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Although daksinā is not the same as gifts (dāna), primarily in that
daksinā is obligatory 584, these rules show that Sūdras were seen as
possessors of wealth. That this was, indeed, the situation is also
recorded in Mānavadharmaśāstra 10.109-110, which compares the
three vocations of Brahmins, officiating at sacrifices, teaching and ac
cepting gifts, saying that the latter is the lowest because this may in
volve receiving gifts even from Sūdras, whereas performance of sacri
fices and Vedic education are reserved for the Twice-born. So, al
though Sūdras were not among the ideal givers, Brahmins were in
clined to accept their presents.
In spite of the directions in Mānavadharmaśāstra 1.91 that the only
acceptable duty of Śūdras is to serve the Twice-born, Śūdras worked to a
large extent within various crafts. In Mānavadharmaśāstra 10.99-100
this opportunity is only allowed for Sūdras who are not able to sustain
themselves by serving the Twice-born, but evidently this does not reflect
the actual situation 585. On the contrary, precisely because of their posi
tion within these crafts Sūdras, although excluded form Vedic ritual and
knowledge, could not be prevented from having their share of the pros
perity that followed general economic expansion in trade, urban develop
ment and agriculture586. Brahmins, on the other hand, were restricted by
an ideal code from involving themselves directly in such activities except
as advisers, and although concessions in the case of poor Brahmins are
frequently mentioned 587, they mainly had to depend on the extent to
which other sections of the society were in need of their religious and in
tellectual expertise or inclined to donate wealth and land, thereby gaining
respect and soteriological merit. One can hardly avoid seeing in this con
trast a reason for the special attitude in dharmaśāstra towards the wealth
of Śūdras. Mānavadharmaśāstra 10.129 is particularly explicit:
584Malamoud 1976: 164. The relation between these two institutions, daksinā and dāna, has
been much debated. For an overview, see Quigley 1993 62-64. Inden (1986: 767) suggests
that whereas the basis of daksinā was a relation between kings and priests, dāna emerged in
the relation between kings and renouncers; the non-obligatory nature of dāna made it
possible for rulers and their kingdoms to participate in the transcendent authority of the
renouncers without involving these in any exchange relation. Thapar 1984 examines these
institutions in the light of socio-economic changes.
585 Sharma 1990: 199.
586 Ibid.: 199-201, 262-268.
587 MDhŚ 10.81-94.
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Even a capable Śūdra must not accumulate wealth; for when a
Śūdra becomes wealthy, he harasses Brahmins588.

Both Bhāruci and Medhātithi discuss the possibility that this ‘ha
rassment’ consists in the sin that a rich Śūdra might be said to incur by
making a Brahmin accept gifts from a non-virtuous giver and thereby
be instrumental in what might be seen as the Brahmin’s fall from dhar
ma. And both reject this interpretation by saying that, if the Śūdra ful
fils his dharma in other respects, that is if he serves the Twice-born
obediently, he commits no sin by donating his wealth to the Brahmins.
Bhāruci even refers to śrāddha, saying that, if there was any harm in
accepting presents from Śūdras, they would not be able to perform the
śrāddha, which involves presenting the Brahmins with daksinā. Thus,
although the commentators acknowledge the resistance to the possibili
ty that Śūdras may work within occupations in which they are able to
make a more profitable living than serving Twice-born, they also seem
to recognise that the reality is different and to be willing to accepts that
the Brahmins receive their donations. This is also expressed in the idea
of the progressive degeneration caused by the yugas. The present deca
dent Kali age is precisely characterised in the texts both by an unjust
increase of profit589590
, that is the profit of those who should not accumu
late wealth, and by the stipulation of gift-giving (to Brahmins who
were the only lawful receivers) as the special duty of that age 59°.
Although the precise economic situation of Śūdras is uncertain, the
impression we get from these texts is of a conflict between Brahmins,
who want to maintain control over the work of Śūdras, and Śūdra arti
sans, who might have been capable of amassing some wealth. It is a
conflict about preventing the upward mobility of subordinate sections
of society. Śūdra artisans continued to be of major importance in the

588 śaktenāpi hi śūdrena na kāryā dhanasamcayah / śīidro hi dhanam āsādya brāhmanān eva
bādhate //MDhŚ 10.129. Olivelle’s translation. Olivelle 2005a: 38-40 explains the attitude to
Śūdras in MDhŚ partly as a result of historical memories of bad days under Mauryan rule
when the alliance between rulers and Brahmins was broken and Buddhist organisations took
their place, partly as a result of anxiety about foreign invaders. According to Olivelle ‘Śūdra’
therefore is a code for various threats against Brahmin privileges, both religious and political.
589 MDhŚ 1.81-82.
590 MDhŚ 1.86.
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state economy during the medieval period, as they were in the earlier
phases 591, whenever trade was expanding or large temple building
projects were carried out.
The situation of untouchable groups, on the other hand, was very
different. The functions allotted to them by our texts did not yield any
return beyond the mere necessities of life but can best be described as
indispensable public service functions such as scavenging on crema
tion grounds and elsewhere, guarding and executing criminals etc. As
an unskilled labour force (assuming they were utilised as such at that
time) they performed jobs that, although necessary, gave no access to
upward mobility. On the contrary, such mobility would have hindered
the control of this labour force. Thus, the apratigrhyatva of Candālas,
more than other precautionary measures, emphasised the economic as
pects of segregation. Exclusion from economic transactions meant that
their service was at the same time secured.

Precautions relating to religious activities
According to Gautamadharmasūtra 4.25, Candālas, as a pratiloma
caste, are dharmahina, “without - ” or “excluded from dharma/s”.
Olivelle translates the expression as “outside the law”, but Haradatta
was more specific and paraphrased the expression as “excluded from
the duties of upanayana etc.” 592 Here the word dharma comes close to
the meaning of adhikcmr, it is a duty and a privilege at the same time.
“Adhikāra” emphasises the ‘privilege’ aspect, “dharma” the ‘duty’
aspect. It is, of course, notoriously difficult - and problematic - to
separate the legal and the religious aspects of such rules in ancient and
pre-modern texts of religious law. Upanayana opened up a whole
range of legal rights in terms of varna status etc., but is also paved the
way to religious activities and to the social and soteriological benefits
that accrued from these.
According to Yājñavalkyadharmaśāstra 1.93, the parallel rule,
Candālas are not excluded from an abstract law but from duties in the

591 Sharma 1990: 199-201.
592 pratikimāj jātāh sīitādayo dharmahīnā upanayanādidharmahīnā /HaGDhD 1.4.20.
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plural; they are sarvadharmabahiskrta - “excluded from all dhar
mas”. Vijnāneśvara does not comment further on that statement, but in
the context of āśauca, he makes use of the aforementioned rule in
Gautamadharmasūtra 4.25 - but attributed to Manu - about pratilomas being dharmahīna as an argument for saying that pratilomas have
no right to āśauca, the period of personal purification in connection
with death and child birth in the close family, but only to simple wash
ing away the bodily secretions connected with these events 593. This is
an interesting statement, as it indicates a clear difference between sim
ple cleansing and ritual purification parallel to Patañjali’s distinction
between those food vessels that were regarded as purified when they
had been cleaned and those which were not (those used by Candālas).
In the discourse of activities and occupational duties, karma and
dharma correspond. Having a specific dharma entitles a person to
specific activities, occupations and religious rituals - all three valid
translations of the word karman. According to Vaikhānasasmārtasūtra
10.14, Candālas are not excluded from all dharmas (sarvadharmaba
hiskrta) as in Yājñavalkyadharmaśāstra 1.93, but from “all karmas”
(sarvakarmabahiskrta), which in this context must refer to rituals,
since the same text describes the occupational duties of the Candāla
inside the village in detail, as we saw in chapter four.
It is not only the Candālas who are prevented from taking part in
religious activities. Other untouchable people are subject to similar re
strictions, although temporarily. This appears most clearly in the con
text of āśauca, which, as we saw, was defined by Haradatta as a state
of asprśyatva, abhojyānnatva and suspension of the rights to give gifts
and to perform rituals (karmānadhikāra)594.
But Candālas not only lack adhikāra for the rituals of the four
varnas. Their influence during these rituals is also regarded as critical
by those who do possess these adhikāras. We have already seen that

593 pratilomānām tv ñśaucabhāva eva / pratiloma dharmahinah / iti manusmaranāt / kevalam
mrtau prasave ca malāpakarsanārtham inūtrapurīsotsargavat śaucam bhavaty eva //
VijYDhŚ 3.22, p.417.
594 HaGDhS 2.5.1, p. 141. Similarly in VijYDhŚ 3.1, where āśauca is not merely defined by its
rituals and taboos, however, but by the extraordinary condition (atiśaya) that is the cause of
these.
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some of the oldest rules pertaining to Candālas are those that demand
that Vedic recitation must stop when they are present in the village595.
This rule is not found in PS, but Yājñavalkyadharmaśāstra 1.148 for
mulated the general rule that recitation should be suspended near any
impure (amedhya) agent, such as dead bodies, Śūdras, antyas, crema
tion grounds, and outcast sinners.
The rule that a meal must be abandoned if it is looked at by a
Candāla (or a dog), especially the śrāddha meal, has also been men
tioned 596. During the death rituals, when the bones have been collect
ed and are brought to the river where they will be thrown out, the son
who carries the bones should avoid getting into contact with Candālas,
outcasts and vrātyas (uninitiated persons), according to Nārāyanabhatta’s sixteenth century manual on the death rituals, the Antyestipaddhati 597. The same text quotes the instruction, attributed to Dévala,
that the funeral pyre should never be kindled by the fire of a Candāla
in case the deceased neither had a śrauta nor a grhya fire or in case
the latter has been spent already598. The same rule is quoted in PM:
The fire of a Candāla, an impure fire, the fire of a woman who has
just given birth or of an outcast, as also the fire from another funeral,
these should never by accepted by a well-versed Brahmin 599.

Elsewhere the same instruction is generalised to include acceptance
of fire also for cooking purposes in a longer quote of Devola'.
During normal times a fire that has been enjoyed by a Śūdra 600
cannot be accepted. A Śūdra who cooks dog’s meat601 does not

595 PGS 2.11.4; ĀDhS 1.9.15.
596 PS 2.6.67a-b; PM 1.3.47, p.381.
597 See Muller 1992: 145.
598 Ibid.: 199.
599 candālāgnir amedhyāgnih sūtikāgniś ca karhicit /patitāgniś citāgniś ca na śistagrahanocitāh //
PS 1.3.47, p.286. See also Kane 1968-1977, vol.4: 210.
600 This refers to a fire in which a Śūdra has cooked his food.
601 It is not rare that Śvapacas, Candālas and similar groups were regarded as low Śūdra castes
in spite of the varnasamkara genealogies ascribed to them.
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deserve to partake of the fire of a Brahmin. The fire of a Candala,
an impure fire [... etc. as the previous quote] 602.

Wearing marks of identity as Untouchables

PS contains no instructions about the outer appearance of Candālas
like those we have seen in other contexts, for instance the black iron
and bells attached to the girdle, or the professional marks such as the
thunderbolt sign and the weapons mentioned by Medhātithi603.
Now that we have examined the different precautionary rules relat
ing to the householder and to his different spheres of activity, it is time
to collect the threads and to return to the question about the place of
untouchability in a larger complex of purity rules. This will be the task
of the following, last chapter of this study.

602 agner vrsalabhuktasya grahanam nasty anāpadi / śvapāko vrsalo bhoktum brāhmanagnim
ca nārhati // candālāgnir amedhyāgnih [etc.] PM 2.7.35, p.192.
603 MeMDhŚ 10.55.

7. UNTOUCHABILITY, IMPURITY AND PENANCE
Untouchability as a total complex

Throughout the previous chapters untouchability has been under
stood as a set of interrelated precautionary measures. They are interre
lated not only in the sense that there is an overlap between the aspects
of interaction that they elaborate, such as touching each other, using
the same facilities or being within the same spatial area, but also in the
more basic sense that several other categories apart from the perma
nently untouchable Candāla are subject to these regulations, such as
the menstruating woman, the moral law breaker or the foreigner, each
related to a set of overlapping topographic or political spheres (home,
village and country). The main focus of the preceding analyses of in
dividual precautionary rules has been on the agency and competencies
of the householder, and it is also in this light that a synthesis will be
attempted.
The ancient rule formulated in Āpastambadharmasūtra 2.2.8-9 is
an appropriate point of departure:
As it is a sin to touch a Candāla, so is it to speak to or to look at
one. These are the expiations for such offences: for touching,
submerging completely in water; for speaking, speaking to a
Brahmin; for looking, looking at the heavenly lights604.

This is a minimal system which covers the whole life-world of the
householder. Three bodily faculties are involved here: touching, see
ing and talking. And three elements of the ritualised world restore
these faculties when they have been corrupted by being directed at the
Candāla: water, celestial bodies, and the Brahmin. These restorations
accomplish a reconstitution of the total field of agency: the body
through touch, the cosmic world through sight and the social world

604 yathā cāndālopasparśane sambhāsāyām darfane ca dosas tatra prāyaścittam // 8 //
avagāhanam apām upasparśane sambhāsāyām brāhmanasambhāsā darśane jyotisām
darśanam // 9 II ĀDhS 2.2.8-9. Olivette's translation.
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through talking. The Brahmin carries within him the word of the Veda
and its cosmological and moral order, and talk with him is designed as
a restoration of that order, however brief or trivial the talk may be.
From this minimal system let us move on to the more comprehen
sive system of the ritualisation of those spatial spheres through or with
in which the householder operates. These are his body, his home, his
village or town and his country. According to Catherine Bell, ritualisa
tion is “fundamentally a way of doing things to trigger the perception
that these practices are distinct and the associations that they engender
are special” 605. The difference between ritual purification and ordinary
cleaning is precisely the idea in the former case of some special source
of impurity that can only be removed by some special remedy. This
was also the distinction drawn by Vijñāneśvara, presented at the end of
the last chapter, between āśauca and simply washing away the bodily
secretions connected with death or childbirth. There is no immediate
causal connection between looking at the sun and the impression of
having looked at a Candāla. The connection is purely ritual.
By distinguishing themselves from other practices, rituals create
situations that presuppose the working of superhuman agents that are
distinguished from the ordinary causalities of everyday life, and, by
the ritual enactment of these forces, participants are empowered as
agents with special competences and places as ideal locations of this
special agency. This basic differentiation of one practice in relation to
other practices and of special agents distinguished from ordinary
agents is enabled by an activation of the oppositions that are generated
by bodily perceptions such as inside/outside, high/low and clean/dirty.
These oppositions are projected on the objects to be ritualised (body,
home or whatever) as a paradigm for segregating unwanted realities
from ideal constructs: the ‘low’ from the ‘high’, the ‘impure’ from the
‘pure’ and so forth, so that an ideal ritualised field remains. Only by
this process of segregation does the body emerge as an empowered
agent, the home as a proper sphere of ownership and the village and
country as worthy domains of polity.

605 Bell 1992: 220.
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In this system elements are segregated not only because of their
conceptual, symbolic properties but also, or rather, because of their
phenomenological qualities and potential for isomorphism. As impuri
ty is a better image of the unqualified agent than disease or danger, be
cause in everyday experience uncleanness is incurred by all but is at
the same time removable by will, so some elements serve better in the
process of segregation than others. Why, for instance, is human faeces
classified among the worst kinds of pollutants (the amedhya ones),
like dead bodies or Candālas, in the typology of the pollution of the
soil presented in last chapter, and not merely as ‘dirt’ (mala)? And
why is food which has been in contact with faeces or urine equated
with beef and the food of Candālas 606? Of course, no one demands an
explanation for people’s sense that they need to do something if they
find out that their food has been in contact with faeces. This seems
pretty natural, after all. But why this homology between faeces and
clearly inauspicious categories like dead bodies, slaughtered cows and
Candālas? We may say, with Douglas, that contact with faeces repre
sents a “descent in the caste structure” as part of “a symbolic system,
based on the image of the body, whose primary concern is the order
ing of a social hierarchy” 607. But is symbolism primary?
Phenomenologically we may rather say that defecation and urination,
as bodily experiences, offer themselves immediately as natural
processes of segregation: they are uncomplicated and normal, they are
felt as a necessity for the wellness of the body and they have negative
sensual qualities. On a conceptual level they are further understood as
the negative waste product of an auspiciousness-dependent process,
that of nourishing the body (the agent), a process which depends on
the cosmic cycle that connects the oblations offered at agnihotra with
rain and food. They are excreted waste, expelled from the cycle of
nourishment, and so in all ways form a contrast within the same
sphere. Since this is the auspicious cycle that sustains the body, it im
plies inauspiciousness when it is violated by reversing food with fae
ces. Neither blood nor semen, sweat, hair, nails, mucus or other bodily

606 PM 2.11.1, see the section on abhojyānnatva in the chapter 5.
607 Douglas 1984: 123, 125.
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impurities have this potential. Only saliva, as already mentioned,
comes close to being a similar waste product, although it is not reck
oned among the twelve bodily impurities in Mānavadharmaśāstra
5.135. Thus, faeces, urine and saliva are segregated as negative waste
products from the ritualised process of nourishing the body, although
they are intimate parts of it. What is more serious than these impuri
ties, however, is the case when the body itself is defect, as with crip
ples or fools who are untouchable according to Dévala quoted in PM
2.6.24. A ritualised body must necessarily also be a fit body because
the objective of ritualisation is to produce an effective agent.
Coming from the body of the householder to his home, segregation
and untouchability relate to the basic processes of prosperity in a simi
lar manner. The idiom here is not nourishment, but kinship, and the
rules of untouchability are directed, accordingly, at the women of the
house and at death.
According to classical Indian medical texts 608, conception takes
place when the male seed unites with the ‘female seed’ (sonita), that is
the uterine blood. Conception cannot take place during the first three
days of menstruation, where the flow of this uterine blood is out of
control. But for twelve or sixteen nights after this critical period the
woman is ‘in season’ (rtu) and fit for conception. If she becomes preg
nant, the foetus blocks the downward passage of the blood, and there
fore she has no menstruation during her pregnancy. Consequently, and
given that the couple fulfils their obligation, formulated in Mānava
dharmaśāstra 3.45, to unite every month during her ‘season’, repeated
menstruations are signs of her infertility. According to the same text,
3.46-47 and 50, this period of the monthly cycle seems to be calculat
ed as sixteen plus four extra nights. This includes the four days of the
menstruation itself. But among these twenty nights ten are forbidden,
including the four nights of the menstruation609. Thus, no matter how
the menstrual blood is interpreted, it is in any case highly ambivalent.
It signifies the start of the woman’s fertile period at the same time as
repeated menstruations are signs of infertility. It bodes auspiciousness
and inauspiciousness at the same time, and in any event, the outcome
608 See Leslie 1994: 67-69.
609 See Olivelie’s notes to MDhŚ 3.46-47, 50.
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is fully dependent on cosmic, divine forces. When eventually the
woman is delivered of the child, she is again untouchable. In this situ
ation she is a medium of the transition between life and non-life at the
same time as she is herself in a dangerous and critical state, the out
come of which depends again on forces outside the sphere of human
agency.
Death, according to one possible interpretation, renders the whole
home untouchable for the period of āśacua, as the sapinda relatives
are all part of the process of dying by virtue of their relation to the
physical body of the dead person. This interpretation is based on the
explanation according to which sapinda should be understood as
“having the same [bodily] particles”610. The sapinda relatives simply
share the same body. But whatever the precise interpretation of it, the
close relatives are struck by death as seen from the outside social envi
ronment, and for that reason untouchable611.
Other untouchable categories pertaining to the home are also relat
ed to kinship. These include the type of Candāla who is seen as being
the result of a sagotra relation in which the partners belong to the
same patrilineage and a variety of people who are regarded as
Candālas because they have committed certain sins. These sinners are
the woman who has provoked an abortion and people who have at
tempted to commit suicide 612.
All in all the untouchability rules of the home reveal that the power
of the master of the house depends upon his ability to fulfil his duties
in terms of kinship. The untouchability of the home brackets off ele
ments (dying, menstruating, giving birth and incestuous or other un
lawful sexual relations in the family) that, although they may be inti
mate parts of the kinship sphere, are seen as critical or illegitimate in
relation to the proper kinship expectations of high-caste householders.
The Untouchables of the village or town are the Candālas (and
similar groups such as Śvapacas or Pulkasas - these terms seem more

610 VijYDhŚ 1.52; Kane 1968-1977, vol.2: 452.
611 For a discussion of āśauca and its relation to the other death rituals in the dimension of time,
see Aktor 2007: 24-26.
612 For these categories, see the section on candālas in Parāśarasmrti and Parāśaramādhavīya
in chapter four.
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of less interchangeable) and people who have become patitas due to
grievous sins. I shall treat these two groups separately.
The segregation of the permanently untouchable Candāla is partly
the result of a historical process. If we are right in assuming that
‘Candāla’ originally referred to groups from the indigenous population
that settled around Aryan villages and towns scavenging at the crema
tions grounds and rubbish sites there, their further segregation consist
ed most of all of the many rules that preserved this original topographic
situation and thereby hindered them becoming absorbed into the Aryan
population within the villages and towns. Their untouchability as well
as all the other precautionary measures related to them were the means
of preserving this status at least structurally. For, as Candālas gradually
became an important part of the village and city infrastructure by being
assigned tasks in relation to cremation, execution of criminals and rub
bish-collection, these precautionary measures proliferated and became
more detailed. Being related to death, decomposition and sin, these
tasks were by their nature inauspicious and impure.
In the technical sense of Gautamadharmasūtra 21.4-5 an outcast sin
ner (patita) is a person who, after committing grievous sins, is deprived
of the right to perform and to benefit (in the sense of soteriological re
wards) from the rituals and work that follow from his birth and initiation
as a Twice-born. That is to say, it is a person who, for a period of time,
has lost the adhikāra for the activities that pertain to his caste, including,
it seems, the economic rights connected with it613. But the caste mem
bership itself is not lost if the sinner is willing to undergo the prescribed
penance. During this observance the sinner has to live outside the vil
lage and is untouchable. Loss of caste, that is excommunication, only
takes place if the sinner refuses to undergo the penance614. The segrega
tion and untouchability of the penitent patita mark his position in be
tween being part of village society as before and being completely ex
cluded from it as a permanently homeless outcast. In this position he
maintains a connection with the village, just like the Candāla. He is seg
regated because the invisible effects of sins are not a private affair.
613 Derrett 1962: 39-40; Kane 1968-1977, vol.3: 616.
614 HaGDhS 3.2.1 (introducing GDhS 20.1), p.207; MeMDhŚ 11.181; VijYDhŚ 3.294, p.611;
Kane 1968-1977. vol.2: 388, vol.3: 615.
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Although such effects are not shared among individuals, they still affect
people’s communities. Sins are not transferred from one domain to an
other, for instance, from one individual to individuals in his family, but
their very presence within larger domains, like one sinning member
within the family or criminals within the state, hinders the ritual integri
ty (and hence the prosperity) of these larger domains. Accordingly, it is
the family that has to perform the excommunication ritual if the sinner
refuses to go through the penance615, and the king (the lord of the state)
has to make sure that such an obstinate sinner is branded on his fore
head as an additional punishment. He is now a permanent outcast, total
ly excluded from all association with other people616.
Speaking in terms of spatial areas, we can therefore make a distinc
tion between patitas who undergo penance outside their villages, still
connected to them, and excommunicated, branded patitas who have sev
ered such connections through their obstinacy and are commanded to
“roam the earth” without home or location617. Vijñāneśvara applies the
same distinction between expiated and unexpiated sin in the case of a
Twice-born male who has had sexual relations with a Candāla woman
but refuses to undergo the penance. He is not only liable to pay a fine for
the crime itself but is further branded with a mark in the shape of the fe
male organ618. Physical branding is even carried over into future births.
Mādhava (in his digression on the karmic effects of sin), quotes some
verses attributed to the Visnudharmottarapurāna to the effect that sinners
who refuse penance and also escape the king’s punishment are reborn as
animals, and even when they attain human birth, they will be marked by
bodily defects619. The implication of both the branding and the bodily
defects is clear. Sins that are not removed by penance or punished by the
king must become physically visible. Unexpiated sins should not be al
lowed to hide within the ritualised spheres of communal life. Such sins
destroy the rituals by which these spheres are preserved620. They obstruct

615 GDhS 20.2-7; Kane 1968-1977, vol.2: 388.
616 MDhŚ 9.236-239, see also Kane 1968-1977, vol.4: 71-72.
617 MDhŚ 9.238.
618 VijYDhŚ 2.294, p.384.
619 PM 2, pt.2, p.209-210. See also Kane 1968-1977, vol.4: 153 n.356.
620 MDhŚ 7.20-21.
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the cosmic cycle that connects sacrifices, cosmic agents, and human
prosperity. They do this both by their immediate destruction of the condi
tions of sacrifice (the welfare of the Brahmins in particular) and by their
invisible effects on the larger domains of which the sinners form a part.
Whereas Candālas and patitas who undergo penance are related to
the village, foreigners (mleccha) are defined in terms of the country,
but not merely as geographical outsiders. The notion of untouchability
is only meaningful inside common domains. There is no point in seg
regating people as untouchable if they are not part of such domains.
Therefore, the untouchability of foreigners should not simply be seen
as a demarcation towards an outside ‘other’ but as recognition of a
shared domain either in the sense of interaction or in terms of a hege
monic appropriation of the world. The land of the Aryans, Aryāvarta,
has a privileged place in the world as the land of dharma. This implies
“a unique ritual, religious and soteriological status” among other peo
ples and other countries621. The absence of the varna system and the
rituals prescribed by śruti and smrti means that foreigners are regarded
as subordinate in this world order 622623
. They have no place in Aryāvar
ta, and if they nevertheless reside there, this weakens dharma673.
Therefore it is one of the duties of a king to free the country of for
eigners. King Bukka I, to whom Mādhava dedicated PM and in whose
administration he seems to have served, is praised in a copper plate in
scription from 1377 as he who was born for the noble purpose of free
ing the land of the mlecchas624. A hostile attitude towards mlecchas is
also the background of the stereotypes by which they are characterised
in Atrismrti 382: they block the access to facilities such as tanks,
wells, water reservoirs, lakes and parks 625. Consequently the contrast
between mlecchas and dharma is constantly emphasised, and discus
sion takes place, not rarely in political terms, about the conditions on
621 Halbfass 1988: 177.
622 VS 84.4.
623 Halbfass 1988: 177.
624 Saletore 1934-1935:41.
625 The statement is expressed in a roundabout manner as a characterisation of ten types of
Brahmins who are designated respectively as ‘gods’, ‘sages’, ‘Twice-born’, ‘Kings’,
‘Vaiśyas’, ‘Śūdras’, ‘Nisādas’, ‘beasts’, ‘mlecchas’ and ‘Candālas’. It reads: vāpikilpatadāgānām ārāmasya sarahsu ca / nihśankam rodhakaś caiva sa vipro mleccha ucyate // AS 382.
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which they can be accepted within the territory of dharma. For exam
ple, the instructions about the duties of the kings in the Sāntiparvan of
the Mahābhārata contain an episode where king Mandhātr asks which
dharma he should force the mleccha tribes inside his country to fol
low, and Indra answers that they should follow the dharma laid down
for all people like serving their parents and leaders, performing com
mon rituals like pākayajñas (offerings of food without Vedic mantras)
and, in addition, constructing wells and water sheds and distributing
gifts among the Brahmins 626. The same problem is addressed by Medhātithi in his comment on Mānavadharmaśāstra 8.41, which in
structs the king to settle the individual dharmas of people with regard
to birth {varna or varnasamkara), local district, guild and family. He
considers if this implies a restriction on the common dharma of peo
ple within Āryāvarta so that mlecchas of certain districts within the
country should be allowed to go on following an animal-like dharma,
such as marrying their own mothers and neglecting to wash them
selves after urination. He contrasts this liberal interpretation with
Mānavadharmaśāstra 10.63, which stipulates a universal dharma
(non-violence, truthfulness, purity etc.) for all four varnas and, ac
cording to Medhātithi, for all humans 627. On this basis he finally re
jects the liberal interpretation by drawing the conclusion that common
dharmas such as purity have to be observed by all who live within
Āryāvarta, whereas members of the four varnas are obliged to follow
their dharmas in whatever country they live628. The implication seems
to be that mlecchas outside Āryāvarta are beyond control but inside it
they should be expected to leave their animal-like customs. More
specifically, his comments on Mānavadharmaśāstra 2.23, summarised
in the section on purification of a house in chapter six, suggests that
foreigners who are integrated into the country through conquest would
have to be classified as Candālas, that is, as varnasamkaras, in order
to make the conquered land fit for sacrifice, whereas those mlecchas
who live in their own countries are beyond the varna system and not

626 MBh 12.65.13-22.
627 MeMDhŚ 10.5, p.332-333.
628 āryāvartamadhyavartinām ete dharmāh śaucādayah / cāturvarnye tu tattaddeśaniyamo
dharmānām nāsti/MeMDhŚ 8.41, p.90.
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even assigned a status as pratilomas 629. The implication of these texts
is that, ideally, integration would mean subordination in relation to
dharma in the sense of accepting the duties assigned to them as
varnasamkaras, and that the ritual and political integrity of the coun
try depends on that. So, in the same manner that the untouchability of
Candālas is especially elaborated in the rules about avoiding them in
side the village when they work there, so that of the foreigners seems
first of all to be related to those who live within the country.
The general pattern that emerges from this exposition is the follow
ing: A ritualised agent and a ritualised sphere of agency is one that is
conducive to prosperity. Prosperity is understood as dependent on dif
ferent factors according to each particular sphere: food for the body,
fertility for the home, a common moral order and a clear distribution
of duties for the village community, and similarly, but on the larger
scale of the state, subjects who are unified by their acceptance of a
common social norm (the varna system) and a minimal common code
of action (serving parents, elders and leaders etc.). The ritualisation of
each sphere implies privileging and segregating single elements, and
untouchability is the mark of segregation applied to elements that,
while a natural part of these domains, are seen as charged with inaus
picious possibilities.
The untouchable person, and the Candāla in particular, brings to
gether, so to speak, all the inauspicious elements of the various
spheres of prosperity in which the householder participates. Decay,
premature death, infertility, sin and the presence of animal-like barbarianism - these are all indicators of inauspiciousness, that is, of un
629 mtecchāh prasiddhāh / cāturvarnyajātyapetāh pratilomajātîyānadhikrtā medāndhraśabarapulindādayah /MeMDhŚ 2.23, p.80. However, see also MDhŚ 10.35-36, where Medas and
Andhras seem to be defined as descendants from relations between Ayogava women and
Vaidehaka men. See also Olivelie’s note to MDhŚ 10.35. Whether this is a pratiloma, an
equal or an anuloma relation is difficult to decide. An Ayogava is said to be descended from
relations between Śūdra men and Vaiśya women in MDhŚ 10.12; a Vaidehaka is a
descendent of relations between Vaiśya men and Brahmin women in MDhŚ 10.11. Of these
two the one with the lowest father, that is the Āyogava, would seem to be the lowest, and the
relation between an Āyogava mother and a Vaidehaka father should then be considered an
anuloma relation. However, as MDhŚ 2.23 clearly is with regard to mlecchas outside
Āryāvarta, it is possible that ‘Andhra’ and ‘Meda’ refer to groups both within and outside
the country but that Medhātithi thinks of them in the latter context. Śabaras and Pulindas are
not defined in MDhŚ.
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favourable effects of divine or cosmic agents. Man, however, as part
of the interplay of human and divine agency, is able to promote pros
perity by committing himself to his ritual and occupational duties, and
by staying pure in body and action. This requires that inauspiciousness
is isolated and impurities are removed by others who are assigned
these duties. What happens when this isolation is violated, when food
is contaminated with faeces, when menstruating women cook for their
families or Candālas dwell in one’s house, is evident. Since these ele
ments are not only impure but charged with those extra, special causes
that necessitate ritual purifications, they have the capacity to under
mine the rituals by which each domain is established and maintained.
The manner in which I have isolated these factors as separate pa
rameters of prosperity necessarily results in some oversimplifications.
For example, it conceals the extent to which different factors are inter
related across different domains. In fact, the Candāla is related to all
the domains: to the body as a latrine cleaner (although I have never
seen this duty, known from later accounts, mentioned explicitly in the
dharmaśāstra texts), to the home as a worker on the cremation
grounds, to the common moral order in his capacity as executioner
and when he is explained as the reincarnation of former sinners among
the four varnas630, and to the country when he is regarded as mlecchas
included in the varna system. More than any other category in the
complex system of untouchability, the Candāla represents the total
phenomenon. He is the professional Untouchable, and assigned this
duty, he also becomes the object of an exploitation of the system on
broader socio-economic levels.

630 The list of such sins committed by varna members and causing rebirth as a Candāla is long.
These are examples: killing or stealing from a Brahmin (ADhS 2.2.6; MDhS 12.55),
sacrificing with what has been obtained by begging from a Śūdra (MDhŚ 11.24), sex with a
Brahmin woman or expounding the Veda if the sinner is a Śūdra (PS 1.1.67), showing
contempt for preceptors or seniors (AS 10; PM 2, pt.2: 229, 234), any sin which causes
defilement (nialinīkarana - VS 44.9), and drinking alcohol (YDhŚ 3.207). Likewise, though
not in terms of reincarnation, the child who is conceived during the three days of
menstruation will be born as a Candāla (Leslie 1989: 285).
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How penances remove evils

PM contains considerable information about penance, its practice
and theory. Here I shall restrict the discussion to what is relevant to
the main themes of the above exposition. Mānavadharmaśāstra 11.5354 is a clear statement about the interrelation of evils and penances.
Having explained in detail the bodily disabilities incurred as the result
of unexpiated sins, the text concludes:
In this way, as a result of the remnants of their' past deeds, are born
individuals despised by good people: the mentally retarded, the
mute, the blind, and the deaf, as well as those who are deformed.
Therefore, one should always do penance to purify oneself; for
individuals whose sins have not been expiated are born with
detestable characteristics 631.

This transcendent effect of both evil acts and penances is possible
due the special force called apūrva. According to the mīmāmsā view
of Kumārila, apūrva is “that particular ‘potency’ that gathers and
stores the efficacy of the Vedic rituals and makes it possible for transi
tory sacrificial performances to have lasting effects in the distant fu
ture” 632. This force is postulated as a necessary consequence of Vedic
viddhis. The svargakāmo yajeta (the famous viddhi, “He who desires
Heaven should perform sacrifices”) would be meaningless if there did
not exist such a transcendent connection 633. The link to the notion of
viddhi is important. What accounts for the unfortunate results that are
caused by a wicked act in future births is not the instrumental act in it
self but the act of transgressing a negative viddhi, the prohibition
against killing a Brahmin for example634, or against partaking of food
from people undergoing āśauca635.
631 evam kannāvaśesenajāyante sadvigarliitāli/jadamūkāndhabadliirā vikrtākrtayas tathā //53 //
caritavyam ato nityam prāyaścittam viśuddhaye / nindyair iha laksanair yuktā jāyante
’niskrtainasah //54//MDhŚ 11.53-54. Olivelle’s translation.
632 Halbfass 1991: 301-302.
633 Ibid.: 303; See also Kane 1968-1977, vol.5: 1210-1212.
634 Halbfass 1991: 306.
635 Glucklich 1984: 35-36 about VS 22.7-9.
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The institution of penance is guided by a pragmatic view of sin.
The assumption is that sin is an foreseeable part of life despite the de
tailed code of conduct propounded in the smrtis. This is not man’s
fault, but is first of all due to the working of time, that is, the course of
the yugas. During the yugas man’s inborn capability to observe the
original dharma laid down by the ancient sages has decreased, and the
duties of man have to be adjusted accordingly 636. Still, people fail to
observe the rules, and therefore prohibitions have to be supplied with
instructions for penances in case they are broken. Phrases like the fol
lowing are typical:
Food from a person who cooks only for his own pleasure is like
‘food from one who omits cooking for another’ 637. Such food
should not be eaten. If it is eaten, however, a penance should to be
performed 638.

The very next verse of the mūla text admits that expectations, even
of Brahmins, have to take the natural deterioration due to yugas into
account: “As the laws change with each yuga so do the Brahmins.
They should not be blamed, for they embody the yugas” 639640
.
Penance, in other words, is a practical matter. And it is so also with
respect to economic transactions. This is discussed in detail by
Mādhava in a lengthy commentary on PS 2.8.1. The point of departure
is the problem of whether penance can eradicate sins that are commit
ted intentionally 64°. While all sages agree that unintentional sins are
eradicable, it is problematic to allow a man to undergo penance for a
sin he committed fully aware of the nature of the act and its conse
quences. However, there are Vedic passages which can be interpreted
in just that direction, and further, there are smrti texts which prescribe
specific penances for sins committed intentionally. Thus, Mādhava
636 Lingat 1962: 10-11; 1993: 186-188.
637 This refers to a person who neglects the five domestic offerings (the mahāyajñaś).
638 parapākanivrttādivad vrthāpākāder apy annam na bhoktavyam / tadbhojane tu prāyaścittam
kartavyam/PM 2.11.47c-50b, p.449.
639 yuge yuge tu ye dharmās tesu tesu ca ye dvijah // tesām nindā na kartavyā yugarūpā hi te
dvijāh/PS 2.11.50c-51b.
640 On this subject, see Kane 1968-1977, vol.4: 61-68.
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first cites Jābāli and anonymous texts referred to by Manu and Dévala
to the effect that even intentional sins can be expiated. But then he
quotes Baudhāyana and Chāgaleya for the opposite view that penance
is not applicable at all in case of deliberate sins. Finally he presents
the view of Añgiras, who thinks that intentional sins only can be expi
ated by twice the amount of penance as that applied in case of the un
intentional sin641. In order to arrive at a more definite solution with re
gard to the intentional sin he now goes through a number of different
arguments and counter-arguments in the typical manner of the schol
arly commentator:
[The preliminary argument] Here some put forward this
conclusion: The capacity of evil is double; it is the cause of hell
and it is a hindrance to worldly transactions. Hence, also the
capacity of penance, which removes that evil, should be
distinguished as double. It wards off hell and it generates
transactions. With respect to this argument, it is the case that
among the sages who proclaim that there is no penance in the case
of intentional sins, what is meant is that hell cannot be prevented
in that case, whereas among those who proclaim that penance is
effective even in this case [intentional sins], what is meant is that
this option is only with respect to the capacity to generate
transaction. This is evidently the conclusion put forward by
Yājñavalkya: “The sin which is committed in ignorance vanishes
by penances. But if it is committed intentionally the sinner is,
according to the texts 642, rendered eligible for others to make
transactions with” 643. The meaning of this is as follows: The sin
which is committed in ignorance, killing a Brahmin for instance, is
expunged by the ordained penances, in this case by the penance of
living twelve years in a hut outside the village, etc. If, however, it
is committed intentionally, that man will be only a person with
whom learned people can make transactions here in this world. But
that element of the sin which will be the cause of hell for him [in
the next world] does not vanish by the penance.

641 PM 2.8.1, p.200-201.
642 That is, on the basis of the smrti texts which stipulate the penances. Kane 1968-1977, vol.4: 63.
643 YDhŚ 3.226.
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[Objection] Now, this being said, it might be argued that to say
that penance removes some capacity of evil but not another leads
to the inconsistency that in Rhetoric is called “The Semi-Senile
Woman” 644. And never has it been seen that one part of a hen is
cooked while the other part can be used for laying eggs.
[Reply] This is wrong because there is a text645, and so, one must
accept this inconsistency on account of the maxim “What cannot
be done by a text? No burden is too great for a text.” Otherwise, by
what other example [than smrti] could a reasonable man determine
the capacity of evil and the capacity of penance? And there is, in
fact, a text which shows that the [amount of] observance for what
is committed intentionally is double: “The observance that is
ordained for what is committed by intention becomes double as
much as that prescribed for those who had no intention.” Hence,
worldly transactions are allowed when the penance is observed
twice. For him, however, who does not look to worldly transaction
but only to what he accomplishes in the next world, a penance
which entails his death is the only remedy when it is grievous sins
that have been consciously committed. Regarding this, Sātātapa
states: “In the case of a sin that is incurred without intention, a
penance should be observed, but when the act is committed with
an intention, one must make the end to oneself.” Likewise in
another smrti'. “For a man who somehow commits a grievous sin
intentionally no cure can be perceived except throwing himself
into the fire.” And Manu: “Or, he may throw himself headlong
three times into a blazing fire. Or, if he so wishes, he may make
himself a target for armed men who are cognizant of his state” 646.
[Conclusion] Therefore, for a man who has committed a grievous
sin intentionally, dying rescues him from hell, whereas an
observance which does not lead to death allows others to make
transactions with him. This is the conclusion.
[Objection] Others, however, say this: that statement - that a penance

644 For this maxim, see Jacob 1995,1: 7-8. The sense seems to be that a woman is either old or
young, but she cannot be “half -old”. In the present context the objection is that since the
effect of penance is nothing but the complete destruction of an evil act, and thereby also its
consequences, it is illogical to say that in this case it only averts some of the consequences
and not others.
645 Namely the smrti texts which do prescribe penante even in case of deliberate sins.
646 MDhŚ 11.74. Olivelle’s translation, but the two half-verses are swapped as it is quoted here.
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which leads to death rescues a man from hell, but merely observing a
penance only allows others to make transactions with him - that is
wrong. For a man who has practised an observance, hell vanishes as
much as by dying, although he cannot have any worldly transactions
with learned men 647. And in the Yājñavalkya verse this phrase, “not
rendered eligible for others to make transactions with” should be
substituted for the one quoted above [“rendered eligible for others to
make transactions with”], the sense being that if a sinful act has been
committed intentionally, the sinner is ineligible for others to have
worldly transactions with in spite of having performed a penance.
And also this ineligibility for transactions can be ascertained on the
strength of a text, this being the Mānava verse: “One must not live
together with people who have killed children, women, or those who
come to them for protection, or with people who are ingrates, even if
they have been purified in accordance with the Law” 648. That is to
say, although those who have performed penance after having
committed a grievous sin are purified with regard to the next world,
they should be excluded in this world by the learned.
[A further objection] But the same kind of exclusion is also proper
for those who have performed penance after having committed a
minor sin. Accordingly, the Vaiyāsikanyāyasūtra [Brahmasūtra]
states: “ But they are to be kept outside in either way on account of
both smrti and customs” 649650
. The meaning of this is as follows:
Whether in the case of a minor or a grievous sin, in either way even
those who have performed a penance should be excluded by the
learned on account of the smrti who blames such persons, saying: “I
see no penance” 65°, and on account of the customs of the learned.
[Reply] If it should be argued like this, the answer is no. For this
particular exclusion refers to the renounce!’, who is supposed to

647 This is exactly the opposite position as the conclusion which was just formulated.
648 MDhŚ 11.191. Olivelle’s translation. The argument Mādhava presents here fails to
distinguish between worldly transactions (buying, selling, etc.) and living together. See the
sections “Asprśyatva a>: precautions relating to indirect touch through things”, and
“Precautions relating to company” in chapter 5. Besides, the Manu verse just before the one
quoted clearly confirms the idea that penance makes people eligible for others to transact
with: “No one should transact any business with uncleansed sinners; and under no
circumstances should anyone abhor those who have been cleansed.” MDhS 11.190,
Olivelle’s translation.
649 Brahmasūtra 3.4.43.
650 This is a quote of a quote in Śankara’s commentary on the just quotes sūtra (Brahmasūtra 3.4.43).
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observe permanent celibacy but has broken his vow. It does not
refer to the householder, since only the life style of the permanent
celibates is discussed in that text [Brahmasūtra]. This is said
explicitly by Kauśika'. “For those who have spilled their semen,
whether perpetual students, forest-dwellers or ascetics, no
restitution is given in this world even though they are purified.”
[Conclusion repeated] Thus, it is settled that for those who
intentionally have committed grievous or minor sins a penance
should be performed, whether for the sake of worldly transactions
or the next world 65'.

651 atra kecin nirnayam āhuh - dvividhā hi pāpasya śaktih / narakotpādikā vyavahāranirodhikā
cety atas tannivartakasya prāyaścittasyāpi śaktir dvividhā bhidyate / narakanivārikā
vyavahārajanaill ceti / tatra prāyaścittābhāvavādinām munīnām narakanivāranābhāvo
'bhipretah / sadbhāvavādinām tu vyavahārajananl śaktir abhipretā / ayant ca nirnayo
yājñavalkyena vipastam abhihitah - prāyaścittair apaity eno yad ajñānakrtani bhavet / kāmato vyavahāryas tu vacanād iha jāyate // iti / asyāyam arthah - yad eno brahmagliātādikam ajñānakrtani tad vihitair dvādaśavārsikādibhir apaiti / kāmatas tu krtani cet sa
pumāñ chistair vyavaltāryah kevalam iha loke bhavati / na tu tasya narakāpādakani enah
prāyaścittair apaiti / nanti - evam sati prāyaścittam pāpasya kāmcic chaktim apanudati
kāmcin nety ardhajarafiyam prasajyeta / na hi kukkutyā eko bhāgah pacyate ’paro bhāgah
prasavāya kalpata iti kvacid distant / na / vacanād ardhajaratiyasyāpy añgikāryatvāt / kim
hi vacanam na kuryāt / nāsti vacanāsyātibhārah / iti nyāyāt / anyathā yauktikammanyah
pāpaśaktim prāyaścittaśaktim ca kena drstāntena samarthayisyati / vacanam ca
kāmakrtānām dvigunam vratam darśayati - vihitam yad akāmānām kāmāt tad dvigunam
bhavet / iti / ato dvigunaprāyaścitteneha loke vyavahārali siddhyati / yat tu vyavahāram
anapeksya paralokanirvāham eve kevalam apeksate tasya buddhipūrvakesu mhāpātakesu
maranāntikam eva prāyaścittam / tatra śātātapah - akāniāv āptau prāyaścittam /
kāmakārakrte tv ātmānam avasādayet / iti / smrtyantare 'pi - yah kāmato mahāpāpam
narah kuryāt kathamcana / na tasya niskrtir drstvā bhrgvagnipatanād rte // iti /manur api prāsyed ātmānam agitait vā samiddhe trir avākśirāh / laksyam śāstrabhrtām vā syāt
vidusām icchayātmanah // iti / tasmāt kāmakārino maranena narakapātanivrttir
vratacaryayā tu vyavahārasiddhir iti nirnayah / apare punar evam āhuh - yad uktani
maranāntikaprāyaścittena narakanivrttir iti tat tahaiva / yat tu- vratacaryayā vyavahā
rasiddhir eve na tu narakanivrttir iti tad viparyeti / cirnavratasya narakas tāvan nivartate /
iha loke tu tasya na śistaih saha vyavahāro 'sti / etac cāvyavahārya iti yājñavalkyavacane
padam chittvā yojanīyam / kāmataś cet pāpani krtam sa pāpi krtaprāyaścitto 'py
avyavahārya iha loke jāyate / tac cāvyavahāryatvani vacanabalād avagantavyani / vacanam
ca mānavam état - bālaghnāmś ca krtaghnāmś ca viśuddhān api dharmatah / śaranāgatahantrmś ca strlhantrmś ca na samvaset // iti / atah krtaprāyaścittā mahāpātakinah
paraloke śitddhā api śistair iha bahiskāryāh / nanu - upapātakinām api krtaprāyaścittānām
bahiskāra evocitah / tathā ca vaiyāsikam nyāyasūtram - baliis tūbhayatliāpi smrter ācārāc
ca / iti / asyāyam arthah - yady upapātakam yadi vā mahāpātakam ubhayathāpi krtaprāyaścittāh śistair bahiskāryāh/prāyaścittam napaśyāmi/iti nindāsmrteh śistācārāc ca/iti cet
/ niaivam / ayam lu bahiskāra ūrdhvaretovisayah / na tu grhasthavisayah / ūrdhvaretovicārānām eva tatra prastutatvāt / idam ca kauśikena spastīkrtam - naisthikānām
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In other words, if a man unintentionally commits a sin it can be ex
piated by penances which both make him eligible for others to make
worldly transactions with and ward off hell. But if the sin is commit
ted intentionally others can only have financial dealings with him if he
performs twice the penance performed in case of the unintentional sin,
and, in the case of a grievous sin, he will still have to face hell in the
next world unless he performs a penance which entails his death.
Now, this sounds as a honourable solution after all. No sinners are
totally lost. At least they are not excluded from making transactions
with the community. However, if we take the medieval discussion about
the right of ownership into account, we will understand that the purpose
of the text is not so much with respect to the sinner as it is with regard to
the learned Brahmins with whom he might have made transactions.
To receive goods from a sinner implies, according to śāstric rules,
both that the receiver incurs sin by the transaction and, according to the
interpretation of the rules, that the transaction itself is null and void, and
with it the ownership of what has been transacted. Thus,
Mānavadharmaśāstra 11,194-195 demands both that the receiver under
go penances and that he relinquishes what he has received, if it was ac
quired originally “through a reprehensible activity”. However, as we saw,
if the sinner has atoned for his sin by the proper penance, he can conduct
transactions with everyone again *
652. Yājñavalkyadharmaśāstra 3.226,
which was quoted by Mādhava above, extends this principle to transac
tions with deliberate sinners, but, since other texts create doubts about
whether penance has any effect on deliberate sins at all, the question had
to be reconsidered. This is what Mādhava’s commentary attempts653.
The discussions and elaborations on the matter confirm Derrett’s
assumption that the śāstric restrictions on transactions “might affect
considerable sums of money, or tracts of land”654. By maintaining that
penance makes it possible to deal lawfully with a deliberate sinner,

vanasthānām yatinām cāvakirninām / śuddhānām api loke ’smin pratyāpattir na vidyate //
iti / tad evem aihikavyavahārāya paralokāya vā kāmakrtānām mahāpātakānām upapāta
kānām cāsty evaprāyaścittam iti siddham //PM 2.8.1, p.201-205.
652 MDhŚ 11.190.
653 Mādhava’s discussion on the matter is anticipated by VijYDhŚ 3.226, p.501-502.
654 Derrett 1962: 44.
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this hindrance is partially removed. But not fully. If the sinner does
not perform penance, the problem remains, and who knows what sins
people have committed in secret without bothering about penance? Do
transactions made with such a person become void if the truth is re
vealed some day? This and similar problems led to the mīmāmsā view
that property is basically a worldly matter “to be ascertained principal
ly from popular recognition” 655 irrespective of the moral status of the
person from whom it is obtained. The argument, developed fully by
Vijñāneśvara656, and lucidly unfolded by Derrett657, is essentially that,
although the receiver undoubtedly incurs a sin from a transaction with
a sinner and therefore has to undergo a penance, he nevertheless owns
what he has received, since the transaction itself is not invalidated.
These discussions show how pragmatic and soteriological concerns
are inseparable aspects of the same discourse. Although
Vijñāneśvara’s discussion about the worldly nature of ownership natu
rally belongs to that part of the work which deals with vyavahāra (part
2, i.e. YDhS 2.114), and his discussion of the two effects of penance
occurs in the context of prāyaścitta (part 3, i.e. YDhŚ 3.226), both at
test to the pragmatic significance of penance.
Penance, eventually implies the complete termination of the effects
of evil acts (but with the reservations accepted by Mādhava above
with respect to intentional sins). It burns away the sin by the power of
tapas, that is, the ‘heat’ of hardships like fasting, segregation from the
home, sleeping on the ground, standing up for long intervals, frequent
baths etc 658. This is also expressed in PS:
Like water on a stone is cleaned by wind and sun, so the misdeed of a
person disappears after the penance has been determined by the
council. The sin does not go to him who performs the penance; it does
not go to the council; it is eradicated like water by wind and sun 659.
655 Ibid.: 41.
656 Introduction to YDhŚ 2.114, p.266-267.
657 Derrett 1968: 122-147.
658 GDhS 19.11-15.
659 yathāśmani sthitam toyam mārutārkena śudhyati / evam parisadādeśān nāśayet tasya
duskrtam //3 //naiva gacchati kartāram naiva gacchati paisadam / mārutārkādisamyogāt
pāpam naśyati toyavat//10 // PS 2.8.9-10.
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In trivial matters the same faculty by which the evil has been in
curred is applied when it is removed: touching something purificatory
removes the effect of touching something impure, and likewise with
seeing, talking and eating. In serious matters, however, this does not
work, but is replaced by more severe hardships. The treatment for
having had a sexual relation with a woman who should not be ap
proached for sex is not accomplished by frequenting some other, more
noble lady. Instead the sinner has to undergo one of the more elabo
rate penances (typical the various krcchras), in which severe restric
tions are the primary ingredient. But in addition to the prescribed
penance certain common elements are taken for granted in all major
penances. Ideally the sinner should stand up the whole day and only
sleep at night in a sitting position, or, alternatively, he should sleep on
the ground. He should recite various mantras, most prominently the
Gāyatri; he should shave his head (women are given exemption) and
take bath three times a day. The penance also includes daily homa,
and giving a meal for the Brahmins and daksinā in the end. During the
whole penance the sinner is required to observe the yama and niyama
rules (sexual abstinence, silence and study for example) 660. Mādhava
also mentions these rules661.
Particular attention is given to the approach to the parisad, the
council that stipulates the penance to be observed:
As soon as a person knows that a sin has occurred 662 and before he
has approached the council, he should not eat anything, since eating
increases the sin as long as the council is not involved. Likewise, if
in doubt, he should not eat until it has been settled what is to be
done, and even when there is no doubt he should avoid carelessness
with regard to eating. Having committed a sin, he should not hide

660 Kane 1968-1977, vol.4: 120-121.
661 PM 2.12, p.169-170 and p.194-196.
662 A “sin” (papa) can refer to a sin committed by a man himself as well as to a wrong incident
that happens inside the domains of which he is the master. Both require penance. This is
evident from what is the overall context of these general instructions and the above discussion
on the two effects of sin, that is, the accident of a cow which dies while tied to a yoke. This
transgression is referred to as an “unintentionally committed sin” (akāmakrtapāpa) in PS
2.8.1, and it is emphasised by Mādhava that the owner has no intention of killing the cow.
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it, for, being hidden is swells. Whether great or small, he should
make it known to those who know the sacred law. For men versed
in the Vedas eliminate the sins of a sinner like prudent doctors
remove the pain of the afflicted. When a man has given occasion
for penance he should pray for purification, being penitent and
intent on truth, meek and full of sincerity. Whether a Ksatriya or a
Vaiśya, he should take baths with his clothes on while remaining
silent. Then, with his mind composed and his clothes still wet, he
should approach the council. Afterwards, having met the council,
the suffering man should quickly prostrate himself on the ground
before it. He should not tell anything to others 663.

Again the particular relation between eating and sin is stressed.
Eating always seems to aggravate a sin. Food and eating, like procre
ation and children, belong to the realm of the auspicious. Both are ba
sic emblems of prosperity. And where there is auspiciousness, cosmic
forces are operating, but the same forces that secure auspiciousness
produce inauspicious results when the proper ‘felicity conditions’ are
lacking, such as purity and moral integrity. Bathing with the clothes
on is the standard manner of bathing in connection with penance. The
daily prescribed bath is performed neither ‘naked’ (i.e. wearing only a
loin cloth) nor fully dressed, but wearing a lower garment664. Bathing
while fully dressed is only performed for special occasions, typically
after the touch of a Candāla 665. The prolonged sensation of water
against the skin through the wet clothes intensifies the bath.
But there is a special case when touching and bathing are further
intensified:

663 sadyo nihsanifaye pāpe na bhnñjitānnpasthitah / bhuñjāno vardhayet pāpam parsad yatra na
vidyate // samśaye tu na bhoktavyam yāvat kāryaviniścayah / pramādaś ca kartavyo
yathaivāsamśaye tathā // krtvā pāpam na gūlieta gīihyamānam vivardhate / svalpam vātlia
prabhūtam vā dhannavidbhyo nivedayet // te hi pāpakrto vaidyā hantāraś caiva pāpmanām /
vyādhitasya yathā vaidyā buddhimanto rūjāpahāh //prāyaścitte samutpanne hrīmān
satyaparāyanah / mrdur ārjavasampannah śuddhim yāceta mānavah // sacailam vāgyatah
snātvā klinnavāsāh samāhitah / ksatriyo vātha vaiśyo vā tatah parsadam āvrajet // upasthāya
tatah śighram ārtimān dharanlm vrajet / gātraiś ca śirasā caiva na ca kimcid udāharet //
Angiras quoted in PM 2.8.2, p.206-207.
664 GDhS 9.61; MDhŚ 4.45, 129; Kane 1968-1977, Vol.2: 664; Leslie 1989: 84.
665 MeMDhŚ/KuMDhŚ 4.129.
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When a person needs to bathe 666 while he is sick, a healthy person
should bathe repeatedly and touch the sick person ten times. Then
the sick person will himself be purified 667.

Mādhava:
In this case the sick person should change his clothes before each
bath. According to Atri: “When the bath of a sick person is needed,
a healthy person should touch the sick person and plunge into
water repeatedly ten times. He [the sick person] should put on ten
coats consecutively, and by making a donation on an auspicious
day according to his capacity he is purified” 668.

Mādhava then quotes Uśanas, who prescribes the same procedure
in the event that the sick person is a menstruating woman.
In this penance we have various substitutes. Instead of bathing, the
sick merely changes his clothes, and instead of touching water him
self, he touches a substituting person. Because of this substitution the
procedure has to be repeated several times to be effective.
How is this possible? How do these penitential rituals remove the
moral effects of sins? I have already mentioned the mīmāmsā concept of
apūrva, the extraordinary force that connects a visible act (a ritual) with
visible or invisible effects in a future existence (a future birth on this
earth or an afterlife in heaven) through invisible connections. The ef
fects of sin can be both visible and invisible. We saw that unexpiated
sins materialise as visible physical marks in future life. But the connect
ing link between a concrete sinful action and its unfortunate results like
the link between the concrete observance of penance and the prevention
of these results, are both invisible. Nevertheless it is typical of these
penitential rituals (as of all rituals, I think) that the remedies that are
supposed to activate these invisible connections are themselves tangible.
666 According to Mādhava when a person has touched a menstruating woman or when a close
relative has died.
667 āture snāna utpanne daśakrtvo hy anāturah // snātvà snātvā sprśed enam tatah śudhyeta sa
āturah/PS 2.7.19c-20b.
668 tatra pratisnānain āturasya vāso viparivartaiñyam / tad āhātrih - āturasnāna utpanne daśakrtvo
hy anāturah / sprstvā sprstvāvagāheta sa viśudhyeta āturah // vāsobhir daśabhiś caiva paridhāya
yathākramam / dadyāt tu śaktito dānam punyāhena viśudhyati//iti/PM 2.7.19.C-20, p.169.
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Dharmaśāstra authors were ritual experts who were also acquaint
ed with such speculations, and Mādhava is no exception. He offers a
brief discussion of these questions in connection with the extraordi
nary effects of pañcagavya as used in the Brahmakūrca Penance. This
penance is prescribed as a cure against drinking water, curd, clarified
butter or milk from vessels belonging to people who are abhojyānna 669. It consists of a fast for one day and of taking pañcagavya pre
pared with Vedic mantras the next day 67°. It is a prominent penance in
PS which requires fifteen verses (2.11.26-40) to describe it. Not only
are the five ingredients (urine, dung, milk, curd and clarified butter)
collected from specially selected animals (29-30), but, during every
stage of the entire procedure of collecting and preparing the ingredi
ents, Vedic mantras are applied. When they are ready, a portion is of
fered in the fire (35-36), and what remains is that portion which
should be drunk (together with a decoction of kuśa grass). At this
point the smrti text offers a description of the effects of this elixir. It is
presented here with Mādhava’s introduction and subsequent remarks:
It might be objected that only in so far as the negative result - of, for
instance, killing a cow - is invisible, is it reasonable that it should be
averted by the extraordinary [and invisible] power [apūrva] of the
merit generated by penance. But the negative result generated by
eating forbidden food 671 is not only invisible; some is visible, since
that food is transformed into skin, bones, etc. Hence, it does not
seem reasonable that it can be averted by the observance.
Therefore [in order to reject this objection], he says:
“Whatever sin there may reside in the body of an embodied being,
lying in the skin and bones, Brahmkūrca burns it all like a kindled
fire burns up the fuel.”

669 PS 2.11.25.
670 Kane 1968-1977, vol.4: 146-147.
671 Although the context of these smrti verses is the subject of eating food belonging to people
whose food should not be eaten, that is, food which is abhojya (PS 2.11.25), Mādhava here
and in the following uses the word abhaksya. Generally abhaksya refers to products that are
forbidden as food stuff, for instance garlic, whereas abhojya refers to articles of food that
come from people whose food should not be eaten, that is, unfit food. See Olivelle 2005g.
But either Mādhava does not follow this distinction here or he ignores the context in a case
such as this, where the focus is less on the sin and more on the cure.
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Just as articles of forbidden food are transformed into skin, bones,
etc., in the same way do cow urine and the other ingredients also
transform themselves into the same. Having been digested they
destroy, like fire destroys the firewood, these disagreeable
transformations of the forbidden food even by invisible means and
not only by means of the visible. Thus, the negative result of
eating what is forbidden is stopped by Brahmakūrca 612.

Mādhava is provoked into this discussion by the formulation of the
smrti text, which suggests that sins affect the physical body of the sin
ner. As the overall context is that of eating unlawful food, the sugges
tion is understood in connection with the physical transformations of
food through digestion.
What, then, is the relation between these visible transformations of
unlawful food and the invisible quality of the sin of transgressing a
smrti rule? The question is additionally complex because even these
invisible qualities produce visible physical changes in the body if the
sin is not expiated. It would have been interesting if Mādhava had ad
dressed these questions in more depth. Here he seems somewhat su
perficial. The objection of the anonymous opponent seems to be that,
since the force of penance (the apūrva of the merit (sukrta) of per
forming the penance) is invisible, it is only able to affect invisible ef
fects of sin and therefore incapable of averting the consequences of
this particular sin, which are visible, namely the physical transforma
tions that unlawful food produce in the body. However, the error of
this objection is that it fails to distinguish between level 1 and 3 of the
three levels I have just outlined: 1) the visibility of physical food
transformations, that is, food being transformed into skin, bones etc.,
2) the invisibility of the apūrva associated with following or trans-*

672 nanu - govadhādisu yah pratyavāyah sa kevalādrstarūpatvāt tasya prāyaścittajanyena
sukrtāpūrvena nivrttir yujyate / abhaksyabhaksanajanyas tu pratyavāyo na kevalam
adrstarūpah / kirn tu drstarūpo ’pi / tasyāhārasya tvagasthyādirūpena parinatatvāt / ato na
tasya vratena nivrttir yujyate - ity ata āha - yat tvagasthigatam pāpam dehe tisthati dehinām /
brahmakūrco daliet sarvam pradīptāgnir ivendhanain // iti / PS 2.11.37c-38b / abhaksyāni
yathā tvagasthyādirūpena parinatāni tathā gomūtrādlny api tenu rūpena parinainanti /
parinamya cāgnih kāstānīva svavirodhyabhaksyaparināmān adrstamukhenāpi vināśayanti / na
tu kevalain drstenaiva mukhena / tasmād brahmakūrcenābhaksyabhaksananivrttir upapadyate /
PM 2.11.37c-38b with introduction.
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gressing the smrti rules of permissible and impermissible food, and 3)
the visibility of the future effects of this apūrva in the form of physi
cal fitness or defects. What Mādhava seems to suggest is that, al
though the pañcagavya consists of ingredients that are eaten and di
gested - just like unlawful food - and therefore are also transformed
into skin, bones etc., it nevertheless retains the invisible powers, the
apūrva of the rite and the Vedic mantras involved and is therefore able
to avert the bodily transformations caused by eating unlawful food.
Impurity, inauspiciousness and untouchability

The vast applicability of the notion of impurity in dharmaśāstra
makes it difficult to arrive at clear-cut classifications or definitions. As
discussed in chapter two, people are generally not described as “im
pure” in a static sense - except for those belonging to the category of
the Untouchables.
The most precise definition of impurity seems to be the one that
can be deduced from the definition of purification in Govindānanda’s
early 16lh century digest on this subject, the Śuddhikaumu<fim:
To be purified is to be worthy of performing the rituals known in
the Vedas 673
674.

This simply spells out what has been claimed as the central aspect
of purity throughout the previous chapters: purification is a prerequi
site of human ritual agents, a ‘felicity condition’ of ritual actions.
Further, purification is a prerequisite of the constitution and mainte
nance of personal and common domains as far as this requires the per
formance of rituals. Basically impurity is whatever renders an other
wise ritually fit person unfit. And here “ritual” and “ritually” are codes
for those kinds of action that are special, that require special circum
stances and have special results and that were discussed in the section
on ritualisation in chapter two.

673 Kane 1968-1977, vol.l: 882-285.
674 vedabodhitakannārhatā śuddhih /Śuddhikaumudi in Smrtibhūsana 1905: 1.
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Apart from this basic definition, impurity is classified according to
different criteria. One is degree. This was at the back of Dévala's dis
tinction between soil that has become impure (amedhya), filthy
(dusta) or merely dirty (malina)615 which was presented in the section
about the purification of a house in chapter five. The first state was
caused by death, birth, Candālas and human faeces and urine; the sec
ond by dogs, pigs, donkeys and camels; and the last by hair, bones,
ashes and the like. Each kind of impurity required relatively less pu
rification.
Another principle is to order different kinds of purification themat
ically. According to Hārīta, purification (śauca) can be divided in two
broad categories, outer and inner. The first group are further divided
into three sub-categories: those associated with a person’s family (kula), that is, the purification in connection with death and birth, those
that are related to his belongings (artha) such as utensils and materials
like clothes, metal etc., and those that are connected to his body
(śarīra) and its impurities such as blood, semen, faeces, urine, fat etc.
Inner purification is associated with the faculties of this body: the
senses, the mind and speech675
676677
. Again, the structuring principle is the
spatial concentricity of a master and his domains, here starting with
his body and extending through his family and his belongings.
Hārūta's division of outer purification also refers to different prac
tices. The purification of the body encompasses the rules of cleanli
ness (śauca proper), whereas the purification after birth and death con
stitute āśauca. The third aspect of purification practice, not referred to
by this division, is that related to penance (prāyaścitta), that is, the re
moval of sin (papa), whether that sin is brought on by oneself or not.
These three practices, śauca, āśauca and prāyaścitta, covers the total
field of personal impurity and purification. Although there are no wa
tertight demarcations between them, they are each centred about cer
tain prototypical categories. Śauca is primarily related to bodily impu
rities (mala)611, āśauca to death pollution (mrtyu) and prāyaścitta to

675 PM 2.7.35, p.193-194.
676 Hārīta summarised in Kane 1968-1977, vol.2: 651.
677 Olivelle 2005d: 226-227, 238-239.
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violation of ritual and moral laws (adharma), more precisely, to the
transgressions of the vidhis in śruti and smrti. All three kinds of impu
rity affect the integrity of a ritual agent, and all can be removed, ex
cept that which attaches to those people, those permanently untouch
able, whose task it is to remove the impurity of others. Again, the
Candāla is associated with the whole spectrum. He is the public dust
man of dirt, death and criminals.
There are some indications that the status of touchability within
these classifications of impurity is determined by the relative effect of
inauspiciousness. This is confirmed by the relation between asprśyatva
and lack of adhikāra for rituals. While the latter is caused by impurity
in general according to the definition in Suddhikaumudi, the former is
only incurred in states of inauspiciousness. People who undergo āśau
ca, for example, are not necessarily untouchable during the whole peri
od, but only until the bones of the cremated body have been collected.
This view is expressed in different fragmented smrtis, for instance in
the Samvartasmrti. Having first given the general rule for the duration
of the āśauca period for the four varnas (ten, twelve, fifteen and thirty
days) 678, the text specifies the duration of untouchability:
Twice-born should collect the bones on the first, third, seventh or
ninth day, or on the fourth day. Touching is granted after the
collection of the bones, that is, touch is allowed on the fourth day
for a Brahmin, on the sixth day for a Ksatriya, and on the eighth
and tenth day for a Vaiśya and a Śūdra679680
.

The same rule is recorded by Vijñāneśvara in a verse attributed to
Dévala 68°. Here untouchability is compared, not to a lack of adhikāra
for rituals, but to abhojyānnatva, both restrictions lasting for the
whole period of āśauca unlike untouchability. But the rule is some
what controversial and is in other texts regarded as a kalivarjya, (for
678 SS 36-37.
679 prathame ’hni trñye ca saptame navame tathā / caturthe ’hani kartavyam asthisamcayanam
dvijaih // 38 // tatah samcayanād ūrdhvam añgasparśo vidhiyate / caturthe ’hani viprasya
sasthe vai ksatriyasya ca //^i // astame daśame caiva sparśah syād vaiśyaśūdrayoh / 40a-b
/SS39-40b.
”
'
’

680 VijYDhŚ 3.18,p.408.
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bidden in the present kali age)681. As such it is also listed in PM
1.1.34, p.l36. Anyhow, as far as it has been practised, it introduces a
difference that might be seen as corresponding to two different aspects
of death. The first part of the āśauca period is an inauspicious state of
progressive bodily destruction, and during this time the relatives are
untouchable. But when that state has ended, when the dead body has
reached a state where there is no more decay, and death has solely be
come a matter of overcoming the crisis of the departed spirit (the
prêta), then the relatives are no longer untouchable, although they are
still not fit to perform rituals or to distribute food to others.
A rule which is more generally accepted is that which only attrib
utes untouchability to the mother and not to the father and the other
relatives when a child is born. As argued already, birth is an auspi
cious occasion, and therefore it is only the mother who is associated
with inauspiciousness, since, to her, birth may imply a serious physi
cal crisis (again depending on forces beyond human control).
There was also the case of the different circumstances under which
a woman has a sexual relation to a Candāla, which was presented in
the section of purification of women in chapter six. When she was
pregnant with her husband before the incident with the Candāla the
penance would be mild, but if she became pregnant with the Śvapāka
she had to be banished with no regard to purification. In the cases in
between these two there was no pregnancy, and it was in these cases
that we saw the greatest emphasis on purification, which was intended
to secure her continued fertility. Here impregnation with the Śvapāka
is one more case of inauspiciousness, directly connected, like the other
cases, to basic areas of prosperity (progeny) that, although vital, are
beyond human agency.
Summing up briefly, it has been the main purpose of this study to
show that untouchability, apart from being an important boundary
marker of Aryan society and values, was rooted in a specific ritualism
concerned with basic conditions of prosperity on all the levels - or in
all the spheres of activity - of the male Twice-born householder. The

681 Kane 1968-1977, vol.3: 929-930, 951.
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untouchability complex proliferated in many directions, both in terms
of untouchable categories and with respect to the many precautionary
measures that came to be bound together in the complex. Despite this
confusing mass of rules and specific circumstances, the complex re
tained an almost graphic character, spreading as it did from the body
of the householder through his family and belongings to the social
worlds of the village, city, religious community, caste, class and coun
try. It was through control of physical action and interaction, touching,
seeing, speaking, hearing, eating, procreating, lying, sitting, walking
and driving, that Candālas and other Untouchables were set apart from
the community of the four varnas 682. The more significant of these
practices - the financially more critical precautions relating to compa
ny, transactions and exchange of wealth and services - acted as an ef
fective hindrance to the upward mobility of the permanent
Untouchables. The Candāla was the prototype of these groups. He be
came the professional Untouchable, the subject of the socio-economic
exploitation of the complex. Isolated as an unskilled labour force
Untouchables continued to be a significant resource of production.
This was true to such an extent that the untouchability complex as so
cial practice and the old ideas of pollution and inauspiciousness that
lay behind it cast long shadows into the future. So long that some are
visible even to day.

682 In this sense untouchability is a major confirmhtion of the approach to such practices that
was initiated by Marcel Mauss (1979).
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Abhojyānnatva

being abhojyānna, a person whose cooked food should not
be eaten.

Ācāra

the right conduct and the rituals prescribed for the normal
course of life. In dharmaśāstra this term covers subjects
such as varna and varnasamkara, rules referring to particu
lar stages of life, śauca, samskāras, etc.

Adhikāra

the right and the responsibility of an agent to undertake a
particular activity and the right to the results thereof.

Adrśyatva

being adrśya, a person who should not be looked at.

Agamyatva

being agamya, a person who should not be approached for
the purpose of a sexual relation.

Antyaja

a group of low status occupations. The standard enumera
tion in the late smrtis includes seven groups: washermen,
leather workers, dancers/performers, workers in reed, fish
ermen, medas and bhillas (various occupations).

Antyāvasāyin

low castes at the level of Untouchables (i.e. below antyaja).
The standard enumeration in the late smrtis includes seven
groups: Candāla, Śvapaca, Ksatr, Sūta, Vaidehika, Māgadha and Āyogava. These are identical to the standard group
of six pratilomas plus the Svapaca.

Anuloma

‘With the hairs’. In any interaction: a relation where the
lower varna or jāti is subordinate to the higher. In kinship:
the tolerated hypergamous union between a man of higher
varna or jāti with a woman of a lower. See also pratiloma
and varnasamkara.

Apapātratva

being apapātra, a person with whom others cannot ex
change food vessels.

Apratigrhyatva

being apratigrhya, a person from whom others cannot re
ceive gifts and other material goods.
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Apūrva

The ‘extraordinary’ force of an act prescribed in the Vedas
or smrtis, or of a serious transgression of negative injunc
tions (i.e. prohibitions) in the same texts, that accounts for
the effects of these acts on the future existence of the agent
(including future life, afterlife and future lives).

Arthavāda

a statement providing explanation or emphasis and support
ing an injunction (vidhi), but not itself a prescriptive rule to
be taken literally.

Asambhāsyatva being asambhāsya, a person with whom, conversation
should be avoided.

Aśauca

the period of purification which a person has to undergo
when a close relative has died. According to medieval com
mentators, such a person cannot perform rituals, and he is
abhojyānna, asprśya and apratigrhya. In some contexts the
term includes the purification after bir ths as well, see sūtaka.

Asprśyatva

Untouchability.

Aśrāvyatva

being aśravya, a person whose voice should not be heard.

Atikrcchra

‘The Very Hard Penance’. It is like prājāpatya, except that,
instead of eating only one meal each of the first nine days,
one is only allowed to eat one morsel.

Bāhyatva

being bāhya, a person who is spatially segregated.

Bālakrcchra

the ‘Child Penance’. It is like the prājāpatya penance, but
only lasts four days, one day for each element.

Brahmakūrca

a penance consisting of a fast for one day and taking pañca
gavya, which has been prepared with various Vedic mantras
and rituals, the following day.

Cāndrāyana

‘The Lunar Penance’ lasting one month, where the intake of
food is restricted according to the course of the moon.

Child Penance

see bālakrcchra.

Cow Urine
and Barley
Penance

see gomūtrayāvaka.

Daksinā

an obligatory donation for the Brahmins at the end of a ritu
al, for instance a penance.
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Dharma

duty or law in the sense of prescribed acts or recorded cus
toms of righteous people.

Dharmaśāstra

the learned traditional literature on dharma.

Five Products
of the Cow

see pañcagavya.

Gāyatri

a verse (Rgveda 3.62.10) taught by the preceptor at the ini
tiation of a student and repeated at the daily morning wor
ship. It says “OM, Earth, Atmosphere, and Sky. May we
contemplate the desirable radiance of the god Savitr [the
Sun]; may he impel our thoughts” 683.

Gomūtrayāvaka ‘The Cow Urine and Barley Penance’ consisting in eating
barley grains boiled with cow urine.

Grhya

pertaining to the home, for instance about domestic rituals
and the domestic fire. See also śrauta.

Hard Penance

see krcchra.

Homa

domestic offering in fire.

Hot Penance

see taptakrcchra.

Jāti

birth, species, caste.

Kalivarjya

a rule which is declared obsolete and forbidden in the pres
ent kali age, see yuga.

Krcchra

‘The Hard Penance’, generally identical with the prājāpatya penance, see this.

Ksatriya

see varna.

Kuśa

a straw or type of grass used in ritual contexts.

Lunar Penance

see cāndrāyana.

Mahāpātaka

a ‘grievous sin’. There are five: killing a Brahmin, stealing
his wealth, sex with the wife of an elder, drinking alcohol
and associating for more than a year with people who have
committed one of these four sins.

683 Flood 1996: 222.
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Mahayajña

five domestic types of worship: the worship of gods
through offerings in the domestic fire; of ancestors through
offerings of water and food; of other deities through offer
ings of lumps of food; of man by serving guests; and of
Brahma by study or recitation.

Mleccha

foreign, foreigners.

Mūla

root; the mūla text is the basic text which a commentator
comments upon.

Pañcagavya

‘The Five Products of the Cow’ : dung, urine, milk, curd and
clarified butter. They are mixed with a decoction of kuśa
grass and drunk as a penance or included as elements in
other penances.

Parāka

a penance consisting of twelve days of complete fasting.

Parisad

a council of Brahmins which stipulates the penance that has
to be observed in case of a given transgression.

Patita

an outcast sinner, particularly one who has committed one
of the five mahāpātakas.

Prājāpatya

‘The Prajāpati Penance’ lasting for twelve days: only one
meal each day for the first nine days (eaten during the day
time for the first three days, at the night for the next three
days and only if it can be had unasked for the subsequent
three days) and complete fasting for the last three days, all
accompanied by recitations and other observances.

Pratiloma

‘against the hairs’. In any interaction: a relation in which
the higher varna or jāti is subordinate to the lower. In kin
ship: the illegitimate hypogamous union between a man of
a lower varna or jāti with a woman of a higher. See also anuloma and varnasamkara.

Prāyaścitta

penance in general. In dharmaśāstra this subject includes
classifications of sins, instructions for particular penances
and the effects of unexpiated sins in the afterlife and in fu
ture births.

Samskāra

rites of passage, from rites connected with conception to
those associated with death.
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Sāmtapana

a penance lasting two days in which the penitent takes
pañcagavya together with a decoction of kuśa grass for one
day and fasts the second day. Extended versions of the
penance lasting for seven, fifteen or 21 days are also pre
scribed, but these are generally called mahāsāmtapana, the
larger sāmtapana.

Sapinda

‘sharing the same [bodily] particles’ or ‘sharing the same
rice balls’ [at śrāddha], Sapinda relationship generally in
cludes all relatives within seven generations or five genera
tions in ascending and descending order of the father’s and
the mother’s line respectively. It is of importance in matters
of marriage, inheritance and āśauca.

Sauca

purification in terms of daily normal bodily cleanliness.

Srāddha

1) a ritual for a dead person performed repeatedly until he is
established as an ancestor (ekoddistaśrāddha)', 2) the re
peatedly performed ancestor ritual (pārvanaśrāddha).

Srauta

pertaining to śruti, that is the Vedas. Particularly with re
spect to the rituals described in the Śrautasùtras-, these ritu
als require the three Vedic fires. See also grhya.

Śūdra

see varna.

Sūtaka

the period of purification which has to be undergone by the
parents, or the mother alone, after the birth of a child. The
criteria are the same as those for āśauca. The word may al
so mean ritual impurity in general.

Taptakrccra

‘The Hot Penance’, which is like the prājāpatya penance but
solid food is replaced by hot water, hot milk and hot butter
for the respective three-day periods in which food is allowed.

Ucchista

leftovers, but in most contexts the term signified the state of
being impure after the meal (by having remnants of food in
the mouth and on the hands) until one has washed the hands
and sipped water. The term may also simply mean “impure”.

Upanayana

the initiation to life as a student whereby a man is fully
recognised as a member of his respective varna and said to
be born for the second time. Śūdras and women did not un
dergo this initiation and are therefore not designated as
“Twice-born”.
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Vaiśvadeva

daily offerings of food to various gods, deities of the house
and the environment, ancestors and living beings including
Candālas.

Vaiśya

see varna.

Varna

social class. There are four in the classical system: brāhmana (Brahmins, priests, intellectuals, administrators), ksa
triya (warriors, princes), vaiśya (farmers, traders), and
śūdra (artisans, servants, labourers).

Varnasamkara

‘Mixing of Classes’ ; sexual relations between individuals of
different varna or jāti; the offspring of such relations.

Very Hard
Penance

see atikrcchra.

Vidhi

an injunction, rule or prescription.

Vyavahāra

worldly transactions. In dharmaśāstra this subject includes
rules on matters like inheritance, contracts, wages, partner
ship, debts, purchase and sale, land disputes, punishment
for theft, assault, adultery and other crimes as well as litiga
tion and rulership.

Vyavasthā

a decision regarding the specific circumstance according to
which a rule is interpreted, for instance in terms of whether
a transgression was done intentionally or unintentionally.

Yuga

eon; there are four in a cycle of progressing decline: krta,
tretā, dvāpara and kali. The last is the present ‘iron age’.

ABBREVIATIONS

ADhS
AK
AS
AŚ
Ast
BAU
BDhS
BhāMDhŚ

BhG
BhP
B&R
BS
ChU
CVCM
DBhP
GDhS
HaADhS

HaGDhS
Jāt
Kād
KS
KuMDhŚ

MBh
MB has

MeMDhŚ
MDhŚ
MW

Āpastambadharmasūtra, see Olivelle 2000.
Amarakośa, see Śāstrī 1970.
Atrismrti, see Apte 1905: 9-27.
Arthaśāstra, see Kangle 1992.
Astādhyāyī, see Kielhom 1962-1972.
Brhadāranyaka Upanisad, see Olivelle 1998.
Baudhāyanadharmasūtra, see Olivelle 2000.
Manuśāstravivarana, Bhāruci’s commentary on
Mānavadharmaśāstra, see Derrett 1975.
Bhagavadgïtā, see van Buitenen 1981.
Bhagavatapurāna, see Rāma 1950.
Sanskrit-Worterbuch, see Bôhtlingk & Roth 1990.
Brhaspatismrti, see Aiyangar 1941.
Chāndogy Upanisad, see Olivelle 1998.
Caturvargacintāmani by Hemādri, see Tarkabhūsana 1911.
Devībhāgavatapurāna, see Abhimanyu 1955.
Gautamadharmasūtra, see Olivelle 2000.
Ujjvalā, Haradatta’s commentary on Āpastambadhar
masūtra, see Pāndeya 1992.
Mitāksarā, Haradatta’s commentary on Gautamadharma
sūtra, see Pāndeya 1993.
Jātaka, see Fausboll 1877-1897.
Kādambarī, see Kale 1895-1896.
Kātyāyanasmrti, see Kane 1933.
Manvarthamuktāvali, Kullūka’s commentary on Mānava
dharmaśāstra, see Shastri 1990.
Mahābhārata, seeBORI 1971-1976.
Mahābhāsya, Patañjali’s commentary on Pānini’s Astād
hyāyī, see Kielhom 1962-1972.
Manubhāsya, Medhātithi’s commentary on Mānava
dharmaśāstra, see Jhā 1992.
Mānavadharmaśāstra, see Olivelle 2005a.
A Sanskrit-English Dictionary, see Monier-Williams 1899.
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NaVS
NS
NŚ
PM
PS
Rām
RV
ŚGS
ŚPB
SS
US
Vāj
VDhS
VijYDhŚ

Vin
VS
VSS
YDhŚ
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Vaijayanti, Nandapandita’s commentary on Visnusmrti,
see Jolly 1962.
Nāradasmrti, see Lariviere 1989.
Nātyaśāstra, see Kedāmārth 1943.
Parāśaramādhavîya, see Islāmapurkar 1893-1919.
Parāśarasmrti, see Islāmapurkar 1893-1919.
Rāmāyana, see Panśikar 1930.
Rgvedasamhitā, see Müller 1849-1874.
Śāñkhāyanagrhyasūtra, see Oldenberg 1878.
Śatapathabrāhmana^ see Weber 1924.
Samvartasmrti, see Apte 1905: 411-424.
Uśanahsmrti, see Bhattācārya 1876: 497-501.
Vājasaneyisamhitā, see Weber 1972.
Vasisthadharmasütra, see Olivelle 2000.
Mitāksarā, Vijñāneśvara’s commentary on Yājñavalkya
dharmaśāstra, see Pāndeya 1967.
Vinayapitaka, see Oldenberg 1879-1883.
Visnusmrti / Visnudharmasūtra, see Jolly 1962.
Vaikhānasasmārtasūtra, see Caland 1927.
Yājñavalkyadharmaśāstra, see Stenzler 1970.
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